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Hon. Editor’s Note

1979 has been the Club’s busiest year and the dedicated Des McCarthy who so generously contributed his time
support which members gave to the Cruise In-Company and skill to the cover design. Rex Roberts attended the
has meant perhaps that many members who in normal Cruise In-Company as a guest of the Commodore and I
years are regular contributors did not write this year. am grateful to him for providing some photographs from
Nevertheless there were a valuable number of outside his collection. As this Annual goes to print my sincere
cruises which I hope will prove of interest to readers. Ex- thanks are again due to Declan Clancy of Reprint Ltd
ceptionally, this year’s Annual does include reference to whose invaluable assistance and advice have made this
the Fastnet and the two excellent accounts submitted by edition possible. Errors will have occurred in proof correcour Secretary Peter Mullins and by Bob Mollard are in- tion and for these I must regretfully and apologetically
cluded as a record of what two of our members ex- take responsibility.
perienced in what proved to be the greatest yachting By the time this Annual reaches you most of you will, I
tragedy in history.
am sure, have planned your 1980 cruising programme.
I am grateful to all members who have taken the trouble Please include a camera in your plans! If possible bring
to write accounts of their cruises during the 1979 season one short roll of black and white film so that part of the
and I am pleased to note that there is a good representa- voyage can be recorded for the Annual.
tion of members short reports in the Dunn’s ditties section.
Again, Winkie Nixon has provided us with some excellent
photographs and our thanks are due to him and also to
John Gore-Grimes
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Challenge Cup Awards 1979
R. H. O’Hanlon

In all nineteen logs were presented from Club
members and it was a pleasure that one of these came
from the fertile pen of Clayton Love (Sr.), who has
done so much for the Journal in the past.
Most of our members attended the Rally in South
West Ireland, but despite this others found time to visit
Finland, Greece, France, Spain, Canary Islands, Bermuda, the Caribbean, the Eastern seaboard of the
United States and the Azores.
Only one entry was submitted for the Round Ireland
Cup. This was won by the Commodore whose log was
beautifully presented and illustrated. Likewise there
was only one entry for the Wybrants Cup, a family
cruise in Scottish waters, Stornaway and back to Dun
Laoghiare, achieved by Dermod Ryan with great success.
Of the remaining seventeen entries eight were considered eligible for the Fortnight Cup. Cuilan of Kinsale’s thirteen day cruise in the West Indies with John
Bourke and John Finnegan is full of interest and most
informative about the good things of life, so also are
Mervyn Hall’s escapades in the Greek Islands. I would
have enjoyed both trips very much! Colin McMullan
deserves great credit for his cruise in the West Coast of
Ireland and the other five logs are most entertaining.
The winner of this trophy is Brian Law, Sai See who,
with two adults and two children, covered 1050 miles
in fourteen days - Strangford Lough, Benodet,
Strangford’Lough.
Nine logs were considered for the Faulkner,
Strangford and Atlantic Trophies. All are of a very

high standard, indeed, the achievements of our
members in this our Jubilee year are outstanding. Two
of the shorter cruises deserve special mention. H. R.
Gomes in Hesperia II of Down explored North
Western Spain and sailed 2055 miles in thirty five days,
this was a well conducted cruise which included a passage of 801 miles. Robert Barr in Estrellita also visited
North West Spain sailing 1665 miles in twenty three
days in mixed weather conditions; this voyage included
passages of 753 and 435 miles. I regret that due to lack
of silverware I am unable to award a prize to Estrellita
as the log is of great merit, it is beautifully written and
most informative.
Tony Doherty - Bali Hai - wins the Atlantic
Trophy for sailing with a small crew and a 26ft. vessel
from Cork to Maderia, Canary Islands, the Azores and
back to Cork. A cruise completed without a hitch and
including four long passages, the longest 1250 miles. A
fine achievement.
The Strangford Trophy award is to John Gore
Grimes in Shardana. For tenacity of purpose he is well
known to you all. His fine cruise in American waters
and his Transatlantic passage need no comment.
Lastly, it is with considerable pleasure that I award
our Premier Trophy "The Faulkner Cup" to Michael
O’Flaherty, when you read the logs of Cuilaun of Kinsale you will agree it is well deserved.
I would like to congratulate all on the excellence of
the logs presented, winners and losers alike. I also wish
to thank the Flag Officers and Committee for giving
me the honour of judging these logs.

Secretary’s Report

his superb work in publishing the Annual, to Colonel Bob
Berridge for judging the logs and for all his help on the
Committee from which he has now retiring. The Commodore then thanked Leonard Shiel the outgoing Hon.
Treasurer, and welcomed Robert Shanks to his new office.
The Commodore then asked his wife, Jennifer to present
the Club trophies to the winners of the various competiCommittee: H. Cudmore, N. M. A. D’Alton, D. N. Doyle, tions and this was followed by a most enjoyable buffet
R. J. Fielding, C. J. FitzGerald, J. Gore-Grimes, A. D. supper.
McIllwaine, M. McKee, R. Mollard, D. S. Parke, W. A.
Annual Dinner: The annual dinner this year was held in
Smyth, J. M. Wolfe.
the offices of the Belfast Harbour Commissioner on SaturCommittee Meetings: There were six committee meetings day, 3 February. 170 members and their guests attended
held during the year. Four at the Royal St. George Yacht and our thanks are due to our Vice-Commodore, Peter
Club, one at Howth Yacht Club and one on board the Bunting and Committee member, Douglas McIllwain for
Commodore’s yacht, Deerhound.
being able to acquire such magnificent premises for this
The average attendance was in the order of 50%.
function. After the dinner the Club’s trophies were
presented to the winners including for the first time the
Annual General Meeting: The Annual General Meeting ofAtlantic Trophy. The following morning the Royal Ulster
the Club was held at the Howth Yacht Club on Friday, 2 Yacht Club at Ballyholme hosted a splendid buffet lunch
March. 55 members attended, somewhat less than the and our thanks here go to Michael McKee for the
previous year. The proposal to increase the annual sub- organisation.
scription from £6 to £12 was withdrawn pending the The 1980 Annual Dinner will beheld in the Great
financial outcome of the Cruise In Company. However Southern Hotel, Killarney on Saturday 1 March.
the proposal by the Commodore that Rule 7(1)be deleted
and substituted as follows was passed unanimously. The End of Season Rally: Owing to the postal strike, it was imnew Rule now reads "at the Annual General Meeting of possible to inform members and arrange the Lambay
the Club, members shall be obliged to have paid their full Meet or Whitsun Race to Port St. Mary. However the
subscription for the current year. A member who shall week-end, 15/16 September saw a well attended muster in
have failed to have paid his subscription by the date of the Arklow Basin. Members were asked to answer a pertinent
Annual General Meeting shall have until 31 December of questionnaire on safety prepared by Robert MoUard and
that year to pay his subscription plus a half year’s sub- points were awarded for the Rockabil Trophy which was
scription by way of a penalty. Unless the full subscription won by John Gore-Grimes Shardana. The following day
plus the half year’s subscription is paid by the 31st all yachts present took part in a race from Arklow to
December of that year, they shall cease to be a member of Dalkey Sound for the Wright Salver. The race was won on
the Club. Subscription defaulters may regain membership corrected time by Louis Heath’s Four Seasons in
of the Club by payment of arrears and the new entry fee at moderate to strong southerly conditions. Those who took
the current rate".
part in order of finishing were as follows: Four Seasons,
The Commodore opened his address by reading the Live Wire, Red Velvet, Gay Gannet, Deerhound, Verve,
presentation citation made to the Irish Cruising Club from Shardana, Milindi, Bandersnatch and Korsar.
the Royal Cruising Club on their Cruising Club medal for
their services to the sport of Cruising. This was received Golden Jubilee Cruise: The highlight of the year was of
with acclamation. The Commodore said that the award course our Golden Jubilee Cruise on the South coast from
was made with special reference for our assistance in the 20 to 28 July in conjunction with the Royal Cruising
publications and credit must go to Paul Campbell and his Club, Cruising Club of America, Clyde Cruising Club and
predecessors. The Commodore then thanked Alan the Royal Cork Yacht Club. I am most grateful to W. M.
Leonard and his sister Elizabeth England for presenting Nixon who has agreed to write the official account of the
the Atlantic Trophy in memory of their late father G. P. cruise which you will find at the foot of this report. Those
Leonard. The Commodore thanked John Gore Grimes for who took part in the Cruise will I am sure agree with me
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Peter Mullins (Sec. I.C.C.) talking with Peter Bunting (Vice Commodore I.C.C.) with the man from Boston, Jock Kiley (I.C.C./CCA)
in the background - Photo Rex Roberts.
that it was in every respect an outstanding success. An whose boat, Kialoa, was the first to finish the transoperation of this magnitude does not just happen without Atlantic race.
a lot of very hard work by a lot of people and I would like The Royal Cruising Club medal for services to cruising,
to take this opportunity of recording our thanks to our a most handsome 4" bronze medal.
Commodore, John Guinness and his wife Jennifer, our A Paul Revere Silver Bowl inscribed "The Irish CruisRear Commodore and Chairman of the organising com- ing Club from the Cruising Club of America for the
mittee George Kenefick and all the members of his com- pleasure you gave us on your Golden Jubilee Cruise."
A beautiful Quaich inscribed "Presented by the Clyde
mittee who did such invaluable work not only before but
during and after the Cruise. A special word of thanks also Cruising Club Golden Jubilee 1979".
to I.C.C. member John Minchin who checked in yachts at The Royal Cork Yacht Club presented us with a very
Crosshaven and John O’Mahony who looked after the fine Waterford Glass Fruit Bowl with a Silver Medallion
financial end of things. I would like to add a special word inscribed "Presented to the Irish Cruising Club by the
of thanks on behalf of the members of the Irish Cruising Royal Cork Yacht Club on the occasion of their visit July
Club to Sean Gahan, Catering Officer of Irish Lights who 1979".
We presented each of the above Clubs with an inscribed
had the enormous task of organising the catering at the
Waterford
Glass Ships Decanter.
three locations. Finally to the officers and men of the L.E.
Emer and the Irish Lights Tender, Granuaile for acting as
guardship at Garnish Island and to the officers and men of Golden Jubilee Dinner: This was held in the dininghall of
the Southern Command for erecting tentage, we owe them Trinity College, Dublin on Saturday, 17 November. 120
members attended.
all our thanks.
During the cruise the Club received 5 magnificent Membership: We welcome the following 15 new members
who were declared elected this year: D. B. Johnston, Mrs.
trophies.
A Perpetual Challenge Cup made of Waterford Glass A. Cudmore, W. M. Dickenson, A. Doherty, I. R. Guinwas presented to the Club by Bord Failte and it has been ness, J. A. Henshaw, J. C. Kelly, S. Malone, D. J. Mcagreed with them that it may be awarded by the Club for Cauley, Dr. N. O’Rahilly, R. H. Reville, F. G. Smyth, A.
any sailing event in excess of 1000 miles which ends in Walsh, W. R. Watson, H. E. Whelehan.
Ireland. On this occasion it was awarded to Jim Kilroy, The membership at present stands at 422.
vii

The Golden Jubilee Dinner at Trinity College Dublin - Photo D. Barrington
Subscriptions: May I remind all members that your annual subscription of £6 became due on the 1st January
and that under the Rule amendment referred to earlier in
this report, subscriptions must be paid by the time of the
Annual General Meeting or accept a penalty or expulsion
from the Club if the subscription together with the penalty
are not paid by the end of the year.
The Club’s Annual is regarded by many as a means of
keeping in touch with other members. It is very important
therefore that members advise me if they move house or
change yacht.

an authoritative assessment of the place of Irish Cruising
in world sailing development, and as something which is
facinating to read in its own right. It is most unlikely that a
work of this magnitude will ever be written or reprinted
again. Copies of the book may be obtained from me or
from the area representatives namely John Gore Grimes,
Keith Hunt, Peter Bunting and Robert Shanks, who kindly offered to hold stocks to facilitate distribution.

Conclusion: In conclusion I would like to thank the Committee and members for bearing with me during the past
year which has been a full and exciting one to say the
To Sail The Crested Sea: As everyone who was on the least. The postal strike in the first half of the year caused
Cruise In Company will know, Winkie Nixon’s history of considerable difficulties in communicating with members
the Club "To Sail the Crested Sea" appeared, as planned and made the ascertaining of the number in the Cruise In
just in time for distribution during the Cruise Itself. It is a Company largely guess work.
very substantial volumn, 436 pages, 246 photos and 44
Once again we owe our thanks to John Gore Grimes,
drawings. It is very attractively produced. We have been Editor of the Annual and indeed the moving force behind
very encouraged by the favourable response it has the successful publication of the Club History. It takes
received not only from our members but also from the someone of John’s energy to take on these jobs and still
cruising population and sailing people generally outside have time to sail his yacht in the Transatlantic Race. Paul
the Club. Thus your Committee feel that their decision to Campbell, Editor of our Sailing Directions is also to be
print a substantial number of copies of this important thanked for his dedication and attention to detail in up
book has been fully justified and sales are progressing dating our Sailing Directions and we look forward to seewell. May I remind you that it is still available at a special ing the new Sixth Edition of the East and North Coasts
members price of £12 per copy and I would recommend being available this year, which will present yet another
that any members who have not purchased a copy to do task for Jennifer Guinness, our Honorary Publications
so without delay as we feel sure that no Irish Cruising Officer. Finally a thank you to Rory O’Hanlon for judging
Club yacht should be without it for a work of reference as the Logs at such short notice.
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The Golden Jubilee Cruise In-Company
W. M. N ixon

It was an inspired piece of thinking which led Harry Club was fortunate that in the fifty years since its
Donegan of Cork, skipper of the famous cutter Gull, to founding, there had been another Cruise-in-Company in
suggest in February 1929 at the Annual Dinner of Howth the same area, to celebrate the Quarter Millenia of the
Sailing Club that a cruising club catering for Irish needs Royal Cork Yacht Club in 1969. This had come about incould best be brought about by a cruise-in-company in the itially as a result of conversations in the mid-’60s between
coming summer in West Cork and Kerry, culminating in a Bob Berridge, at that time Commodore of the Irish Cruisvisit to Glengarriff where the actual founding could take ing Club, and Clayton Ewing, the then Commodore of the
place. It meant that the Irish Cruising Club came into be- Cruising Club of America. From tentative suggestions
ing in the most pleasant possible way; it meant too that that American yachts might be interested in racing across
the Irish anchorage par excellence would be for ever inex- the Atlantic to Cork and then possibly cruising the
tricably linked with the Club’s very existence, and it also southwestern seaboard together with Irish and British
meant that as milestones in the Club’s history were yachts, things developed under the leadership of Clayton
reached, Members in their yachts could return together to Love Jnr., the Admiral of the Royal Cork Yacht Club in
the place and the area which symbolises most clearly its revitalised form at Crosshaven, and the outstanding
everything that cruising and their club signify for a success of the Quarter Millenial Celebrations is now part
of world yachting history.
celebration and, so to speak, a re-birth.
In planning the Golden Jubilee Cruise-in-Company, the

Dr. Rory O’Hanlon’s Meermin powering along with her new Bermuda rig Photo Rex Roberts

From that time it was perhaps assumed by anyone who Company in 1979, the co-ordination with that Club being
thought of the matter that the Irish Cruising Club would looked after by RCC Vice Commodore Jonathan Trafford
arrange something similar for the Golden Jubilee celebra- who has since, incidentally, been appointed to the newly
tions in 1979, and with the long range forward planning created post of Honorary Flag Officer of the RCC for his
necessary in such matters the broad outlines were already work in connection with his Club’s Centenary.
taking shape in the mid-’70s. As 1980 also happend to be At the same time, in the early summer of 1977, our
the Centenary Year of the Royal Cruising Club, out of friends in the Cruising Club of America confirmed that
respect for the world’s senior cruising club that organisa- they would be running a Transatlantic Race to Cork in
tion was approached to see if some sort of joint venture support of our Golden Jubilee. The idea had first been
might be appropriate, and the RCC indicated their mooted as long ago as 1974 in discussions between John
enthusiasm for involvement with a ten day ICC Cruise-in- Guinness and Bunny Burns, a leading CCA Member who

/
Transatlantic pirate Bunny Burns (I.C.C./CCA) aboard Deerhound- Photo Rex Roberts.

also happens to be a member of the ICC. The American own time; this also was the case with CCA participation,
involvement was now extended to include participation in and of course the Royal Cruising Club involvement would
the Cruise-in-Company, while the Transatlantic Race ad- be through cruising only, as indeed would be most of our
ministration was undertaken by Jock Kiley, Rear Corn- own Members’ participation. But however the yacths got
modore of the Boston Station of the CCA. Jock is also a to the Cruise-in-Company, in virtually all cases it would
member of the Irish Cruising Club, and another of our involve officially joining the fleet at Crosshaven, where the
own members, and also with a Scottish name, was in- basic day-to-day introductory administrative work would
volved in the participation of a fourth cruising club. This take place. Fortunately for the success of the Cruise, the
was Sandy Taggart, best known as the Honorary Royal Cork Yacht Club had expressed an interest in being
Secretary of the Clyde Cruising Club, and in the summer involved, and in addition to providing a fine contingent of
of 1977 he was able to confirm that his Club’s premier dis- yachts actually taking part, they were more than generous
tance racing award, the Blue Water Trophy, would be al- in the provision of facilities and every sort of assistance at
located for a race from the Clyde to Cork to bring CCC their Crosshaven base.
Thus by the Autumn of 1977 the basic programme of
yachts to the celebrations.
In addition, Sandy reckoned that Scottish participation feeder races from Marblehead and the Clyde, general fleet
would be augmented by yachts cruising to Cork in theirassembly at Crosshaven, and the subsequent week-long
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Coming up for air. The Cheif engineer aboard the General Jenkim - Photo Rex Roberts.

Cruise-in-Company for the five clubs culminating in the modoreship, in 1979 we would normally have had another
Golden Jubilee party at Glengarriff, had taken shape. As northern Commodore, but in view of the way things were
any study of the Club history indicates, setting dates for a developing our northern committee members generously
Cruise-in-Company is difficult in order to fall in with relinquished their term as senior flag officer, and it was
traditional holiday times in different areas, and in the end agreed that John Guinness, with his unrivalled connechistory had to be re-written a little, the date for the Golden tions with the other cruising clubs involved, would become
Jubilee party being set for July 28th instead of the precise the Commodore in March 1978 and so be firmly at the
date of July 13th. When we noted that the 13th July 1979 helm for Golden Jubilee Year.
happened to be a Friday, history was re-written with Thus two years in advance of the event, things were
alacrity! The Cruise-in-Company thus was planned to get already moving rapidly, and in November 1977 the then
under way from Crosshaven on Saturday July 21st.
Commodore, Denis Doyle, together with Joe Fitzgerald,
Well before the event, it began to be obvious that the an ICC member since 1944 in addition to his work in
substantial fleet numbers of 1969 would be exceeded, but yachting around Cork, and John Guinness, made a tour of
quite by how much was difficualt to say. Looking back to the proposed cruise area in order to make the final decithe experience of 1969, it was agreed that considerably sion on the locations for the different parties. In the end it
more attention would have to be given to the organisation was agreed to work towards a first party at
of the shore parties, which would be the central set pieces Castletownshend on the Monday, a second one at
of the event. In 1969 they’d been an almost happy-go- Castletownbere on the Thursday, while the final party
lucky mixture of private functions, and parties commer- would be the Club’s own event, hopefully on Garnish
cially provided by hotels with little in the way of outside Island in Glengarriff Harbour.
assitance. But now with many more boats and people an- Owing to the expected numbers, it was clear that caterticipated, what had previously been a successful method ing plans would have to start from scratch, and John
would more than likely not be able to cope, and so the Guinness approached Sean Gahan, the Catering Officer of
Club was faced with a massive administration problem:
Irish Lights, in order to seek his advice. In the end, Sean
Even with our less direct involvement with the 1969 agreed to take on the overall administration of all the
event, the fact that the Commodore of the time was based shoreside catering for all three parties in a personal
in Belfast had not made running the thing any easier. capacity, a real breakthrough for inevitably the involveUnder the three-year inter-area rotation of the Com- ment of the other Cruising Clubs in setting things up

The Fastnet Rock rising out of a morning mist - Photo Rex Roberts

would be largely nominal, although close contact was Foreman, who managed to give unstintingly of their help
maintained with Jonathan Trafford and Jock Kiley, and despite the Royal Cork being in the throes of typically
Sandy Taggart managed to combine attendance at some busy season. Indeed, it would be impossible to overof our functions with exchanges of administrative informa- express our thanks to everyone who helped in Crosshaven.
tion, as did Ronnie Andrews, the Commodore of the Although much background work had been done by the
Royal Cruising Club.
time 1979 arrived, inevitably the pace began to become
The involvement of the Royal Cork Yacht Club would more hectic. By this time we knew that the whole cruise,
be paramount, particularly at the early stages, and a and particularly the party at Glengarriff, was going to
special Committee was established in Cork under the have a notable sense of occasion. The Naval Service had
chairmanship of George Kenefick (now our Rear Com- indicated that except for unforeseen circumstances we
modore) involving many of the Cork sailing fraternity, in- could expect a Guardship to be on station there. In addicluding several who gave generously of their time despite tion the Irish Lights Commissioners had expressed interest
not being ICC members themselves.
in having their tender Granuaille present on the great day.
In time, this Committee developed the administrative As the summer approached, President Hillery kindly acapparatus which we all came to know and appreicate so cepted our invitation to be present at the final garden
much during the Cruise-in-Company. John O’Mahony party, and arranged a reception aboard the Guardship for
became Cruise Secretary, with Rosemary Cagney as his that morning. In addition, An Taoiseach, Mr. Jack Lynch,
assistant, and cruise participants became baffled by the planned to be present in Cork as the fleet moved off, if cirfact that their office caravan seemed to manage to be cumstances permitted, and as the time drew nearer the
everywhere. We’ve news for you. There were in fact at Flag Officers of the five clubs were invited to meet him at
least three caravans, hence their exceptional mobility, but a lunch party given by Archie O’Leary, Admiral of the
John managed to get himself to all the relevant places at Royal Cork Yacht Club. Unfortunately, owing to the oil
remarkable speed. In addition, they had the assistance of crisis, Mr. Lynch was unable to be present himself, but
John Minchin who was in charge of reception on the Mrs. Lynch deputised for him most capably, and in addiwaterfront, and as well there was invaluable support from tion to spending a day sailing with us, she also presented
RCYC Secretary Harry Deane and his assitant Mary the awards at the CCA Prize Giving in Crosshaven, in-
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Mairin Lynch accompanied by I.C.C. Commodore John Guinness and his wife Jennifer at Crosshaven - Photo Rex Roberts

cluding the handsome Waterford Glass trophy given to us ford Bourne of Cork whose involvement didn’t stop there
by Bord Failte for the Transatlantic Race.
- he also raced his Kinsale-based Contessa 35 Black
Meanwhile, the background administration accelerated. Shadow in the Blue Water Race from the Clyde.
Huge files of correspondence were building up, on every Now that the smooth running of the Cruise-inpossible topic from obtaining permission from the Com- Company is the abiding memory of the whole affair, it is
missioners of Public Works for the use of Garnish Island easy to forget that the busiest time of setting it all up was
- something given very rarely - to the problem of finding also the time of the accursed postal and telephone strike,
enough tents of the right size and quality to provide the which made contacing the necessary people, especially in
necessary tented village. In the end this was a real West Cork, a matter of the greatest possible difficulty.
problem, and it turned out that the only possible source of Despite that, the arrangements were made, with Captain
supply was through the Army’s Ordnance Corps. Faced Paul Chavasse being most helpful in Castletownshend
with our unusual request of erecting a tented village at where Christopher Somerville very generously lent us the
three different locations, one of them an island, it took a grounds of his famous house Drishane for what was now
little time to get a yea or nay on this, and it was not until confirmed as the Joint RCC/CCC Party. At
early July 1979, with boats already on their way towards Castletownbere it was a matter of making arrangements
Cork and the start of the cruise itself only eleven days with the Cametrignane Hotel on its strategic site on the
away, that agreement was finally reached.
point at the harbour mouth for the rental of facilities while
Fortunately for the nerves of all involved, most other Scan Gahan’s staff provided the catering, and on Garnish
important items had been cleared much further in ad- Island we worked through the Board of Works staff, havvance. Scan Gahan proved, not surprisngly, to be a most ing the place to ourselves. In both Castletownshend and
capable organiser. He took on the very able Don Glengarriff, wer worked along with local boatmen in order
Henderson as Head Chef, and in addition had the services to provide a basic ferry service. This was especially rapid
of three Master Chefs from the College of Nautical Cater- at the former, thanks to help from Capt Chavasse. At
ing in Liverpool. To help with the massive logistics of his Glengarriff, the boatmen may not have the most enviable
operation, he also recruited key people from Irish Lights reputation in the world, but the Cruise-in-Company fleet
who gave up part of their leave to help administer the brought such an influx of business that everyone,
catering side, and in all the food for the parties was customers and boatmen alike, seemed well pleased with
provided in a formidably successful exercise. That Sean arrangements.
took it all comfortably in his stride in addition to his So it was that the final details of organisation slotted
everyday work with Irish lights is evident from the fact into place even as yachts were already on their way to
that he looked after all costings and did most of the work Cork. The intention was to provide the basic framework
in calculating charges for admission to each party. As of the cruise through the running of the three set parties,
well, he had the happy idea of arranging for the Club’s and as the venture was taking a large selection of fine
own wine, provided through David Nicholson of Wood- cruising yachts to one of the best cruising grounds in the

President Hillery aboard Deerhound
with the Commodore - Photo Rex
Roberts

Kialoa was the first across the Atlantic - Photo Cork Examiner

world, it remained to be seen if we had provided the neces- the Commodore, John Guinness, and the Rear Comsary background in order for a decidely diverse selection modore, George Kenefick, had flown to America to see
of individuals to enjoy themselves without any feeling of the boats off and confirm arrangements for the Cruise-inrestriction or unnecessary imposition of organisation. Company, it meant that in all there were more than a
With the communications difficulties, it wasn’t until the dozen Irish people at the start.
last minute that we were reasonably sure about the
Winds were light at the start, and light too at the finish,
number of people and boats to expect, but in early July we but out in the open Atlantic conditions were boisterous
had to print our programme with its list of participants. and the fleet was soon eating up the 2700 mile course with
This was undertaken by Teddie Crosbie with Joe mostly strong soldier’s breezes. Barely twelve days out,
Fitzgerald’s assistance, and with its appearance we had the mighty spinnaker of Jim Kilroy’s Kialoa appeared in
tangible proof that something very special was getting un- the morning mist off Cork Harbour. After a fast crossing,
der way.
the finish was tantalisingly slow, and it was midday before
Despite it, even now after the event we cannot say ex- she had crossed the line. Among maxi-raters, line honours
actly how many boats and people were involved in the seem to be what counts, but Kialoa’s owner had the
Irish Cruising Club’s Golden Jubilee Celebrations. Cer- satisfaction of taking Class 1 on corrected time as well,
tainly we do know that 159 yachtes took part in the finishing ahead in all departments of both Condor of BerCruise-in-Company itself, and that the largest number muda and Ondine.
recorded at any one of the parties was 714 people, but not The overall winner, and top boat in Class II, was the
all of the boats which raced to Cork in the initial part of US Naval Academy’s 55ft sloop Alliance, a notable
the celebrations went on to take part in the cruise, while achievement as her crew’s average age was just 22. The
during the cruise there were other boats which became in- ICC had a nice surprise in Class III where it transpired
formally involved for a day or so. Thus the reckoning that that the winner was Cuilaun, which had been driven as
almost 200 yachts, ranging from the smallest pocket she’d never been driven before. She was the talk of the
cruisers to the largest maxi-raters, took part in some stage town around Crosshaven, and it turned out that she’d
of our Golden Jubilee seems a reasonable assessment. almost done very well indeed, having been ahead of the
And of that 200, a large majority saw things right through whole fleet on corrected time as she swept in to the
to the end, and in the case of many American yachts, this Fastnet. To retain this lead she had to average only 3
meant they were involved for a full month.
knots to the finish, but in the calms along the Irish coast
Their active involvement began off Marblehead, Mas- she failed to do so, and had to be content with first in class
sachusetts, on Friday June 29th at 1300 with the start of III.
the Transatlantic Race. In fact, it could be argued that The race from the Clyde got under way from the new
their participation began even earlier than that, as there’d marina at Troon on Saturday July 14th. The 37 starters
been a successful party given on the Wednesday evening had lightish weather coming down the North Channel and
by Bord Failte, and then the following evening the Eastern the Irish Sea, mostly reaching, but then the last stage of
Yacht Club gave a hospitable pre-race reception, which the 350 mile course from the Tuskar to Cork was a stiffish
made the gentle start welcome. It was gratifying to note beat, and this confirmed an already good showing by John
that of the sixteen starters, two were Irish, Michael Anderson’s Shamrock Jonathan Livingston Vulture which
O’Flaherty’s 57ft McGruer yawl Cuilaun of Kinsale, skip- took the IOR Division and the Blue Water Trophy. In the
pered for the race by Brian Smullen, and the smallest boat, two CCC Classes, the winners were Bill McKean’s ExJohn Gore-Grimes’ Nich 31 Shardana from Howth. As calibur Siolta and D. F. Eglinton’s Norwest 34 Killegray.

Bill McKean’s Siolta won her race
from the Clyde - Photo W. M. Nixon.

The cruise gets under way - Eilidh (John Mill, Commodore CCC) leading Hokulele (Stanley Livingstone, CCA) - Photo IV. M. NixOn.

The new marina at Kinsale was well filled - Photo IV. M. Nixon.

It’s worth noting that the Blue Water Race was jointly ing brief sorties back over their tracks to join up with the
sponsored by the RORC, and thus brought a sixth club set parties. Nevertheless, it was most of the fleet which put
into our celebrations, and like the race from America, it to sea from Cork harbour on the morning of Saturday
also had Irish participation. The influx of racers ac- July 21st, making westward in a norwesterly which had
celerated the growing excitement at Crosshaven, and the enough north in it to be a leading breeze. The more shrewd
conviviality was added to by two prize givings which were took this fine fair wind and headed on westward round the
very capably organised by Bernie Cahill in the Majorca Old Head, making a long passage to Glandore or even
Ballroom, the Clyde one being on Wednesday July 18th further, but most peeled off into either Kinsale or
while the CCA prize-giving on the night of Friday July Oysterhaven, finishing their sail with a brisk beat into
20th brought to a fitting conclusion the events at Cork port. In Kinsale, KYC’s Commodore Bob Cassidy made
harbour.
us welcome at his Club’s splendid new marina, and the
By this time the river had filled to bursting point, most many gourmet restaurants in the town proved a delightful
of the vast fleet having arrived cruising their own way in surprise for strangers.
their own time. The diversity of the fleet in size and type By the Sunday, patterns were beginning to emerge. A
was reflected by the Commodorial yachts. RCC Com- number of craft around the 50 ft size organised an informodore Ronnie Andrews had sailed over from Cornwall mal race westward among themselves, to add interest to
in his Folkboat Tetra, and later his wife joined him as what was now a beat down beyond Galley Head, with a
crew for the Cruise-in-Company. CCA Commodore Peter good stiff breeze at times. Pundits reckon that if a race
Comstock was aborad a Moody 36 chartered on this side had been run on proper handicaps, the winner must have
of the Atlantic, CCC Commodore John Mill had cruised been George Radley with his Swan 36 Cecille - he took a
down from Scotland in his handsome 57ft Mylne cutter long tack seaward from Kinsale, found a breeze with more
Eilidh, and our own John Guinness was abord the Hood south in it than others experienced, and then threw onto
50 Deerhound, resplendent in her new green topsides and port and sailed a very fast 30 mile tack which took him
fitted with a dispenser for Guinness Extra Stout on the neatly in past the Galley, inside the Dhulic, and spot-on
pushpit.
into Glandore.
Already some craft had moved on west, practitioners of Some of course went on to Castletownshend, but the
the more austere philosophies of cruising preferring in heart of the fleet that night seemed to be between Union
some cases to stay ahead of the bulk of the fleet, just mak- Hall and Glandore. The following day the wind was still

Part of the fleet in Glandore- Photo W. M. Nixon
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west, and gradually the assembly began in fleet was turning to windward in all its diversity. AdinitCastletownshend, the lovely anchorage in Castlehaven fill- tedly there were a few - naughty fellows - who motored
mg with the elegant fleet, bunting a-flutter, the sun break- far too much, but generally sailing was quite the thing,
ing through, the breeze easing to leave an evening of Peter Jay with his sloop Norvantes, and a strong crew
delightful West Cork mildness for the RCC/CCC party. fresh from racing the Atlantic, setting a pace which was
Pressure of time and distance meant that for some of matched by Arthur Beiser and his handsome NMYC 48
the Scots boats this was as far as they got, but if for them Quicksilver, a particularly impressive sight powering unthere was a sense of farewell, for others it was just an der sail through the light and shade of the fogbanks. For

Perry Greer’s Helen of Howth heading seaward in Castlehaven past a group the largest of which is Doonie Edwardes’ Nicholson 70
Floriana - Photo W. M. Nixon.

entertaining garden party with cruising being talked nine- sheer good looks, it has to be admitted that the American
teen to the dozen, and a great old air of mutual esteem yachts probably showed best, but character was mainwith Flag Officers making formal presentations to each tained from this side of the Atlantic, notably by the 1890other of glassware and whatnot, in other words just what vintage Colin Archer cutter Velsia (David Godsal) and
such a party should be like. The setting was of course Scrap Batten and his family aboard the famous Dyarchy.
perfection, and in this there lies one of the reasons for the The way Dyarchy turned to windward under her gaffsuccess of the Cruise-in-Company as a whole, for each of tops’l in its groove was an eye-opener to many sailors
the places selected proved to be attractive in its own in- brought up under the bermudan rig.
dividual way, with Castletownshend providing its own That delightful cruising ground between Glandore and
slightly raffish air of friendly intimacy, Castletownbere be- Crookhaven effortlessly absorbed the whole fleet on the
ing a lively workaday fishing port which absorbed the Tuesday evening, its many anchorages being filled with
huge fleet of yachts with elan, while Glengarrif was of boats of all clubs. The pacemakers tended to gather in
Crookhaven, with the heavies talking of racing round the
course spectacularly magnificent.
It was the Tuesday (July 24th) which provided the finest Fastnet before passing the Mizzen, but a dead flat calm
sight of the entire fleet under sail. It was a day of warm next morning resulted in a procession under power out to
westerly with sunshine interspersed with fairly harmless the famous rock. Once there, it was so calm that the Prinand generally brief-lived fogbanks. The Cork coast was cipal Keeper’s invitation to land was accepted with
looking its best, and across the blue and sparkling sea the alacrity, a happening which made for one of the many un11
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Dr. Barbara O’Hanlon with Jack Wolfe aboard the Fastnet Rock - Photo Rex Roberts.
expected yet entertaining things which made the Cruise so the following evening. In planning the broad outline of the
much more than just a mere procession. None had more Cruise-in-Company, John Guinness had kept Adrigole,
entertainment than George Lennox with his vintage cutter with its sheltered and tide-free anchorage, in mind for this,
Sarita from Strangford Lough. He arrived after the bulk and so a seemingly zany notion was given respectability
of the fleet, when the calm was giving way to a slight pop- by being thought of in the first place by one Commodore,
pie and landing by dinghy was becoming difficult. Seeing and announced by another. The original intention had
this, the keepers sent down their bo’sun’s chair and been for fifty boats to do it but in the end although slightly
George was whisked aloft onto the rock, quite the best less than half the fleet squeezed in, the gathering of 74 (or
was it 76) yachts made for the most incredible bit of
way, he claims, for clearing the head.
Engines were needed to get on round the Mizzen, but berthing most of us had ever been involved in. Not only
once Three Castle Head was abeam spinnakers blossomed was it the first time it had ever been done in Europe, but as
to a new light southerly, and the fleet spread, melting into well the number involved was a record. It certainly raised
the many anchorages in Dunmanus Bay and Bantry Bay. sociability to a new high; indeed it was a blessing that
The following day (Thursday July 26th) they all came there was some rain later on, as things might have got out
together again for the CCA party at Castletownbere, and of hand altogether. As it was, some heroes set out to get
with the compact and very visible anchorage, for the first right round. Most of course fell by the wayside, but aptime it was possible to get some grasp of the fleet as a parently a record of 12½ minutes was set for the circuit.
The Commodore’s Visitors’ Book was also sent round,
whole, a really remarkable sight.
The excitement of the American party was maintained and hasn’t been seen since...
right to the end with Commodore Comstock’s announce- The morning was The Day, Saturday July 28th, and a
ment that a sunflower raft would be formed in Adrigole fine westerly breeze brought the sunflowers sweeping up
12

Packing them in at Castletownbere for the CCA party, with the chartered motor yacht Deramore (Porter Schutt CCA) and the NYYC
Quicksilver (Arthur Beiser RCC) in the foreground - Photo W. M. Nixon.
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A section of the Sunflower at Adrigole Photo Rex Roberts.

Bantry Bay to Glengarriff where a substantial fleet was fleet later in the afternoon, the Commissioners of Irish
already gathered. Once there, it waa a day of non-stop Lights gave a reception for fomer Commodores of the
happenings. The fleet anchored in pre-arranged basic for- ICC aboard the Granuaille, a right gathering of old salts,
mation, there was the Presidential Reception aboard the and all round the fleet smaller, more private parties were
LE Emer in the morning, President Hillery reviewed the going on, for suddenly we were faced with the realisation
14

President Hillery with Gerald Barry on GarnishIsland - Photo Denis Minihane, Cork Examiner
that this incredible, fantastic, marvellous week of water- moment about everything that the ICC meant, but when
borne bonhomie was coming to its climax that night on he referred to it as meaning all these things for everyone
Garnish Island, and in the morning it would be utterly "even from the President right down to the richest
over.
American millionaire". The place dissolved in mirth, and
It says everything about the Garnish party that after the party drew to its close much, much later with the
such a week, and such a final day, it did indeed seem a laughter sustained, Gerald himself being observed still in
climax. The gardens were if anything more lovely than sparkling form in Eccles Hotel at 5 o’clock the following
ever, the food was sublime, and the official side of things morning.
was charming. A harpist played for us, and Gerald Barry
The best things end on a high note, and the Cruise-inmade his speech. Gerald had appeared at the start of the Company’s final party was no exception. There was
Cruise, the Club’s sole surviving founder Member, and he revelry until well after dawn in some cases, but barely had
looked as if the savage winter had taken a severe toll of the last of the parties finished before other yachts were
him. But then he was at each of the parties, and other coming to life, the previous day’s bunting was coming in,
gatherings as well, and each time he appeared there was a and sails were set. We folded our tents and silently stole
bit more of the old Gerald about him, for he was enjoying away.
himself hugely. When he got up to speak at the Garnish
party, it was a moving moment, for here was a man who
had been in Glengarriff those fifty years and more ago, a
much-loved crewmember with Harry Donegan aboard the Normally, the Irish Cruising Club keeps a low profile in
Gull. But Gerald was on top of his form, and quickly dis- line with the best traditions of cruising, functioning in a
pelled any undue solemnity. Admittedly he did talk for a decidely private way and going about its business without
15

any flurry of publicity. But in 1979, the year of our in-Company we were moderately fortunate in the weather,
Golden Jubilee, just for once we ’went public’ with this and we were especially fortunate in the people who sailed
Cruise-in-Company being undertaken in a relative glare of from far and near to be with us, but it would not have been
publicity. Thus a film was made about it by RTE 2, exten- the outstanding success it was without much hard work
sive coverage was given in national newspapers, and as being done by many people over a long period in advance
well it has featured in yachting magazines not only in of the celebrations getting under way. We trust that the
outstanding success of the Cruise-in-Company and our
Ireland and Britain, but in America too.
This has all been encouraging evidence of the respect in enjoyment of it will be adequate reward for their efforts.
which our Club is held, and a demonstration of the value As hoped, our Club is now re-born, and with renewed
of the background work which goes not only into the enthusiasm each of will sail forth in 1980. On the whole, I
organisation of things like the Cruise-in-Company, but think Harry Donegan would be pleased with the way
also Club functioning generally. Certainly in our Cruise- things have gone.

Cruising-in-company... Sandy Taggart’s Leumadair leading Dr Chassell’s Kalika with Ken Stead’s Vintage Champagne setting th
tan sails - Photo IV. M. Nixon
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To Scotland in "’Red Velvet"
Dermod J. Ryan

Having extricated myself from the office for 4 weeks in 2 Genoa in an extremely bumpy sea. At 1120 hours we
June/July so as to race on Cuilaun of Kinsale in the I.C.C. were in East Loch Tarbert, having taken exactly 24 hours
Transatlantic Race, prudence dictated that I miss the for the 150 miles from Skerries. The wind by now was
Cruise in Company to Glengarriff. To be missing from the gusting severely, but we lay snugly to our anchor with a
office for seven or eight consecutive weeks and then return 56 lb. weight down the chain. Several yachts, left the
to find everything going like clockwork might raise a ques- anchorage, presumably to get home at the end of their
tion as to whether a 52 weeks holiday a year might not holidays, but each returned in turn. It was by now raining
have the same successful result. So I returned to the office hard and driven by the high wind gave us a most unpleafor two weeks at the end of July, fussed and made as much sant day. Indeed, East Loch Tarbert could not have
noise as possible, and then set off for a three weeks Cruise looked less inviting. We stayed on board until later that
to the Hebrides.
evening, when we made a quick dash ashore to phone
Following last year’s Cruise to Brittany in Malindi I home. The next day, Monday, was as miserable as the
decided that, with a growing family, and how they have previous one and we stayed on board until late afternoon,
grown, and an ageing Skipper, and how he’s aged, a bigger when we went ashore to shop and clear Customs. There
yacht was indicated. So before the end of the 1978 sailing was no Customs office in Tarbert, but we were advised
season I acquired the Hustler 35 Red Velvet. As I enjoy that when we paid our Canal dues in the Ardrishaig Basin,
both racing and family cruising my requirement was for a we should ask the canal office to phone the Customs in
Cruiser/Racer in the old tradition and Red Velvet so far Campbelltown and they would meet us somewhere in the
seems to be just perfect, although we do need an air canal to clear us. Next day, Tuesday, August 7th, we left
matress on the saloon floor to accommodate our seventh Tarbert and motored flat out to Ardrishaig. Our two
when cruising. The crew as in the two previous years were youngest had heard many tales from their elder brother
my daughters, Yvonne, Brenda, Nicola and Alison and and sisters about the canal, how super it is, and so the
my son, Paul, ages ranging from 17 to 9, my wife, Sheila, weak-minded Skipper agreed to just one more trip through
and the much maligned author. Our plan was to cruise up the canal. Needless to say we timed things perfectly, arrivthe Outer Hebrides to Stornaway and then back down the ing at Ardrishaig just after noon when the lock-keepers
mainland shore. So after the usual pre-cruise rush, we cast stopped for lunch. However, things were not too bad, the
off from our moorings in Dun Laoghaire at 1740 hours on sea lock was open, it was high water and we had a relaxFriday, August 3rd. We had a dinner date in Skerries, so ing gin or ten. After the lunch break, we visited the office,
as the wind was very light we motored all the way and paid dues, hired Donnie MacLoughlin (my invaluable lock
picked up a mooring off the pier at 2100 hours. We had an keeper of former years), and arranged for the Customs to
excellent dinner in the Pier Hotel Restaurant, where Felix meet us in the canal. Interestingly, the only query the
Murray cooks superb food. We have eaten here on many Customs raised over the phone was whether we had
occasions and can thoroughly recommend it.
animals on board.
The following day at 1120 hours we cast off to a Donnie, as usual, got us through the locks like a bomb,
beautiful breeze, 16 knots from the South East, and were until two bridges out of Crinan when we had to wait for
soon reaching under spinnaker at over 6 knots in a flat the "flying squad" to open them for us. They arrived an
sea. The sun shone through light cloud and provided us hour later, and were almost met by a firing squad.
with a superb sail. At 2040 hours South Rock Light Ves- However, our hour delay was not entirely wasted, as the
sel abeam as we still creamed along under spinnaker. That Customs arrived and quickly cleared us.
evening the wind became rather chilly and at 2345 hours The day was ideal for the canal, hazy sunshine and not
had risen to the point where we deemed it wise to drop the too hot, but the hassle of the canal, in general, leaves me
cold. This was nothing compared to my feelings when I
spinnaker and replace it with the No. 2 Genoa.
Corswall Point, Ailsa Craig and the Isle of Arran scratched Red Velvet’s beautifully painted topsides. The
quickly came and went with the wind rising steadily until language was unprintable, partially because I invented a
we were off the Cock of Arran when the wind became gale few new, descriptive words to suit the occasion. In truth,
force and, even worse, unpredictable in direction. We were the scratch wasn’t really bad, but it was a super excuse for
running goose-winged by this time and the wind unex- the Skipper to get excited and have a few stiff G & T’s and
pectedly backed some 30° or more causing an involuntary demand that the Crew rub down and oil the teak seats in
gybe so we dropped the main and continued under the No. the cockpit - cunning devil our Skipper!
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Our good fortune continued next day as the tide in 10 super mackerel, truly the most superb mackerel I have
Dorus Mot turned in our favour at noon, so there was no ever seen, and then refused to take any payment. Evenvulgar early morning start or, conversely, late arrival in tually, and reluctantly, he accepted a nominal £1 for a
Tobermory, our next stop. We shopped in the Store at- dram. They tasted fabulous that evening when we were
tached to the Crinan Boat Yard, (how well stocked it is, snugly anchored in the Wizard Pool. What a beautiful
and good value too) before locking out at 1140 hours, just anchorage this is. The advice in the CCC Sailing Direcmade it before the lunch break. We were greeted by a tions is to anchor midway between the Island and the dryWesterly Force 4 and in brilliant sunshine we sailed ing rock. They don’t tell you how to find the rock when it
through Dorus Mot, passed Fladda Light and around is covered!! However, we guessed pretty well spot on.
Duart Point and then beat up the Sound of Mull to Tober- Although we were extremely comfortable below, it was
mory, where we arrived at 1845 hours. As we motored cold on deck. That night and the next day it blew smoke,
into the anchorage we spoke briefly to Seaboard. I must above gale force, and visibility was decidedly poor, with
confess I was concentrating on where to anchor, and was heavy rain, so the decision to stay put wasn’t difficult.
not as talkative as usual - perhaps Seaboard was for- Yvonne and Paul inflated the dinghy and rowed over to
tunate!! That evening was beautiful, if somehwat cold, and Wizard Island and from a sheltered position watched the
the Camping Gaz heater made it’s appearance. Believe it seals. In the evening the weather relented and the sun
or not, the Skipper did not visit Bert Hall’s "MacDonald broke through, so we climbed the nearby hills and exArms". A long discussion ensued on board as to whether plored the Little Kettle Pool Anchorage. Oh! what a super
the Skipper was getting old or sensible!!
place.
The next day was beautiful and Tobermory looked it’s
The following day, Monday, August 13th at 0855 hours
best, so we decided to stay put. The kids had a beano in we set out for North Harbour, Scalpay Island, a distance
the dinghy and ashore, while on board a thorough wash of 41 miles and reached under No. 1 Genoa and main to a
down above and below decks had Red Velvet looking gentle S force 3/4. At first the sky was overcast and the
super. The following day, Friday, August 10th we left wind chilly, but gradually the sun broke through, and we
Tobermory for Loch Boisdale. It was chilly and overcast had a magnificient sail with the wind, finally settling in the
as we motored in a flat calm out of Tobermory and passed south, Force 5. Red Velvet revelled in the going, especially
Ardnamurchan Point. Eventually after several efforts to when the wind rose and we reached along at a smooth and
sail the wind settled in from the S.W. and finally rose to a steady 7½ knots. This is why we go sailing!! We anchored
strong Force 5. At the same time the visibility deteriorated where recommended in two fathoms at 1555 hours. The
to less than a mile and it started to rain. A cross bearing sun shone brightly and we erected hammocks over the
on the RDF on Barra Head and Oig Sgeir indicated we foredeck for the sun worshippers. We bought these earlier
were south of our course and t99is proved to be correct, in the year when in the West Indies hoping we might have
as Eriskay appeared out of the gloom dead ahead. We a chance to use them during future cruises, and this was
altered course to the North and entered Loch Boisdale and the only chance we had during this cruise. Swims after
anchored at 1900 hours in what seems an ideal spot off dinner, including the Skipper (too much gin), followed by
the inner end of the pier. It was high water when we ar- a walk ashore - a beautiful evening. The shipping forecast
rived and after several hours of miserable sailing the vil- that night at 0015 hours forecast gales and storms
lage and anchorage looked very attractive. Indeed, it did everywhere, and I see from the log I wrote, "heaven help
next morning until low water when we discovered we were the Fastneteers", who were promised winds of Force 9/10.
afloat in eight feet of water virtually surrounded by rocks We stayed in North Harbour next day, with further
heavily covered in seaweed. We had checked the depth on promises of 6 to 8, 9 later until after the 1750 forecast,
the echo sounder and also the rise and fall, so I knew that which threatened a veering wind of the same strength, so
we would float, but I had not expected to be so close to the fearing we were open to the NW we motored the three
surrounding rocks. It was by now decidedly unattractive miles to Tarbert, Harris, and anchored off the ferry pier.
from on board and also ashore when we went shopping By now the tragedies of the Fastnet were being broadcast,
during the morning. The harbour was oily and covered so we went ashore to phone home and assure one and all
with evidence that a cattle shipment had taken place short- that we were in good shape. Interestingly, Radio Eireann
ly before. The appeal of the previous evening had gone. So reception was as clear as a bell, most important to the kids
at 1513 hours we raised the anchor and sailed the sixteen who revelled in the junk called pop music on RTE 2.
miles to the Wizard Pool, Loch Skiport. When we raised Next day, Wednesday, August 15th we set off for Loch
the anchor it was covered with the horrid mud that covers Mariveg. We motored out of Coalas Scalpay and when in
the bottom, which inevitably spread on to the foredeck open water hoisted the No. 1 Genoa and Main. The day
and sails. Our sail to the Wizard Pool made up for it was beautiful and sunny, although a little chilly with a SE
however. We wafted along at 4 knots in a gentle, southerly Force 5. Up to now we had been blessed with favourable
breeze. Interestingly, while we sailed along in beautiful winds and had become somewhat blase!!
sunshine about one mile offshore, the Island was shrouded The Shiant Isles looked beautiful in the sunshine as we
in cloud.
passed between them and the Isle of Lewis; indeed both
As we entered Loch Skiport we started the engine and the Isle of Skye and the mainland beyond looked super in
while motoring to the anchorage saw an old man fishing the bright sunshine. The scene heightened by the sight of a
from a small rowing boat. Just as we approached he pulled yacht struggling southwards hard on the wind. In a little
in his line with a half-a-dozen or so shining mackerel. We more than 4 hours we dropped the anchor in Loch
went over to him and offered by buy his catch. He gave us Mariveg, having entered south of Eilean Thorraidh.
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Another lovely anchorage. That evening a local fisherman, difficult, if not impossible, during working hours, as the
Donald MacDonald, rowed alongside and was enticed fishing boats use all the available space and facilities. I
aboard for a dram, without difficulty. Donald, a Piper of was delighted to leave next morning at 1015 hours to
repute in his younger days, reminisced on the visit of a big make the 38 mile journey to Loch Gairloch. There was no
green Irish yacht some years earlier and his piping at the wind whatever and we had to resort to the engine the enparty on board. Clearly following that riotous evening he tire way. Visibility closed in to about 200 yards and when
expected all Irish yachts to carry emergency rations in the two fishing trawlers appeared through the fog, it had
form of Glenlivet, and you know, he was correct. One everyone on their toes keeping a sharp look-out.
dram followed another and another, and then he suggested I had planned to make a landfall between Loch
we visit his cottage and perhaps buy a handknit sweater Gairloch and Loch Torridon, and then head north to Loch
from his wife and we did, buy one that is, but good value Gairloch and this we did successfully. Before sighting land
though it was, he insisted we take a centre cut of fresh about a mile ahead and in view of the poor visibility I
salmon and some mackerel back on board with us. decided to take a fix on the RDF on Eilean Glas. This
Naturally he had to row us back, and naturally it was now year I bought an Aptel RDF, having carried out a
chilly so he would come on board for a dram to warm "Which" type test with four other outfits at home during
him. When he finally left, the night was windy and pitch the Winter. There was no doubt but that the sensitivity
black and we had no idea how he climbed the hill to his and ease of operation of the Aptel made it an easy winner.
cottage, but he reappeared next morning none the worse However, during the Cruise I was as close as a miser can
for his socialising the previous evening. I had noted the be to throwing the damn thing overboard. The compass
0015 forecast, but it was truly indecipherable next day. I card, a dry one, reacted badly to movement and would
do remember, however, that he had recommended the stick on the glass top at the slightest angle. So much so it
southern anchorage in Loch Mariveg. The dreaded chain was difficult to know if the card had settled on its bearing
referred to in the CCC Directions is now some six feet un- or was stuck on the glass before the transmitting station
der the mud on the bottom.
concluded its transmission. Nevertheless, I must reluctantBy this time we were somewhat behind schedule, and ly admit that every time I needed a bearing urgently I got
although Stornoway was to be our final Island destination, one; not two just one, and that after many attempts, but
I thought a visit to Loch Grimshader and Loch Beag the one was clear and precise and certain. And so it was
should be undertaken. Being spoilt with favourable winds with Eilean Glas, when I had almost dispaired I received a
until now, I scorned the chance of sailing the short dis- clear bearing which confirmed my E.P. At 1625 hours
tance and motored instead. Little did I realise then that land appeared ahead and from the chart we confirmed we
from this time we would have either too much wind or too were where we were supposed to be. We motored, still in a
little. Well, we motored out by the northern entrance, fiat calm, into Loch Gairloch and up to Loch Sheildaig,
south of Rosay Island and into Loch Grimshader and but decided to retrace our steps to Badachro. Loch
then to Loch Beag, a total of six miles.
Sheildaig was pretty, but Badachro was a beautiful and
The channel to Loch Beag had a minimum depth of 15 even nicer anchorage, although rather crowded with
feet when we entered, one hour before high water. The sun moorings. By this time the evening had improved and the
shone beautifully and we enjoyed a superb lunch of fresh sun shone through the clouds. Ashore for jars bringing
salmon. The Loch was sheer magic, so there was no way Yvonne and Paul. Heavens I AM getting old! Sheila has
we were leaving. We even swam again. Unfortunately, decided to stay for a week!!
Nicki was badly stung by a huge jellyfish which had Next day, Sunday, August 18th, the stillness and silence
drifted under the Avon, but that aside, everybody loved spread from the land across the sea as we beat out in a
the place. The kids turned the Avon upside down and us- NW3 under a light No. 1 Genoa and Main. The sky was
ing it as a raft, as they usually do, explored the tiny Loch. slightly overcast and the breeze chilly, but it was beautiful
sailing as we gently cruised to Loch Creagach in Loch
That night was incredibly still and starry.
Next morning at 0720 hours we motored out of the Torridon, some 14 miles. Having run slowly up Loch Toranchorage for Stornoway. As we departed Loch Beag we ridon, we started the engine to enter Loch Creagach and
held to the left hand side of the channel, as the previous the noise seemed almost sinful. The anchorage was
day, Paul while exploring in the Avon discovered that that sheltered and pretty, but it started to rain shortly after we
side was deeper. I reckoned that at low water there would anchored and although still attractive when we walked
be little more than four feet in the channel. We motored ashore that evening, it would be magnificent in sunshine.
the six miles to Stornoway and anchored close to the The weather forecast for the following day was unplealifeboat at 0840 hours. The early start was organised to al- sant in the extreme, but as the forecasters record to date
low shopping, but more important to visit a Launderette. was worse than hopeless, we decided to set sail for Totaig,
In the event there was no Launderette - disaster!! The always confident that if it was unpleasant in the open
laundry bags were rechecked for useable garments which water, we could return. We had been promised gales from
the South-East, but as that would be an offshore wind it
were not too high - recycling at its worst!!
I have cruised in Scotland for many years, but this was should not cause a sea so we decided to have a look. As
my first time to visit Stornoway. Although the town is well we ran down Loch Torridon at maximum speed under
endowed with bars and shops, excluding a Launderette, I reefed main only, it did occur to me that it would be diffiwas terribly disappointed. I felt it commercial in the ex- cult to get back to Loch Creagach if we wished to. We
treme, fishy and oily. During lunch hour we pulled hoisted the No. 1 Jib and hardened up to sail to Kyle
alongside and topped up with water; this would have been Akin, but the conditions were such as to call for a rethink.
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The forecasters were half right. It WAS blowing a gale as Fladda I decided it was time our Tiller Mate Auto Pilot,
they had predicted, but not from the South-East - from known as Otto, earned his keep and after considerable fidthe South-West - dead on the nose. Clearly the wind in dling he did a great job. At 1545 hours the log joyfully
the Loch was being deflected by the mountains, so rather records - "UNDER SAIL", as a weak Westerly wind
than beat all day into a steep head sea I decided to return enabled us to kill the engine and slowly sail to Ardminish
to Loch Creagach. What a sail that was. The wind rose Bay, where we anchored at 1805 hours, exactly 12 hours
dramatically and caused a short sharp sea, which suc- from Tobermory. Entering from the North called for care,
ceeded in taking our speed off every minute or so. The as the CCC Directions infers, but nothing exceptional.
needle on our aenometer was bent on the stop at 48 knots Ashore for "Farewell to Scotland" jars, taking Yvonne,
and the spray was unbelieveable. We eventually got back Paul and Brenda, as the following day we planned to
into Loch Creagach, having motored the last two miles. rettrrn to Dun Laoghaire. It was a beautiful evening and
We dragged out our special heavy hurricane chain, which Shiela again decided we should spend a week here. This
I brought as an emergency measure, not expecting to ever opinion was reconsidered later as the wind filled in from
use it. My word, was I happy to be lying to this ridiculous- the East and strengthened to a good Force 5. Ardminish
ly heavy chain, the wind was whipping up the sea into a Bay is open to the East so the anchorage became decidedfoam which reminded me of the icing on a Christmas ly bumpy. I spent an uneasy night, as for the first time on
cake, all white with steep sharp ridges. We were all the Cruise I hadn’t run the weight down the anchor chain.
saturated and hot whiskeys had a short life expectancy. The tides at the Mull of Kintyre and the bumpy
My word, it was good to be in.
anchorage had us under way at 0825 hours. The anchor
The forecast that day continued to be cheerful, souther- was embedded in the bottom, so it took some effort to
ly 8 to 9, but next day while the weather was still clearly raise it the following morning with the big sea running in.
unsettled, the gales were having a day off, so we decided We motored to Cara Island and then hoisted the No. 2
to go to Isle Ornsay. Time was running out now, so we Genoa and slabbed Main to an Easterly 5/6 which
could not afford delays. As it turned out, we encountered gradually rose to Force 7 in the North Channel with seas
squally and uncertain winds varying from Force 2 to 5 to match. Unnaturally the wind decreased rapidly as if
from the West, so with the No. 2 Genoa and with a slab in someone turned it off and left us rolling in a horrid lumpy
the main, we set out and had a lovely sail in a very humpy sea. We started the engine and motored south; hell it was
sea. The conditions changed rapidly from strong sunshine uncomfortable. As always I did not allow sufficiently for
to really heavy rain, with poor visibility, but it was lovely the set of the tide and we were swept close to Mew Island
sailing. We sailed as far as Kyle Rhea when the wind on the foul tide. What a horrid place, the seas were unheaded and rose sharply, so we dropped the headsail and believeable despite the lack of wind. Otto had proven
motored to Isle Ornsay. Although we had a favourable himself to be a miserable failure in the big seas, a check-up
tide it was amazing how much speed we lost to the head with the Doctor will be required during the Winter.
winds and sea. Nonetheless, at 2100 hours we were However, perseverence when the seas moderated and Otto
anchored in Isle Ornsay, some 38 miles, in less than 7 was persuaded to perform again. A hot stew as night fell
hours. An excellent dinner on board, preceded by "Hot- almost compensated for the two hour choral session which
ties". Golly, it was cold!!
the ladies provided before hand. Things were looking betI rowed ashore next day to buy provisions, but the ter with a favourable tide at last.
stock in the local shop left a lot to be desired. By the time I For two hours during the night a gentle breeze enabled
got back it was too late to head for Tobermory as it was sails to be hoisted and the engine put to sleep, but then Mr.
the early closing day there. In any event, the gales were at Volvo was back at work with able assistance from Otto.
it again, so we had to spend another night in Isle Ornsay. At 0515 hours we got a fleeting glimpse of Rock-a-Bill
Next morning we were away at 0725 hours, heavens an Light before it was lost in the mist and a quick bearing
unspeakable hour, but we needed time in Tobermory to confirmed our position. As morning brightened visibility
cash cheques and shop. The wind was SW 4 so we sailed was poor, so I decided to confirm our position with the
under No. 1 Genoa and Main in a beautiful morning. Not Aptel. The usual result, after swearing my soul away, a
for long, the wind evaporated in the sun and we motor perfect bearing on Craignish, Kish and Wicklow gave a
sailed for a while until it became apparent the Genoa was position which proved spot on, as five minutes later the
serving no purpose, so we dropped it and motored under Kish appeared in the lifting mist about 3 miles away. We
Main to Tobermory. I must say that the Island of Eigg plotted a course for Dun Laoghaire and lo and beholdand Ardnamanchan Point looked beautiful as we passed wind, Northerly 3 - so under No. 1 Genoa and Main we
them. A killer whale surfaced within a hundred yards of us sailed the remaining six miles to our moorings. Indeed, I
between these two beauty spots. That afternoon the shops got so carried away with the wind that I insisted we pick
and Launderette in Tobermory earned their winter keep. up the moorings under sail, which we did at 1027 hours,
We also pulled alongside the pier and filled up with water some 26 hours from Gigha.
and diesel. The afternoon and evening were truly beautiful So ended a wonderful Cruise - probably the best ever as we sipped G & T’s in the Cockpit.
although the lack of wind on the homeward leg was really
To our disgust the tides in Fladda indicated an 0600 a pity. Once again I found sailing in Scotland the greatest
hours start next morning, and so having quietly stowed relaxation one can find, with beautiful scenery. I look
anchor and chain next morning, we motored in a flat calm forward to many more years sailing in this cruising Mecto Gigha, 68 miles away. What a beautiful sunny day, not ca. As always, my family enjoyed themselves to the full.
a gasp of wind, but fabulous. Having motored through With the youngest now frantic to be old enough to be
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taught to steer, I guess I had better get in as much helming the old man being consigned to the quarter berth with a
as I can now, for I foresee, in the not too distant future, bottle of Gin to keep him out of the way.

SCOTLAND 1979
SUMMARY
August
3rd/4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
1 lth
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th/26th

Distance
Total time
Dun Laoghaire - Skerries
18 miles
Skerries to Tarbert
150 miles
In Tarbert
Tarbert to Crinan
18 miles
Crinan to Tobermory
41 miles
In Tobermory
Tobermory to Loch Boisdale
61 miles
17 miles
Loch Boisdale to Wizard Pool
In Wizard Pool
Wizard Pool to North Harbour
40 miles
North Harbour to East Loch Tarbert 3 miles
Tarbert to Loch Mariveg
26 miles
Mariveg to Loch Beag
6 miles
Loch Beag to Stornaway
6 miles
Stornoway to Badachro
45 miles
Badachro to Loch Creagach
13 miles
Loch Creagach and Back
16 miles
Loch Creagach to Isle Ornsay
38 miles
In Isle Ornsay
Isle Ornsay to Bobermory
40 miles
Tobermory to Ardminish Bay
68 miles
Ardminish to Dun Laoghaire
164 miles
770 miles
TOTAL
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Under power
3 hrs. 20 ml lns.
24 hrs. 0 mins.

3 hrs. 20 mins.
0 hrs. 50 mins.

5 hrs. 50 mins.
6 hrs. 50 mins.

5 hrs. 50 mins.
0 hrs. 40 mins.

9 hrs. 45 mins.
4 hrs. 42 mins.

2 hrs. 35 mins.
0 hrs. 40 mins.

7 hrs. 0 mins.
0 hrs. 45 mins.
4 hrs. 07 mins.
1 hr. 10 mins.
1 hr. 20 mins.
7 hrs. 50 mins.
3 hrs. 40 mins.
2 hrs. 55 mins.
6 hrs. 55 mins.

0 hrs. 30 mins.
0 hrs. 45 mins.
1 hr. 00 mins.
1 hr. 10 mins.
1 hr. 20 mins.
7 hrs. 50 mins.
0 hrs. 10 mins.
0 hrs. 55 mins.
3 hrs. 30 mins.

7 hrs.
12 hrs.
26 hrs.
135 hrs.

05
00
22
31

mins.
mins.
mins.
mins.

5
9
18
64

hrs.
hrs.
hrs.
hrs.

45
40
25
55

mins.
mins.
mins.
mins.

Roane 1979
R. C. A. Hall

After much discussion as to where we might go this eventful - mizzen staysail was stowed at change of watch
year it was decided that once again we should head south at midnight and reset again in the morning; had to alter
from Crosshaven with no particular plan other than to for a few ships in the separation lanes but most passed
make our usual call at the Scilly Islands. The cruise in well clear - no panics. Fine sunny day again. Picked up
company to West Cork was considered but our holiday the Ile Vierge on DF more or less ahead about lunchtime
time began a week before it was due to start and we would and sighted it at 1535. Viz not so good now with a bit of
have lost too much time. The crew were as usual, Olga mist about. In fact the lighthouse disappeared for a short
and Brian Gale and Nancy and Cecil Hall.
while and then came back again. The wind was beginning
to
freshen up and when Libenter Buoy was sighted it was
So having stored ship and made ourselves in all respects
ready for sea we sailed on Saturday July 14th. Conditions dead to windward so the headsail was stowed and we
were cloudy but fine, wind SE 2 with a slight SE sea and motored up to it, turning into L’Aberwrach at 1700 and
Viz good. Having motored out of Crosshavan we set all anchoring just short of the lifeboat ship at 1810. Damp
plain sail to genoa, streamed the log at Roches Point and cool evening with patches of drizzle which cleared any
set course for Round Island. It was not long before later.
mechanical assistance from below was needed as the wind
Next day Thursday, warm and sunny again, ashore for
was very light and we passed between an oil rig and the customs and duty free stores, a walk in the afternoon and
Kinsale field gas platforms as dusk was gathering. It was a dinner ashore in the evening - what more could one ask !
fine mild night, motor sailing with engine running gently to Friday was warm and cloudy wind WNW3. We
help the sails and a few ships sighted but none very close. weighed at 0800 and set main sail as we motored down
The big genoa replaced the working headsail in the early the river. Saw two or three yachts making out the eastern
morning and the mizzen staysail was set but this did not Channel so we followed them out. Had not used this chanlast long and the engine had to be called upon once more. nel before - it seems simple enough, going out anyway,
This was the way on and off all day in very variable winds and is a great short cut if bound east. Once clear of the
and sunny warm weather. Something that we had not seen coast the genoa was set and boomed out. Quite a big roll
much of so far this year. Got a D.F. bearing on Round coming up astern today spilling the wind out of the sails
Island at 1500 and altered course slightly. Sighted the but the tide was fair and by 1500 we were up to Basse Plat
islands at 1845 and eventually anchored in New Grimsby beacon which is at the entrance of the sound inside Ile de
Sound at 2245 on a fine calm evening.
Batz. Having negotiated this channel with its new I.A.L.A.
Crossed over to Hughtown on the tide next morning marks we anchored in Baie Boscon just east of Roscoff
and topped up the fuel tank (10 gallons - no shortage and inside the ferry Pier. Quite a pleasant anchorage the
here). Fine warm day with a little fog. Then ashore for more so because we found some old friends, whom we had
lunch and a walk, back aboard for an easy afternoon and met in a number of previous years at anchor there - then
then ashore for dinner - again a fine calm evening.
followed the usual social evening which was most enBig decisions to be made today - where next? South joyable. This seems to be quite a busy port with ferries
again to Brittany or east up Channel with seeing friends in coming and going all the time including the B & I Munster
the Channel Islands as the goal. Finally the agreement which came and went several times while we were there
was that if there was a chart of the Channel Islands to be whatever she was up to. Fine evening but cool.
had in Scilly that would be it, and there was. In order to Next morning was dull and cool again with wind WNW
recover from that exercise in democracy we weighed 4/5. Weighed anchor at 1115 with a little engine to get
anchor and motored around to Port Conger on St. Agnes clear of the pier head, then set main and genoa bound east
and spent the afternoon exploring the island, then back once more with a fair wind and tide. Big roll coming up
aboard for a meal and to prepare for sea.
astern making life quite uncomfortable. We passed inside
At 1940 we sailed for L’Aberwrach setting main mizzen the islands of Les Triagoz and then inside Les Sept Iles at
genoa and mizzen staysail to a WSW wind force 3, a fine 1515 where we gybed ship and set course for Crumbent
warm evening and going well; met up with quite a few Buoy at the entrance to Treguier. As we came up to it we
fishing boats and had a bit of a fracas with one of them noticed a small tear in the luff of the genoa probably due
which suddenly altered course across our bows and to the slamming caused by the big roll. The genoa was
switched on his deck light which completely blinded our then stowed and replaced by the staysail. The wind was
helmsman - presumably to haul his trawl - otherwide un- freshening all the time and the Treguier entrance was a
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nasty lee shore so it was decided to carry on around Les
Friday was a fine bright day with light NE wind in the
Heaux lighthouse to Lezardrieux. We had a bit of diffi- morning. Weighed at 0950 bound West and motored out
culty in finding the entrance specially as the conditions of harbour setting main and mizzen on the way - once
were getting a bit lively with the wind up to force 6 and clear set big genoa and stopped engine. Shortly after we
very cold. However all was well and we eventually had to gybe ship with a change of wind and set the mizzen
anchored in the river having motored up the last bit rather staysail. Although the tide was fair progress was not great
tired and very hungry. A lovely place with woods on both but it was warm and very pleasant. We seemed to be off
banks of the river but with a strong tide and a huge rise Plymouth for hours. The wind kept veering all day and by
and fall. A pity we had no time to explore it. Mended the 1500 we were close hauled and just about lying Fowey.
genoa with sticky tape which held fine until we got home. Eventually we stowed sails and motored the last few miles
Off again in good time on Sunday morning. Motored to Fowey anchoring at 1930 after a very gentle days sailout of the river bound for Gurnsey. WNW 2 fine and ing.
warm. Strong crosstide most of the day and a very wary Saturday saw the end of our fine weather - it was dull
eye on Roche Douvres. Kept the engine running in the and cool with freshening southerly wind. This brings a roll
light wind otherwise we would have been swept away up right up the harbour and it nearly always happens when
Channel. A beautiful lazy day except for the navigator we visit Fowey. Went ashore in the morning for stores and
who was kept busy keeping pace with the tide. Arrived off a visit to the very hospitable yacht club where we have
St. Peter Port about 1700 and were directed to a berth on always been made welcome. The afternoon was wet and it
a trot of boats moored between two buoys, both marinas was spent taking the course setting part of "Brendan" to
being full. This was a real E.E.C. effort most of the nine bits - we think with some success - it was dirty wet evenbeing represented out of the dozen or more boats on the ing with thunder lightening and heavy rain - wind South
trot. The place was jammed solid with boats of all shapes 6. The tall ships are assembling here for their race to the
and sizes all rolling around in the wash of ferries and Isle of Man this weekend.
pleasure steamers. Even going ashore in the dinghy was Next morning was still wet but cleared fairly early.
quite a hazardous operation. We duly visited our friends Weighed anchor at 0915 and motored out. Winston
who looked after us well, driving us around the island and Churchill had just arrived and we met Royalist in the
generally entertaining us. It is quite a pleasant island but entrance. They all looked terrific in a wonderful setting.
the harbour is horrible. We stayed here three days but on Outside the wind was SW 2 with a nasty lump of sea comthe third having fuelled ship (no shortage here either) and ing in. Set main mizzen and genoa but had to keep engine
topped up with water we moved to anchor outside the running or progress would have been nil. The wind
breakwater - we should have done it sooner - which was gradually increased as we went, and off Dodman Point the
much nicer even though we did roll a bit. That afternoon engine was stopped. We took a tack to sea until we were
Wednesday 25th we sailed for Salcombe motoring up the able to lay up the coast, there was a fairly lumpy sea and a
Russel Channel against a strong foul tide. Once clear, a few showers around otherwise dull and damp SW 4 rising
course was set for Start Point - little or no wind, warm to 5 or 6 later. Did not quite make up to St. Anthonys
and sunny but a bit hazy and still contending with a strong Point and had to make another hand before we could get
crosstide. "Brendan" our autopilot was put on duty but in. The lumpy sea was no help at all but by 1640 we had
would not steer more than 5° either side of the course, the St. Anthony under our lee and were able to free sheets and
part that sets the course having got stuck (working to rule make into Falmouth where we anchored at 1720. There
no doubt!) - starboard navigation light out in sympathy were no buoys available and not much room to anchor
as well. Beautiful sunset on a glassy calm sea and naviga- either. Fine clear evening with light NW wind.
tion light has been persuaded to work again. At 2130 we On Monday morning we intended to go up to Flushing
sighted the Channel light vessel and were up to her by for fuel but before we had time to start we saw the fuel
2230. This makes us a mile or so east of our course -that barge being towed down the river to the dockyard
tide again! A few ships about but none very close - viz presumably for a refill so we went ashore for shopping and
good and still flat calm night. At 0130 Start Point was lunch at our favourite pub. It was a wet and windy evenseen flashing on the starboard bow. The wind came in ing so we remained on board. The lifeboat was called out
light NE in the early morning so set the genoa, we passed at 2000 we think to look for a fishing boat but was soon
a number of fishing boats off the Start and were up to the back again. Lizard reporting SW 8 at 2200 - nasty for tall
entrance to Salcombe on a fine bright morning at 0600 ships beating west.
anchoring on the south side of the Channel off Snape Next day was fine and bright but cool with fresh NW
Point at 0630. The customs arrived shortly after we had wind. Went up to Flushing for fuel (10 gallons) and some
turned in and proceeded to seal our booze locker. He was water and then returned to anchor. After a further visit
very nice about it but a poor view was taken as the al- ashore we weighed anchor once more at 1300 but got a
lowance left out was not very generous for the number of heavy chain foul in the anchor which we brought to the
days we planned to spend in UK. Went ashore to explore surface on the trip rope. Lost the boat hook trying to
the town later in the day and had dinner ashore in the release the chain from the anchor - it got hooked into one
evening. Mostly a fine sunny day with a cool and fresh NE of the links and went down with the chain. We were bound
wind. The anchor decided to drag with wind against tide for Helford under staysail and mizzen but once outside
when we were turned in during the afternoon. Reanchored and felt the weight of wind decided that Mylor might be a
and laid a kedge which kept things quiet and happy for the better bet. It was blowing at least 7 from the SW which
was not encouraging and we found a nice sheltered berth
rest of the day.
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under the shore to the North of the Mylor moorings. with light NW wind. Runnelstone Buoy abeam at 2140
Ashore for a walk at Mylor and to replace the boat hook. and having reported our departure to Lands End
Still showery and windy this evening.
coastguard, course was altered for Longships. By now
Wednesday was another bright day but with a not so there was no wind and a big long roll coming in from the
good forecast. Went up Restronquet creek in the dinghy West. We now had more trouble with the starboard
and met up with our sister ship Romper on her moorings. navigation light and only solved it by using the riding light
We landed at a most attractive pub with its own landing socket and cable. While all this was going on we were on
stage and went for a long walk returning to the pub for slow steaming as the foredeck was a bit lively for electrical
lunch and a pint. All agreed that it was one of the nicest work by the light of a torch when plunging into the big
places we had been to. Returned aboard to hear forecast swell, so it was not until 2235 that the log was streamed
at 1400 and decided to sail. Weighed anchor at 1500 off the Longships and course set for home - still no wind,
motored out setting main mizzen on the way-wind WNW an uneasy sea and quite a lot of traffic around. Then fol4/5 and then the staysail. Thought it was a bit late in the lowed a calm bright night motoring along with "Brendan"
day for attacking the Lizard so made for Helford with the steering. In the early morning a breeze started to fill in
wind freshening all the time. Beat up the river and stowed from the WNW allowing the sails to fill and the mizzen
sails just below Helford Pass, motoring up to anchorage - staysail to be set. It was a fine day and the sea had become
not much room and wind now over 6, so was a bit strong quite easy, these conditions remaining until about 1400
for manouvering in crowded waters. Dragged the first time when the wind became SW3. We then changed to the big
but held at second attempt further up stream. Spent rather genoa and stopped engine. During the afternoon it
breezy and cold evening aboard.
freshened and backed a bit and as it did so the big genoa
The following morning we were away early, weighing was changed for the smaller one and the mizzen staysail
anchor at 0530 and motoring out, main mizzen and genoa stowed as the wind was coming too far aft - a pleasant
being set as we went. It was fine but a bit cloudy looking afternoons sailing with scrabble match being played in the
to windward. Once clear of entrance we made for cockpit by the watch below. About 1700 the oil rig and
Manacles buoy where sheets were hardened to WSW 3 shortly after the gas platforms were sighted showing that
wind and engine stopped. Not for long though because a we were on the right road. By 2230 Old Head and Ballump of sea coming in was spoiling progress and help from lycotton lights were in sight and soon Roches Point was
below was called for again. A small bit of engine makes a up as well. The wind was now up to force 6 from the
big difference to a boat like ours in these conditions. South giving us a good push along for the end of our
Tacked ship away SE of Lizard and stopped engine again, cruise. There were three big ships anchored outside the
making into Mounts Bay and bound for Penzance. Big roll harbour with their deck lights on and it was quite difficult
coming in from the west with some broken water on top of to see anything beyond them. At 0150 we handed the log
it but at least the tide was fair. Several coasters passed at Roches Point, started the engine, and stowed sails as we
sticking their noses into the seas and taking spray aboard. went in picking up our mooring in Crosshavan at 0230
We seemed to be the dryest ship of the lot but then our just as the rain started to fall.
progress was not quite as good. An eventful passage Considering the generally poor summer, we were lucky
across the bay except for a performance by a helecopter. having two weeks of very good weather out of our three,
Don’t quite know what he was up to but he was throwing and a more than usual share of fair winds. The four of us
have sailed together now for a number of years and we all
up quite a lot of spray with his rotor.
Tried out "Brendan" but found that he kept wanting to work and play together very well which means that a good
go in the opposite direction - think it must be our fault this time is had by all. We visited 10 ports in 21 days and
time - at least he alters course anyway. Came up for covered some 696 miles. Maybe not an outstanding perNewlyn and anchored outside the breakwater in Gwivas formance but certainly a most enjoyable one.
Lake to await the dockgate in Penzance. There was a bit
of a roll coming in but the wind was off shore and we kept
TABLE OF DISTANCES
the mizzen set. Crew turned in for the afternoon. At 2130
136 miles
we weighed anchor again and moved over to Penzance - a Crosshavan to Scilly
Scilly
to
L’Aberwrach
105 miles
bit early on the gates and had to wait a while for them to
L’Aberwrach to Roscoff
30 miles
open - were alongside in the dock by 2215.
Roscoff
to
Lesardrieux
53 miles
Friday was fine but a bit showery with NW wind.
Lesardrieux
to
St.
Peter
Port
44 miles
Ashore to do the town and back aboard again by midday
St.
Peter
Port
to
Salcombe
66 miles
to get out while the gates were open and returned to
Salcombe
to
Fowey
38 miles
anchor in Gwivas Lake. Took "Brendan" to bits again
26 miles
and reassembled the otherway around - went for short Fowey to Falmouth
Falmouth
to
Helford
7 miles
trial, all ok this time. Went ashore to Newlyn by dinghy
Helford
to
Penzance
35 miles
and then back for evening meal. At 2000 we weighed
Penzance
to
Crosshaven
156
miles
anchor, set main and mizzen and motored away bound for
Cork setting genoa at Low Lee buoy. A mild clear evening
696 miles
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Love’s View- Cavaletta on the
Jubilee Cruise
Clayton Love
I am conscious of our Hon. Secs., handy little tack that putting into practice the navigation lessons from an Uncle
duplication should be avoided. I am also aware that as a in Law, a retired sailing ship Master. Mavourneen was folone time regular contributor to the Journal I have in re- lowed by a hybrid, Empress, twenty one feet, of which half
cent years been lazily lax except for an odd appearance in was a turtle deck providing a cabin beneath and a gaff rig"Dunns Ditties"; my excuse for stirring myself to such ged main and foresail stuck in a tabernacle on top with a
energy, to use a West Cork collquialism, "tis the year tiny mizzen also stuck on her long after counter and stuck
thats in it". The 50th year Golden Jubilee alerts a is the operative word. In a N.W. blow off the Reanies,
nostalgia, that steers an oldy on a thumb down memory returning from a cruise west the turtle deck took off comlane along the Jacobs Ladder of the years to B/u Boat, pletely except that it remained "hinged" by whatever few
Tea Chest, Agnes, Mavourneen, Empress, Jonobry, Tertia, nails held it to the starboard side. We had by now become
Galcador, Hibiscus, Galcador H and now Cavaletta. A very sophisticated and we actually had auxiliary power, a
long climb back down the rungs from a most sophisticated Heath Robinson conversion of a model T. engine that ran
"miniature cruise liner" to dear old Blu Boat, built and on T.V.O. but ran only for my employee cum paid hand
designed as a sixteen foot rowing boat minus a centre who was stone deaf but a superseaman and the only
board sailed before or off the wind with Spillers flour bags person I knew who appeared to be on working terms with
converted to "canvas" stuck up on a pole, and on the the contraption. On this particular voyage we had put into
wind, with the aid of oars. We found Tea Chest aban- Castlehaven where we purchased for £10 Jonobry. This
doned and forlorn on a slipway that was approached splendid vessel had begun life with tremendous ambition
through an archway leading under the road that was but as the builder had run out of cash her timbers were
Lynchs’ Quay. The tea chests, readily available in those shortened by several feet in the length and she was left to
days were about 2 × 1½’ and lined inside by lead foil follow her originally planned beam, resulting in a ratio of
provided just the material an ingenious friend of mine re- about one to three, so that without an engine she proved to
quired to completely line her inside. Achieving a balance be the fastest boat I ever knew to sail to lew’rd. She didnt’
of 60% dry 40% bail, we kept her half afloat, as she had remain long with us and I was fortunate enough to make a
been sixteen foot sailer fitted with a dagger board case, the decent profit on her sale about the time that Tertia came
side of a tea chest was cut to fit the centre board casing, on the market. Tertia was to be the first real yacht; gaff
the pole from Blu Boat became the main boom, a longer rigged with a gaff topsail and in addition to her two headone was procured for a mast and gaff on which eventually sails a flying gib. This lot when all set in addition to her
was spread mainsail and foresail, compliments of "Spiller large spinnaker, took some handling. A fast hulled yacht
the Miller". Blanch as you will you could never get this designed for racing we never the less got some fine cruisfamous sign out of your proud canvas. Our cruising ing out of her over a period of years, and I was fortunate
ground in this peculiar animal was inevitably confined to throughout my ownership to have at my disposal excellent
within the heads, localism for the two inner forts on Cork crews. They were needed in those days. We had no
Harbour, but to my friend and myself at fourteen years winches and depended on double and treble purchase with
this was deep sea cruising even if we did more bailing than hard and heavy manila rope. It took strength and comsailing. Queenstown (not yet reverted to its ancient name petence to handle such yachts. She will always occupy a
of Cobh) harbour was liberally inhabited by the British very special place in my memories.
and U.S. navies and they were always most helpful to in- Tertia’s immediate successor, our beloved Galcador,
trepid "transatlantic voyagers" with a tow from their was specially designed and chosen for cruising. Her conpicket boats or an extra bucket hand aboard. Agnes and siderable voyaging abroad figured for many years
Mavourneen superceded her some years later. Racing throughout the pages of this journal and though comboats designed and built as such both open 16 and 17 feet petitiveness was far from mind she managed to inscribe
respectively. The former a flier difficult to keep from filling her name early in her career on the clubs premier award
in any kind of a hard wind, the latter beautifully built by a Cup.
And now more than sixty years on from Blu Boat we
shipwright, a real craftsman. They were around in those
board
Cavelletta to join the "Golden Jubilee Cruise
days. Slower than Agnes and some of her contemporarys
except in a hard wind when she could show them all a 1979". Having entered the seer and mellow waters we
heel, a stout boat that afforded more adventurous cruising decided to give the Cruise an opportunity to catch up with
limits, and more important, provided the opportunity of us rather than dive into the preliminarys at the Majorca
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Ballroom on the Friday night. From our berth at the Club now on forty years, afloat and ashore.
Marina our divination was observably being rewarded. We sailed from Union Hall on Saturday morning at
The ambient hilarity before crack of noon heralded a run 1145 for North Harbour. Before the accident to the davittup of a "Booze in Company" to the "Cruise in Com- fall it was intended to spend Friday night in Cape and then
pany". We shake no finger, we too in foggy patches of our strike west for the Kenmare river and possibly Dingle
elongated past, have indulged, we too have, but have, is before turning east to join the "Cruise" at Castletown. We
the operative word greeted our friends on a grey and misty were committed to put into Cape once again because of
noon with that age old greeting "Happy Hangover Day". another three generation friendship. Last year Paddy
Whats’ the holiday? Happy hangover day of course.
Burke had been so ill as to cause grave doubts about his
We let go at 1630 on Friday July 20th., an hour after recovery. Fortunately when we went to see him this time
the top of the tide and once we cleared Roberts Head we he had made a wonderful comeback. To receive an old
met a very ugly sea set up by a norwest five fighting the time welcome from the Burke family, once more was a
strong ebb that was now making along the coast. reassuring and welcome experience. Johnnie Burke PadOtherwise it was a pleasant sunny afternoon. This year be- dys’ father was one of the writers oldest and closest
ing very fuel conscious we are cruising restricted, at 150- friends while he lived, and he spent the night that the
0/1800 r.p.m, giving us a comfortable range of 12/14 Cruising Club was born in a bed hospitably supplied to
knots and had set our E.T.A. to North Harbour for help him dry out after a particularly damp cruise from the
twenty one hundred hours. This was not to be, about a East in an open sixteen footer whose home comforts were
mile east of The Galley the starboard wire fall on the after confined to a primus stove and a double purpose bucket.
davits carried away and as the wind was still very strong We had sailed from Union Hall on a steadily rising glass
and the sea quite confused we had to put into Dirk Bay and the day, "that was in it" didnt’ belie the promise it
and heave to, while we resecured the dinghy temporarily developed into one of the very few days we met this "sumuntil we made a port where a more satisfactory job could mer" that could truthfully be designated glorious.
be done. The night being Friday we knew that trawlers Glorious it was, so much so that we developed a mild atwould be in and tied up until Monday and the tides being tack of harbour fever, and instead of pushing on as
small (3½m) we could make fast outside one at the end of originally intended, it was decided to redraw our original
Union Hall quay, and this we did. In this most friendly of intentions, which was why we found ourselves on Sunday
ports, we have been privileged to maintain three genera- night in Kitchen Cove, instead of in Kenmare River. We
tion friendships, so that while mother prepared the most dropped the hook close in shore and for those who may
excellent dinner that she was to serve us later, Maureen not know it, there is a very pleasant pub, clean and all its
hosted a convivial double generation reunion and the beers kept in top condition, while shortly along the road
davitfalls were restored to working order, by temporarily from it there is a remarkably well stocked grocery store.
substituting a plaited rope until such time as we could The well proportioned pink washed house with its carpet
procure a suitably sized length of wire. And now to meet of green parkland running down to the shore provides an
the crew, Maureen Brown and the writers wife Trudel ideal background to this pleasant little anchorage. The
Love met more than thirty years ago in Glengariffe and house itself has many happy memories for the writer, the
have remained fast friends. They both began their sailing long time previous owner now sadly deceased was a
careers in dinghys. Maureen in Dublin Bay as a noted cultured lady of considerable talent who despite her great
firefly helmswoman, who incidentally gave trojan ad- wealth lived simply amongst her remarkable collection of
ministrative service to the I.D.R.A. in its early teething pets: donkeys, ponies, dogs, cats and birds. When one sat
days and for many years afterwards, and is now equally at down to dinner as I was more than once privileged to, it
home in salt or fresh water cruising, and Trudel began in was to a beautifully polished table topped with gleaming
dinghys of the Cobh Sailing Club, pre-war, in Cork Har- old silver and glass, never a pretentious menu, always a
bour, before she was "promoted" to deck service in Ter- well chosen balance of food, and there was none of that
tia, and eventually to be the most wonderful of Mates, nonsense of gentlemen retiring to Coffee and Brandy.

Clayton Love’s Cavalletta in the secret har

"The Table" simply sat and sipped around the delight- rather than gourmet selection. The dinner was cooked by
ful drawing room while the Hostess played her Bechstein. Hazel Vickery, wife of Ian one of our most valued
Yet it was a Bechstein, and she deserved it. Her talent at crewmen down through the years and presided over by his
the piano can only have been shaded from the concert mother Elsie, who has been a gracious and superbly
platform. Her talent in presiding over her kitchen too was generous hostess to so many cruising yachtsmen in these
evidenced by the fact that nobody should be surprised to waters. A third of a century past, her husband Tommy’s
see a donkey or a pony’s head poked through the "French memory still lives with those of us who were privileged to
Doors" from the garden to pick a tit bit from Honors know him and call him friend - "New friends are silver
hand, whom they seemed to expect should and would rise but the old are Gold. Make the new but keep the old".
from the head of the table and so she always did. Her pet
Up to now the skipper had been in a minority, of one to
Jacdaw would strut, completely oblivious of those seated two, but before we sailed from Bantry it had been evened
round the table, right up to her to be fed hand to mouth. up by the arrival of Harry Whittaker. Harry the most exSeated round our own table on board that night to one of perienced of hands has been for many years Tom Doyles
Trudels fine meals, accompanied by one of Maureens number one in Sonata. Tom too well known in yachting
kindly gifted "reds", we decided to alter our plans. We circles to need introduction, was struck down by serious ilwere due in Bantry to bunker, according to arrangements lness early in the year, and to the regret of everybody was
previously made and as it was many years since we had all still not sufficiently recovered to take part in the Jubilee
of us been together in The Glen it was felt that it would be Cruise. A glance at the list of members will indicate that
nicer instead of proceeding further west to spend the three he is the longest listed member of the club. Harry an old
days originally allocated to this purpose in and around R.M.Y.C. hand had spent the previous week giving trojan
Bantry Bay. Before we turned in, the Barometer, had shed work at the R.C.Y.C. during the run up and we were
a few mbs. from the morning read, and we came on deck delighted to have him aboard. We sailed for Lawrence
the following morning to dense fog, so with visibility rang- Cove where we lay to anchors for two nights flexing
ing 90/91 it was a blind run to Sheep. We stood off from ourselves for the Castletownbere party planned for the
Owens Island on a course to clear the dangers off Por- night of July 26th. and tucked in under the eastern end of
nabullig and Dooneen point as well as using our Radar. the Quay, from whence we ferried ourselves by dinghy
We brought Sheep abeam on this without any visual sight across the harbour to the party in the evening. Arrived at
of land and stood on for a couple of cable before rounding Camentrigrane, as difficult to write as to pronounce, we
up for entry into Bantry Bay. Those conditions continued made fast to "Studsy" who had rented a mooring at the
with the Roancarrig showing up on our screen until we hotel, and who was now laying to his anchors in the bar.
sighted the number three buoy off the eastern land. The Studsy "The Common Man" is now established as the last
fog continued to lift and a rhumb was struck for South of the Mohicans who were present at the birth of the
Beach inside "the Cracker" to Bantry Pier. Before the ar- I.C.C. The baby that from such humble origins, has
rival of Gulf this was a quiet pier with never more than an grown to the pomp and splendour of Presidential
odd fishing boat or a couple of Spaniards off the outside patronage and Naval presence, in the very waters from
knuckle using it, but now it is indeed a very busy place. which it was conceived. We laid north again for Bantry on
We made fast outside three tugs assured that they would Friday morning to bunker from our private stock, and in
not be moving for a day or two. It might be well to mark the afternoon sailed north of Whiddy for the Glen, hauling
here that about halfway in from the head of the pier there up close to view the awesome sight that presents itself ofis a rock some fifty to sixty feet off it which should be fshore from the island. Even though the sky remained
given attention, if intending to tie up here. We spent the heavily clouded and the weather was rather dull, it was imnight here invited ashore to a dinner that excelled even the possible not to be conscious of the great beauty that
imagination of these characters that are roaming the pages abounds in the northern end of Bantry Bay and we got to
of our various newspapers nowadays mopping up food thinking. Inevitably I suppose that in recent years since
and wine of pretentious and gourmandish proportions, our return to cruising our native waters, we had been passat Garnish Island - Photo W. M. Nixon .........

ing the bay by, while striking west and north for and on us for the party so we ferried herself and husband Harry
from the Blaskets, and then the decision was taken. Harry to Glengariff pier as they were returning to Cork, and had
would have to elave us temporarily on Sunday, Maureen kindly offered to accommodate the two friends from Spain
and Trudel on the Tuesday for Dublin and Cork respec- for a few days. We were now once again the original crew
tively, so what better than that we should hole up in our that had sailed from Cork ten days earlier, and so came
delightfully private anchorage, a privilege we are so con- Sunday night and with the exception of the magnificent
scious of, that we are going to be unashamedly even Vickery meal at Bantry we had’nt eaten ashore once but
"Ma" Bryans affectionate name for his mother, cooks
selfishly secret.
with such excellence on board and shops so knowledgbly
The entrance is very narrow and rock bound, and after ashore that his is no surprise to anyone who has sat down
you have made it there are two more to be avoided before to one of her menus and as we sat that night to one such
you reach the utter seclusion of your anchorage where accompanied by a bottle of Maureens superbly chosen
you have to moor fore and aft, before leading yet another wines, in an ambience of such peace that it is beyond the
line to an accommodating tree, a method that we last used power of my pen to describe it.
in San Crispian on the North West coast of Spain.
Mellowed by the food and wine and the ambience it was
Provided you intend to spend a few days there it is ideal. inevitable that we should reminisce. We sailed up the
When you wish to leave temporarily for the main land you Guadalquiver to Sevilla. We poked our nose into Madeira.
buoy your two anchors and make the bitter end of your We recalled passage through the Selvagems. We crossed
treewarp fast to your forward buoy, you return, you pick from Malaga to Ceuta on a silken sea under a canopy of
them up again, as snug as if you were in a Marina, but oh Meditteranean stars lighted by a silver moon to the music
so private so peaceful, hard to believe that you are still of our Grundig tape recorder that we always carried with
within fifteen to twenty minutes by dinghy from the us, in those heady times. In those days before they closed
mainland. Cool clear water for swimming completely the gate at Suez when you crossed the 36th, on our
protected from the wind no matter from what compass diagonal you became the target for the incoming and outpoint it blows, and no matter to what compass point you going Medi. shipping lanes and the Mate was reminded of
look you are surrounded by great beauty. For the Satur- her classic remark "they ought to put down a pedestrian
day night party on Garnish we were being joined by a crossing for yachts here". The beloved and her husband
number of people including a couple from Spain, so we are very fond of swimming and this anchorage shared
laid to the pier at Glengariff and while awaiting them took only with the seal colony, in the less cool waters of
the opportunity of replenishing our water tanks. This Glengariffe harbour was fully appreciated and mightily
presented a small problem because the tap is well in from made use of.
the pier and although we have continued to carry, from Monday a very lovely day, was spent lazily sunning and
our cruising days abroad, a very long length of hose, we swimming, while Tuesday was availed of by the two
had to put our nose practically on the steps and in this females to make and hours long tour of beautifulrespect I would like to say a thank you and pay a tribute lllnacullen. Early on Wednesday we slipped our moorings
to the competent handling, and courtesy of the "Harbour and proceeded to Bantry Quay to put the two ladies on the
Queen" the excursion boat that runs half hourly from and first leg of their journey to Cork. We shipped Ian and his
to this pier, because she has to lay to these steps to take young son aboard, slipped our lines and returned to the
aboard and put ashore her passengers, the tap runs slowly peace of our anchorage. It was a very excited young Ian
and we there for quite some time as a result. We moved to that settled down after a meal to what he proudly refers to
the other side of the pier to await our guests and while as his "first night at sea". By now the writer had managed
there we encountered John O’Donoghue of R.T.E. some to strike up a near friendship with the two young seals,
what frustrated in his efforts to encounter Peter Jay, so we that lived on the rocks which formed the northwest barrier
invited him aboard to use our V.H.F. over which he was to the entrance east of them that lead into our sheltered
able to arrange the interview that he was seeking, which at anchorage, by rowing our rubber dinghy very gently
a later date was to be heard on the air. Our good deed for towards the rock on which they rested as you got very
the day was to be followed later in the afternoon when get- close they would slither softly into the water and come
ting on for the early evening our Admiral appeared on the almost within touching distance of the dinghy. I honestly
pier with his wife and several "Presentation packages" all believe that if I had some fish I could have induced them
of which needed a passage to the Commodores yacht and to take it from my hand. The older ones held themselves
we were happy to accommodate with, the passage. Our se- much more aloof. But next year, armed with some fish,
cond good deed accomplished we continued to our "desert who knows? Ian an old and very able crewhand of mine
island" to moor up for the night and from thence proceed continued to keep us company until my beloved returned
ashore to the Party close by to us on Illnacullens on Saturday morning to Bantry. We recovered our
Hospitable sward. Shortly after midnight those of our anchors slipped from our friendly tree and sailed for the
party who needed to, were ferried to Ellens rock and the pier at Bantry on Saturday morning. We bunkered again
crew subsequently rejoined Cavelletta, thoroughly soused from our private stock helped beyond measure by the enby the father and mother of a cloud burst that nearly filled tire Vickery family and laid for the southern end of the
the dinghy. Clothes were quickly shed and a little, warmed bay through the channel between north and south beach.
up inside sousing, prepared with commendable rapidity by We had’nt quite made up our minds to strike west or east
Maureen, saw us all to our bunks, to sleep our way into but eventually it was decided to make the passage to
Happy Hangover Sunday. Topsy Whittaker, had joined Schull. This port is a great favourite of ours and we in28

variably spend a few days there - out and home - and in ticipated, the mighty tide was lapping its way over the
between times we just make a passage there and back edge of the pier and we made our way off to a convenient
direct. We have moorings there, one very close to the mooring courtiously offered to us for the night.
beach under the East End Hotel which is very convenient
We woke on Saturday morning to the promise of yet
for a short dinghy passage ashore and the other, courtesy another foggy day and laid a course from Adam inside the
of Dan Griffin, further out in the bay, a powerful big Dhulic for the Galley. We never saw the rocky patch and
fishing boat one, that is ideal in heavy weather, and where only got a glimpse of the light house from close inshore as
we can comfortably leave the vessel unattended if neces- we brought it abeam. We had the continuing correction of
sary for any reason. With only Trudel and myself aboard our Radar working on its decimalised rings. We never saw
on this fine weather passage, inside the Mizen race, as the Seven Heads, except on the radar screen, we heard the
calm as ever we could remember, we inevitably took Old Head once we came within the range of its sound
another sail down memory lane and up the Guadalquiver, signal, but it was completely shrouded in an impenetrable
to the mouth of which, at Bonanza, we sailed one glorious grey cloak until we rounded up on its eastern side, when
day and night, and breakfasted for the first and only time all was clear sunshine, which tempted us muchly, and we
on Sail Fish which had come aboard during the night and hove in under Black Head the southern end of Bullen Bay,
offered themselves up on our deck. It is not easy to refix where we dropped a hook and had ourselves a light lunch,
after near on twenty years but we will always remember light in anticipation of the Gargantuan feast that, knowing
the passage up this river to the Glorious city of Sevilla at our hosts reputation, we would that night partake of
the height of its quite fabulous Spring Fair. Forgive us if before the fine old fashioned party that would follow it.
we reach back to our "Journal Log". As the man said Trudel and myself are not really party goers, but we cerabout the Television, "if you dont’ like it you can turn it tainly enjoy occasionally this kind of a "do". None of
off". The river resembles a boa constrictor in convulsions your namby pamby cocktail carrying around, nibbling at
and although, or perhaps because, it can take large vessels little tit bits of food, nibbling at snide titbits of gossip, in an
of deep draft, pilotage, even for a yacht as small as us, is ambience of specially cultivated high pitched cocktail
compulsory. Ours, we recollect as a most gentlemanly one party voices like the gulls following a boat. Fish catching
who took over our wheel and left us all free to laze "on good honest American cut roast beef, the centre piece,
deck under the blazing sunshine". These were the days with wines in quantity and of quality to float a rubber
when apart from such "excursions" we counted our fuel dinghy on, up river at Innishannon. Since we acquired the
useage in pints. Our sticks with their clothes stuck up on first Galcador some thirty years ago we have really not
’em did the work. Today we dont’ have any clothes and been yachting people we are I think, it could be said of us
we count our fuel useage not just in gallons, but tens of "sailors" rather than "sailers". The being at sea the makgallons. We thought as we left Three Castles behind us, ing of the passage is really what we like and go to sea for
we’d give a lot to make the Guadalquiver in Cavaletta. to sight the corner of Flores or Touch into the Berlingues
Who knows? Some day maybe! Its a long way from - thats for us. Solitude is a great companion, if one knows
Schull where we made to our inshore mooring, virtually its true values and how to se them with discretion. In that
under the lee of "The East End". Schull needs no puff lovely little anchorage at the head of Bantry, baby for
from us, it has quite preserved its character, while its company only, there was old Johnny the Bog with his
many amenities have achieved a remarkable sophistica- raucous cries from his refuge in the trees before he
tion. Wednesday was earmarked for a voyage to Cape for descended to fish the rocky shores at the low water stalkthe Cape Regatta, but a most enthusiastic good old ing nobly as only a Heron can. There was the constantfashioned hard working all day Irish cloud bursts deterred movement in and out with the tides of mullett interspersed
us from "slipping" and we "bailed" ourselves ashore in the with occasional sea trout, confused that there was no river
dinghy to a superb dinner that would at any rate of outlet and returning to seaward to pursue their quest.
weather exchange have been worth a more hard-shipping Above all there was our family of seals "mada and two
passage. Harry rejoined us, Ian brought Trudels car over chislers". "Ma and Da" showed no great trust in us but
Mount Gabriel. My beloved drove him back to Bantry, given a few days more we’d have the chisslers eating from
drove herself back, cooked us quite a remarkable meal our hands from the side of the rubber dinghy. Now we
once again and on Friday we sailed, just Harry and the must consign yet this other cruising experience to the
writer for Union Hall. Habit dies hard, it is said and it may "Dear dead days" though "not beyond recall" and we are
sound unnecessary perhaps even a little pretentious to minded of the day when some sixty miles east of Cago
keep a "deck watch" on your barometer while poking Nao we were boarded by a young gull in considerable disalong from port to port on "short hops". But we do it, a tress, who spent all of the following afternoon and night
legacy from our past maybe. Despite the modern device of with us and though suitably bedded and fed, when we
weather forecasts we still graph the weather as we go made port in Altea in the early morning hours, took off to
along, and that night in Union Hall it was genning up. join his rising comrades without as much as leaving an adThere were big tides, some of the biggest of the year. The dress.
Old Lady was in apogee, and her skirts were up beyond We sailed from Kinsale on Happy Hangover Sunday
her knees. We tied alongside the outer edge of the pier for Cork. A glance at our "weather chart" continued to
when we arrived and shortly afterwards Hopeful laid on suggest that we were heading up to or sliding down to,
the other side on her way back from the west, with skipper phrase it as you will, an ugly break in the not altogether
Mary Dwyer, in a legful of plaster in command. After a healthy weather prevailing. Coincidence perhaps, but we
carefully timed excursion ashore when we returned, as an- could’nt help thinking that a few days earlier off the Miz29

zen, the race was lazy and when we came up to the Old berth at the Club marina. The fears that had hitherto been
Head a few days later, the race here not noted for no more than cautionary thoughts, were with tragic
benignity was very moderate, while in between the Galley emphasis to be established less than forty eight hours
and the Seven Heads, were quite disturbed. They are not later, in this wretched year.
noted for this except in very heavy weather. Once again
we set to sea in thick weather, but the fog never really Twilight and evening bell, and after that the dark
closed down, and though the Sovereigns were not im- And may there be no sadness of farewell, when I embark
mediately visible after we cleared Hangman Pt., they For though from out our bourne of time and place
showed up long before we passed between them. From The flood may bear me far
there on the Head showed up readily enough to count I hope to see my pilot face to face
them off as we cleared Flat Reanies, Roberts and Cork When I have crossed the bar.
into the harbour. We made fast to our pre-laid lines in our
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Cuilaun of Kinsale- Atlantic Round
Brian Smullen

On 30th September 1978, Fuilaun set out from Kinsale This unexpected reversal left Marc and I stranded in Poron what was to prove an eventful voyage. It was to take tugal and we considered going on our own, but then Tedover 10 months and at the end of it we were certainly dy Ender, Bob Dillon and Diarmuid Rowan very kindly
wiser, had shattered a few illusions and were definitely decided to fly out and crew us to Teneriffe.
more suntanned. The crew that morning apart from We left on November 1 and soon discovered we had
myself were Reggie Walsh, Maurice Cullen, John Henry definitely arrived in the Tropics with plenty of sunshine
McConnell and Marc Atkinson. The latter was to com- and nice reaching winds. 4½ uneventful days later, we
plete the entire trip.
came to Teneriffe, except that it wasn’t, it was Grand
Our first leg of the Transatlantic Round was planned to Canary. After a further 3 hours sailing, we found it where
be from Kinsale to Teneriffe and we set off in a good somebody had moved it, West of us. We moored in the,
reaching wind, carrying Hi-clew reacher full main and still under construction, fishing harbour, Darsena Pasmizzen. All this to impress the various wives who were quera, and found it clean and comfortable, despite the bad
waving to us from Michael O’Flaherty’s lovely house in reputation of its nearby neighbour, the main port of Santz
Summercove. However, by the time we got to the Old Cruz, which is awash with oil.
Head, sanity had prevailed and we had changed down to The younger members of the crew discovered it was
the No. 3 Genoa, reefed the main and removed the miz- possible to rent high powered motor bikes, quite cheaply,
zen. We were reaching along in great rolling seas and a and proceeded to frighten the hell out of me by zooming
all over the Island like speed-crazed Barry Sheens.
force 6 North Wester.
Having consigned John Henry’s magnificient breakfast In due course the Transatlantic Crew arrived in the
to Neptune, I felt much better and had time to reflect that form of that well known dragon sailor, Michael O’Leary,
after months of planning, buying equipment, charts etc., Paul Rothschild of Fastnet fame, Chris McCann a master
we were finally on our way and if anything had been baker from Newry and Adrian Rowan, brother of the
overlooked it was just tough luck and we would have to aforementioned Diarmuid.
Having checked out every discotheque on the Island,
use our imagination.
The first day or so was quite brisk, but gradually either they got round to stocking the boat and we set off on the
the seas went down or we became more accustomed to long haul to Antigua on November 23. With a fresh N.E.
them and we slowly began to slip into our watch and wind blowing, we were soon able to set our running headcooking routine. The winds became fickle so we had sails sails, bought specially for the occasion, and were making
down, engine on engine off, sails up for a few days.
very good time though rolling a lot. This rolling was to
When on the fifth day the cry went up "Skipper, the prove a feature of the trip and though we tried everything
steering’s gone", I thought "well at least I remember to minimise it, we were never able to completely cure it.
where I stowed the emergency tiller". Mounting the tiller Some of the older hands on Transatlantic runs, subsewas not quite as simple as I originally thought as the quently explained to me that taking off the main and
linkages beneath the cockpit have to be dismantled and lashing a tri-sail fore and aft on the main loom is very efthey were unwilling to co-operate at first. Here the old fective, and this is about the only thing we did not do.
maestro Reggie Walsh came into his own and freed them,
The trade winds in the latitude of the Canaries do not
no easy job in a big rolling sea and a force 6 wind. So, set in properly until late December early January and, as
eventually, we were able to turn the rudder stock quite on a previous trip I had to go South almost to the lat. of
freely, but all to no avail as we still could not steer the the Cape Verde Islands to pick them up. I was mentally
boat. It was eventually discovered that the rudder had prepared to do a lot of Southing to find them. However, it
broken at the weld between the stock and the blade, so was not to be and as our kindly N.E. stayed with us, I
that whilst the stock was turning, the blade was not.
decided to take a direct Great Circle course to Antigua. In
Teneriffe was now out of the question, so I decided to the event, this turned out to be the right decision as we
reach off for Cascais near Lisbon, a distance of about 250 held this wind almost all the way. After the usual 2 day
miles. Happily the ketch rig lends itself very well to steer- adjustment period, we soon settled down to a happy
ing by balancing the mizzen against the Genoa and so routine punctuated by pre-breakfast breakfasts by Paul at
0400 and some magnificent baking by Chris; Croissants
long as there was a breeze, we could steer quite easily.
Repairs in Lisbon took longer than expected, so the for breakfast, French bread for afternoon tea and a difcrew, who had done trojan work, had to depart for home. ferent variety for onion soup at dinner. On the 4th day, we
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sighted the Southern Cross for the first time and as the where we met Michael’s mother Dorothy, his niece Karen
miles were clicking away merrily, we were feeling quite and cousin Susanne. Again this glorious cruising ground
pleased with ourselves.
lived up to its reputation and we were delighted to meet up
On the eighth day, we experienced a flat calm and I with ex commodore, Denis Faulker, who was chartering in
thought our luck with the trades had run out but it was the area.
merely a temporary lull. We took advantage of it by hav- John Bourke then joined us; his very amusing account
ing a swim in water 7¼ miles deep and clearing the appears elsewhere in the Annual. Then it was back to
vegetable locker by pelting each other in the water with 5 English Harbour in time for Antigua Race Week. We were
kilos of tomatoes which had gone off.
joined by Ritchie Coe and Daphne, Marc’s mother, for
So the days rolled by and the temperature went up and this most magnificent event. Pressure of space prevents me
Michael O’Leary’s birthday party was over, and I was from describing what must be the world’s greatest fun race
starting to worry if the extra hours with the Nav books week which is supported by boats of all shapes and sizes
had paid off. Would it be another Canaries, were we lost? from the maxi’s Kialoa, Condor and Mistress Quickly
Then Paul came on watch at 0400 and casually mentioned down to the local inter island sailing boats.
to the watch he was relieving that they should have During Race Week we heard of a race from Antigua to
reported the "loom of light over there". There it was, An- Bermuda and decided as it was now May this would be an
tigua, The Carribbean, the New World. We were a mere ideal way to begin our trek North for the start of the Tran10 miles North of our course after 2,700 miles. What a satlantic Race. As we had not planned on racing to Berfeeling of relief! We jibed over and reached along the coast muda in our original scheme, we were short handed.
to English Harbour where we arrived at 1030 hours, 16 However, some of the local "yachties" who wanted to go
days and 20 hours out of Teneriffe, an average of 6.3 to America agreed to crew us. They were Bob and
knots, only Condor and Kriter having bettered our time Cynthia from Dublin and a Swedish Paratroop Lieutethat year. Our arrival celebration is still talked about in nant, Pete Warringer and what a magnificent crew they
Antigua, but most of it is covered by the Official Secrets turned out to be.
Act.
This 950 Mile Race consisted of a series of black windy
Owner Michael O’Flaherty and his nephew Stephen squalls for the first three days then two days of glorious
joined us in Antigua and having spent Christmas in fast reaching. During this time our radio direction finding
English Harbour, we cruised South via Guadaloupe, Iles equipment packed up and we finished up navigating with
Des Saintes and Dominica, where we anchored stern on to our transistor radio, by turning it into the local commera tree, before spending New Year’s Eve in Martinique. cial radio stations the locations of which I happily knew.
After this it was time to head back to base in English Har- When all the times had been worked out the big surprise
bour where, sadly, most of the crew had to leave for home. came, Cuilaun had won. We accepted our first ever trophy
Our young enthusiastic crew had lived aboard for 56 days with great pride and suggested to one or two people they
without an angry word and this must be some sort of a might care to join us aboard for a celebration. Its just as
record.
well Cuilaun is a well found boat as 43 of the one or two
In January, Marc and I were joined by Dermod Ryan, invited turned up. However, it was a great party made all
Jim Hamilton and wives and we set out North to the the more pleasurable by the fact that Michael had again
Virgin Islands, visiting Nevis, St. Kitts, St. Barts and St. flown out to join us accompanied by Drs. Maurice and
Martin, where they serve Irish Coffees with cream from an Betty O’Connor who were to crew us to Newport, Rhode
aerosol and a cherry on top. Virgin Gorda has "The Island.
Baths", an area of great boulders with holes eroded On 22nd May we motored out through the narrow torthrough them so one can climb down to swim in beautiful tuous channel from Hamilton and headed North under
clear pools of water trapped among the rocks. From here engine in flat calm with glassy seas. These windless condiwe visited Peter Island, St. Johns and finished our cruise in tions lasted for two more days and I began to feel we
would have to motor all the way when a breeze came up
St. Thomas.
This magnificent cruising ground is marred only by one from astern and we were away under sail.
detail. It appears that Ireland has not ratified some Gradually the wind freshened till we were charging
Maritime Treaty or other and the Americans will not along in full gale with mountainous seas. Then the comgrant an Irish registered boat a cruising permit, so it is pass light decided once more to pack it in. The boat was
necessary to check in and out with immigration at each not easy to handle, surfing off waves at tremendous speed
Island and clear customs every time, a time consuming and for Maurice it was not made any easier by the fact
that he had broken his glasses and had to steer at night
chore when one is cruising.
When the Ryans and Hamiltons left after 2 weeks, wearing spray covered prescription sunglasses. However,
Michael O’Flaherty again joined us for some excellent this did not affect his great sense of humour as when I
cruising, going back among the other places to Virgin mentioned to him that I had got a forecast predicting
Gorda where Marc and I nearly met our ends by capsizing dense fog, his reply, in between broahes was, "Frankly,
dear boy, I think I’d prefer the fog". And so on to Newthe rubber dinghy on a coral reef.
Then it was time to head South again to our base and as port that great sailing centre with twelve metres dotted
we had momentally run out of crew, Marc and I sailed her around like dragons in Dublin Bay. Courageous,
back to English Harbour in the worst weather we were to Enterprise, Freedom and the new France 111 getting ready
encounter during our stay in the Carribbean. Having had for the America’s Cup in September 1980!!!
a well needing scrub, we continued South to Mustique From here we cruised gently round to Marblehead, the
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starting point of the Transatlantic Race.
The Transatlantic Race is described elsewhere in the
The hospitality of the yacht clubs, especially the Journal and needs no further words from me. Suffice it to
Eastern Yacht Club, was quite overwhelming during the say that as we passed the Old Head of Kinsale, having
pre-race days.
completed our first Atlantic Round, it was a great pleasure
We were hauled out at Hoods Yard having been at sea to reflect that our l0 year old boat had covered over I 1,0for almost nine months they did a magnificent job on the 00 miles of cruising and racing in l0 months and had
hull for us, and made some beautiful new sails, which were come through unscathed. A great tribute to her designer
and builder, George McGruer.
to prove very useful subsequently.

Brian Smullen and crew with the winners trophy after the Antiqua-Bermuda race.
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Estrellita finds her way Home
Robert Barr

L ’Etoile, our Dufour 35, has served us well. I look back company.
with nostalgia on thousands of miles of joyful cruising in On Friday 25th May after frenzied activity fitting a
all weathers. However my other partners are keen on rac- cockpit spray-hood and an Autohelm 3000 steering gear,
ing round the buoys and I had to admit that L’Etoile was we heaved a sigh of relief and sailed away in glorious
finding it difficult to compete with the Shamrocks and sunshine from the R.I.Y.C. slip into an Irish Sea in gentle,
other speed merchants which have invaded the tranquillity tranquil mood. In the event the tranquillity did not last all
of Dun Laoghaire in the past few years. And so we started that long.
a search for a faster boat which would provide similar My intention was to sail from the Tuscar to a point
space and reasonable comfort below deck.
twenty miles due west of Cap Villano and then alter
Yacht building in Spain has been developing rapidly in course for Cap Finisterre and the Ria de Corcubion which
recent times and enquiries revealed that the quality of was to be our first landfall. The DF beacons at Villano
workmanship in most yards is of a high standard. We dis- and Finisterre make this a comparatively straightforward
covered that McGruers of Clynder had obtained the U.K. approach in daylight, even in poor visibility. (The DF
agency for the Noray 38 and 43 which are built by Astil- system in NW Spain is excellent and it is particularly helpleros Lepanto S.A. of Barcelona and designed by Javier ful that each signal sequence in repeated twice in succesVisiers. We visited the Clyde in November and saw a sion). My object was to get off the continental shelf as
prototype Noray 38. We were much impressed and a soon as possible and thus avoid difficult steep seas in the
meeting with the designer at the London Boat Show con- event of gales. Our rhumb line passed 36 miles west of
vinced us that this was the boat which would suit all our Round Island and 110 miles west of Ushant. We started
requirements. And so it has transpired. After various trials out from Dun Laoghaire into a 15 knot southerly and the
and tribulations we finally took delivery of Estrellita in wind remained on the nose for the next 620 miles. It was
Scotland at the end of April and had an uneventful pas- necessary to motor or motor-sail for most of the first 48
sage home.
hours. John and Kenneth put in their time profitably by inI have always had in the back of my mind a cruise to stalling a fridge which turned out to be a major engineerNorth West Spain. Having had several land based holi- ing exercise but in the event a justifiable extravagence.
days there, I have been delighted by the grandeur of the In the first 24 hours the distance run was 139 miles at
coastal scenery and by the ancient towns and villages, the an average speed of 6.2 knots. As time went by it became
majority of which have even yet escaped the clutches of more and more difficult to sail our proper course and
developers. Most important of all, the people are much time was spent setting and then lowering the genoa
renowned for kindly hospitality. What has saved Galicia as favourable wind shifts came and went. The Autohelm
from despoilers is difficulty in getting round and about. A steered very satisfactorily until the evening of the second
new system of arterial roads is rapidly solving that day when the clutch in the motor ceased to function. We
problem and I am sad to say that even now there are the had no means of putting it right, and so it was back to
beginnings of a new Costa Brava here and there. However human steering for the rest of the cruise.
it will be a long time before the Rias of Galicia cease to be Early on Sunday the wind freed a little and freshened to
an E1 Dorado worth the best efforts of any cruising man. 25 knots south westerly. We took in two reefs in the main
And so, with a new Spanish boat, everything pointed and hoisted our No. 2 jib. It was a joy to sail without
towards Cap Finisterre. My crew were the same barnacled engine for a change - though that did not last for long.
lot as in previous years - Lydia and Kenneth Martin, John The weather synopsis and barometer indicated that in all
Peart and I was delighted to welcome back Fergus probability the wind would continue to freshen and would
McKinley who had escaped us last year. We were together return to the south. For that reason I was anxious to make
for the entire cruise and Peter Fagan joined us in Spain. I all the weather we could and make good earlier losses
would have preferred more time for putting Estrellita when headed. At 0710 hours I was relieved to find on
through her paces and checking for teething troubles checking our position by RT with a passing ship that we
before embarking on a long passage, but the only period I were beyond the Scillies and only two miles off our rhumb
had free for cruising was from the end of May to mid- line. As things turned out this was very fortunate because
June. I had also arranged to meet our good friends Jac- we were soon to encounter southerly gales for 30 hours
ques and Marie Claire Rouguelle and Mouez. Avel, their and I was glad to have plenty of sea room and over 70
Romanee 33, in Corcubion and then cruise the Rias in fathoms under us. As Sunday wore on the wind continued
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to freshen and to head us more and more. By 1815 hours contact with BBC 4 to Cap Villano when our ship’s radio
it was 30 knots SSW. We took in a third reef in the main, had long since failed to do so. Another outstanding suchoisted the No. 3 jib and reefed it also. We continued sail- cess in the gales which deserves special mention was
ing at 6.5 knots but we were unable to steer better than Stugeron tablets for sea sickness. Yachting World recom140°m. I had worked out earlier that if we could maintain mended them last winter after extensive tests. They
a course of 175°m. we would fetch up at or about Cap worked like a charm and had the added advantage of havBusto on the north coast of Spain about 120 miles east ofing no sopherific side effects. The efficiency of the crew
Cap Finisterre. From 2000 hours on Sunday until 1430 was not impaired. The fact that Stugeron is primarily inhours on Monday we were sailing in the teeth of a souther- tended for geriatrics may perhaps explain why we found
ly gale with winds recorded in the log from 33 to 45 knots. them so successful. The average age of Estrellita’s crew
We hoisted the storm jib and continued bearing to was a fruity 48 years.
windward as best we could with a fully reefed main. The The remainder of the passage to Corcubion was
sea built up steadily and at the worst of the storm we es- relatively placid and uneventful. The clouds cleared; the
timated that the waves were about 25 feet high. However, weather became warmer and there was time to indulge in a
being in deep water a long way from land they were few of the culinary arts to encourage the crew back to
typical, well spread Atlantic rollers and although the cheerfulness. I should add, however, that thanks to an incrests broke on deck now and then and the fore deck was teresting discovery made by Lydia, we also ate very well
often under water, steering was not particularly difficult. throughout the gales. A small family firm called Stevens
We were delighted to find that Estrellita behaved like a Lefield Ltd. of Glasgow have marketed recently a range of
thoroughbred and her deep keel gave her good drive and very tasty meat courses sealed in tinfoil. All that is necesstability, though with the lee rail well under. She reminded sary is to heat the bag in boiling water, snip off the top and
me of the old days in Adastra (a DB 24) - but far dryer hand the pack to the crew with a spoon. Each pack is supdown below. However, in course of the gale a problem posed to serve two people, but this is optimistic.
became apparent. We found that the bilge was full of The wind remained on the nose ranging from 18 to 30
water and, having been pumped out, it was again full a knots with occasional fiat patches until we had clocked
couple of hours later. We had already discovered that the 620 miles. On Wednesday morning we had filled the tank
chain plates on both sides were leaking (it transpired later with the last five gallons of diesel oil. We played for a shift
that they had not been properly sealed) but it was clear of wind and, fortunately, we got it. On Friday night we
that those leaks could not possibly account for all the were in the separation zone heading for Cap Villano. It
water which was getting in. Eventually it had become was like a maritime cocktail party with never less than
necessary to pump for 10 minutes in the hour. An ex- eight ships in sight. When the DF bearings indicated that
amination of all the usual sources of trouble was negative we were midway between Cap Villano and Cap Finnisterand it seemed that we had a major problem on our hands re we bore away for the coast and I was pleased to see
in difficult conditions. At 2300 hours when the wind both of them appear when expected. And so at 2000 hours
reached 45 knots we hove-to pointing 240°m. and it was on Saturday we arrived at Corcubion - oddly enough just
possible to continue the search for the leak in more stable an hour ahead of Mouez A vel from Brittany. There is
conditions. Eventually the source of the trouble was dis- plenty of depth and room to lie well sheltered about half a
covered. We had altered the original arrangement for cable off the pier. We had 783 miles on the clock from
chain stowage. A new hawse-pipe from the anchorwell in Dun Laoghaire which included a wide spectrum of sailing
the stem-head had been constructed in Scotland, but no conditions.
cap had been fitted. In the prevailing conditions the stem- Corcubion doesn’t wear its hair on its sleeve. The peohead was constantly awash with the result that much ple at first sight appear to be reserved, even dour, but if
water entered the anchor well, poured down the hawse- you make the first move they are ready to respond and
pipe and into the bilge through the chain locker. Once dis- blossom. The town itself with its intricate pattern of narcovered, it was easy to remedy the problem and faith in row mediaeval streets has much hidden charm and
Estrellita and her builders was restored. At 1100 hours on character. If one ignores the hideous manganese works at
Monday the wind was still SSW gusting 38 knots and as Cee on the shores of the Ria, Corcubion is a good inlying hove-to had become uncomfortable, we lowered our troduction to the delights of Galicia. It is well sheltered by
mainsail and steered o.40°m, under storm jib only until mountains on three sides and only southerly gales would
1630 hours when the wind began to moderate and shift present any problem.
The Motel El Horreo at the far end of the promenade
gradually towards the west. We hoisted the main again
with three reefs and later the No. 3 jib and managed to from the pier offers direct telephone dialling to Dublin,
steer 130°m. improving to 185’m. Apart from being damp reasonably good dining and showers. The harbour master
and cold, we were none the worse for wear after the gale, speaks some English and is the most pleasant and helpful
but we had lost a lot of time and distance. D.F. bearings official I have met for a long time.
on Round Island, Ushant and Belle Ile suggested that our
Old friends, Marie Sol and Jos6 Ariza, Vivita Garcia
position when we resumed our course to windward was San Miguel and two of the Ariza children very kindly
about 25 miles west of the Ar Men LH off the Raz de motored 500 miles from Madrid for the weekend to
Seine. Some hours later a passing ship confirmed our posi- welcome us to the Rias Bejas. On Saturday Jos6 sailed
tion. This is a good point to take off my hat to the Aptel with us to Sangenjo in the Ria de Pontevedra where they
RD finder. It seems to be far ahead of its class and gave have a summer house. This is probably the nearest you
excellent results throughout the cruise. It also retained will find to a resort town in North West Spain and nowa36

days it is crowded in July and August. There is a pleasant, led sardines which had been purchased at the market in
welcoming yacht club on the pier which offers showers, a Sangenjo. Bayona near the southern entrance to the Ria
bar and also dining and dancing in season. There is a de Vigo and only seven miles from that city, deserves its
somewhat cluttered but sheltered anchorage just inside the reputation as one of the best yachting ports in Spain. On
entrance to the harbour. In settled conditions there is Monte Real high above the harbour there are extensive
always plenty of room to anchor off the nearby town fortified ramparts now restored which were built originally
beach. Extensive rebuilding of the harbour was in progress to keep out Drake. The Parador Gondemar (one of the
while we were there, and across the bay at the fishing port state run hotels) is built on the site of the original fortress.
of Portonove a new mole protecting the entrance was also A yacht club and marina were built by the same state
in course of construction. We were told that both ports agency about ten years ago and offer all usual services, inhad suffered severe damage from hurricane winds during cluding facilities for minor repairs, showers, a restaurant
the winter. We were impressed by the speed of the Spanish and the run of a comfortable club house. The steward is
authorities in dealing with the problem.
friendly and helpful in a courtly way and speaks excellent
On Saturday night Jos6 invited both crews to marisco English. The charge for two nights at the marina was 1,0in Manolo’s at Partonovo. This transpired to be a 00 pesaetas.
maritime banquet of Olympian proportions. Lobsters, Our greatest pleasure on reaching the marina was to see
crabs, prawns, grilled sardines, calamares, cockles, mus- the happy, smiling face of Peter Fagan who had arrived
cles and assorted other delicacies arrived at the table in from Dublin just ahead of us. This brought our ship’s
what seemed to be a never-ending stream. This was hand- complement up to six for the time being. Marie Claire
some hospitality indeed which was much appreciated.
celebrated the event by having one of her inimitable
Sunday started dull and overcast, but as we sailed for maritime banquets on board Mouez A vel - after which
the ria Aldan, at the southern entrance to the ria de both crews participated in a moving orchestral concert
Ponteverdra, the sun broke through and we saw this which we understand has given rise to a new bye-law for
delightful miniature fiord in all it’s glory. My most abiding the marina. On the previous night Jacques and Marie
memory is of a small cafe in pine trees looking down on a Claire’s 30th wedding anniversary had been celebrated in
superb white beach, the Playa de Manduina, about a mile memorable fashion on Estrellita. Our fresh beef had
north of the village of Aldan. I had encountered it before travelled very well from Ireland, and there were no comand I am glad to say that the lady of the house has lost plaints either about the plum pudding or brandy butter.
none of her formidable skills. Although without any prior The town of Bayona is cheerful and surprisingly unspoiled
warning, it was no bother to her to provide a truly superb considering its close proximity to a major city. Vigo is a
lunch for nineteen people! I talked to her about the pos- good palce for spare parts and there are also facilities for
sibilities of emigrating to Ireland. No cruise in north west substantial repairs. Camping Gaz seems to be difficult to
Spain shoul exclude the Ria Alden and the joys of the obtain in Spain. After much searching we found a dealer
Playa de Manduina. The beach is steep and well sheltered. whose shop is a short taxi ride from Bayona on the road
After a perfect day in splendid company we parted sad- to Vigo. Happily taxis are cheap.
ly with our Spanish friends at Sangenjo. On Monday we Tuesday was declared to be a "land day". So, in the
paid a short visit to nearby Portonovo for diesel oil. This is care of three gregarious but suicidal taxi drivers, we travela busy fishing port. The harbour area had been moder- led over the mountains to visit the old fortified towns of
nised and the village retains much of its charm. There is Tuy and Valenca which have glowered at each other
room for some visiting yachts at anchor in the centre of across the Minho river for more than a thousand years.
the harbour, but it would be a noisy place at night. In- Valenca on the Portuguese side, with its three sets of walls
cidentally the only sign of an oil crisis we encountered was and gates which even now are closed every night, is
that in general none was available from Friday evening carefully maintained as a national monument and is well
until Monday morning. Otherwise there was no problem worth a visit. Tuy is not as picturesque but makes up for
and most harbours have diesel pumps on the quay. The that with more gaiety and joi de vie. It also has a fine
price increased while we were there to 19 pesetas per litre cathedral. We returned on the coast road via the speci.e. about 50p per gallon.
tacular Monte Tecla and the old fishing port of La GuarThe weather on Monday was superb and we had a dia.
glorious broad reach at 8 knots in spanking force 6 from Wednesday morning was devoted to a thorough "spring
Portonovo to the Islas Cies and later from there to cleaning" of the boat and a few minor repairs. Then, havBayona. These islands near the entrance to the Ria de ing loaded up with diesel and water, we set sail for the
Vigo are a rare delight in a crowded world. Surprisingly Ensenada de Barra tucked in under Pta. Subride on the
there are no permanent residents even though two are mainland across from the Islas Cies. We had a spectacular
quite large and wooded with a few fertile valleys. Justbeat with two reefs in the main and the No. 2 jib in a
south of Pta Muxieriro and near a small jetty on the northerly which was gusting 35 knots. We anchored off a
eastern side of the main island begins the most beautiful lovely sheltered beach which was deserted. After six idylic
beach I have ever seen. Its fine white sand shelves steeply hours ashore in brilliant warm sunshine both boats set sail
into the sea and is fringed by an ancient pine forest withfor Combarro in the Ria de Pontevedra. However, the
hills rising behind a veritable maritime Garden of Eden. northerly had not moderated and this passage entailed a
We anchored in sheltered water in more than 3 fathomslong dead beat which meant that when darkness began to
one cable from the shoreline near the jetty. A brisk swim fall we were still well short of our destination. I was not
was rewarded by a picnic lunch comprising still more gril- happy about sailing into the Ria de Pontevedra at night in
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the vicinity of many unlit mussel rafts, so I decided that end of a large mole. The port, which is dirty, is very busy
we should return to Sangenjo and continue the journey in and the mole is occupied by large trawlers which come in
the morning. Jacques did the same.
by rotation every night. Muros itself is a delightful old
Thursday was yet another lovely day but with less wind town which is still untouched by modern times. There are
and we had a gentle sail up the ria to the ancient fishing white colonnades all along the harbour front and behind is
village of Combarro which is splendidly preserved and a maze of flagged streets. Apart from the dirt of the harseems to have changed little over the centuries. It tran- bour, the only disadvantage is that, being almost surspired that there were much fewer mussel rafts than usual rounded by hills which rise quite steeply, it is probably hot
because many had been destroyed in the great storms ofand sticky in high summer. A splendid little restaurant
last winter. I saw that there are a few unmarked sunken with a huge open grill was found on the seafront rafts with little showing above the water and I wondered Restaurant Parrillada. The proprietor, though short on
how many more there might be lurking unseen just below English, is full of goodwill and while waiting for a delicious
the surface. Great care should be taken when navigating T-bone steak I was able to speak to my mother by phone
this part of the Ria. The pier at Combarro has been on her 80th birthday.
reconstructed and extended recently. We anchored in a There is water at the town quay beside the diesel pump
sheltered position about one cable south east of the pier in and provisions of all sorts are readily available. There is
1½ fathoms of LW springs. During the afternoon several also a regular bus service to Santiago, a small historical
of us visited the lovely old town of Pontevedra at the head city which is well worth a visit. On Saturday the weather
of the Ria which is the capital of the province and one of was as before. In the afternoon we explored the beautiful
my favourite places.
Ria and visited Noya, which like Muros, is a maze of anBut there was a sadness about Thursday too. Marie cient streets. When we returned to Muros we were joined
Claire and most of Jacque’s crew were flying home on the by another Roman6e 33 which was bound for La Rochelle
following day from Santiago de Compestella and so a from Palma. One of the crew of two was Yasmina Madspecial farewell celebration was imperative that night. I jkane, a charming young French girl who had dishad intended that we should all dine at Casa Solla near tinguished herself as one of the all female crew of LolCombarro on the road to Pontevedra where I have had lypop, another Roman6e, which had come fourth in the
the pleasure of spending many fruitful hours. However, Gauloise Atlantic triangular race of 15,000 miles last
Signor Solla was closed that night and so it was necessary winter.
to spread our wings and fly in another poss6 of crazy taxis Camarinas, contrary to what I had been led to believe,
to Villa Juan near Villa Garcia in the ria de Arosa where turned out to be the most friendly and hospitable port we
there is another establishment which is close to my heart - encountered on our cruise. The town itself is small and is
Casa Chocolate (nothing to do with confectionery - it cast with much charm in the traditional Galician mould.
happens to be the proprietor’s name). Here we were served Diesel oil and water are available on the pier. There is a
diner which was truly worthy of the occasion. We un- bank and several good shops. The Cafe de Marina is exanimously agreed that it was a memorable gastronomic cellent and like many others in this part of Spain is
milestone. Anyone cruising in the ria Arosa, who takes ridiculously cheap. One of the delights of the town is
reasonable care of the inner man, should pause at watching senior matrons sitting at their windows doing
Chocolate’s. There is also another congenial restaurant a fine lace embroidery of exquisite delicacy. Camarinas is
few doors away in a converted mill which is run by three famous throughout Spain for this work.
bizarre sisters who may have escaped from Macbath. We berthed near the diesel pump at the mole alongside
Good eating is one of the rewards of cruising in Galicia.
Joe and Lorna Swindells’ s Rival 34 Lorna Grace from
Friday was another lovely day out with no wind. We Aldernay. The depth is 8 ft. at LWS. The Swindells are as
motored to a pleasant horseshoe bay at the northern end delightful a seafaring couple as one could ask to meet.
of the Isla de Arosa in the Ria of that name and anchored They are both in their sixties and have much of the ecfour cables north east of the south pier at the village of St. centricity which seems to be a characteristic of most true
Julian in good shelter near a small beach. There are many voyagers. Since retirement they have spent several years
mussel rafts in this area and a landing at night is not sailing thousands of miles on their own in European and
recommended. The Ria itself is larger and more pastoral African waters. They set out to sail to the West Indies last
than the others we had visited. It is also well buoyed which winter to visit a married daughter but ended up in Istanis often not the case in Spanish waters. On leaving the Ria bul. This is navigation on a broad canvas which appeals to
later in the evening I saw that there is a large new me. They were visiting Camarinas for the seventh time
breakwater at Carreiro near the entrance on the western and regarded it as a home from home. When we arrived
side. I did not have time to investigate, but it seems that it they were busy making elderberry champagne and we
would provide good shelter from all winds except easterly. were duly presented with a couple of bottles before we left.
We motored across the entrance of the Ria de Muros A potent confection to be sure.
on a sea like glass which reflected a gentle evening sun. On Sunday night there were no less than three Irish
There were many tope cruising around and many small boats at Camarinas. Pat Whelan’s Charlena, which we
crabs. We had also seen similar crabs in great profusion in had also met in the Ria Aldan, and Michael Snell’s Golden
a calm sea when we were about 80 miles off shore on our Harvest which had just arrived from Crosshaven.
It was at Camarinas also that Peart unveiled his new
passage to Corcubion.
Mouez Avel had sailed directly to Muros from Combar- pyjamas. The motif comprised a geisha girl fleeing over a
ro and we tied up alongise her at a jetty close to the inner bridge in a tea garden pursued by a demented Samurai
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warrior. The general concensus was that he looked like a mainly at or about gale force. As it transpired we had pulbrothel keeper’s porter at a Fiesta.
led off the unenviable double with a giant size beat down
Jacques’ plan was to sail Mouez Avel directly to Dun and another most of the way home. Even with 3 reefs in
Laoghaire and leave her there for a few weeks before em- the main and the No. 2 jib also reefed we were unable to
barking on another cruise to the West of Scotland - steer better than 030°m, but fortunately we had made a
French surgeons have a rugged life. However, he was left good deal of weather during the day and I estimated that
with only one crew - a fellow surgeon, Jean Brac- and we would still make our intended position off Ushant
their combined ages were well into three figures. Peter provided that we were not headed any further.
Fagan kindly volunteered to join Jacques, and Kenneth On Thursday the wind went into the north west and
was able to arrange for his son, David, to join Mouez A vel moderated to 18 knots for a time. However, by 1600
also. They set off on Monday morning for Ireland and we hours it was gusting 30 knots again. There were warnings
left shortly afterwards bound for Lage. The wind had of north westerly gales and a big sea was building up.
returned in some strength and was south westerly gusting Shortly before nightfall we had a remarkable encounter
35 knots. We had an exhilerating broad reach out of the with four racing pigeons and witnessed an episode of inRia de Camarinas and surged along at 8.5 knots with the credible heroism. The birds were flying low close to us and
No. 3 jib and two reefs in the main. We anchored at Lage they were obviously tired. When about 30 yrds. abeam
in the centre of the harbour half a cable out from the end one of them fell into the sea. The other three flew round
of the breakwater and between there and the end of the old their comrade and collectively tried to pluck him out of the
town pier in 3 fathoms by leadline at LWS. The new water but, alas, without success. Eventually two of them
breakwater provides excellent shelter and there is good flew away and the remaining one flopped into our cockpit.
holding ground. The village is reminiscent of a stage set It was too exhausted to eat or drink and we kept him
for a Western film and is not lacking in character, or in- down below until we were close to land and he was well
deed characters - including the kindly and resourceful enough to fly away. Thursday was also Fergus
Placido Francesco Vidal, the proprietor of the cafe bar McKinley’s birthday and we had special celebrations planMirador. He speaks fluent English and knows Ireland ned but weather conditions obliged us to postpone the
quite well. He is related to the proprietors of the party. During the first and second night watches the wind,
Restaurants Sardiniero down the street where we had an then NNW again, was never less than 30 and was freadmirable, modestly priced dinner. They could have quently gusting up to 40 knots. There was a very big sea
thrown in baths for good measure, but thee was a problem with waves which we estimated as being between 15 and
with the water that day. The Ria de Corme y Lage is com- 20ft. high which occasionally broke on deck and came
paratively small and offers good shelter. There are shoals green into the cockpit. Even with a safety harness on a
extending up to three quarters of a mile from several tight rein it was difficult to avoid being thrown off balance
headlands and all should be given a wide berth. Subject to while steering. By 0500 hours on Friday the wind, though
that there are no serious navigational hazards and this Ria still NNW, had moderated to 25 gusting 30 knots and the
would make a good first land-fall from Ireland. There are sea became less difficult. Having been headed by the gale,
several beautiful beaches and the whole area is quite un- I had plotted a revised course which .would take us
spoiled. Corme is smaller than Lage and from the sea does between the Scillies and the Seven Stones LV. I had
looked forward to good DF bearings on Round Island and
not appear to be as attractive.
Tuesday turned out to be a typically Irish soft day and Ushant to confirm our position but was unable to get a
we had rain for the first time since we arrived in Spain. In proper signal from the latter. It transpired later that the
the early morning we tied up alongside the pier and took transmitter at Creag’h was temporarily out of action at
on water from a pump in the town centre. Fortunately we that time. Our RT had also failed to perform properly on
have a 5 gallon drum fitted with a handle so that it can be the return voyage, so the navigator was leading a lonely
moved easily like a garden roller. Having purchased final life.
stores and checked all equipment, we set sail for home at At noon on Friday land was sighted and I was relieved
1030 hours Irish time. The wind was a gentle 7 knots to find that we were pointing Mount’s Bay and were only
south westerly and visibility was moderate for most of the 10 miles off our course line, which was not too bad in the
day. In plotting the course I allowed for a tidal set of a prevailing conditions. At this stage as we were all tired
quarter of a knot easterly and intended to pass 65 miles after 320 miles of beating, mostly in gales and a big sea, I
due west of Ushant. At that point the intention was to decided that we should make for the shelter of Hughtown
alter course so that we would pass 2 miles west of Bishop in St. Mary’s Island and rest for a few hours. However, as
we had an adverse tide and a long beat to contend with,
Rock in the Scillies.
We motor sailed in light airs for the first 24 hours. Then the passage to the Scillies was slow. Finally at 2020 hours
the wind began to increase and shift around towards the we dropped anchor off Hughtown but did not go ashore.
north. By Wednesday afternoon it was westerly and We had travelled 435 miles from Lage at an average speed
gusting 35 knots. For the next six hours we enjoyed the of 5.5 knots. After an oriental extravaganza of assorted
most spectacular sailing I have known. Estrellita curries and Bombay duck we slept in peace.
On Saturday we were all up and doing at 0500 hours
thundered along in a rising sea under full main and No. 1
jib and the speedo needle several times went off the clock and having filled the fuel tank from spare cans we set sail
at 10 knots. However, this joyful experience was not to in a 10 knot north westerly for Tuskar Rock. The dawn
last. The wind went NNW at 30 gusting to 35 knots. For was bright and cloudless, and the weather smiled gently
the next three days the wind remained firmly on the nose for the remainder of the passage. The Tuskar was sighted
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early on Sunday morning and we were abeam at 0345 beating and heavy weather on both passages, the boat did
hours on the last ofth ebb. At 1530 hours we took up our us proud and the crew battled through cheerfully and well.
mooring at Dun Laoghaire having logged a total of 1659 As always, Fergus McKinley was a tower of strength
miles and visited fifteen ports or anchorages in 23 days. when the going was tough and Lydia displayed her inThe passage from Lage had taken five days and five imitable quiet courage which we have come to expect. The
hours, including the detour and rest at Hughtown. Mouez general opinion was that the tough passages were not too
Ave! had also made a fast passage in less than six days great a price to pay for twelve days of glorious cruising in
despite the gales and a rest period at Dunmore East.
the delightful, hospital waters of Galicia.
Although we were out of luck in having so much

Date
25/5/79
1/6/79
2/6/79
3/6/79
4/6/79
6/6/79
7/6/79
[-6/79
9/6/79
10/6/79
I 1/5/79
15/6/79
16/6/79
17/6/79

From
Dun Laoghaire

To

Corcubion
Sangenjo
Ria Aldan
Sangenjo
Portonovo
Islas Cies
Bayona
Ens. de Barra
Sangenjo
Combarro
St. Julian
Muros
Noya
Muros
Camarianas

Corcubion
Sangenjo
Ria Aldan
Sangenjo
Portonovo
Islas Cies
Bayona
Ens.de Barra
Sangenjo
Combarro
St. Julian (Arosa)
Muros
Noya
Muros
Camarinas (via Mugia)
Lage
Hughtown

Distance
Made
Good
Miles

Hours
Under
Way
(n. m.)

783
38
8
8
1.25
8.30
7.20
12.20
19.27
6.50
23.
31.60
9.20
9.50
43.02
20.
435

173.50’
6.20’
1.30’
126’
.20’
1.20’
1.10’
1.55’
3.45
1.15’
4.10’
5.20’
1.70’
2.00’
7.10’
3.25’
82.30

8625’
230’
30’

202
1665.

34.20
333.55

8.50
135.35

Engine
Hours %
(n. m.).

105’
410’
5.20’
1.00’
1.50’
1.30’
22.25

Hughtown

Total duration of cruise
Total time under way
Porets and anchorages visited
Average speed

Dun Laoghaire

23 days 1 hr. 15 mins.
13 days 223 hrs. 5 mins.
15
= 5 knots.
=
=

4O
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Cruising in Paradise- Cuilaun of
Kinsale in the West Indies
John Bourke
FRIDAY, MARCH 16th
the airport, simultaneously with a bottle of champagne
John and Aline Finnegan have joined us before, or we which he had most thoughtfully arranged to set the scene.
them, in cruising expeditions to various places. When John We got through the evening at the Hilton somehow, rose
travels, difficulties are with things rather than people, early, swam again, and were at the airport again by 0330
deriving in this instance from some small chaos in the hrs.
homeland. Postal, bus, taxi and other strikes abounded,
and rumour had it of trouble at Dublin Airport to join to SUNDAY, MARCH 18th
the permanent troubles of Heathrow, and heavy snow as
Cuilaun was in Mustique and we had to fly there in a 6
well. Sandra who is John’s secretary kept her nerve ad- seater Comanche. With us was Lady Virginia Royston
mirably while he attempted to book us on all flights who had rung and asked for a lift. She lives in Mustique
everywhere. We did finally catch one of them, and after a and has recently been written of in the popular press, so
pointless but pleasant evening in the Skyways Hotel joined we were starting well! The landing strip is a patch of
the 747 to Barbados where we arrived at four in the after- boreen at the other side of a steep hill, and our approach
noon to a gust of hot liquid air, a quick taxi ride and an was both beautiful and thrilling. Smiling bravely we disemimmediate plunge into the sea at the beach of the lovely barked and there was skipper Brian Smullen, like a brown
Hilton Hotel. There we found a letter from our owner, castaway, but otherwise familiar.
Michael O’Flaherty followed by a phonecaU as he left for

The beach and "Basil’s Bar" at Mustique, from the deck of Cuilaun - Photo John Bourke.
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Cuilaun lay in the clear water just off Basil’s Bar, an WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21st
elegant brown fish above the coral. We boarded at last,
In the morning Margaret and I relanded and explored,
discarded jackets and leather shoes and met Marc finding generators, pigpens and all sorts of infrastructure
Atkinson to complete the half dozen on board. It was only to the amazing place. One day I suppose that it will be ac1000 hrs so the sun was declared over the yardarm quired by Club Mediteranee and its quiet shattered by the
California time and the cruise officially open. Basil’s Bar is cries, sporting, social and sexual, of the new young.
John got his own back on the torpid black waitresses of
a nice place, stilted out over the water with the white
beach curving off on either side. We lunched there and last evening by attacking Cuilaun inside and out with a
swam and swam and swam like the sun, sea and palm tree large duster and an aerosol of "Pledge". They did not
starved Northerners we so potently were.
mind, he felt better, Cuilaun shone and balance was
In the evening we visited the Hotel which was once I restored.
believe a cotton store. Dinner was on the balcony with
It was overcast but warm with a light breeze. Intrepidly
genuine tropical noises. The food, atmosphere and price therefore we left in mid-morning and proceeded to Clifton
were all of the very best. Thence back to Basil’s Bar and on Union Island some two miles away. There were quite a
later the boat. Your author regrets that his further recol- number of yachts at anchor - perhaps thirty or forty of
lections of the evening became increasingly obscure. The them. Already we noticed adaptation to the American
others may fill in later if they can.
scale of things, and Swan 65’s looked quite a normal
cruising size.
MONDAY, MARCH 19th
We landed at Clifton and found a well stocked superAfter a swim or two and more of Basil’s best chicken market, with Vermouths and Californian wines at less
we motored in very light airs to Bequia some 12 miles than £2 a bottle. Precious ice was plentiful and cheap and
away and dropped anchor in the lovely Admiralty Bay. we filled the ice box with it. John found a bank somehow
The girls gave us roast beef and roast potatoes on board, and went into long and complicated negotiations for the
in best cruising style. Marc met friends on another boat raising of large amounts of cash on his Visa card. It would
and disappeared mysteriously, and we believe, to advan- have been a nice trick on this small and remote island, had
tage.
he done it, but in the end he had only partial success as his
telexes foundered on the rocks or mysteries of Ireland’s
TUESDAY, MARCH 20th
new exchange control regulations.
Bequia is very beautiful, with lots of yachts - large and
Margaret and I walked round the back of the small
visiting - small and local -. Barclays Bank and the super- shanty town, where pigs, goats, chickens and people
market put us back in money and wine and we set sail ex- moved listlessly on the dusty ground. A few hundred
pectantly on our first big passage South to Union Island, yards on, we were in a tiny airport, smartly maintained;
about 25 miles away. A reaching 15 knot breeze allowed crossing the runway to the sea, we found ourselves in the
the high reacher, mizzen and staysail to make 5 to 6 delightful oasis of the Anchorage Yacht Club. There we
knots. Navigation was intellectually not very testing as we had drinks and lunch, eating some splendid, and this time,
could see the islands of departure and arrival at all times. plentiful red snapper. Life’s contrasts are rarely so clearly
Our only concern was the supposed lighthouse as we staked out as here; perhaps they are, but at home we do
rounded the south east corner of Union Island. Since we not notice.
could not see it, this could be the wrong island or
something! Eventually a stake was spotted half way up the ¯ In the afternoon we brought Cuilaun in to the slip for
brush-covered slopes. Lighthouses are often of this kind in water. We had dropped the anchor and were starting to
these waters and us Euro-sailors, accustomer to our white reverse the stern in when the engine stopped dead. This being the first time such a thing had happened in ten years,
stone edifices, are often confused.
We identified Frigate Island and then Palm (previously Skipper Brian looked to say the least of it, surprised. The
Prune) Island, and decided to make for the latter. Palm rest of us, more used to being thankful when boat engines
Island has a romantic background with one family, the run, just looked. Then we sprang into action, ran a line
Caldwells transforming it over the years into the purer ashore, winched her stern up, filled with water, scrubbed
definition of a quiet tropical paradise. We walked on the the decks, rubbed down the varnish and wondered what
white beach and on their paths through manicured had happened. After much inspection, and more speculagreenery, and chalets which form part of the hotel. The tion we discovered that we were mechanically o.k. but had
open bar adjoined the open dining room. John Finnegan lost reverse gear.
had that acquisitive look, as we walked half way round the Dinner was a pork casserole on board in a lovely amone mile square; but somewhat lost it later as dinner failed bience, anchored as we were just 50 yards off the Club.
to live up to early promise.
The fish was simple, delicious and unplentiful and the THURSDAY, MARCH 22nd
trimmings came at a pace which meant eating them one at In the morning Brian and John went shopping for
a time. Nobody had hurried for years nor intended to, but further ice and Vermouth. Despite unusually high rates of
the white Californian wine was excellent, cool and plen- melting and drinking, supplies of both were now slowly
tiful. At about £8 a head all in, we really could not com- gaining on consumption.
plain, but we did. In the end one was left with the feeling We then had a trip of about 4 miles to Tobago Cays a
that in the great share-out of our plastic civilisation, they lovely and renowned anchorage where we settled for more
drinks and some of Marc’s very fine-with-everything-in-it
may have got the better part.
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omelettes. Margaret and I went over to a small island cal- que again. I went snorkelling with Marc (again) while
led Barodal and snorkelled for a while over shallow but others swam or plied in to the now familiar Basil’s Bar
lovely and growing coral. There was the usual and whence later we invited Basil and Virginia Royston and
aquarium-like profusion of multi-coloured little fishes. sister-in-law Annabelle Lindsey on board for drinks,
There are no inhabitants on these islands, but cruising leading to a late and fairly noisy dinner at Basil’s.
yachts come here frequently as the snorkelling is apparently at its very best here. Navigation is tricky enough SUNDAY, MARCH 25th
as even the excellent books of reference differ slightly one There were great invitations to a "jump up" (hooley,
from the other, and the reefs in any event, keep growing, party, whatever) at the other side of the island plus drinks
up and across. The best navigational aid is a good pair of at Virginia and Basil’s house, but we had decided to go to
polaroid glasses with which in sunny conditions the reefs sea. We spent a langtiorous morning in and around the
can be clearly seen. Also, topless maidens on neighbouring water, including hiring a Hobey Cat with which we sped
boats, beaches and minisails can be observed less selfcon- up and down as if we had not seen a boat for years.
sciously. The pink-scaled goggle-eye tropical Celt-fish on Drinks and lunch at Basil’s was again excellent and
holiday is a sorry sight without disguise.
prolonged. In the afternoon the local club put on a cricket
In the afternoon a splendid breeze gave us a close fetch match on the small beach next to us, and played for hours
at over 7 knots to Petit St. Vincent, some 6 miles South. with huge enthusiasm, their lean and fit black torsos
We rounded to, if possible, on even prettier anchorage gleaming as they fielded in the waters edge. They run two
than we had seen so far. The island is mainly occupied by or three bowlers at a time using tennis balls, so the
a very good chalet type hotel where we dined excellently batsman has a continuous stream of fast half slung sizwith lots of wine. The hotel was written up as very expen- zlers to cope with.
sive but at about £ 12 a head all in, was no longer a shock It was very hot indeed all day. They were still playing
to anyone recently arrived from Dublin.
when we left at 1530 hrs. bound for Martinique some 110
miles North. A reaching breeze headed and freshened as
FRIDAY, MARCH 23rd
we closed West of Bequia and we closereached all night at
A tentative question produced an instant and un- speed under St. Vincent and St. Lucia, arriving at 0600
animous decision to stay at PSV, as it is called. We dis- hrs. at the mouth of Port de France as the sun came up. I
covered over the radio that ice and sailing dinghys were have never sailed at 71 knots at night almost to windward
available, and the men issued in leaving the ladies simmer- in a shirt and shorts, but it sure beats plugging up the Irish
ing quietly on the cabin top. Brian Smullen and I then Sea in early April in the sleet! Two flying fish obliged and
proceeded to have a few lunchtime beers on the terrace came rattling on board, frightening everyone to death. We
whence we could enjoy a superb view of all. In the early did not eat them for breakfast! Thus do our romantic
afternoon, dark clouds brought a tiny touch of rain and a wind-easterly-swept notions grind to their unpalatable end.
good squall of wind. Marc and John Finnegan were to be
seen planing across the bay on their hired Sailfish. The MONDAY, MARCH 26th
whole scene was straight out of one of the Emmanuelle Martinique is part of France. It is also very active, full
films: completion of atmosphere came from some very of traffic-jammed hooting white Peugeots, official looking
beautiful, very brown and very French ladies, whose vans with sirens, and shops. It is hot, even by the norms of
bikinis or whatever they now call these ornaments, were a these parts. Some four of us issued downtown by 1000
total insult to modesty. Their menfolk, clearly rich, were hrs. and shortly found in a square opposite the Cathedral,
shorter and fatter and shot movie film all the time.
an imposing modern structure with air conditioning which
In any event Brian and I having researched the sailing was Chase Manhatten Bank. There we changed into
past back to the great Coal Harbour Regatta of 1961, francs and looked for ice, bread, tonic and the cool side of
eventually wandered back to the ship to discover that our the street. We found only some and retired exhausted to
two excellent females, in between swims and things, had the quayside cafe for roll-sandwiches and gin. Later
roasted two chickens and had some lovely white wine in Jasper Tubbs and Sue who have been out here for a year,
the ice box. The "Friday lunchtime" boys back in came on board. They set off on "Seychelles", a very fine
50 ft. motor/cruiser to sail round the world; but having
Dunlaoghaire would have been proud of us.
Marc and I snorkelled in the late afternoon finding got here, they stayed. (One hears of the same thing happening de minimis at Schull on the the way West!) They
some quite good coral and attendant creatures.
Thence to dinner which again was excellent, and bed, were most entertaining and brought us some of the closer
after a day well mispent.
knowledge of these parts for the itinerant yachtsmen.
They find for instance that they no longer need meat, but
prefer mangos, pawpaws, salads, avocados, carrots and
SATURDAY, MARCH 24th
A shopping expedition went up in the morning for the abundance of available fruit and vegetable. They also
beads and things and ice was also obtained. The shop lady have lobster which apparently they know how to catch!
was not at all certain that she wanted to open, but in the We had champagne on board which set a scene until one
end she did with reasonable grace. A last swim in the by one, the heat cast them into their bunks, and the party
green waters and a stroll round to the other side completed as it were, melted away rather than broke up. Jasper and
our stay and by 1030 we declared PSV, officially done Sue melted South to St. Lucia to see relations.
We had intended to dine and sail for Dominica before
and went to sea.
A 25 mile beat (to windward no less) brought up Musti- midnight, but a certain lassitude helped by an epidemic of
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the runs (names have been changed to protect the in- small, a little shanty-build but clearly prosperous. They
nocent) disuaded us. Instead we had a varied wine cocktail are all on the beach and would make excellent anchorages,
on board and set forth hopefully at about 2030 hrs. in but the water apparently deepens quickly and an anchor
search of the best restaurant in town. Having an instinct and chain hanging straight down, if you have ever tried it,
for these things we quickly found it, called Le Grande is no fun at all.
Voile and on the waterfront. It is apparently related to the We had to motor off the luxuriant NW corner, but as
Tour d’Agent in Paris; nor did it let down its illustrious we came round, we heeled to a fresh NE breeze and
cousin. The service, atmosphere and food were superb, streamed away to Dominica whose mountains were clearand for less than £10 a head even in this expensive town! ly visible 20 miles away. In no time at 7 knots we were
The five course menu was F65 including wine. Margaret there, looking at the quite different jungle-clad slopes, and
and I had it and it was delicious and plentiful. How we the small villages clustered round their churches, clinging
could have coped with the Menu gastronomique at F 100 I to the edge of some spectacular valleys. It rains here most
have no idea, but I am glad I did not try. The atmosphere of the time and in the rainy season, all of the time, so if
in the restaurant was cultivated and French with all you are looking for the appropriate setting in which to
drink yourself to death ... !
colours at ease with each other; all after all are French.
As we came under the island came the customary calm,
but later a thermal NW came in and we had a splendid
TUESDAY, MARCH 27th
race with 5 other boats including two lovely gaffers and
After purchase of long bread rolls we set forth early at some French racing machines. Marc set various staysails
0800 hrs. reaching up the Western shore of the island in a and got all excited about it. Cuilaun is moving well despite
lovely offshore breeze and gleaming sunshine. It is a about 4 tons of cruising gear, and is I would think, pretty
fascinating coast with every gully in the great lava hills speedy to her very low rating. It turned out that most of
leading down to a hamlet in the fold by the sore. These are the other boats were still motoring anyway!

John Finnigan contemplates the jumbled slopes of Dominica from the cockpit of Cuilaun - Photo John Bourke.
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In the evening at about 1800 hrs. we anchored off the Exhausted by the rigours of the day, and sixty miles of
town of Portsmouth in Prince Rupert Bay. This is a lovely such scenic sailing, the party broke up early. Shortly
bay with palms all along the beach and the town stretched afterwards the island gods turned on the tap and it rained
picturesquely behind. There is then some cultivation, for with magnificent ferocity, straight up and down. Marc was
the island is very fertile and supplies fruit and vegetables on deck and extraordinarily enough did not wake for some
to much of the Carribean, before the inevitable jungle minutes at which stage he and his sleeping bag were totaltakes over rising through the valley and more quickly, into ly soaked. The water was warm and fresh and tomorrow
the hills. It is little wonder that the English and French would rapidly dry, so who cared. Nevertheless, Marc carboth failed to subdue the Carib Indians who used to take ried himself, lamb chops, Chianti and all, down below.
to these jungled hills and swoop down by night in little
punitive forays. The Europeans finally abandoned the WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28th
island to its rain and fate, though later it came under Early in the morning, Martin and Joseph, our chosen
British rule.
local capitalists were alongside. We bought tomatoes and
We were mildly besieged by boys in rowing boats offer- lettuce very reasonably. Then we motored over to see the
ing vegetables and guided trips up the renowned Indian entrance of the Indian River and set sail for Iles des
River. They were insistent, very skillful in their little boats, Saintes, some 18 miles away. It was a beautiful day with
and quite good tempered, and we did buy some produce the usual reaching breeze, and we scuttled across at our
the next day.
usual 7 knots and sailed in round the west corner of Terre
After swims, Brian produced champagne from the d’en Haut to a most picturesque and well kept little
icebox, and announced that it was his birthday. The girls anchorage. Unfortunately we sailed across the stern of
produced a splendid dinner of lamb chops and egg-plant Georgia Gypsy who was trailing a long line, and we effiand a proper birthday dinner ensued, with much Chianti ciently trapped her lure on our impeller guard. This was
to consolidate the occasion. Coffee in the cockpit by quickly returned and our varnished hull admired as we
candlelight, afloat in this jungle amphitheatre, was as near had now come to expect. I was asked if could be varnish
to cruising perfection as any reader can imagine.
or plastic and on saying that it was all real teak, received a

A lovely anchorage at Isle des Saintes, near Guadaloupe. The back belongs to Cuilaun’s skipper, Brian Smullen - Photo John Bourke
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whistle and a "Gee you must have a million dollars in works. The Hills, though not impoverished, thought the
there". Not quite and not me I replied diffidently, leaving F35 (£4) too much for dinner and ate on board - "why
the strong impression that he might not be far off.
back in Georgia for eight dollars you can eat and drink the
Marc and I snorkelled in lovely clear water before a late town" - !! I hated to tell him that in Dublin he might
salady lunch on board. Then we went round the point to manage a hamburger and a few cokes!
the small town when John and Aline went ashore to case During the night the wind came up. We dragged slightly
the joint and see how best they could get to Point/l Pitre and had to reanchor twice. Brian was mystified as the big
on Guadaloupe, where lives Lawrence, once au prre to (very big) fisherman had never dragged before and Streets
them in Dublin. Flying turned out to be the answer, by the excellent cruising guide names the bottom as firm holding
very efficient Air Guadaloupe which took them over the sand. Anyway, backwards we went, Street or no Street.
next morning for F53 each. Later we joined them at the
Hotel Foyal, where the limpid water literally laps against FRIDAY, MARCH 30th
the balcony on which one dines; a couple of feet away,
John and Aline arrived early with Josr, Lawrence’s husone can see the sea urchins waving as one eats. Dinner at band. She was on holiday in France! He stayed a
F40 was good but wine was expensive at F40 per bottle of shortwhile and we then went to sea with a NE 5/6, making
Muscadet.
Antigua a real old fashioned beat. With the No. 4 and two
slabs Cuilaun werit to windward like a real
THURSDAY, MARCH 29th
thoroughbread, throwing much warm spray over the asAt the crack of dawn (literally) I accompanied the Fin- sembled male company, the girls having sensibly taken
negans to the airport, a perilous little stretch of concrete several pills and a fresh book to bed! We were looking
cut in a cleft between the hills, and rumoured to be the good for English Harbour by sundown (1830 hrs.) when
shortest anywhere. I looked and it was definitely longer bang went the No. 4, ripped down the luff. The No. 5 was
than an aircraft carrier though similar in aspect; it was not really too small as the wind fell, and the engine overheated
moving. Anyway the plane arrived, a most efficient lady at the angle of the boat, so back up we went to the No. 3.
issued tickets in the tiny terminal building (10 ft square) As however we beat up the Antiguan southcoast into
and they were away.
sharp "straight-ahead" seas and freshening winds (30 to
Margaret and I walked the small town which had a 35 knots approx.) it became less likely that we would
dolls house "noddyland" sort of quality. It is very clean make it and we tacked for Carlisle Bay for the night. We
and well ordered. As we walked by at 0830 hrs. the were romping in when bang went the No. 3 across the
children were already at their lessons with the school win- middle. Having done enough damage, we engined in and
dow thrown open to the street. "Ne drranger pas les en- anchored for a good Irish-style cruising supper of hot stew
fants" an official notice said as we passed. Another notice with everything in it.
on the quay wall said "Nudisme interdit", an interesting I was quite cold and very salty on arrival. It was a
commentary on history, in which the Europeans having strange experience to dive in to the sea and warm up!!
imparted the wearing of clothes are now imparting the Obligingly a rain squall then hit, completing the desalinisalack of them! A very shapely lady on the French boat tion process perfectly!
anchored next to us was busy about the cockpit that very
morning, brown from top to toe! A further interesting SATURDAY, MARCH 31st
feature of this lovely little flowery island is that the roads The next morning was still windy but warm, and alhave trenches rather than bumps, to slow traffic - some lowed us to motor/sail the last 4 miles into English Hareffect but less concrete -.
bour where we double anchored in the outer harbour.
Margaret and I breakfasted on the same balcony, but Brian and Marc were instantly at home, greeting their
there were lots of restaurants of various kinds had we friends and organising everything rapidly for our benefit.
The harbour is beautiful, protected and full of the most
wanted a choice.
Putting to sea at about 1000 hrs. we shot across to stunning sailing machinery. There was one of my old
Guadaloupe in the customary ENE 4 passing into the favourites, an SS 34 anchored just offthe naval dockyard,
customary calm in the lee of the island. Later a thermal and she looked like a toy! Cuilaun was by no means the
(presumably) NW 2/3 sprang up as before and we had a biggest, or near it, but her sleek 55 ft. curvacious brown
lovely sail close hauled by the coast in smooth water. This body made her quite the prettiest, and we disembarked
island is not as high or densely foliaged and there are proudly to take up a one night reacclimatisation residence
many towns, villages and roads all the way. Our eventual at the lovely "Copper and lumber store", georgeously conanchorage on the NW corner was Deshayes, a lovely verted into apartments. The two bedroom apartment cost
natural harbour with a small corrugated town and a small only US$50 for four of us.
corrugated restaurant where we ate fairly well and Lunch was at "The Inn" scenically perched on the hill,
breathed much garlic one upon the other. Howard and and excellent. A quick drive followed around the old garHazel Hill from Georgia Gypsy came on board for a rison quarters, still standing, ruined but proud, above the
drink. He is retired and regularly sails this modified harbour which for so many years, gave Britain sea power
Trewes 48 in these waters. An ex;construction man he has and thence virtual control of the area.
In the evening we had drinks and supper in the Adall the gadgets useful to these waters as deepfreezers, air
conditioning, twin roller jibs and so on. To accommodate mirals Inn, with dancing to a magnificent twenty head
the latter he had to remove the characteristic Trewes bow steel band, which for hours played a heady rythmic cross
and put in a steel platform, which is not as elegant but between "South of the Border" and "When the Saints go
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Marching in". This was expensive at about £18 a head, local phone system merely led us to the rather lovely Half
but my advice is not to miss it if you ever have the chance. Moon Bay Hotel, very comfortable and very New York
The music, the lights beamed on the trees and the old above the beach. After drinks and a salad by the pool bar
naval pillars make for a magical atmosphere, both John and Brian and I walked the sands while the girls
stimulating and romantic depending on your mood, toasted. A last enquiry finally produced directions and we
choice, and of course circumstance. Quite an amount oftracked them to a lovely house high up and looking out at
dancing laughter and drink sent us home happy and may the sea, where they fed us drinks and chat for a few hours
have gone some way to explain the high cost.
before we left for a last shower before the airport.
Over the journey home I shall mostly be silent. Suffice it
SUNDAY, APRIL 1st
to say that we spent an unexpected day in Montreal, and
Breakfast at the Admirals Inn is superb and most that sitting next to me on this journey, for nights and
reasonable. There was no sign of the nights debris, and we nights, were Jasper Tubbs cousins the Lambes, whom he
ate our eggs and ham and pancakes off immaculate tables was going to St. Lucia to visit. Also on board was Tim
in the sun.
Mahony from Sutton whose good company helped to alLater we set forth to seek out friends of Aline called leviate the trials of our passage.
’Bradleys’ he being an Ulster lawyer now drafting the laws When we finally got to Dublin it was snowing, as it had
of much of the area. They lived in Half Moon Bay, which been when we left! Feeling better already we put our heads
was all we knew. Some enquiries and a futile joust with the down into the wind and ran for home.
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Sharavoge in distinguished Irish
Company
Jonathan Virden
Sharavoge is a clinker folkboat, built by Cyril White at
On Thursday, Joy flew to Cork with Jane and came on
Brightlingsea in 1963. She has mast-head rig and one of to Crosshaven with Betty Musgrave who kindly became
the marvellous original Volvo Penta M.D.I. diesel engines. their chauffeuse for the occasion. Jane had been with us
After returning from the Atlantic adventures in 1978, the for a weekend on board Sharavoge but not at sea for more
top-sides and bottom were burnt-off by Alec Blagdon in than a short sail. We were all new to this game of keeping
Plymouth during the spring of 1979. Alec did the painting a very young person content. She was not yet mobile.
below the toe-rail and we did the varnish above. After In Crosshaven, we were kindly allowed to be alongside
launching, Sharavoge looked very well and soon went to this pontoon: in fact, we were inside Tetra R.C.C. the
her new home mooring at Cargreen, under the eye of the other of the "VIP Folkboats" as George called us. This alCommodore of the R.C.C.
lowed Jane to meet a good number of strangers and even
Ever since the Jubilee celebrations of the Irish Cruising greet them from the nakedness of her bath in a bucket in
Club had been an imaginary twinkle in several eyes, the cockpit.
Sharavoge had been committed to being present. So we From Crosshaven, we followed the Cruise-in-Company
had to go too. We were my sister Susan, my wife Joy and with minor variations. On 21st July, we sailed to SanJane, who celebrated her 160th day of breath at the dycove to look for Bill and Elizabeth Masser. They had
Jubilee celebrations at Glengariff, and me.
gone to the shops in Kinsale in Pintail-of-Qew. After they
On the 14th July, Susan sailed with me from Cargreen had returned and Elizabeth’s nephew Jeremy had reatin unhelpful weathers. We hoped to sail directly to Cros- tached the transducer of the echo-sounder to Sharavoge’s
shaven, but we retired to Fowey for the first night because rudder, we all sailed round the Old Head of Kinsale. It
there was thick misty drizzle and flat calm. Having left was a marvellous quiet evening’s sail, gently beating into
Fowey shortly after day-break, we motored to the Lizard the sunset on a smooth sea until we rafted together in the
in improving visibility. During the afternoon a light breeze bay on the West Side of Courtmacsherry Bay. Calm clear
allowed us to set sail and pass the Lizard, with intermittent night. This bay is well sheltered from all winds between
use of the engine. In the evening we made a V.H.F. R/T S.S.W. through to N.N.W., and there is little of the tide
call to Joy to report progress: the V.H.F. is new to me, which is found in the Courtmacsherry river.
and is a magical box of which more was to be revealed in On Sunday, we sailed quietly with some motoring, to
Glandore and again rafted with Pintail in the early afterIreland.
The wind failed completely in the evening, so Sue and I noon. These days of easy sailing were a delight: when Jane
alternately steered while we drove North and West slept she was secure in her cot just forward to the mast.
through an extremely cold night. At dawn the breeze Routine hardly existed for Jane and all pleasures like food
returned and Charlie (Quartermaster self-steering device) and attention were there on demand: her parents could not
could steer. The wind was from a point which did not al- escape. Into Glandore there came many boats and many
low us to point at Crosshaven but only at a point further rafts were made: I rowed around the fleet in the calm
East on the coast of Ireland. During the next 30 hours, we evening counting a score of familiar names.
sailed close to the wind while it backed towards S.W., as From Glandore, we sailed with the fleet through fog
was forecast. But I had a strong distrust of the forecast banks to Castletownshend and the R.C.C./C.C.C. Party
and we finally saw land about 8 miles West of the entrance ashore. Sharavoge was alongside Caressa R.C.C. and
to Cork Harbour. The visibility was about 5 miles but the Witchery C.C.A. Jane came to that party, and missed
coast was not easily identifiable, even using the drawings none of the later parties in the Cruise-in-Company.
in the Pilot. After some debate we turned East because I On the way out of Castletownshend, I had to bleed the
had dimly seen the silhouette of the Old Head of Kinsale fuel system, having started the engine without turning on
and we had passed close to the oil and gas platforms the fuel cock. Then we beat slowly on the tide to Baltimore
South of Cork, although I had no note of their exact posi- where we anchored in an uncomfortable choppy sea off
tions. This proved to be correct, and we ran down the the pier and went ashore. There we found Hugh and Betty
coast and were alongside the already-crowded pontoon at Musgrave and they provided a heavenly bath-for-three
Crosshaven at 2030, on 17th July. We had dinner with and a "scratch" dinner of very fine salmon mayonnaise.
Sharavoge’s first owner and my closest friends John and For the night we motored across the harbour to the shelter
of Sherkin Island and went alongside Greylag of Arklow,
Jennifer Guinness on board Leerhound, R.C.C.
18th July was spent in meeting old friends of the I.C.C. the well-crewed craft of Tom and Judy Sheppard.
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In the glassy misty morning of 25th July, we motored Just before breakfast on 27th July there was a fine exthrough the North passage of Baltimore Sound and on to ample of how the V.H.F. can amuse its listeners. All ships
the North Harbour of Cape Clear Island. We went ashore had been requested to listen out on Ch 6 during the cruise
for a walk to South Harbour and a pint or two at the pub. and the following was overheard (and should not be
From Cape Clear Island we motored across the bay to reported, of course, but it is irresistable):
Crookhaven and rafted alongside Confidante R.C.C. with American voice (too much awake for the time of day)
John and Norah Fabricius. We joined them on board for "This is A calling B". No reply at all. "Shucks... This is
drinks with Chris and Anne Buckley ( Pandering Moon, A calling C". No reply at all. Repeats for D, E and F.
R.C.C.) and Hugh and Thilly Davies (Osiris, R.C.C.). Then: "This is A calling G". "Yeah, Hank what do you
There was drizzle in the night.
want"? "Just to know where you are going today". "Say,
On 26th July, it took two hours to motor over calm sea Hank we have not thought about that yet". "OK Joe, but
from Crookhaven to Mizen Head. Passing the Mizen in where are you now?". "Hank, we are moored alongside
company of many boats we found enough wind to set the the other side of the yacht you are moored alongside of".
cruising spinnaker. Three hours later we exchanged And the interchange of views fizzled out.
photographs with Pintail-of-Qew and soon went into Later we had deliciously easy sailing from Castletown,
Castletown Bearhaven and rafted alongside Brigus up Bearhaven and on to Adrigole. Here we found
R.C.C. (Kit and Penny Power). Here we took Jane to be Leerhound, a Hood 50 ketch, attaching herself by the
filmed with Douglas Heard: this pair were generally stern to Lascar a Caribbean Luxury fishing palace, at
agreed to be the oldest and youngest fully participating about 1 cable distance. After explanation, this provided
members of the Cruise-in-Company. From filming we the base of a sunflower raft. We joined in, between Corofin
went to tea with Mungo and Amanda Park at the end of R.C.C. (Bob and Cecily Berridge) and Meermin R.C.C.
the trot.
(Rory O’Hanlon and crew) who ingeniously and carefully
In the evening the C.C.A. had organised a splendid do made a cradle in the ring of hulls, in which Sheravoge was
at the Hotel. Jane adored Bunny Burnes’s famous imita- safely cuddled. This raft was a remarkable phenomenon.
tion of a fierce growling gorilla and we were very grateful Rory O’Hanlon sat on the stern of Meermin just looking
to Elizabeth Jameson for providing a sanctuary where and murmuring "my ... my ... my". Or mutterings to
Jane would be quiet among the excitement of a superb that effect. So did we all. I did the grand tour of the 70
evening of hundreds of fans of cruising enjoying boats, only stopping four times which was perhaps just as
well. Russell Wynn was "at home" to anyone in the boiler
themselves.
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room of GeneralXenkins and so was everyone else to all on a close reach to Crow Head in poor visibility. Joy
corners. Kite flying was tried; so was swimming, even by stayed in her bunk with Jane for company and I fussed
me to recover a warp unwisely passed, and missed without much over the course and horrible lee-shore. The compass
a secured end. A remarkable raft altogether, in a kindly was right and Crow Head, a particular demon of mine, apevening under Hungry Hill.
peared on cue. As we came close to the Head, inside the
On Saturday, 28th July we sailed out into the middle of race, I saw the turquoise green water of swell on rocks
Bantry Bay and set up Sharavoge’s special Trade-Wind awash about ½ cable off the foot of the cliff. We slipped
sails. These are a combination of Quadrilateral and Sprit round the end of the land, which was much too close for
sail and take a long time to hoist. They are hanked onto a comfort, and ran off for Dursey Sound.
near-vertical stay between the top of the forestay and ring We came through Dursey Sound to find clearer
bolts in the foredeck. They are superb for catching weather, but there were some fog banks through which we
moderate winds from astern and have a good steadying ef- had to go before coming to Derrynane harbour. This fog
fect against rolling. For the first time ever some was the last part of a front which brought clear air and a
photographs of them were taken by a passing boat (Colin change of wind. By 1400 we were at anchor in Derrynane,
Price on Keeshond R.C.C.) of which we now have copies. one of the safest harbours in the world and we all slept for
On our approach to Glengariff, Sharavoge was boarded most of the rest of the day.
by a team of four from R.T.E. (Irish Television). We sailed Sharavoge spent 31st July in Derrynane, while the wind
about and talked while they arranged us and filmed and blew most uncomfortably. We walked, with Jane slung on
recorded for a couple of hours. The lad with the sound our backs, to Caherdaniel for stores. At the pub we found
recorder was nearly pitched overboard by a somewhat un- a secluded part of the beer-garden behind some fuschia
expected gybe. Jane was introduced to the camera and bushes for Jane to plug-in for her refreshing sustenance.
was not impressed or amused while four heavy men sat on Our refreshments had had duty paid.
Sharavoge’s pushpit: we must have looked quite extraor- We had to beat from Derrynane to Port Magee, with
dinary with the bows pointing at the sky.
engine all the way. The passage took only 5½ hours but the
In the afternoon we dressed overall, with unauthorised sea was disturbed and for much of the time Joy was below
signal flags in suitable positions (baby garments about 4 ft with Jane. Joy saw very few of the flocks of puffins near
up from the pushpit) and were reviewed by the President Puffin Island. Between Puffin Island and the entrance to
of Ireland during his tour of assembled fleets. In the even- Port Magee the surface of the sea was most peculiar: two
ing we rowed ashore to Garnish Island in the company of crossing swells of 5 ft were being irregularly reflected from
the rocky cliffs, and on the top of this confusion, there was
several curious seals.
The Jubilee Celebration of the I.C.C. finished with this a sharp steep popple, as on fresh water. In Port Magee, we
buffet dinner in the gardens on the island. It was a last found a good but tidal anchorage and had a quiet night,
chance to see most of my friends of the I.C.C. and there about ½ cable N.W. of the pier. It might have been possible to go alongside a fishing boat on the E-side of the pier.
were many to see.
To those who could hear it, it was a priviledge to hear For 1st August, we had planned to sail through the
Gerald Barry’s address, as the last founder member of the sound from Port Magee to Valencia Harbour, but it was
I.C.C. His speech was a masterpiece. This was a most claimed that the bridge "had an electrical fault" so no one
memorable occasion for the world of cruising people. Jane would open it for us. Later we learnt that on some occaslept in the waiters’ changing tent, with occasional pauses sion in the distant past the mechanism had jammed open,
so numerous touring visitors to Valencia Island had been
for liquid refreshment.
The morning of Sunday, 29th July was full of sunshine stranded while their ferries sailed or their aeroplanes flew.
and small clouds in the anchorage at Glengariff. While Ever since there has been a "fault".
sorting out flags and charts for the next phase of the So we sailed past Port Magee outside Valencia Island to
cruise, we were passed by many friends on their way out Valencia Harbour. It was a peaceful 3 hour sail along the
of the harbour. At midday, we motored across the har- North Shore of the Island the into a great natural harbour
bour to raft alongside Leerhound and Adele C.C.A. for an where we anchored off the East end of the beach in the
hour of sitting in the sun on a big deck with company who S.E. end of Beginish. In the afternoon we walked on the
did not make or demand much conversation. The previous island through deep bracken and gorse, past rocks, rabbits
and donkeys to the high North end of the island. Here we
ten days had said all that was worth saying.
With great strength of mind we dragged ourselves away made photographs of Jane with one or other of us and
to Sharavoge and motored out of Glengariff. During the breaking water at the bottom of cliffs and distant mounafternoon we beat gently down Bantry Bay, and into tains and glens.
Bearhaven in the evening. The light astern was clear blue- After a very quiet night, we sailed to Dingle on 3rd
green of sea and sky with the classic colours of the Irish August, 1979. This was a simple passage of a few miles in
hills surrounding the bay. We anchored in Dunboy Bay, in a gentle N.W. wind. Just as we came to the entrance to
company of a dozen refugees of the cruise-in-company. A Dingle, I caught the first mackeral of the season, so we
were considerably delayed catching the second one.
peaceful evening, all to ourselves.
30th July was foul in the morning, but we had to press However, after eating them with great relish, Joy stayed
on to meet my brother at Dingle later in the week. So we with Jane while I took the rubber boat to meet the relievsailed from Dunboy Bay in drizzle and f 5 SSW, through a ing crew at the pier.
confused sea, and we beat with engine for 1½ hours until Mike, my brother, and his two daughters, Phillippa and
we were about 1 m South of Black Ball Head. We sailed Lucy were there, with Ben Walker, the able crew who
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were to bring Sharavoge safely to Cargreen.
cruise with a small person on board. Jane was not selfJoy and I drove Mike’s car from Dingle to Dublin and mobile and demanded fairly specific feeding and sleeping.
we stayed for a night with John and Margaret Bourke Both of these basic requirements are reasonably easy to
before crossing on a ferry to Holyhead. Jane did not like satisfy if the baby feeds principally from mum and sleeps
the ferry and has subsequently proved to be very suscepti- in a cot on the cabin sole just forward of the mast.
ble to sea sickness at less than 7 months old. We returned Sharavoge is very small for more than two to live on
to Yalding, in Kent, via Joy’s parents’ house in Der- board with any comfort but is small enough for me to sail
byshire, and my mother’s house in Buckinghamshire.
single-handed under any circumstances, while Joy can be
Sharavoge went to Port Magee and Derrynane on her independent in providing Jane’s needs. Jane has the best of
way home. They then sailed to the Silly Isles arriving on all possible worlds, which includes a mild and permanent
8th August, just in time to see the lifeboat being launched disordering of her routine and the continuous close conand coinciding with the arrival of Claire, Mike’s wife and tact with her parents from which they cannot escape.
two smaller children (6 and 1). Ben left them in the Scillies. Sharavoge joined the R.C.C. meet at the Beaulieu River
During the gales which caused so much damage to the on 15th September 1979 on the way from Cargreen to
yachts in the Fastnet race, Sharavoge was securely Yalding. She also stopped at Brighton (an extremely exanchored between Bryher and Tresco. Mike and Claire pensive marina with not much to recommend it, other
then sailed her to Plymouth under a quiet sky. From the than pontoons and a rent collector). We also stopped at
lizard the visibility was very poor and from Rame Head to Gillingham, where her mast was lifted out for the passage
the Plymouth Breakwater the sea had been greatly dis- under Pochester Bridge. Sharavoge is now ashore, half a
turbed by some southerly winds. But this only served to mile from where we live and is to have her interior
convince Mike and Claire that Sharavoge is more repainted and revarnished. In future winters we expect to
seaworthy than most people imagine.
lay-up in Plymouth.
During the 1979 Cruise, we learnt that it is great fun to

ANALYSIS OF CRUISE - SHARAVOGE 1979
Date

Destination

14July
15 July
21 July

Fowey
Crosshaven
Sandycove/
Courtmacsherry
Glandore
Castletownshend
Baltimore/Sherkin Is.
Cape Clear/Crookhaven
Castletown Bearhaven
Adrigole
Glengariff
Dunboy Bay
Derrynane
Port Magee
Valencia Harbour
Dingle

22 July
23 July
24 July
25 July
26 July
27 July
28 July
29 July
30 July
1 August
2 August
3 August

Dist.
n.m.
27
203
24
20
6
11
15
20
8
11
19
22
19
11
13
529

Passage Time
hr m.
9 00
64 30
10
6
2
5
6
6
2
5
14
5
5
3
4
148

30
30
00
30
00
00
00
00
00
00
30
00
00
30

Engine Time
hr. m.
4 20
24 30
- 30
2 00
- 20
1 00
6 00
2 00
- 30
- 30
1 00
2 00
5 30
- 30
1 00
51 40

Engine was used during calm for 28 hours: each port required about 10 minutes of engine for
manoeuvres and keeping battery charged.
Overall average speed 3.5 kt., 15% beating with engine, 19% motoring in calm.
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The Irish Cruising Club’s Fiftieth Anniversary provided North to Bristol which is almost at the top of Narboth the incentive and the necessary excuse to join the ranganset Bay. We had seen Ondine, Kialoa, Condor and
Commemorative Race from Marblehead to Crosshaven Scaramouche in Newport and on the way to Bristol we
and Shardana was shipped from Southampton to New- passed the Livingstone’s House with their Yacht Hokulele
port Rhode Island in May 1979. The logistics of such an lying proudly to her moorings. The sight of this fifth comundertaking would take up the entire space allotted for petitor made us feel very small indeed.
this account; suffice it to say that if any member is conWe found that the Yacht Club on the Popasquash side
templating a similar expedition I would gladly share my of Bristol Harbour still had dust covers on its furniture so
experiences. For my part, I received good advice and we motored across to Bristol Pier which had a large notice
much gin from two former Commodores, namely Perry advising us that the visibly empty Harbour was full. Jan
Greer and Rory O’Hanlon. Shardana was sailed in my gave the notice a slightly agnostic general absolution and
absence to Gosport in March, ably skippered by Bob Fan- we moored inside, undeterred and unchallenged. Later we
nin and navigated by Bud Bryce. The crew’s skills were met the Harbour Master who explained that the notice
severely tested and they ran before the wind under bare only told the truth after the 4th July. Bristol was as quiet
poles for 9 hours arriving at their destination with no and peaceful as its Harbour. It provided an acceptable
damage save a dinged kettle. Chris Clode and James Fer- contrast to the lively bustle of Newport but the seafood at
rier of Camper & Nicholson took over at Gosport and Eliza’s was the equal of Newport’s excellent restaurants.
shipped the boat to New York. Bart Dunbar road-trailed We left Bristol at 0630 on Tuesday and sailed down
her to Newport where she was cleared, rigged and Narranganset Bay back to Newport to collect a spinnaker
launched. My brother Anthony, his wife Katharine and pole which was undergoing modification in a machine
their son Simon, with their friends John and Magsie Goor shop there. What a time J. Arthur Ransome’s imagination
and their son Louis, arrived at Newport on the 1 st June to would have had in Narranganset Bay. It is real Swallows
find Shardana in perfect order - a splendid tribute to and Amazons country which would have rewarded a good
Camper & Nicholson and to Bart Dunbar and to all con- few days exploration of its countless bays, secret inlets
cerned who had worked and sailed so hard to ensure that and mystery islands. If the wind got too strong Ransome
all went according to plan. Anthony had a thoroughly en- could have reefed his imagination and run for shelter off
joyable 16 day cruise and Jan and I took over on the 17th Gould Island chased perhaps by a gignatic grey warship
sweeping out from Coddington Point, fast in pursuit.
June.
There were no Indians to be seen between Newport and Leaving Newport we had a magnificent reach from
Marblehead... think of place names like Narraganset, Narranganset Bay down to the Museum Sea Port at
Nantucket or Popasquash and imagine no Indians. We felt Mystic which is situated on the mainland at the east end of
that we should have seen at least one Indian or even a Long Island Sound. Mystic and its notorious entrance
feather or something, but alas we saw nothing of them.
have been very well described in previous Annuals and
The Transatlantic Race was to start from Marblehead Rory O’Hanlon briefly put Tjaldur aground there in 1967.
on the 29th June and Johnny Burrows, Covell and Mary Characteristically, and in true whaler fashion Rory had
Brown joined the Shardana for a gentle delivery cruise. negotiated these twisting and rock strewn channels under
We left Newport on Monday the 18th June and sailed sail. Helen of Howth narrowly avoided running aground in
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1969 having apparently been warned by someone from On the 19th June there were only six other visitors at
the river bank who shouted at him in Irish. Perry, ac- Mystic and we spent that evening and much of the next
cording to his own report, had a Christian Brother’s boy day exploring the village and ships moored in the Port.
aboard who understood the warning and thus disaster was The village has been reconstructed on the shores of the
avoided. In 1978 Jonathan Virden took Sharavogue to Mystic River in nineteenth century style and it includes an
Mystic, characteristically without mishap. All three entire shipyard in working order. There is a Rope Factory,
reports confirmed our own best impressions of Mystic, a Sail Loft, a Chandlery, Chemist Shop, Tavern, Sea Capthough some difficulty might be experienced in getting into tains Houses, Grocery and all the buildings which one
the Sea Port in July and August. The entrance to Mystic would have expected to find in Mystic, 150 years ago.
must have been a whaler’s nightmare. It is of course large- There are three large sailing vessles and numerous other
ly protected from the extremes of Atlantic swell by smaller work boats moored off the waterfront. All of these
Fisher’s Island. At the upper reaches of the entrance chan- vessels are open for inspection and, in spite of Johnny
nel there is a marvellous old iron railway bridge which re- Burrows’ knowledgeable and searching questions, we were
mains open all the time except, happily for the Railway unable to catch out the extremely well briefed and
Company, when a train crosses over it. Beyond the courteous guides. Everyone smiled and asked us if we
railway swing bridge there is a road bridge which opens were "having a good day?" - well yes, we were indeed!

Museum boats at Mystic Seaport - Photo J. Gore-Grimes.

punctually at 15 minutes past each hour. As we entered Everyone seemed to be in good humour - was it the
the Mystic channel we were followed by a large schooner sunshine? As we were to find out in the next two weeks the
with three large square rig topsails, named Shenandoah. good humour and hospitable friendliness seemed to reShe is 80 or perhaps 90 feet, and she followed us down main long after the sun had set. The Tricolour was hoisted
Fisher’s Sound under full sail looking hauntingly magnifi- at the main flag staff in our honour. America gives a bad
cent. As we rounded up Shenandoah’s crew struck sail account of itself through its T.V. programmes and we can
leaving only the mizen and one squaresail which were fer- confidently say that thugs such as Starsky and Hutch are
ruled at the Railway Bridge. Shenand was then pushed not alive and well or if they are they do not live in Mystic
slowly by her own tender into the Port. A great piece of Sea Port.
seamanship.
We left Mystic at lunchtime on the 20th June and sailed
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to Block Island crossing Block Island Sound and heading tain’s "small guys". As our confidence increased Covel
for Old Harbour on the North shore of the Island. It was a asked the Captain how he coped with a large scale
slow and quiet passage and for some time we had to use weekend invasion of syscraper rye palaces from the 4th
the engine. On the way we called Dublin on the V.H.F. July to Labour Day?
through New Bedford Marine operator. We were con- The Captain smiled as he replied: "when those big guys
nected without fuss, within minutes.
get on top of me, I get on my bicycle and ride to the other
Old Harbour Block Island was quite uncrowded as we side of the Island". We drank still more Californian White
tied alongside the almost empty quayside. As we fastened and praised the Captain’s principled expedience. Covell’s
our ropes a large multi-storied skyscraper motor vessel watch told him that it was mid-night in Tokyo and he
powered into the Harbour at speed and came to a sudden could not restrain himself from telling us. The Captain exshow-off halt with great reverse thrust. An agitated and plained his belief in Tao; he praised spiritual freedom,
bearded Harbour Master appeared from his quarters andnaturalness, simplicity, mysticism and non-interference
turned this skyscraper thing out, telling an angry peak- and said that Taoism would soon dominate philosophical
hatted driver to go around to the South Harbour. We were and political thought in the United States. Jan felt that
sure that Howth Yacht Club’s volatile boatm~n, Frank thee was probably more awareness of Tao in Old Harbour

Captain John C. Calhoun - harbourmasterat Block Island - Photo J. Gore-Grimes.
Hendy would have been proud of this performance. We
awaited our fate with some unease as the Harbour Master
approached us and came aboard. He welcomed us with
mild kindness and we wondered at the curious
metamorphosis which we had just witnessed. Captain
John C. Calhoun explained over several glasses of Californian White that his only prejudice was in favour of "the
small guys". We wonder if the Captain had noticed Burrows who tried, for a while, but failed to look small. We
drank more Californian White and started to relax happy
in the knowledge that, after all we were some of the Cap55

Block Island Rhode Island than say in Bohola, County
Mayo. We opened another bottle of Californian White
and continued with these agreeable cultural exchanges until well into the night.., much the same as a Summer
Cruise night in the pool at Rodel except for small effects
such as the air temperature and the Captain’s accent.
We left Block Island on the 21st June - what a pleasant
place! We sailed across Rhode Island Sound bound for
Vineyard Haven on Martha’s Vineyard. At first the wind
held well and we were in no rush until Johnny Burrows
calculated that if our speed fell below six knots we would

miss the tide in Vineyard Sound. We motored for a couple and the shoals gave us little concern. There was quite a
of hours but, as we reached the Sound, the wind freshened swell at the Harbour entrance and we came in at low tide.
and we made a rapid approach to Vineyard Haven. The At several points, the depth sounder gave us five feet and
Western end of Vineyard Sound is comparatively free of we expected to bump but we never did. We passed
shoals, if one avoids the long and narrow sandbank which through the road bridge which opens on request unless,
runs parallel to the shore right up the Vineyard Haven presumably, there is a car actually on it when the request
entrance. Vineyard Haven is a peaceful and pretty place. is made. We tied up at Chester Crosby’s Pier. Crosby’s
That evening we did not wander too far but found a Boatyard at Osterville has really come to terms with
charming and, what turned out to be, a truly excellent progress; they still build timber hulled clippers, sail boats,
restaurant at the top of the jetty, called "the Black Dog". cat boats and flat bottomed dorys. True craftmanship
It was small and friendly - not just the restaurant but the thrives at Osterville. The Sturgess family fairly
girls who served us with great plates of clams, sword fish overwhelmed us with their hospitality. They had a small
and lobster and halibut. Vineyard Haven is dry, but the house in the middle of the Crosby Boatyard filled with
restaurant did not object to our own bottle of Californian pretty daughters, cousins, sister, nieces and aunts. Jan said
White at their table.
there were boys there too. The house was a little oasis in
We left Vineyard Haven at 0650 on the 22nd June to the midst of the mighty Crosby timber boat building comtake best advantage of the tides between Martha’-s plex. All the lofty wooden sheds made beautiful timber
Vineyard and Nantucket. The passage on this warm and boats while the little house in the middle of it made
sunny morning was an interesting one and we set compass beautiful daughters. We saw fine examples of the
courses from bell to whistle to gong surrounded by unseen renowned "Crosby Cat’ and it was a privilege to meet Edshoals and moved by unpredictable currents. Happily, die Crosby. We remembered how helpful Eddie had been
apart from a slight haze, the visibility was good and our to Jonathan Virden in his preparations of Sharavogue for
progress was rather like a sort of nautical game of snakes her return trip to England in 1978. Eddie had a small den
and ladders. The penalty for error was to run aground and at the back of his house and we spent some time talking to
to be towed off ignominiously but efficiently by the ever him about his Cat Boats. Eddie’s love of the Cat Boat was
present U.S. Coast Guard. As we passed Chappaquidick infectious and he kindly presented us with a beautiful ediIsland we were unable to see Nantucket to the South East. tion of the history of Cat Boats which deals with their conThe entire area is extremely well buoyed and having zig- struction and sailing. The Crosbys of course take up much
zagged our way we had an exhilarating reach for the last of the book. It was with great regret that we learned of Ed13 miles to Brant Point Light, mooring in the Nantucket die’s death in September 1979. Though he will be sadly
Yacht Marina at 1140 in the morning.
missed the evidence of his skills lives on at the Crosby
Nantucket is a delightful Port and its facilities are all Boatyard.
that a visiting yachtsman could possibly require. There are We had dinner in Hyannis with the Sturgess family that
showers, ice, food and fuel all at hand and, in the Main evening and we had an all American breakfast at the
Street, we found a liquor store with ample supplies of Pad- multi-coloured Picadilly Deli in what we supposed was
dy whiskey at the equivalent of £4.50. Both the down-town Osterville. We ate an all American breakfast
availability and the price caused immediate and great comprising strawberry flavoured, chocolate flavoured
jubilation. Characteristically the storekeeper said "have a creamed air puffed rice crispies, followed by double sunny
good day!" and we felt we would have no difficulty in side up medium rare chocolate and raspberry flavoured
obliging him as we clinked our way out of his store. Nan- pan-friend in butter-milk and sugar eggs with alphabet
tucket has been reconstructed in the Nineteenth Century shaped, beef impregnated, poppy seed flavoured, charcoal
fashion and its houses and stores are of timber construc- flamed bacon. On the side plates there was French toast
tion lined with shingles. The streets are cobbled and tree covered with Dutch cheese, German wurst, Danish bacon,
lined and yet again we wondered at the fantastic variety ofEnglish cheddar, Italian white wine, Irish rosary beads,
this coast. Nantucket now derives its income from tourism Belgium steel and Luxembourg disc jockeys - a sort of
but during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, Common Market sandwich.., and I only exaggerate
fisheries were carried out with great spirit and the place is slightly! Breakfast in the U.S. is a serious business and in
reputed to have been entirely occupied by seamen who down-town Osterville it is served every morning between 6
were the most hardy and robust race of men on the a.m. and 10 a.m.
American Continent. The word "Nantucket" comes from We learned that Bunny Burns had just departed in
the Indian word meaning "far away land" and it is suffi- Adele from Marblehead and Jock Kiely had left in Snow
ciently far away to have an atmosphere all ot its own.
Star. We left at Osterville at noon on the 24th June and
We hired bicycles and cycled across the island to the enjoyed a bracing beat down Vineyard Sound to Woods
ocean where there is a magnificent sandy beach which was Hole arriving there at 1715 as the tide set strongly through
almost empty. The surf pounds in on the shore and the this narrow rock strewn passage at speeds which varied
water is incredibly refreshing. Nantucket has many excel- between 4 and 6 knots. It is worhwhile studying the chart
lent restaurants and we dined well at the "Opera House". before passing through Woods Hole because the trip is apt
We sailed from Nantucket at 1255 on the 23rd June to take a shorter time than one might expect. We left
bound for Osterville. The passage was brisk with winds Vineyard Sound but did not emerge in to Buzzards Bay
forehead of the beam and blowing a handsome 30 knots. until the next morning. We pulled into Hadley’s Harbour
Conditions in the Sound were hazy, but with visibility of for the night. This most attractive Harbour is on Naushon,
almost three quarters of a mile our progress was confident a privately owned Island which is preserved in its natural
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state. Visitors are asked not to land and we dined aboarad
in absolute peace and tranquility in the company of some
forty other yachts mostly cooking on charcoal grills attached to the pushpit.
In order to catch a favourable tide through the Cape
Cod Canal we left Hadley’s Harbour at 0500 on the 25th
June. It rained and the wind blew head on, so we decided
to motor up to the Cleveland Ledge Light-house. The
Canal regulations would not, in any case, permit any vessel to sail through. We reached Cleveland Ledge at 0635
and called canal control to notify our position. We were
cleared for the passage through and the tide started to
bubble and boil around us as we came abeam of the State
Pier and into the Canal proper. We passed a tanker coming against us and passed quickly under the railway bridge
and road bridge and into Sandwich Harbour at the Cape
Cod Bay end of the Canal. This distance of seven miles
was covered in 30 minutes which, by anyone’s calculation
is still 14 knots. We anchored at Sandwich. With a fresh
Northerly wind and something of a hangover, produced
by the supposedly quiet night at Hadley’s Harbour, we
decided to spend the day cleaning ship before the final leg
across Cape Cod Bay and Massachusetts Bay to
Marblehead.
We left Sandwich at 0700 on the 26th June and had a
sunny lazy sail, passing Boston and reaching Marblehead
at 1600 on the 26th June, where we were greeted by the
7
" %lit
Transatlantic crew.
The Race was to start at 1300 hours on Friday the 29th
June and, in the next two days, we loaded on the fresh
supplies and had the boat hauled and scrubbed. Most of
the preparation had been gradually achieved during the
previous two weeks and our time at Marblehead was Shardana gets a scrub before the race - Photo J. Gore-Grimes.
reasonably relaxed. Our Commodore John Guinness and
Rere Commodore George Kennefick were there to en- Kinsale made up for a reasonable Irish representation.
courage us and the quiet bunch of boys on Cuilaun of The help, kindness and hospitality which we received from
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the Eastern Yacht Club at Marblehead was incredible. All C before altering course to pass astern of us. She passed
too soon it was Friday and Jan left with Covell and Mary invisibly but close by and the sound of her engines would
for Toronto while Johnny and I were joined by Reggie have been most alarming without the comforting tone of
Revill, Nicholas Massey, Walter Costello and Robert her radio officer on Channel 16. All of this was a good
advertisement for radar equipment but without it we took
Fannin, Jr.
It was a warm sunny and almost windless day as we all possible precautions by providing an extra watch and
tied along the Eastern Yacht Club Pontoon putting on the by standing by for a rapid tack or gybe if the situation
last of the supplies before motoring out to the start. A should warrant it. We were far from complacent but
huge flotilla had gathered in the starting area and we nevertheless there seems to be some sort of instinctive innoticed that quite a few of the power boats were skippered built compensatory factor for those of us who are still
and crewed entirely by women, whose men folk were dropping pennies into the radar piggy bank. Our senses
presumably at work. The incredible open friendliness of were alert and we never felt apprehensive. The Nova
America was never better demonstrated than on this day Scotia and Newfoundland Bank area was simply doing
and it was quite an effort for six of us to thank the mul- what it always does at this time of year when the warm
titudinous well wishers. Quite a few of the greetings were Gulf stream current mixes with the cold current flowing
in Irish... not quite Munster Irish and though always well down from Labrador... dense fog, which is much less terment not always appropriate! Do you say Cead Mile rifying to be in than to imagine it from the distant and
Failte or Gan Eiri an Bothair Leat to a crew setting out on warm security of one’s own home. Certainly, the abuna Transatlantic crossing? They certainly seemed to be in dant Shearwaters, Fulmars and Petrels cared nothing for
New England.
the fog and the dolphins played their splendid games
People fired guns and raised flags like fury. Reggie before our bow without any concern. We ate heartily and
Revill was our Race Consultant and since he seemed to continued on our way to Crosshaven.
understand the situation he took Shardana across the We cleared Nova Scotia and set a high-clew reacher as
starting line. The tension which would normally be felt at the wind backed to the South East and we set a course for
the start of a race was completely absent perhaps because Point Abel which would take us 15 miles to the South of
the finishing line was so far away but everyone on board the well known mariners graveyard, Sable Island.
felt the excitement of setting out on our first Transatlantic Visibility remained poor but our most experienced
crossing.
navigator Johnny Burrows, managed sun shots and one
Shardana at 31ft. was the smallest entrant and by 1800 moon shot so that our position was now more frequently
hours we had passed Cape Ann and were out of sight of and accurately established. The race rules decreed a
land and out of sight of our 14 other competitors. We course from Marblehead to Point Abel which is an
were not to see or indeed to hear from any of these com- imaginary point at 44N. 50W. some 915 miles off
petitors until we reached Crosshaven and the next land Marblehead. We plotted a great circle course to Abel
sighted was Mizen Head some 20 days and 10 hours later. which gave us an initial course of 076°. 40’ (T) with alteraApart from a bell buoy and one Polish cargo ship we saw tions at approximately 215 mile intervals which took us
nothing but sea, birds and fish until Mizen Head.
through 080°. 37’ (T), 084°. 17’ (T) and a homing course
The warm summer sunshine had turned into wet mist for Abel of 087°. 34’ (T). For most of the time the prevailby 2000 hours. We were sailing well with main and genoa ing conditions pushed us North of this ideal track but with
hauled close. The foggy conditions which we were to ex- about 200 miles to go, having sailed just South of Sable
perience in the next four days were not accompanied by Island (without seeing it) we rejoined our track and homed
the calms which one usually associates with fog and the in on Point Abel.
wind mainly blew at between 15 and 25 knots. After four
Just after midnight on the 2nd July all seemed to be gofoggy Newfoundland Bank days at sea we had travelled ing well with Reggie and Walter Costello on watch while
only 425 miles from Marblehead but the log distance was the rest of us slept. We were sailing along quite happily at
532 miles. Our course had taken us well North of our 6.2 knots when we were suddenly headed by a strong
track and we seemed to get sucked in towards the Bay of wind. Within minutes there was a downpour and the sky
Fundy which is notably one of the most extreme tidal was illuminated by a profusion of lightnings. One long
areas in the world. We had not allowed for the effect of flash of sheet lightning was followed by a dramatic flash of
this stream and our first D.F. fix on Seal Island to the fork lightning which tore across the sky and lit up the area
South of Nova Scotia put us on a course which would like a summer’s day. The roaring thunder made the sonic
have landed us into the Bay of Fundy. We tacked to clear booms which we heard in the last few days sound like
South of Nova Scotia and we must have come close to whispers. Nick Massey fell out of bed and some bottles
Seal Island because Reggie heard a dog bark. Later we jumped out of the locker on top of him. We heeled and
came close to a bell buoy which we were unable to identify within minutes all hands were in the cockpit as Reggie and
in the very poor visibility. We heard the constant throb of Bob Fannin struggled to get their harnesses on while the
engines around us but saw nothing. Clearly however our hull lay across the wind with genoa flapping and mainsail
radar reflector, mounted at the mast head, was doing a half drawing. Walter looked at the wind speed which
good job because several vessels called us up on Channel showed a fairly constant 40 knots but which gusted up to
16 to say that they had seen us on their radar and had 55 knots at times. The genoa was stowed and the main
altered course to avoid collision. We had one particularly reefed and we sailed slowly under main in whatever direchelpful call from the Gypsum Queen which, having iden- tion the wind took us. After 30 minutes, conditions
tified herself, gave us a precise position fix from her Loran returned to normal and we found that we were reaching at
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5 knots for Marblehead. We tacked, shook out the reefs Murphy. The wind picked up gradually however and some
whales came close by at breakfast time. They were Small
and set the high clew reacher.
The electrical storm cleared the for fog a while and we Finback whales and they plodded along with great comgot a weather report from a Dutch ship which gave winds motion but did not, on this occasion, come too close to the
from the North West at 25 knots. We set the star-cut and boat.
at 1300 hours on Wednesday the 4th July Shardana log- By evening time we had boisterous sea conditions and
ged a record run of 168.9 miles through the water in the winds of between 30 and 35 knots¯ We set the working jib,
previous 24 hours. This is an average speed which exceeds goose-swung and took in two reefs. Most hours showed us
7 knots by a fraction in the 24 hour period¯ We were 7 knots and it rained heavily during the night - so heavily
elated by the speed and by our first clear day’s sailing¯ indeed, that we were, in a matter of hours, able to collect 7
Bob told us that he never travelled upstairs in a bus gallons of rain water from the mainsail. Wind, rain and
because there is no driver on the top deck. Things were sea are marvellous when they are with you but, looking
improving and we had another 2,000 miles to go.
astern made it clear that a return to Marblehead in these
Thursday the 5th July started with light winds in the conditions would have been thoroughly unpleasant.
early morning, so light indeed, that our Walker log drop- We ran up to Point Able under spinnaker with the big
ped towards the bottom and we struck all sail in case of boy set arriving there at 1743 on Friday the 6th July. That
damage as we rolled uncomfortably for some 3½ hours evening we received a weather report which talked of
into a calm misty dawn. Johnny went to bunk without lee- westerly winds later from the South West at 35 to 40
boards reckoning it would remain flat if he put the lee- knots in the Grand Banks area. Our depth sounder
boards up but that Murphy’s law would ensure that he registered 35 fathoms, so we were still on the Grand
would be thrown on to the floor by a fierce wind if he left Banks but moving quickly away. That gale never reached
the lee-boards down. Not even this noble gesture produced us and we sailed mainly under spinnaker in light to
wind and Johnny went on watch feeling tricked by moderate conditions with fair visibility.

Johnny Burrows takes the helm on a fast down-wind day - Photo J. Gore-Grimes.
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During last winter Bud Byrce had given an excellent Small Finback whales returned and became more curious,
course at the Howth Yacht Club on celestial navigation. swimming at times to within 10 feet of the boat. Unlike
Johnny continued the instruction patiently correcting our shark the whales and dolphins were at peace with one
errors so that by now it took about 6 to 7 minutes to take another and we felt totally at peace with them. Nights
a shot, calculate it and draw a line of Position. This was were generally foggy and damp and the days hazy.
an improvement from the first day when each of the ap- At 1500 hours on the 13th July we had been at sea for
prentices had taken in excess of one hour to do the same two weeks exactly. As the wind increased we struck the
calculation. We had long use of the spinnaker on Satur- spinnaker and poled out the high-clew reacher. The spinday, Sunday and Monday and by Tuesday at 1500 (2 naker had then been up for 80 continuous hours. We had
hours later than the Marblehead starting time to allow for travelled 1,792 and we were 1,663 miles from
two clock-flogs) we had been 11 days at sea and had Marblehead. One day later we sighted our first gannet.
travelled 1,425 miles through the water. The actual dis- Nick thought it had a Kerry accent; we were about 850
tance covered from Marblehead was 1,317 miles and we miles West of the Fastnet. We received a weather report
were just about at the halfway stage. We were however from a Polish vessel and when we asked for a position fix
now firmly on our Great Circle track and navigating in an the radio officer replied in a thick Eastern European acarea of some 25° variation. We had spaced our Great Cir- cent: "you tell me, we have been in thick fog since
cle co-ordinates at intervals of 5° of Longitude which gave Montreal". Johnny gave him our position and he thanked
us eight course alterations betwen Point Able and Fastnet. us. We were crossing the Atlantic with a lazy summer
Our initial course from Point Able was 060°. 05’ (T) and Azores high to the South and a low pressure area to the
our homing course for Fastnet was 086°. 28’ (T).
North bouncing from Cape Farewell to the South East
We had by now, settled into a very happy and unself- corner of Iceland. We passed, as it were, in our own
consciously organised routine. Everything was attended to favourable wind corridor between the two systems thus
without request. Co-operation was an unspoken but ab- mainly avoiding the calms and gales which each of those
solute principle. It was so pleasant to carry on from day to weather systems would have produced had we been closer
day with empty pockets - no keys, pens, diaries, tickets, to either.
cards and no money. Each watch lasted for a four hour By this time class I and II boats were enjoying the
period and was shared between two except from midnight hospitality of the Royal Cork Yacht Club at Crosshaven.
until 0200 hours and from 0200 to 0400 hours We took it Cuilaun ofKinsale, a class III competitor, had finished at
in turns to cook and we ate at breakfast and in the even- 2030 on Sunday the 15th July thus earning a well
ing. Navigation became a constant dally occupation and, deserved first place in our class. We had logged 2,112
with four of the crew now well practised in taking sextant miles and travelled 1,961 miles from Marblehead. As the
shots, no one had to leave his bunk at short notice. We wind increased our distances improved. There was the old
took a morning sight and put down its L.O.P. on graph B.B.C. giving weather forecasts for the Shannon area
paper. Someone would then work local noon and we which would soon become relevant. Reggie’s cooking got
would usually manage a noon shot which, when crossed better and his curries got hotter. Nick started to sing and
with the morning sight would give us a mid-day fix. At Walter took to the whiskey bottle and provided us with a
some time in the afternoon, someone would take shot and six hour comedy show. The drizzle did not dampen our
cross it with the noon fix to give us one further position fix. spirtits but we lit the charcoal stove and it quickly dried
Ship’s time was kept on a Seiko sport 100 wrist watch out the cabin. Wednesday the 18th July soon became
which proved to be remarkably reliable but which was in Thursday the 19th and on each of these days we averaged
any case checked at least once in every 24 hours against 165 miles in each 24 hours. A V.H.F. station had been set
the Radio Colorado constant time signal received on the up at Mizen Head and Brian O’Regan, the friendly Irish
Brookes and Gatehouse short wave converter. We relied Lights operator contacted us and gave us all the news. We
mainly on passing vessels for weather information but un- took our last position fix which put us at 51°. 12’ (N) and
doubtedly a more sophisticated form of short wave 10°. 15’ (W) leaving 86 miles between us and the finishing
line. Mizen Head loomed up in the haze at 1255 and by
receiver would have helped.
On the twelfth day a vessel which spotted us on radar 1600 we were abeam of the Fastnet. Progress remained
but which we did not see, gave us a position fix from its good until 2200 when the wind dropped and left us drifting
Loran C which coincided with our own position. The ves- along at 3 knots. We did in fact drift over three salmon
sel was the Atlantic Conveyor and it advised us that it had nets and as we did so we were grateful for Shardana’s
seen one group of yachts some 450 miles ahead of our traditional underwater configuration. We crossed the
position and a second group some 300 miles ahead. It was finishing line at 0700 hours 43 minutes, 43 seconds on the
a timely reminder that this was, after all, a race. The sonic morning of Friday the 20th July. We had been at sea for
booms continued at intervals but what was at first a ter- 20 days 14 hours 43 minutes and 43 seconds since the
rifying explorison was barely noticeable as we became ac- start from Marble Head and we had logged a distance of
customed to it.
2,791.8 miles on a rhumbline distance of 2,640 miles. The
The dolphins came around every second or third day. average speed on distance travelled was 5.64 knots and
At one point, a shark swam up from behind us and sud- the average speed rhumbline distance was 5.33 knots. We
denly disappeared when the dolphins returned. Fulmars, were placed sixth out of seven in class III and fourteenth
Colmey’s Shearwaters and Petrels were present all of the out of fifteen overall. We were content.
time and we wondered how the tiny Petrels, no bigger than We joined the Cruise in Company as far as
a child’s fist, could survive so far away from land. The Castletownshend only. Johnny, Reggie and Walter had to
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leave at Crosshaven but Bob, myself and Nick were joined riving there at 1645 on Thursday the 26th July.
by his wife Liz for a most pleasant sail back to Howth ar-

Newport/Bristol
Bristol/Newport
Newport/Mystic
Mystic/Block Island
Block Island/Vineyard Haven
Vineyard Haven/Nantucket
Nantucket/Osterville
Osterviile/Hadley’s Harbour
Hadley’s Harbour/Sandwich
Sandwich/Marblehead
Marblehead/Crosshaven
Crosshaven/Kinsale
Kinsale/Castletownshend
C astletownshend/Kinsale
Kinsale/Howth

Rhumbline
12 miles
12 miles
29.5 miles
24 miles
50.5 miles
24 miles
16 miles
21.2 miles
21.5 miles
48.5 miles
2640 miles
15.5 miles
431 miles
31 miles
170 miles

Actual
Distance
13.5 miles
12 miles
37.2 miles
24 miles
523 miles
27.5 miles
20 miles
26.4 miles
21.5 miles
50 miles
2791.8
15.5 miles
32.5 miles
36.3 miles
175.7 miles

Engine
hours
Times
2hrs. 40 mins. 30 mins.
40 mins.
2hrs.
6 hrs. 30 mins. 40 mins.
6hrs. 45 mins. 2hrs. 35 mins.
8hrs. 25 mins. 3hrs. 5 mins.
4hrs. 40 mins. 20 mins.
5hrs. 30 mins. 40 mins.
4hrs. 35 mins. 40 mins.
3hrs.
3 hrs.
3hrs. 45 mins.
9hrs.
494hrs. 44 mins. Nil
2hrs. 40 mins. 50 mins.
5hrs. 15 mins. 2hrs. 45 mins.
6hrs. 50 mins. 30 mins.
29hrs. 50 mins. lhr. 10 mins.

Total

3146.7

3335.9

592hrs. 40 mins. 20hrs. 8 mins.
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Around the Sporades in the
"Mucous"
Mervyn Hall
Any ordinary cruising type who thinks he is going to checking inventories and dealing with silly questions and
save himself a lot of bother by chartering a Yacht instead old jokes with the charm, good humour and amazing
of using his own, like the unwary traveller down to the patience. Our boat was clean, and basically well equipped
woods, is in for a big surprise. Nevertheless, chartering including "Seavoice", shower, echo sounder, snorkelling
does make some places accessible which long delivery equipment and tape deck, but a major international incitrips would otherwise rule out. Gael and I had always dent was narrowly avoided when the red duster (all boats
wanted to cruise the Greek Islands and winter bar talk in carry the National Flag of the Charterer at the Starboard
the Royal St. George showed that the Lovegroves (Dick & Crosstrees) was hastily removed to be replaced by Dick’s
Heather) were of a like mind. When I discovered that Guinness Label T-Shirt! Although fourteen different naM.C.S. Yachts had appointed George Bell Travel Limited tions were represented on the Cruise (including a
as their Irish Agents the opportunity to book the whole Guyanan educated at Clongowes) and in spite (or
trip from Dublin without the hassle of coping with the because!) of the fact that there had been at least one
Irish Postal service (or lack of it) made their brochure ir- previous Irish Charterer with M.C.S., there was no Irish
resistable, but the first problem was to find a Crew.
Tricolour.
An initial check disclosed that the Lovegroves were at
As we were bareboat we cleared Port Vathudi, as the
least moderately sober when they had agreed to go, but a base is called, by lunchtime and this was the first of many
second enquiry revealed that other members of our own occasions when we rejoinced that we had booked
Club knew us too well to join us. Dick recruited Eidin bareboat. The rest of the Flotilla spent the entire day in
Beirne (Well known legal eagle, Greek interpreter and Port, although we were later informed that it was rounded
strip-tease artist) from the National Yacht Club and she off by an excellent barbecue organised by M.C.S. on an
introduced Brendan Grogan who became our Chef and off-lying Island. Our home for two weeks had a totally unexpert on haute couture! Then arrangements were made to intelligible Greek name (Damouka) but quickly learned to
dispose of four children, a budgerigar and a dog with a answer to The Mucous and as we drifted Westwards in a
phantom pregnancy and finally on the 8th of September, light Northerly breeze the Crew settled in and opened the
1979, we flew out from Dublin Airport at 0800 hours. Six- duty free !
teen hours, several traumas and a long bus journey later, From early on in the planning stage we had all agreed
we were sitting in a tiny taverna drinking ouzo with our that "relaxation" was to be the keynote of the holiday. No
Charter Boat lashed to an olive tree ten yards away and long passages, no hard slogs to windward, just gentle
with the distinct impression that it was all going to be very daysails with plenty of time to swim and snooze, and so it
well worthwhile. Even the Chef who had previously was to be. For fourteen days the sun shone without let or
answered "Me Mammy" to the Bus Courier’s enquiry hindrance and for thirteen of those days we had calms in
"Are you missing anyone?" seemed to have settled down the morning with a gentle Northerly breeze getting up to
and was in the process of discovering a taste for "le vin du force three or four in the late afternoon. For our purposes
pay" which was not to desert him for the rest of the holi- - ideal. On the other day The Meltemi - this is the gale
day.
force Northerly wind which descends without warning and
We awoke the following morning to be greeted by the can cause havoc. Throughout the fortnight we ducked and
first of a holiday series of perfect sun-rises and appalling weaved in and out of the Flotilla as the humour took us.
hangovers and we took stock of the situation. M.C.S. Occasionally joining them for dinner and a few jars and at
Yachts basically operate a Flotilla using twelve Maxi 95’s other times, heading off by ourselves to spend nights
and two smaller Maxis. They are, however, prepared to anchored off deserted beaches and enjoying barbecues by
charter "Bareboat" and we had our boat on this basis. All moonlight.
fourteen Maxis were moored bow-to to a tiny quay with On the day the Meltemi struck we were with the Flotilla
the taverna (vaguely remembered from the previous night) and our suspicions as to the experience of many of the
nestling under some olive trees a few paces away. The Flotilla members were quickly proved. Two of the fleet intranquility was occasionally disturbed by the progress of cluding one of the smaller Maxis were quickly in trouble.
local people on mule-back coming down the mountainside An Avon inflatable which was being towed was lost and
along the little path which ran by the Quay. Otto & many sails were blown out, often as a result of bad
Madeleine who run the Flotilla for M.C.S. with help from seamanship by the Charterers. The small Maxi was unable
three others spent the morning moving from boat to boat to make to windward and drifted a long way South before
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her radio signals were eventually picked up by one of the death by drowning while trying to use a snorkel as a
many inter island ferries. The ferry relayed her position to periscope is apochryphal, but in truth, the Irish (led by
the Flotilla Mother Ship Krivitza, and Krivitza went on a Brendan in his immaculate white Cap and with the excepsearch and rescue mission. For ourselves, we hoisted the tion of Eidin) did seem to be the only respectably dressed
storm jib, put a deep tuck in the main and had a magnifi- people in the archipeligo. Skiathos is the most developed
cent sail along the South coast of the Island of Alonissos. of the Islands and is rapidly being discovered by the "Jet
The Mucous loved it and with the sun shining and the oc- Set" but for all that, prices are not unreasonable and the
town and harbour of Skiathos itself are very beautiful. It is
casional burst of spray to soften the armpits, so did we.
Looking now at the Map of our wanderings, it seems to a compulsory stop for all yachts as it is the only place in
resemble nothing more than the peregrinations of an the Islands where a full range of provisions can be obalcohol dazed blue-bottle and there is much truth in that, tained and one of the few places where basics such as
but many of the loops and irregularities in our track were water, fuel, ice, banks etc., are available. Koukounaries at
caused by the natural earthy lusts of Crew Members for the Western end of the Island boasts what is reputed to be
nudie beaches. The report (put about by members of the the finest beach in Greece and also a magnificent modern
Crew after our return) that I was rescued from certain harbour. Skopelos was our favourite Island. It has

Lunchtime on The Mucous - Photo M. Hall.
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beautifully wooded slopes, an attractive Capital City dance an Irish Jig and fall back into the water again! And
where most provisions are obtainable and a fairy tale inlet two other Islands must be mentioned. Zogaia, South of
called Panormos Bay on its Western shore. This Skiathos and Peristera, South East of Alonissos are both
anchorage is protected from all directions, is surrounded uninhabited and delightful. On both we had marvellous
by magnificent scenery and on both occasions when we barbacus (courtesy of the Chef) and washed up by the
were there was almost deserted. (Indeed apart from Flotil- traditional method of throwing everything overboard and
las, we only saw three other yachts in the entire fortnight). diving for it in fifteen feet of crystal clear water the followAt the Northern end of the Island is the second town of ing day when it had been well scoured by the fish.
Glossa. Perched, like many of the small villages, at the top For the technically minded the area is covered by two
of a mountain to protect it from pirates, it is now served British Admiralty Charts numbers 1556 and 2072 but
by the pleasant port of Loutraki. Three of the Crew made navigation could hardly be easier. There are, of course,
the climb to the top and reported that it was well worth it. virtually no tides and the Maxim "if you can’t see it - you
The village is totally unspoiled and still retains the can’t hit it" applied throughout the area we cruised. The
architectural marks of its Turkish ancestry including one problem we found was that there is no consistency as
toilets (mercifully now unused) on the balconies overhang- to place names and spelling. For example, the Port for
ing the streets.
Glossa is called Loutraki, yet neither name appears on the
Alonissos is the last inhabited Island in the chain, (a Chart which, instead refers to one place named Klima
solitary Monk lives on Pelagos) and is well East of the which the locals had never heard of. Also, from Chart
beaten track. At Stenivalla you can sail in, hitch your boat number 1556 it appears that the town of Paleo Trikiri is
to the bar, step off, and in your best John Wayne Greek on the West shore of the Island, wheras this charming
say "Bar tender, two Retsina’s and an Ouzo, parikalo". fishing village is actually on the East side and we entered
As Dick proved, you can also, later in the same night, in the sound between the Island and the mainland shore.

Evening at Port Vathnoi - Photo M. Hall.
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Before originally departing from the M.C.S. base, Otto
As far as food is concerned, I belong to a small but
select
band of gourmets who believe that the best meats in
and Madeleine had advised us to stick to the South shore
of the various Islands. It is basically good advice, partly the world are served by the Lido Cafe, Dun Laoghaire,
because there is nothing much to see or do on the North and have tomato ketchup on them, but the rest of my
Shore, but mainly because with the unannounced arrival Crew seemed more than willing to indulge themselves in
of a Meltemi, it is potentially a dangerous lee shore. The Kebabs, stuffed peppers, Greek salads (with cheese) and
danger is emphasized by a look at the chart which shows the like. Eating and drinking out are extraordinarily cheap
that there are recorded depths of 720 fathoms North of (an average of about £2.00 per head incluidng wine) but
Skopelos which shelve to 200 fathoms and then in the dis- suffer from one major problem: the food is always cold.
tance of half a mile to 60 fathoms just off the Island. One There is no point in arguing. Your average Greek has no
could imagine that the seas in the area would make it a concept that meals should be served hot and on one occapretty uncomfortable place to be caught out.
sion, we were left screaming with frustration as we
With the exception of Patitiri on the South shore of watched chicken and chips which only moments before
Alonissos all of the anchorages we tried gave good shelter had been sizzling in the pan allowed to cool for fifteen
and holding by the usual method of mooring bow-to. We minutes on the counter-top before we were served. All
were in Patitiri at the tail end of the Meltemi and ex- protests fell on deaf ears.
perienced a most unpleasant swell. At the height of the We had been given advice before leaving Dublin and as
blow because of the difficulties experienced by some a result brought with us basic provisions such as gin, insboats, Otto had redirected the Flotilla to Patitiri, although tant coffee, powdered milk gin, tea bags and gin. In fact,
his experiences there earlier in the year had caused him to we ran out of gin fairly quickly, but in all other respects
drop it as a regular port of call. We arrived early in the the advice was good and well worth taking. We had also
day and most of the Crew went ashore for a small libation brought with us from Dublin a book called "Greek Island
(the sun coming over the yardarm earlier there than in Hopping" by Dana Facaros published by Gentry Books
more Northerly climes). It was left to Dick who was in the Limited. It is part dictionary, part History Book, part
middle of a once weekly ablution to discover that we had Tourist Brochure and part Restaurant Guide and we
tied up at the ferry pier and as he poked his head out from found it invaluable. It is also written with a delightful sense
below found The Mucous being not too gently nudged by of humour and the section on Greek plumbing reads like
something only marginally smaller than the Mailboat. an hilarious mixture of Groucho Marx and Basil Fawlty.
With the help of a passing German he moved the boat, but Although expensive, it covers all the Greek Islands and is
the new position proved most uncomfortable. As the day worth every penny.
progressed the scend into the harbour increased and with
But like all good things, it had to end. Two weeks of
most of the yachts moored side by side and beam on to bliss, with excellent company, sixteen anchorages visited,
the sea, the masts and top sides were grating with each only one hundred and fifty miles logged, and a strong feelroll. Even more unpleasant was the occasional wave from ing that I could suffer in this way for a little longer. Our
a slightly different direction which picked the boat up and only serious complaint was that it quickly became apdrove it into the Quayside head first.
parent that the sails we were provided with were in tatters.
It was soon clear that our mooring was no longer We spent many hours sewing by hand and at one stage
tenable and I made the decision to leave the Quayside and had only a number 1 Genoa and storm jib in usable condianchor off in good old West Cork fashion. It was now tion. Poor Madeleine understood our predicament only
lashing rain, about 2100 hours and thoroughly unpleasant too well as she had thirteen boats to sew for and for all I
but having overcome the initial inertia the relief of riding know many still be awaiting the much promised delivery
comfortably to an anchor bow on to the swell was im- of new sails from London. And our problems were not
mense. A few of the more experienced Flotilla Charterers helped by Eidin’s habit of discarding her clothes overfollowed our example and once again were very impressed board, causing the chivalrous helmsman to gybe the boat
by the calm efficient way Otto and his friend helped the (in a howling force 1-2 ) which in turn caused the main to
others disentangle anchor warps, row out to boats with split from luff to leech and fall down about our ears. A smfouled props and sooth frayed nerves. But his original all crib and in retrospect, one which in no way spoiled our
judgement was correct - Patitiri is strictly a fair weather enjoyment of a perfect cruise.
harbour.
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ITINERARY

Dated
Sept. 9th
Sept. 10th
Sept. l lth.
Sept. 12th
Sept. 13th
Sept. 14th
Sept. 15th
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

16th
17th
18th
19th

Sept. 20th
Sept. 21 st.

To

From

Port Vathudy
Paleo Trikiri
Koukounaries
Skiathos
Zogria
Panormos
Skopelos
Port Vasiliko
Lunch
Stenivalla
Patitiri
Panormos
Glossa
Skiathos
Platania
Island

Paleo Trikiri
Koukopunaries
Skiathos (via Krassa)
Zogria
Panormos
Skjkopelos Town
Port Vasiliko
(Peristera)
Lunch (!)
Stenivalla
Patitiri
Panormos
GIossa
Skiathos
Platania
Port Vathudy
Island
Port Vathudy
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No. of Miles
8 miles
21 miles
8 miles
4 miles
8 miles
14 miles
12
6
5
4
14
4
6
12

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles

23 miles
1 mile
150 miles

A Shakedown Cruise in Finland
Brian Dalton

From the air, Finland is innumerable lakes, trees and
postglacial bare rock with farms made to prosper where
there is enough soil. The extraordinary charm for the
sailor resides in the tideless archipeligos and the relatively
good summer considering the latitude. Deeply ethced, the
memory of a cruise from Finland to Sweden in 1964
together with a liking for Scandanavian boatbuilding and
a decadent drift toward cruising comfort culminated in
our selection of a Finmar 36. She is a GRP motorsailer
with a ketch rig; LOA 35.4 ft, LWL 30.8 ft, beam 10.8 ft,
draft 5.25 ft, displaces 8 tons and carries 560 square feet
of sail.
On the ground at Turku airport, Lisa my wife, Kirsten
13, Tara 9 and I walked to claim our baggage with a suppressed mixture of excitement and apprehension. Finola,
sold after ten years of enjoyable cruising which east-west
spanned waters from Denmark to Ireland and north-south
from St. Peirre et Michelon to Bermuda, was, to the
children, still a named member of the family not to be callously replaced by a yet unnamed parvenu. With a Nelson
touch, Finnair had turned a blind eye to the excess weight
of our ten pieces so that we were delighted to find Tauno
Viljanen, managing direct of Finmar Yards, at the airport.
Also waiting was his daughter, Merja, who also spoke excellent English and each had a car together with a very
strong Finn with a large Finmar lorry. Such foresight and
efficiency characterized all our dealings with the yard and
was subsequently exceeded by the hospitality of the Viljanen family. Deposited at the marina twenty minutes
later, the gleaming ketch which had been launched and
rigged only two days previously, conjured feelings of
curiosity, admiration then pleasure as we boarded, inspected and became acquainted with her comfort. The Viljanens then conducted us to dinner at Naantali and next
morning into Turku for charts, provisions, utensils and
beer. Beer may be purchased in most grocery stores but
spirits and wines must be bought at government shops
named Alko. Wines are selected and imported in bulk
from both sides of the Iron Curtain and represent excellent
variety and value in contrast to spirits which are heavily
taxed (a medium sized bottle of gin costs £11). Sea trails
with the yard officials on board followed. Everything
worked with the exception of one engine gauge which was
replaced soon after returning to our berth.
The next day, 18 July, Lisa christened our vessel Boru
and with completion of victualling and paperwork men
from the yard gathered to exchange good wishes as,
bedecked with flags under the I.C.C. BURGEE, we
cautiously backed into the Channel. To have become
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Tall ship on the Aura River, Turku - Photo Brian Dalton

stuck in a mudbank would have shattered our moment of passage is very narrow but we entered without difficulty to
glory. Fortunately, Boru has an outside wheel on the discover every space at the piers occupied by sheltering
raised after deck with superior perspective for manoeuvr- yachts lying bow to the wall. An attempt at anchoring
ing. Heading south, bends in the channel concealed Turku merely harvested weed. Newer arrivals began attaching
as private jetties and moorings diminished. An isolated themselves to the sterns of the docked boats forming a seanchorage free from the wash of passing ships was easily cond row in an accepted fashion. Following suit, friendly
found at Stor Malo and the CQR plunged into the nordic hands on A lore, Merelle and My Way took our lines and
mud for the first time.
we dropped a Danforth anchor astern. Watching more
Underway early next morning, the gathering overcast sodden cold crews arrive, we remembered other years in
brought a ten knot wind from Hanko, our destination. The open cockpits and with sympathy declared, past forty,
Perkins 4--236 and the three blade propeller delivered 6 cruising life begins with a pilothouse. For the three days
knots effortlessly at 1200 rpm. which with the special at- that the storm confined the Finnish and Swedish crews to
tention to acoustic insulation allowed easy conversation in port we respected local knowledge and similarly tended
the pilot house. The 9 knots achievable at 2200 rpm. is in- lines. The nominal harbour dues entitle use of hot showers
compatible with the definition of cruising held by the and the modern yacht club offered dinner and dancing for
senior members of the crew.
casually dressed sailors whose stormbound comaraderie
The well marked passage to Hanko took us through the was reserved compared with standards familiar to this
narrows between Sorpo and Jerm where a 5 knot speed readership.
limit is necessary. As in the entire cruise, constant atten- A day trip to Helsinki, up by bus and back by train, for
tion to the chart is mandatory for the course changes fre- the authentication of ships papers allowed a reconnaisquently and hazards abound, particularly rounding the sance of the capitol’s moorings. NJK or the SwedishHanko peninsula. By that time the wind had backed and Finnish y.c. is situated on an island in the heart of the city.
freshened to 25 knots but spray and rain were comfor- The 200 metres to the mainland is plied by a club ferry
tably dismissed by the electric wipers. The one mile which responds to a semaphore ashore.
visibility was ample to negotiate the Tocks and head for Leaving Hanko early on the 22nd, a 15 knot following
the eastern harbour and yacht anchorage; the western har- wind secured a 7 knot under sail average to Helsinki.
bour is commercial and subject to scend. Hanko is a Familiarity with the cardinal buoyage topmarks was inyachting centre and was the site of the 1952 Olympic sail- creasing but the profusion of marks at Porkalla
mg events. The east harbour has two entrances separated precipitated a Chinese firedrill as we gybed and came up
by a natural breakwater of rocks and islands. The SW into the wind to reconsider the course. East of here some
islands had their names painted on a prominent rock surface. Approaching Helsinki and the NJK jetties, a tired
crew rallied to the announcement that the club was
holding its crayfish festival. Havald Alftan past commodore dignifiedly dressed in the yachting uniform now
seldom seen took our lines and formally wished us
welcome.
Sightseeing next day was delayed until mid-day due to
tiredness from the passage and toasts by an extrovert Finn
at the adjoining dinner table compounded by his assistance in later demolishing our only bottle of Irish
whiskey on board Boru. A comfortabfle bus and a witty
guide proved a suitable antidote as the tour displayed the
Tsarist influences contrasting with the modern architecture of Sarrinen and Aalto with a stop at the Sibelius
monument and the new town of Tapiola. Returning by the
residence of President Kekkonen, now in his fifth term, the
guide pointed to the elaborate sauna in the grounds. He
recounted that when a new government was formed President Kekkonen invited each prospective member to a long
sauna in order to establish that the politician had nothing
to hide. Interestingly, the guide continued, there has never
been a woman in the Finnish cabinet.
Before departing on the 24th, provisions were
replenished through a saunter in the waterfront open
market. Fruit, vegetables, meat, fish and bread are temptingly displayed in the freshest state. The gourmet palate is
catered to in the indoor market. Fuel is available at several
island marinas in the outer harbour, so with tanks filled
Boru headed southwest into the sun. Topmarks were difficult to spot but the Porkalla peninsula proved easy this
Potatos at the Helsinki Market - Photo Brian Dalton.
time. With evening approaching Boru crept into a
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landlocked inlet at Pampskaten showing 3 metres on the
chart. It was well we had slowed to bare steerageway for
despite 2 metres on the sounder Boru touched something
but did not stick.
Finnish charts are largely based on a Russian survey of
the 1860s; within the ten metre contour Finnish sailors accept their bumps, we were later told. In fact Finland is rising from the Baltic but not significantly in our lifetime.
The water level varies with prolonged wind, barometric
pressure and precipitation. Variation from chart datum is
reported with the daily radio weather information which is
easily deciphered if one learns the Swedish for the cardinal
points and from 1 to 20. Throughout the cruise water level
was above datum of sounding.
The 25th was another sunny windless day. The long trip
to Prostvik ended in darkness as the spotlight picked out
the shoreline of this tree lined fjord. Main channels have
ranges with lights; elsewhere hazards to navigation are
deliniated by coloured light sectors.
Next day after a brief stop at Finmar marina for an oil
change and shower, Boru proceeded to Naantali for the
Unikeon festival. Entrance into this tiny harbour was
delayed because at that moment a plane flew over and
four dots emerged and blossomed into skydivers who
guided themselves into the middle of the harbour signalling the start of the boat show. Naatali has a prereformation convent church of St. Brigid overlooking the
water and the nearby streets of old wooden houses now
preserved by statute. Shortly after dawn a commotion
ashore marked the advent of Unikeon or sleepyhead.
Every year a prominent townsman, feigning sleep, is tran- The skipper enjoys his kingly relaxation - Photo Brian Dalton.
sported through the streets in the scoop of an earth moving vehicle accompanied by a brass band playing Frere sauna which was elegantly provided by the new Hotel
Jacque. At 0700 the Sleepyhead is dumped into the water, Archipelag. With sightseeing completed and further dragnightgown, cap, bedding and all to formally commence ging an anchor evident, anchors were quickly weighed for
festivities which go on for 3 days. We were among other the short trip to lie under the red cliff of Norrham.
sailing guests of the Viljanens at their home that night and
Literally round the corner is the Lemstrom canal (300
the following night at their island retreat for late supper × 10m) which has no locks but a horizontal road bridge
and a sauna by the water’s edge. Our girls excitedly took which opens promptly. The objective that day was Bomartheir initiation with the ladies and later the men had their sund to visit the ruins of the fortress built by Tsar
sauna by the glow of the northern sky.
Nicholas I which although strategically useless was
To enhance our cruising we borrowed a dinghy from destroyed by a British-French fleet in 1854. To view from
the Finmar yard and resumed the westward cruise toward seaward, a NE approach is required which ment the
the Aland islands. In the lee of Vaaramaa island, we rounding Prasto island because of a fixed bridge. All Financhored for lunch and, rowing ashore, we climbed to its nish bridges have their vertical clearance painted on the
highest point to be rewarded by a postcard view of sails centre span as well as being marked on the chart.
and islands. The anchorage, having no name, was
In this splendid anchorage several Swedish boats were
tied
up bows to the rocky shore. At anchor was Watchdog
declared Boru harbour by Kirsten. Despite the sighting of
other yachts during the daytime, Lohm that night was of Wareham with Robert Ryder R. N. retired on board.
typical of the privacy and beauty readily found in the Bob flew the burgee of the RCC so we gammed vicariously of the ICC jubilee cruise. An ancestor of his had pararchipelagos.
Ten knots of wind on the port quarter filled our sails for ticipated in the naval attack on Bomarsund and subsethe continuation westward. It freshened in the afternoon quently risen to flag rank. No stranger to the Baltic, Bob
so that roller reefing of the genoa was advisable before the later led us for the night to an even more idyllic anchorage
tricky passages of Dagerby and Ledsund. Arriving in nearby at Hulta. He wished to visit a farmer whom he had
Mariehamn’s osterhamn (east-harbour), the average speed met 25 years previously. A man rowing about in the evenunder sail had been 6.5 knots. All moorings were occupied ing sunlight told us the farmer was long deceased. It tranand much weed on the bottom forced the setting of two spired he was the farmer’s son and next day he would end
anchors. Mariehamn has a long nautical tradition manifest his holiday and return to work in New Jersey.
Additional anchorages were made at Kumlinge,
today by the museum and the restored square rigger Pommern both in the west harbour which is a short walk "Stork" harbour on Jurmo, and at Satava before returning
across the neck of land. Brou’s crew insisted on another to Turku. High winds at "Stork" again led to setting a se69

cond anchor and a lay day during which the crew picked the children shouted goodbyes to Boru; adoption was sucseveral pounds of blueberries in one hour on the shore of cessful.
the inlet and explored the small village on the island¯ By ADDENDUM: Finnish charts used were: Helsinki
rounding the island of Lyperto to enter the long straight Hbr 191, westward 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 27 (Turku), 29,
channel to Heponiemi, Boru reached 60° 37.5’ N. our 30, 32 for pilotage (1:50,000) and 902 (Helsinki to Hanko
most northerly latitude complementing 25° E. reached at ) & 903 (hanko to Mariehamn) for planning (1:200,000).
Helsinki. In Turku decorations marked the 750th anniver- They may be purchased from Ulkoiluaitta Oy,
sary of the Swedish-Finnish speaking former capital. The Maariankatu 3b, 20100 Turku 10, Finland. Cruising guide
last voyage inspected the shipping in the port and up the in Swedish and Finnish but with chartlets and symbols for
Aura river as far as the first bridge where two well amenities...Mariehamn to Hanko. Saaristo-Suomen
preserved square riggers are on display. In sight of Turku Vene-Satamat, by Jukke Salminan and Juoko Heiikola,
Castle (1280) we were hauled out at the marina and driven 1978, Weilin & Goos. FMk 96.
to the airport by Tauno Viljanen. As his car left the yard
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Date
17
18
19
22
24
25
26

July
July
July
July
July
July
July

27 July
28 July

Time
1700-2100 Turku
1615-1830 Stor Malo
0700-1615 Hanko
0720-1915 Helsinki
1414-1900 Pampskaten
0730-2310 Prostvik
0450--0755 Turku
1025-1247 Naantali
1945-2018 "Viljanen" Island
1134-1200 Naantali
1755-2020 Turku

Log 29 July
(Miles) - July
10 30 July
13 31 July
1 Aug.
52
83 2 Aug
32
3 Aug.
109
5 Aug.
20
6 Aug.
18
3 3
18
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0938-1210 Boru Bhr
1547-1925 Lohm
0735-2000 Mariehamn
16078-1657 Norrham
0755-1233 Bomarsund
1527-1815 Hulta
0941-1425 Kumlinge
0815-1530 "Stork" Hbh
0927-1855 Satava
0747-0857 Turku
1745-1835 Turku

32
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3
17
4
24
26
58
6
4
600
Engine 77 hour

Cruise of Hesperia II of
Spain

Down to

H. R. Gomes
Our plans for this summer had been to cruise to North on a pleasant, very hazy, day ran up the Ria under spinWest Spain in A inmara with Harry Ferris our hardwork- naker in a F4-5 breeze. We were amazed by the number
ing gynaecologist who was taking the month of July off of mussel rafts and much to Deirdre’s consternation got
and leaving his Nic. 35 at home. These plans were upset plenty of practice at "Dip pole gybing through the mussel
when Brian Buchanan kindly offered me Hesperia H of rafts"; Brian says there’s a song there somewhere. That
Down, a fine Morgan 36 built in 1973 as a one ton cupper evening we anchored close to the quay at Rianjo and took
but now rating less with a good age allowance, for the a stern line to the slipway where we watched the mussels
season’s racing. He and Barry Bramwell had bought an being unloaded from barges onto lorries with a large grab.
Admiral’s Cup Boat, Inishanier, to try for selection onto David was given several bucketfuls of mussels and later
the Irish Team. The only way I could do this and keep Deirdre’s Moules Mariniers were generally acclaimed as
Hesperia as I would wish, was to leave A inmara ashore the best ever.
for the year and go cruising in Hesperia. So after the early The 10th July was Deirdre’s birthday so a 14 mile
races we loaded Hesperia down with heavier ground motor to the luxury hotel at Tota Grande was the order of
tackle, patent log, extra warps, fenders, etc., together with the day interrupted by a few hours spent at San Julian
all the items necessary for maximum comfort.
South Harbour (Isla Arosa). In answer to Brian’s question
Preparation was complete and we left Donaghadee at as to where were the yachts in this magnificent cruising
0900 hours on Saturday, 29th June with a crew of myself, ground we saw our first yacht, the British Autonomy, at
Deirdre, Harry Ferris, Brian Morrow (our student Tota Grande; since leaving Bayona.
architect who cruised with Brian Law and myself 2 yea~s
We all dressed up in our gladrags, i.e. clean shirts and
ago) and our young son David, now 13 years old. We jeans and had dinner in one of Spain’s most luxurious
planned to go non-stop to Bayona which we successfully hotels (R.C.C. sailing directions). This was Harry’s birthdid and was memorable as being straightforward with day treat for Deirdre and will be long remembered.
favourable winds just South of West except for one day
The next day, the 1 lth, we sailed for Cape Corrubedo
about 110 miles North of Spain when a F6-7 Easterly and after an initially pleasant sail in poor visability, after
wind produced a very uncomfortable sea. Large numbers running through the passage E1 Carriero we changed
of dolphins were our frequent companions and a whale down to No. 4 jib and reefed main and had a short hard
was seen close by. South of Cape Finisterre we were beat in heavy rain to anchor in the harbour of Corrubedo
becalmed and after a few hours motoring the engine stop- that evening. It is a primitive fishing village, exposed to the
ped, apparently by dirty injectors, and eventually it took South I think, with which we all were impressed. The
9½ hours to cover the last 7 miles to arrive in Bayona at crack in the local caf6 up the road was great and the
0400 hours Friday, 6th July. A very pleasant couple of owner spoke a little English after living in New York for
days were spent in Bayona in marvellous weather where 10 years. We now were actually enjoying the T.V. at full
we met Fred Dovaston skippering an Ocean 75 blast with everyone shouting to be heard with the pin ball
Twirlybird and Rex and Betty Williams of Blue Troy machines working overtime (they could keep Davy happy
returning from the AZAB race with whom we had a great for hours).
The following morning after coffee ashore then
evening. We found a good mechanic who took the injeclubricating
the sea stay we sailed out for Muros where we
tors away and cleaned them which sorted out our engine
anchored in the harbour at lunchtime after a pleasant beat
problem.
On Sunday the 8th July we sailed out of Bayona and in light winds and lovely surroundings. Muros is a subanchored off a beach at Ila de Sn Martin (Islas Cies) stantial fishing port where large boats land their catches
where we sunbathed and swam in water rather cold for my with an interesting fish market. There is also a good
warm blood. In the afternoon we sailed on into market towards the rear of the town in the mornings. We
Pontevedra Ria and after entering Porto Nova which did actually saw another yacht here, a German in a 34 foot
not impress us at all and seemd to be undergoing con- Laurent Giles yacht about to complete a 5 year circumsiderable works about the harbour we motored on up the navigation.
Ria to Combarra where we anchored off the slipway The following day we sailed on North to Ezario Bay inamongst the fishing boats. The evening was spent having a side Cape Finisterre where we anchored off an idyllic
beach for a few hours and walked over a hill to a small
good meal in a local caf6 and a few drinks.
The next day we went round into the Ria de Arosa and cove to see the whaling station, apparently the only one in
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Spain. When we left the wind freshened and we had an un- Davy to be sick for the first time this year. He had been
comfortable beat in a F5-7 Northerly to tie up in taking the recently used Stugeron pills with great success
Camarinas just before midnight. It was while we were but perhaps had not been taking these regularly while in
winding down with hot rum that we realised it had been Spain.
Friday, 13th. Camarinas was very much to our liking and That evening we sailed into Corme and anchored at
the fishermen on the boat inside us were very helpful and the edge of the town close to a beach. Later we started and
friendly. They were all dressing the fishing boats with ran the engine to charge the batteries and to lay out the
leaves and flowers for their festival and as we had been kedge as it was still blowing very hard. The evening was
cruising the area during the festivals and had continually spent in a good caf6 and later listening to an open air pop
been fascinated by the rockets being fired most of the day group with all the associated revelry.
with firework displays at night. The town was really alive The last few days of hard windward work was now
that night with an open air pop group with dancing in the beginning to upset Deirdre who was worrying about Davy
streets and even more noise than usual in the caf6s.
so she and Davy took the bus to La Coruna and we hamAt 10.30 hours the next day, July 15th, we sailed out of mered out into the North Easterly Buster now blowing up
the harbour with a deep reefed main and No. 4 jib into a to a full gale yet again. This time quite enjoying the short
NE.F.7 on a bright sunny day but very rough causing beat up to the Sisargis Islands as there were three other

Hesperia off Combarro in the Ria de Pontevedra - Photo H. E. Gomes.
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yachts in company on passage home from a race and Cedeira where the Spanish Navy were escorting the ofHesperia revelled in the heavy going soon leaving the fshore racing fleet on their passage home. We had a lively
other yachts. We anchored at the Islands where we found evening in the town with the crew of a Spanish Holland
better holding ground than indicated in the R.C.C. sailing design 1 tonner who said they were Champions of the
directors by keeping well to the East of the Lighthouse World last year. I still do not know if they really were but
landing and anchoring about 50 yards from the rocks in they were great lads. There has been a large new mole
l0 feet at low water on a large white sandy patch built giving the anchorage good shelter.
stretching out from the rocks. The entire remainder of the 0620 the following day we all got up and weighed
bay seemed to have a weedy bottom. We dried out our oil anchor at 0715 to make the passage round Cape Ortegal
skins and had lunch preceded by rum or gin in the sun, but due to heavy mist were unable to sight it but at last we
after which we gathered ourselves together and set sail for felt we were ’round the corner’ and had a lovely fast reach,
La Coruna which we were nearly able to lay and as the now under full sail, to Cillero in the Ria De Vivero where
afternoon progressed the wind eased until eventually we we met a French family cruising with a massive Newcould carry full sail. We tied up in the marina that evening foundland dog. Once again we found that the caf6s in the
where we met Deirdre who had enjoyed her bus run. A town were definitely our scene -jolly and noisy, although
good evening once again was spent in the City and the we are fairly quiet.
We broke the passage to Santander with a night in Port
next morning was spent doing the tourist bit except I spent
most of the morning pottering round the boat. In the after- Musel the commercial harbour for Gijon and the next
noon we went on up the coast to a pleasant anchorage at morning went to the harbour at Gijon where a very friend73

ly local, who could not speak one word of English, took pleasant beat to La Rochelle - If you can call beating
me all round Gijon looking for a fan belt. We eventually when cruising pleasant.
left Gijon at 1530 hours and had our first long motor after We arrived off Ile de R6 at 1145 on Tuesday, 24th July
sailing the first 12 miles in 5 hours. The remaining 70 odd but would not have been able to enter La Rochelle as it
miles were not unpleasant as the sea was calm and the was nearly low water so we spent the afternoon on a
auto pilot did stirling work all night to arrive at Santander beach at Ile De R6 which had gone all topless - sorry no
photos this year! The last time I had visited the town was
at 0900 hours on Saturday, 21 st July.
We spent the day in the small marina at the yacht club in 1967 and I was pleasantly surprised that it had not
but later had to shift as there are no vacant berths for changed as much as I would have expected. It was
visiting yachts but we tied alongside a sand barge in the noticeable that the water was warmer here than in Spain.
marina area in company with our friends with the New- We were now running out of time and more headwinds
foundland dog. After our usual evening spent visiting the would have been heart breaking, but a beat the next day in
cafes around the city and the early shopping in the morn- light winds with the prospect of it veering to Easterly put
ing I really blotted my copy book as we left in company us in high spirits and when it veered that -~vening we had
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Hesperia entering La Rochelle - Photo H. R. Gomes.

with the day racing fleet of 3 and ½ tonners under full sail an idyllic reach through the night under autopilot. We
for a 200 mile beat to La Rochelle in a fresh North made an effortless 164 miles passage up to Concarneau
Easterly! After seeing my error we changed down to No. 3 with Spinnaker and blooper for the later part with a pleaand one reef after our dicing and some 50 miles later the sant afternoon at the beach at Port Brenn near Conseas moderated and we changed up to full sail and had a carneau.
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Spinnaker, blooper and all... Hesperia trickles towards Concarneau across a calm summer sea-Photo H. R. Gomes.

Another night with a pleasant meal followed by an open had reached 40 kts in a thunderstorm with bad visabilility
air cabaret followed by a film of the Route de Rhum race during the night Deirdre and I had trouble taking the No.
and when finally, Brian, Harry and I were thrown out of a 22 Genoa off before the boys came on deck. The lightning
local caf6 we gave ourselves awful headaches with our too that night was terrifying and we heard later on the news
large nightcaps and our usual putting the world to right that the following day someone had been killed by lightnbefore collapsing.
ing on the south coast in the same storm.
Hughtown was where Harry was to leave us so a pleaOur last port of call in Brittany was to be Audierne, so
the next day we had a fresh, exhilarating beat out to the sant relaxing afternoon was spent and that evening we had
Pte De Penmarche (if you have to beat this was the boat an excellent meal in the Atlantic Hotel where we met
to do it in but if she were mine my first priority would be Donal Walsh from Dungarvan, who, with his wife and
to fit a pram hood for cruising). This was followed by a sister, were returning from a successful cruise to Brittany
fetch up to Audierne with the breeze falling light.
in his Westerly 25 Damina. That night it blew hard and
After a night in the St Eviette anchorage we went up the we were glad that we had laid out the kedge earlier but we
river to Audierne in the morning and had to lay a course put out fenders also. During the night when I went on
from the anchorage to the mole as visability was down to deck about 10 yachts were dragging badly causing havoc
50 yards. We came back to the anchorage at 0930 and and Pen Duick III was already on her side on the beach.
had a leisurely breakfast then left at 1100 hours with the Luckily no one dragged down on us.
Harry left for home the next day after some confusion
visability at 50 yards when a course for the outer mole
had to be laid in a flat calm. The passage up to and when the plane was held for him, but he was the only pasthrough the Raz de Sein was eerie as visability remained senger. It was blowing hard from the NW and St Mary’s
at ½ a cable and we saw nothing but happily a few miles Pool was uncomfortable so we motored over to New
North of the Raz it cleared and a Sw.F2 gave us a lovely Grimsby to wait for a clearance. That night the crack was
spinnaker run up the Chenal de Four and out through the good with the crew off Damina after our afternoon round
the gardens on Tresco.
Chenal de la Helle.
We dropped the spinnaker at sunset in a freshening The forecast was not very encouraging so we made a
wind and had a fast reach to the Scillies. When the wind break for it the following morning: the seas were rough
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and with the wind forecast to veer we laid a course for the the boat.
Conningbeg and had a fast wet close reach with the wind We left for Donaghadee at 1030 on Saturday and had a
reaching F.7 at times but as we rounded Carnsore Point it wonderful sail up with spinnaker and blooper under
fell light for a while and the passage up the inside of the autopilot. When we arrived at Donaghadee it was the end
banks was not unpleasant and we covered 159 miles in 24 of the Civic week and Jim Bunting, the lifeboat cox, and
hours, our best yet and later had to motor at times to com- Walker Simpson, the engineer, sent up a maroon to
plete the 200 mile passage to Howth that evening. Don welcome us back. Harry was there to meet us as well and
Ritchie from Ballyholme came on board after he saw us Jill Holden, a very attractive girlfriend of Brian’s, who adarrive and we met Winkie Nixon in Howth Yacht Club ded that little extra something - for Brian anyway.
where we passed a pleasant evening and later continued We all adjourned to the nearest bar to celebrate the
our chat on board in an attempt to finish the duty free completion of a great holiday, the end of civic week and
stores.
anything else that needed celebrating.
We left Howth at 1030 hours on Friday, 3rd August
At 2030 hours we moved Hesperia round to the marina
and had a pleasant passage to Ardglass with some motor where the next day we were to unload a mountain of cruissailing arriving at 2145 and as we had eaten our dinner ing gear and once again turn her into a racing machine for
earlier we had a couple of swift pints ashore and back to the remainder of the season.

In offshore winds Ezaro Bay is a convenient and lovely nook just 4 miles immediately eastward of Cape Finisterre (Hesperia).
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Passage Time
Under Power
Dist. Made Good Days Hrs. Mins Hrs. Mins

Donaghadee to Bayona
to Isla St Martin
Rianjo
St Julian S. Harbour
Toja Grande
Corrubedo
Murods
Ezario Bay
Camarinas
Corme
Sisargas Is
La Coruna
Cediera
Cillero
Port Musel
Gijon
Santander
Ile De R6
La Rochelle
Port Brenn
Concarneau
St Eviette
Audierne
Scill Is St Mary’s Pool
New Grimsby
Howth
Ardglass
Donaghadee
Total distance made good

801

5

19
8

30

45
45

9
3
0

14
16
15

2
3
3

30
10
30

2 30
1 00
Nil

39
18

11
5

10
34

0
Nil

32
28
29
87
3
86
194
6
164
3
39
2
140
3
200
56
28
2058

7
6
6
16
0
18
0
1
5

45
15
30
00
30

0
3
3
15
0
13
4
1
5

2

35
00
1
45
30
7 30
0 30
1
0 50
30
11 30
1
11 15
5
15
392.3 hrs

78

1
3
3
3
0
77

Average
Speed

30 5.75
3O
15

20 3-5

30 4.1
30 4.55
00 4.46
00 5.44
3O
00 4.78
45 4.00
00
00 5.5
30
5
5.2
30
30 5.64
30
30 5-63
45 4-98
15 5.33
35
20%Under Power

Deerhound 1979
J. H. Guinness

My main preoccupation this year has was with the for the most part it was warm and sunny and the whole
organisation and running of the Club’s Golden Jubilee place buzzed with people busying themselves. Boats were
Cruise, details of which are reported elsewhere. My ambi- arriving all the time and George Bushe, who was in charge
tion for the season was that this cruise should be succes- of docking, did a magnificent job of fitting in 130 boats;
sful and that I remain level-headed and sober until the fleet sardines in a can were loose compared with this fleet! Our
dispersed on 29th July. Amazingly, everything went well crew gradually assembled, with Jennifer arriving on Tuesand all seemed to be very pleased. Thus, our cruising plans day, followed by Rex Roberts on Thursday, Jack Wolfe,
were necessarily uninspiring but, gave us all the chance of Bobby Boe, Roger Aplin and my daughter, Gillian, on Friseeing our own coastline again after a number of years.
day and Peter, my brother, on Saturday. During this week
Deerhound, a 50’ Aux. ketch designed by Ted Hood there was always something going on and we were all kept
and built by Tyler & S.F. Perrin in 1970 lies afloat all remarkably busy. John Minchin was in charge of the
year, spending the winter months on fore and aft moorings shore staff, all of whom did a most remarkably efficient
in Malahide. She only comes out of the water for a "short job looking after the problems of 500 yachtsmen.
back and sides" once a year. We decided to take her to Shortly after noon on Saturday, 21st we left the marina,
Holyhead, where she could be lifted on a Renner hoist and feeling free again for a few hours after a very full few days,
shored up for a couple of weeks, whilst she was re-painted
- dark green. In theory this was great, but May 1979 was
the wettest and coldest occasioned in Wales for many
years - thus, a two week job took four weeks.
On 16th June we left Howth and headed directly for
Kinsale where we tied up at the excellent new marina run
by the Kinsale Yacht Club. Deerhound was left there for
three weeks during the Irish Dragon Championships so as
she could be used by Jennifer and her crew as a mother
ship. During the second week-end in July Jack Wolfe and
I sailed her around to Crosshaven in a thick fog and a
fresh breeze, something we would not have attempted on
our own if we did not have radar and an auto-pilot. She
remained alongside the R.C.Y.C. marina until the start of
the cruise-in-company.
I flew across to Boston to be present at the start of the
Transatlantic race, which was being run by the C.C.A. in
conjunction with the Eastern Yacht Club, Marblehead,
Royal Cork Yacht Club and the I.C.C. The hospitality
and friendship shown by everyone ws marvellous. During
my stay I sailed with Bunny and Ruth Burnes from Cape
Cod to Marblehead on board Adele and returned with
Jock Kiley on board his boat Snow Star. Board Failte
gave a successful reception, followed the next day by a
pre-starting party given by the Eastern YaCht Club. It was
as well for most of the competitiors that the start wasn’t
until 1300 Friday. The scene was unforgettable- 16 boats
setting out to race to Cork, including maxi-racers, Kiloa,
Ondine and Condor of Bermuda, all starting in bright sun
and a gentle force 3 breeze, amongst a large spectator
fleet.
By the time Ian and I joined Deerhound at Crosshaven
on 16th July, a number of the boats racing across had Aplins aboard! Roger and son or is she a daughter? (Editor’s
finished. The atmosphere on the marina was exhilerating; apologies) - Photo Rex Roberts.
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We reached Kinsale where we tied up at the town quay, joyable and the spectacle at Mary Anne’s well after closalongside some fishing boats. Michael O’Flaherty gave a ing time unforgettable - the whole street was blocked with
wonderful party at his house, which has a superb view of people standing around having a "jar", it looked more like
the entrance to Kinsale. Whilst there, plans for a race the a political meeting than anything else.
following day to Glandore were received and born at mid- Tuesday was a free day. We left after breakfast and
day on Sunday. About six of us took part, there being made our way westwards to Crookhaven, calling at North
keen competition between our sister ship Adele and Habour, Cape Clear. The day was made interesting by the
ourselves on one hand and Peter Jay’s Norvantes, on the numerous fog banks we encountered. We endeavoured to
other. Adele was concerned about her jury rigged lower organise another race to Dunmanus Bay on the following
shroud and gave up off Galley Head, as the wind morning. The plan was to start at Crookhaven, go twice
freshened. We, in turn, reduced sail when our large genoa around the Fastnet and finish two thirds the way up Dunsplit, but carried on to beat Norvantes quite satisfactorily. manus Bay. By dinner time it looked as if we had about a
We motored around to Castletownshend before dozen entries. We awoke on Wednesday morning to find
breakfast and on arrival, I went ashore to find that all the absolutely no wind and very very thick fog. The race was
preparations for the evenings joint RCC/CCC party were cancelled and instead we lead a procession of about 10
well in hand and, fortunately, there was nothing for me to boats out to the Rock, starting in 20 yards visibility.
do. The sight of about 160 boats anchored in the inlet was About 3 miles offshore it cleared enough to see the tower
quite staggering. I had been apprehensive about space but of the lighthouse rising out of the fog, its light being more
there was in fact room for many more boats. The wind readily identifiable than the fog signal. The landing condiwas luckily never more than 10 knots. The only incident tions were so idyllic that the Principal Keeper asked me
was when the raft of boats which had been formed around whether we wanted to land - I got an enthusiastic
Deerhound went adrift up the river in mid afternoon. For- response from the rest of the fleet and in the space of
tunately for me I was ashore at the time.
about ~ hour some fifty people landed on the Rock from
The cocktail party at Drishane House was most en- their own dinghys and had a chance to have quick look at

A supply helicopter calling to the Fastnet - Photo Rex Roberts.
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the light; just as we were leaving the helicopter which carries out the relief of personnel arrived. It was a memorable
occasion for all, especially as it was spontaneous.
With virtually no wind we motored on to Dunmanus
Bay, where we anchored off Dr. Rich Warren’s house for
the night. He kindly asked us ashore for a cocktail party
and we were able to wander around his superb garden.
We ate breakfast on our way to Castletownberehaven,
where we arrived at about 10.30. We were fortunate
enough to find a berth alongside the quay where we
remained for the next 24 hours. General Jenkins, an exnaval steam pinnace belonging to Russel Winn lay inside
us and provided a very substantial if smutty fender. We
were delighted to see Bud Bryce, who had come to join us,
waiting for us on our arrival. The party that evening was
at the Cametringnane Hotel and given by the Cruising
Club of America. We were slow to move off next morning
General Jenkins ... Deerhounds very substantial if smutty
as there were many boats tied up outside us. We motored
fender - Photo W. M. Nixon.
down Bere Island sound to Laurence Cove, where we
anchored for lunch before moving on to Adrigole, where

The Sunflower from within - Photo Rex Roberts.
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we arrived at 16.00. I had arranged with Peter Comstock, crosstrees as the main shroud did not part. Adele was left
Commodore of the C.C.A., Clayton Ewing and Porter with about 25 ft. of mast projecting horizontally from the
Schutt, that if it were practicable we would form a "star" starboard side, whilst the upper portion reached skywards
raft. It took two hours to form and when it was completed at 450°, held up by the main shroud. We took about two
about 76 boats were moored in a circle. It is believed to be hours to tow her 3 miles into Adrigole, where we anchored
the first such raft in Europe and also the largest ever for the night with A dele alongside. It took nine hours hard
created, the previous maximum having been in the order work the next day to take the fittings apart and cut the
of 50 boats. To form the raft one must estimate the likely mast into 3 sections with hacksaws. The whole exercise ws
number of boats and from these work out the likely cir- a salutory lesson as it made us realise that if a boat of our
cumference of the circle. In this case Deramore, a substan- size is dismasted at sea it would be impossible to cut the
tial 78 foot motor cruiser, anchored to windward. mast away with ordinary tools. Rod rigging is so tough
Deerhound dropped her anchor directly downwind and we that a hacksaw made little impression. In future we shall
let out all our anchor cable and came astern towards carry oxy acytlene cutters and small gas bottles for use in
Deramore. Each boat that arrived joined the windward such a case. The horizontal section of the mast was dippend of the raft, keeping stern lines taut and bow lines slack ing in the sea and created such drag that it was extremely
to allow for the curvature of the circle, every 3rd boat difficult for them to steer when being towed. Liam
dropped an anchor (Sterns in, bows out is the secret). We McGonagle, in Ounavarra was kind enough to stand by
had only expected 50 boats so we had to make the circle us in Adrigole in case we needed help to tow Adele to
bigger, which was simply done by heaving in on our Berehaven. In the event, she was able to motor down and
anchor chain. As can be imagined, the party that night a few days later crept back along the coast to Crosshaven,
was memorable in all ways.
where she awaits a new mast. A very sad end to a sumWe were the first to leave on Friday morning and ex- mer’s cruise.
tricated ourselves at 0700 and motored to Garnish. The On Wednesday, 2nd August we moved on westward to
two guardships, L.E. Emer, with President Hillery on Killmacilogue on the southern shores of Kenmare River.
board and LL.T. Granuaile looked magnificent dressed Tracy Shafroth, who had joined Adele in Adrigole to sail
overall against the luscious green of Garnish Island and back across the Atlantic was persuaded to join us for the
the craggy stony hills behind. This day was the climax of remainder of our cruise. Our own troubles started next
the cruise and, as such, was from our point of view more morning when we found we had lost the freon gas from
formal than any other. The yachts, having on board the our refrigeration system and at the same time one of our
Flag Officers of the participating clubs anchored in forma- alternator belts parted. We could do nothing about the gas
tion off the northern shore of Garnish, where they could leak but replaced the belt and proceeded on to Derrynane.
be seen from L~E. Emer. After a reception on board Here we rafted with Stanley Livingstone in Hokulele, a
Granuaile at teatime I accompanied President Hillery on a
tour through all the anchored boats, finishing at
Deerhound, where we were honoured to entertain the
President. My crew had worked incredibly hard all day,
polishing and cleaning the boat for this occasion. The
President was our guest of honour at our party that evening on Garnish. The island was looking at its best and the
formal garden was exquisite. It would have been impossible to have better setting for our own party, which I am
glad to say went off extremely well, the only snag being
the failure of the public address system.
Half an hour after the party was over the rain started
but no one minded as it had stayed away all during the
cruise. We eventually got back on board at 0200 but were
in no hurry to turn in. We had already planned to spend
the next few days in company with the Burnes on Adele.
We remained in Glengarriff until Monday afternoon when
both boats headed off to beat down to Berehaven. Having
had 10 sleeping on board we were now down to 6. Rex
Roberts, Roger Aplin, Bud Bryce, Bobby Boe and Gillian
had left and Tania had joined. About 3 miles east of
Adrigole Adele lost her main mast when her lower
windward shroud parted. This, as can be imagined, was a
very real tragedy. Fortunately both Meermin and
ourselves saw the accident and we were able to take Adele
in tow. Her jury lower shroud had parted inside the
Norseman fitting. The 1 × 19 stainless wire was of too small a size, it was in substitute for a rod shroud of similar
diameter, which had been lost over the side during their Deerhound’s crew explore the Skellig Rock - Photo Rex
trans-atlantic race. The mast bent at deck level and at the Roberts.
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very fine 46 ft. ocean racer. We were joined by Raymond area. There being no wind whatsoever, we motored to
Fielding in Spellbound and later John Power, Vice Com- Milford at the southern extremity of the Lough. The folmodore, R.C.C. in Penny Royal. Jennifer realised a long lowing morning we were able to sail down the Lough with
held ambition, when some of us landed on Skellig and a fresh following wind. In fact we sailed through the narvisited the Druidical Beehive huts high up on the craggy rows and only used the engine in the windier part of the
peaks of the rock. Sadly, Peter had to leave us at Knight- channel. We went on around to Rathmullen in Lough
stown. We had hoped to go to Roundstone but with the in- Swilly, where Gillian rejoined us, having come from
creasing S. wind and bad forecast we thought it more pru- Dublin by bus.
dent to anchor for the night at Kilronan, Aran Islands, Our next anchorage was the tiny sheltered cove Portwhere shortly after we had arrived it started to rain and more on the northern shore of Instrahull. The five of us
never really stopped for the next six days. The wind spent about 4 hours on this island which is most pleasant
prevented us from going to Inishbofin as it was too ex- to walk on but suffers from a surfeit of rabbits, so much so
posed, this was particularly sad as we have fond memories that the Lighthouse keepers cannot grow any food. The
of it when we landed there from Sharavogue. Instead we wind had died by the time we left and headed for Greenanchored in the shelter of Ballinakill - a very shallow bay castle, there, we tied up alongside the fishing boats in the
harbour and had a most pleasant dinner party on board
some 4 miles inland from the sea.
It was a great pity that the weather was so foul as even with Liam McCormack and his friend, John Stephenson.
when we sailed across Clew Bay next to nothing was visi- The weather forecast that night was bad and at 0630 in
ble in the rain and mist until we reached Achill Head, the morning it was raining again and gales were expected,
when the sun appeared. Since Tania and Jack Wolfe were it was then that we first heard of the tragic disaster hapleaving the next morning for Dublin we spent the night off pening in the Fastnet Race. We decided not to leave and
Blacksod before heading north across Sligo Bay for Kil- remained until next morning in the harbour. The loss of a
lybegs, where we tied on to the Irish Lights mooring buoy day meant that we would now have to hurry home and
in the middle of the harbour. The port is now very active could not stop at Rathlin. The tide helped us past Fair
with continual movement of fishing boats at all times of Head but was foul by the Copelands so we put into
day, we remained there for the whole of Wednesday. We
looked into Teelin, which, in fine weather, would be a very
spectacular and pleasant anchorage and then we passed as
close as we dared under the 1200 ft. precipitous cliffs of
Slieve League. At lunch time we anchored off
Inishkeeragh and walked around the island, which has
been uninhabited since before the war. Two local
fishermen who were bored by their two German passengers came on board and told us interestingly of life on
these islands in the old days. The evening cleared
beautifully as we motored up the southern channel and explored Rutland harbour and the approaches to Burtonport
before crossing to the anchorage off Aranmore.
On Friday we sailed past Owey Island and through the
inner passage up Gola Sound. Fortuniately the heavy mist
cleared when we anchored off Gola, Which encouraged us
to go for a long walk over the most attractive island, sadly, it, too, is uninhabited except for a few summer residents, who live in some of the old houses which have not
yet fallen into total disrepair. The remainder of the village
is rather spooky as many of the houses were abandoned
and the furniture still remains. After a pleasant sail past
Bloody Foreland and around Horn Head we anchored in
Dunfanaghy.
We left early to catch the tide in Mullroy Bay, as I
wanted to get into the Lough which is some 8 miles from
the sea and has three sets of narrows where the tide runs
up to 6 knots so it is essential to go with the stream. Inside
the lough is more beautiful than Strangford, which, up till
now I had thought was our most scenic lough. Mullroy is
quite narrow, being only 3 miles wide but is 8 miles long
and has undulating farmland and hills coming down to the
shore. Although the farms are well kept there is virtually
no sign of humans. The islands, which are small are also
numerous and attractive. We explored the northern part of
the lough by dinghy, as there are overhead cables (21 ft.) Deerhound with the Commodore in charge - Photo Rex
preventing sa~ling boats from seeing this very secluded Roberts.
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Donaghadee for the night. Despite a wretched forecast of started early in August.
freshening S/SE winds, which materialised with a After four years hard work converting Deerhound into
vengence off Strangford Entrance, we made our way my type of seagoing vessel I am now able to make real use
southwards. We reefed down and down until we were left of her and appreciate her potential which ranges from a
with a triple reefed main and working jib, which at times more than passable racing machine, under new rules, to a
was more than sufficient. Off Drogheda the wind ex- floating home, which can be handled with two or three exhausted itself, leaving a cumbersome sea for the last 30 perienced people in all conditions. As I write this at the
miles back to Howth, where we tied up off the East Pier. end of October she is still in full commission and we have
The harbour seemed unfamiliar with many of the moor- just spent the best two week-ends on her in home waters
ings removed and the new pier growing down the middle this year.
of the harbour, as the new harbour development plan had
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The Return of the Bandersnatch
J. F. A. Harbison

Once more it was my pleasant task to bring the Bandersnatch back from her cruise for Ross Courtney. In 1976 I
had done this after ISORA week from Schull to Howth. In
this Jubilee year I faced the pleasanter prospect of taking
her back via the west and north coasts, with two weeks in
which to do it. Accompanied by my wife Kathleen, who

at anchor in that beautiful, though isolated western smuggler’s retreat and an exchange of baggage and stores
aboard was soon effected. There followed a pleasant evening’s conviviliaty with the outgoing ’A’ crew, capped by a
rather simple meal in a guest house at nearby Caherdaniel.
Monday August 6th started a wet and windy day and

Crew change at Derrynane Pier"Bandersnatch" and "Verve" at anchor- Photo J. Harbison.

was new to offshore sailing, and a carload of provisions I owner and "A" crew took their leave from us up the
arrived at Derrynane on the evening of Sunday 5th windy road to Killarney and beyond. A heavy surf was
August. Contact was soon established with Bandersnatch breaking outside the anchorage, so I took the opportunity
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Tom O’Gorman at the helm with relaxing ladies astern - Photo J. Harbison.
of rowing out to Lamb Island in order to look at it and to out to be very pleasant westerly sailing conditions, bright
survey the narrow entrance to the harbour. The poor sunlight and a kindly westerly swell over which we
visibility and large swell did not auger well for the depar- reached Dursey Sound. We were fortunate there to take a
ture next day. In the late afternoon the "B" crew arrived fair tide through the Sound and observed a French yacht
by mini-bus from the railhead at Killarney, comprising struggling with great difficulty in the northward direction.
Johnny and Orla Roche, Tom O’Gorman Snr. and Jnr., An easy landfall at Castletownbere was made in time to
Niall Barry and Brenny Connor. The crew stowed aboard cook up an evening meal aboard and take light refreshand a good meal of fresh salmon, brought by Orla Roche, ment ashore. Thus this gap in the weather had afforded
was taken, followed by a Counsel of war in the pub the novices to cruising on board a reasonable introduction
ashore. A phone call to the weatherman at Valencia in- and a fairly short exposure.
An unexpectedly early departure followed the next
dicated unsettled conditions ahead.
We returned on board, in a rising westerly wind, which morning when the O’Gormans, father and son, decided to
must have blown well over gale force in gusts. In the take the ship off on a mackerel fishing expedition up the
course of the night a small boat to windward of us on a Bere Island Sound. All of us therefore came on deck to a
mooring dragged past us. Fortunately our ground tackle beautiful sunlit morning but, alas, to no mackerel.
held, but the opinion of the Valencia weather man seemed Having gone to sea we decided to continue and made
well vindicated by the night’s disturbances. It was thus an uneventful voyage to Crookhaven, though from Mizen
with a heavy heart, but with the agreement of the crew I onwards a miserable drizzle set in. The early departure entook the decision to return to Howth by the easier and sured a lunchtime arrival off O’Sullivan’s pub, and the wet
more conventional route of the south and east coast. The weather proved an irresistible excuse for the entire ship’s
new and unused set of charts of the west and north coast company to repair ashore. A somewhat merry ship’s comwas stowed away and the old charts taken out again.
pany returned aborad for an evening meal, and were
We set sail in the early afternoon on Tuesday 7th preparing to make their way ashore again for final refreshAugust across the Kenmare River estuary in what turned ments when it was observed in the darkness that the ship
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was dragging. Despite Digging the anchor (a Danforth) in day 14th August, the first retiring yachts from the Fastnet
hard with the engine astern, the dense kelp which is the race were arriving into Crosshaven. With the accompanybugbear of the eastern end of this anchorage had obvious- ing weather reports all our plans for even inland water
ly defeated its attempts at embedding itself in the mud. cruising in Cork Harbour were laid aside. There followed
The engine, fortunately, started at once and a struggle to three whole days of drama in which we unexpectedly
free the anchor of enormous quantities of kelp was fol- found ourselves in one of the centres. We observed boat
lowed by satisfactory re-anchoring slightly to seaward of after boat with incredible damage coming into the marina
the main group of boats. The strength of the norwesterly and heard, first-hand, the horrifying tales by crewmen,
gusts was such, as they funnelled down the anchorage, from boats in which some of their crewmates had been
that it would have been almost impossible to re-anchor in lost. It was an indelible experience for all of us, but despite
better holding ground further up and on the far side of the the sadness, there was a tremendous atmosphere of
anchorage. While at Crookhaven we met fellow Howth gladness to be in out of the sea cauldron boiling outside.
boat, Querida II, with Ian Morrison and his jolly men on The work of the officers and officials of the Royal Cork
board. The weather had eased to a mild norwesterly with Yacht Club during these few days deserves the highest
some sun and a short passage was made to Schull, enter- possible praise. We, as casual cruising yachtsmen also
ing Long Island Sound immediately to the west of that were well looked after and fed in the club.
land mass. Though we lay to an anchor at first, it proved
The first break in the severe weather came on the mornpossible to berth at the end of the pier, where we had the ing of Friday 17th August, when we set sail, again in compleasure of Fred Cudmore and Family in Setanta Too, pany with Tony Walsh, for Dunmore East. Again a short
moored outside us. It was following the evening ashore, distance beyond Roches Point his engine cut out and we
that the only unfortunate accident of the trip occurred, offered assistance by radio. However he restarted his
when Niall Barry slipped and damaged some ribs against motor and proceded at reduced power towards Dunmore
with regular radio contact between the two boats. The
the cockpit coaming.
On the 10th August, we made the passage from Schull value of V.H.F. radio in these circumstances cannot be
to Glandore via the Gascanane Sound in conditions of underestimated. Fortunately there was no need to render
worsening visibility, so that the landmarks outside Glan- assistance to the Moody at any time and we reached Dundore were picked up at only half a mile. We attempted to more safely that evening in time for a meal aboard and the
go alongside the pier Union Hall but the echo sounder in- usual refreshment ashore.
dicated we would dry out at half tide. Therefore, we The following day, Saturday, the 18th August was unmotored to Glandore itself, and after a meal aboard ad- doubtedly the finest and warmest of the entire cruise.
journed ashore for the usual refreshments. Unfortunately Much of the time was spent lazily either around the pool
Niall Barry had to be left on board in view of his injuries. in the Candlelight Club or pottering in the Dinghy up
The last voyage of the B crew began on Saturday 1 lth towards the cove. By this time the O’Gormans were runnAugust with the leg from Glandore to Kinsale. Again ing out of leave so they made their departure for Dublin
visibility decreased and the Old Head of Kinsale was that evening. The crew for the final leg home, the "C"
located by the dubious means of homing on the foghorn. crew, now consisted only of Liz, Kathleen Butch and
Miraculously as soon as we were past the Old Head the myself. What we lacked in muscle power and watch keepvisibility was clear and an easy approach to the marina at ing numbers we gained in the enormous feeling of space in
Kinsale was made. By this stage some anxiety for Niall’s the boat. We left Dunmore East on a fine and blustery
condition had arisen and thanks to the prompt action of morning Sunday 19th in the midst of a fleet of local yachts
Dr. Fitzgerald at Kinsale his transportation to Cork air- racing out on Sunday 19th to the Conningbeg Light vesport was achieved within an hour of arrival at Kinsale. sel. Feeling almost like cheats we took the short cut
The usual gastronomic excesses took place that night, through the Saltee Sound, and fetched towards Carnsore
with the Vintage Restaurant as the location. The Point inside the Tercheen Rock. Rounding the south east
remainder of the B crew departed next day, leaving only corner we noticed the marquees of the nuclear protesters.
Kathleen, myself and O’Gorman, father and son. We had The ladies on board impounded the binoculars lest the
by this stage met Tony Walsh with wife and two small crewmen should, like Ulyses in the days of old, see the
children in Nobby Reilly’s 42 ft. Moody. On Sunday after- charms of the naked sirens, protesting on the shore. A fornoon, which proved fine, we motored towards Crosshaven tunate backing of the wind enabled us to fetch a course to
giving Tony a head start. Listening to V.H.F. we heard the Arklow Lanby Buoy from which we tacked in to
him call for a tow since his engine had cut out off Oyster Arklow, arriving around 10 p.m.
Haven. By the time we reached him, his motor had been In the course of our passage we were hailed by Jackie
restarted and he made his way safely into Crosshaven Reilly on V.H.F. from much further off shore, in the
course of his voyage directly back from Spain. We also
ahead of us.
It had been planned to do a few short trips in Cork Har- kept in touch with Dudley Ryder in Madra Rua who was
bour, staring on the 13th August after replacement crew making the same passage ahead of us to Arklow. Once
Butch and Liz O’Boyle had joined us. The intervening more we felt the comforting knowledge of other boats in
time was spent pleasantly at the Royal Cork Yacht Club. the vicinity in the event of trouble.
Late on the evening of the 13th August, Butch and Liz ar- Monday 20th August saw the last leg of the voyage
rived in rising wind and pouring rain. Little did we realise from Arklow to Howth in very fresh southerly conditions
what was going on outside in the approaches to the which included a gale warning, much of it against a south
Fastnet Rock at this very time. On the morning of Tues- going ebb. going ebb. The tide turned off Bray and a rapid
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Acting Skipper Harbison, on rare occasion drinking from cup - Photo J. Harbison
reach into Howth, into a veering norwester followed. This
had been, for Jubilee year, a pretty tame cruise, through
fairly familiar ports. However, my gratitude to that
weatherman at Valencia for his warning of unsettled
weather conditions, in the light of the subsequent Fastnet
debacle, is great. The thought of being caught by that gale
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in one of the more exposed anchorages on the northwest
coast with some cruising novices on board, was a worrying one. Thanks are also due to boat owners, like Ross
Courtney, who allow those of us members without boats
to enjoy short cruises, returning their boats home for
them.

Catch us if you can
W. M. N ixon

\

Endeavour, the smallest boat in the fleet - Photo W. M. Nixon.

The real Golden Jubilee of the Irish Cruising Club was Hotel in Glengarriff that Harry Donegan of Cork, skipper
celebrated in Mooney’s Bar in Abbeyleix. The libation for of the 18-ton cutter Bull, proposed that Herbert Wright of
the event was neither fancy champagne nor even specially Dublin, skipper of the 15-ton cutter Espanola, be Combottled wine. Rather, it was plain honest to God Guin- modore of the nascent Irish Cruising Club. But we Irish
ness’s Extra Stout in bottle, and far from being overcome being incorrigibly hospitable, when it came to celebrating
by the solemnity of the occasion, or indeed giving the Golden Jubilee in 1979, it was discovered that the acthemselves to portentous pronouncements on all that tual date of July 13th, apart from being an unlucky Fricruising and the Cruising Club means, the party instead day, was also a little early for American, English and
had a lively discussion as to what makes for a really excel- Scottish friends racing or cruising towards Cork and a
lent bottle of stout, the stout from the bottles in question proposed Cruise-in-Company.
being unsurpassed for its bouquet, flavour, subtle dryness,
So the date of the Golden Jubilee party itself, the
culmination
of the Cruise-in-Company, was set for July
and availability. Outside, in the anchorage in the lee of the
Market House, our striking-looking schooner Endeavour 28th at Glengarriff, a whole fortnight late. However, not
lay serenely to her patent Japanese anchor, and all was everyone allowed that this cavalier disregard for historical
fact should go unresisted. Even as the crew of Endeavour
well with the world.
Perhaps a word of explanation is in order. As far as the paused briefly in their biblous conversation for an aprecords can reveal, it must have been around 21.39 hrs on propriate toast at the exact minute, down in Glengarriff
the night of 13th July 1929 in the late lamented Roche’s the ketch Suivi from Belfast Lough, skippered by John
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Olver, had made it her business to be on station on the ex- sailed the Atlantic, or plugged to windward across the
act day to pay her respects, and she was alone in her Celtic Sea, in order to get to the Cruise-in-Company,
glory. But while Suivi was in the right place, her skipper Endeavour got to Cork via Sealink and a brisk tow behind
had not had the benefit, as we had, of a perusal of Harry the Daihatsu jeep of John Ireland, a director of the comDonegan’s log for 1929, and so his crew were forced to pany backing the project. John was making a long holiday
have a generalised celebration all day long, while we in weekend of it for his family, seeing the tow to Cork and
Mooney’s Bar in Abbeyleix were able to pinpoint the exact some subsequent sailing on Cork harbour as a nice mixmoment in which to raise our glasses. It was a moving mo- ture of business and pleasure, so when I suggested that we
ment. But we did not move. Those bottles of stout were es- should find a pub at 2130 hours in order to be on station
pecially sublime. We stayed and had some more, and for the exact moment of the ICC’s birth, he was all in
when we _nally sailed on Cork-wards, the problem was to favour. However, as the time approached, we were driving
find a snug berth for the remainder of the night. Eventual- into the evening sun across the flatlands between
ly a convenient anchorage was found at a motel in Cashel. Portlaoise and Abbeyleix. There is not, would you believe,
When we finally emerged in the morning, the mist was so much as a hint of a public house the whole way from
clearing romantically from the Rock of Cashel beyond, Portlaoise to Abbeyleix. Endeavour’s speed was stepped
there was the promise of a fine day, and all things were up to sixty-five knots, we swept into Abbeyleix with
possible.
minutes to spare, and there right beside our berth was
Doubtless by now yet further explanation is necessary. Mooney’s, a _he little establishment. In view of Billy
I did the Cruise-in-Company as an experiment in trailer- Mooney’s close involvement with the Club for more than
sailing, the cruise itself being also experimental as forty years, it seemed a happy coincidence, and so the
Endeavour is the prototype of the Poacher 6.4, the little Cruise-in-Company started, just about as far as it’s possi21 ft cat-rigged ketch or schooner with lifting keel in- ble to get from the sea in all Ireland.
vented by Willie Richardson of Liverpool. While others It was lunchtime by the time we reached Crosshaven on

Mooney’s Bar in Abbeyleix, where the Golden Jubilee was celebrated at the exact moment. In the foreground, Endeavour lies to h
’patent Japanese anchor’ - Photo IV. M. Nixon.
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the Saturday, and a lack of wind made any urgency in nipped up and down the river, in and out of the moored
launching seem superfluous. So we looked at the first of boats and the marina berth, just as she’d been designed to,
the vast boats which had arrived from across the Atlantic, and then we headed seaward for the harbour mouth where
we met many old friends, and when we finally decided it the maxi raters Qialoa and Yistress Juickly were waiting
was time to put Endeavour afloat, it was discovered that for the wind to firm a bit in order to have a spot of racing.
the tide had gone out. But as she only needs a couple of With our good spread of effective cloth, there was enough
feet of water to go afloat from her trailer - and actually breeze to have the little ketch buzzing between the giants
floats in less than a foot with the keel and clever lifting like a horsefly among Clydesdales, and Jim Kilroy was so
rudder raised - there was soon enough depth to get her impressed by her showing that negotiations opened on
away. While waiting we cleaned her off after the road taking her as a deposit towards the sale of his own ’onejourney - an irksome necessity in this form of cruising - masted ship’.
and stepped the two unstayed masts, rather easier, to say A week of work intervened, and when I rejoined Willie
aboard Endeavour in Crosshaven on Friday July 20th, the
the least, than sorting out traditional rigging.
The developing sense of excitement and the party at- hectic atmosphere of the place had become positively
mosphere around Crosshaven made any chance of a quiet frenetic, with the fiver and marina chock-a-block, and
evening remote, so we’d splendid steaks up in the hills at further craft arriving all the time. In fact, it was almost
the Overdraft pub, and later the night was very far spent claustrophobic, so it was with something, approaching
as we made our way in the moonlight from Liam relief that we began to get ready for sea next morning, and
MacGonagle’s Ounavarra back to our tiny craft, in- as we slid the sails up the masts to be one of the first to
habitable but nonetheless reminiscent of living under the leave in order to start heading west, His Worship the
kitchen table. The morning brought sunshine and a light Commodore came striding past and cheerfully demanded
southerly breeze which was enough to have Endeavour to know if "that funny-looking thing actually sails?"
showing her incredible performance to advantage. She "Catch us if you can" said we, and buzzed out down the

Approaching Glengarriff, running towards the Granuaille and L.E. Emer- Photo W. M. Nixon.
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river, very few of them caught us that day, the reach in a ing from nor’west, quite fresh, and you’d have thought
brisk nor’wester suiting Endeavour to perfection such that that the anchorage off Union Hall would be the better, but
we were in Kinsale within three hours.
in fact in this wind direction the breeze funnels coldly
It was my first experience of cruising-in-company, and through the Union Hall anchorage while close to Glanit was fun, as you’ve all the entertainment of racing dote pier there is a localised flat patch under the trees
without the hassle, and being the smallest and most where it’s much warmer, and right in the middle of it we
peculiar boat in the fleet we derived extra entertainment put down our Bruce anchor and relaxed. Willie decided it
from giving bigger craft a run for their money. Thus was his turn to cook dinner - we shared the culinary opithough we left Crosshaven only a few minutes before John nion that virtually anything is improved by the copious
Mill’s 57 ft cutter Eilidh from the Clyde and Stanley addition of onion - so I lounged in the cockpit sipping an
Livingstone’s big Hokulele from America, we were well aperitif and feeling smug in that a new pair of oilskin
down the coast before they came striding through the lee. trousers had kept my backside dry despite the wet sail
Off the wind, Endeavour quickly accelerated to speeds far past Galley Head. It was too late when I discovered that
in excess of those you’d expect from a craft of less than owing to my proximity to a wet coil of rope, insidious
18 ft waterline. As the wind came forward of the beam, dampness, the bane of old age cruising in very small boats,
her speed began to drop towards something more had seeped through my jeans.
equivalent to the speeds of orthodox craft of similar size. An elegant rowing gig streaking through the fleet
Nevertheless she held her own very well, and it wasn’t un- proved to be rowed by sailing wordsmith Don Street and
til we were hardening up past Oysterhaven that Bill his wife Trish. He lives in Glandore in the summer, and
McKean’s Excalibur Siolta came through, while other then sails his famous old yawl Iolaire in the Caribbean in
larger craft which had been hounding us along the coast, the winter. We met up with him ashore and after closing
including our big sister, Ken Stead’s Freedom 40 Kintage time went along to his house where he and Willie discusFharnpagne from Falmouth, finally overtook us on the sed the cat ketch wishbone rig until a late hour.
brisk beat into Kinsale, but in all the little boat’s showing The next day (Monday July 23rd) was set for the joint
had been splendid.
Royal Cruising Club/Clyde Cruising Club party at
It was the first time I’d sailed into Kinsale’s fine new Castletownshend, only a short hop round the corner, so
marina, which has truly transformed the place, and its the schedule was blessedly free from pressure. Ashore for
presence, coming right after the evidence of developing an intended short walk, we ended up round in Union Hall,
facilities at Crosshaven, understandably had many cruis- looking very prosperous these days, as indeed are almost
ing people from the Dublin area in a distinctly thoughtful all of the West Cork villages. Back in Glandore, a bit of a
frame of mind. The convenience of the marina, together session got going in the Marine Hotel. Rory O’Hanlon
with the friendly yet quietly sophisticated atmosphere of was there in a great form, together with the crew of the
the town, made for a memorable visit. We treated American Swan 47 Toscana, whose owner, Eric Swenson,
ourselves to a meal ashore, in a nice little place called turned out to be Don Street’s publisher. They were actualMax’s Wine Bar. It turned out that ’Max’ was the large ly trying to have an Editorial Conference in the midst of
dog lying in the entrance with an appropriately all this, but any prospect of seriousness evaporated when
proprietorial air. We climbed round him with the respect the party was further augmented by the arrival of Ollie
due to one who has given his name to an excellent es- Waldron and his diverse crew from Gerseverance; we
tablishment.
derived considerable amusement from observing that one
The morning (Sunday July 22nd) saw us away early, or or two budding Irish political types appeared to be doing
at least considerably earlier than most of the boats which the Cruise-in-Company on this, one of the few boats parhad dropped into Kinsale, of whom, enthusiasts ever, were ticipating flying the White Ensign of the RYS ...
treating themselves to champagne breakfasts as A bath at the Street house - baths every second day at
Endeavour slipped out of the marina under sail. The least are absolutely essential when cruising a vessel with
breeze was light nor’west, and this got us as far as the full crawling headroom - and eventually we got around to
Seven Heads where, after a brief calm, a new wind filled in sailing to the party. Two of the Toscana mob, George
from sou’west and brought with it a clearing of the sky Lindsay and John Lindahl, came along with us, and with a
such that the early afternoon was one of sublime sunshine good brisk breeze between west and nor’west, Endeavour
and exceptional clarity of air. At first the new breeze was romped along in prodigious style with four up. The arrival
light, but it was enough to have Endeavour gurgling merri- in Castlehaven was astonishing. We were one of the last
ly on her way, sailing faster than anything around her in, and came round the corner to find that gorgeous
despite being hard on the wind. Approaching Galley anchorage absolutely filled with yachts, bunting a-flutter,
Head, the wind freshened, the local front presaged by the the scene enlivened by flashes of sunlight, and over it all
exceptionally clear air came through, and being so small an inescapable feeling that something rather special was
we’d a bit of a dusting getting round the Head. Reefing taking place. We weaved our way through the fleet, and a
was very easy, we just dropped the ’backsT and under the shout from Arthur Boiser aboard Doonie Edwards’
hard-driving fronts’! only the little boat splashed her way Nicholson 70 Bloriana invited us to raft alongside his own
through the popple off the Head, on past the Dhulic Rock NYYC Juicksilver a little further up the river. Despite a
certain confusion in our ranks not lessened by the mornand into Glandore.
By this time the heavy metal were surging up on us, and ing’s party, we managed this. We were learning that when
an armada was sweeping in, avoiding Adam and hugging cruising in austerity, when rafting-up always try for the
Eve. In Glandore harbour, the wind was once more draw- most comfortable-looking boat offered, and the handsome
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Juicksilver, as befits the vessel of the author of that Tuesday was absolutely glorious. Not a trace of a
learned tome The Groper Wacht, was perhaps the finest membrane outrage, the sun shining, a leisurely breakfast
with Arthur and Germaine Beiser next door, a walk
cruising yacht in the entire Cruise-in-Company fleet.
What more can be said about the party in ashore for photographs, and then to seaward with the
Castletownshend? It was one of those perfect mild West prospect of a day’s sailing along perhaps my most
Cork evenings. The entire village seemed to be taken over favourite cruising coastline in the world, the "Baltimore
by cruising types, the setting at Drishane, the Somerville Riviera". For anyone interested in cruising yachts, it was
house at the top of the village, was ideal, and the whole af- a feast day, the sea covered with sailing cruisers of every
fair went with an effortless charm which speaks volumes size and type turning to windward along a coastline lookfor the work done behind the scenes beforehand. As it was ing its best in sunshine, progress being enlivened by the octhe first set function on the Cruise itself (although there casional patch of fog which made for interesting sailing as
had of course been various events at Crosshaven before you never knew quite which yacht was next going to
the fleet headed west) the Castletownshend party was es- emerge from it. It was generally fairly harmless, thinning
pecially important in that it set the tone for everything that quickly as the morning sun got to work on it, and the
followed, and so the success of the cruise generally is to a breeze was of perfect strength for Endeavour, giving us a
considerable extent due to the great style set at this first cracking sail westward. Approaching Kedge Island, it was
gathering. When we finally wandered back down the steep impossible to ignore the inside passage, ’used by coasters’
main street, things came to a complete halt outside Mary as the chart put it, so we headed thataway despite it being
Ann’s, a friendly crowd milling around in the velvet a dead beat through. To add to the entertainment, a trio of
darkness, and a spot of singing. In due course all returned little Glenans boats were running through the other way,
with great good humour to their many and varied craft, but thanks to the little boat’s ease of tacking we got
and thanks to the efforts of George Lennox of Sarita, the through with very short tacks and no bother, executing a
tented village at Drishane remained happily erect.
sort of waterborne ballet round the Glenans sloops. Right

The crew of Jim Kilroy’s Kialoa look at Endeavour while Endeavour’s crew look at Kialoa - Photo W. M. Nixon.
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behind us came a group of Cruiser-in-Company, all under dodging about from eddy to eddy until we finally managed
power - we felt most sanctimonious. On into Baltimore, to burst through and after clearing the various boulders,
and alongside George Bushe’s Sheila in the harbour, a laid across for Crookhaven with the mist now thick again.
fascinating visit for a pre-lunch gin as Sheila was formerly Curious stuff, fog. After you’ve been in it for a while, it
Harold Cudmore’s McGruer sloop Auretta. George in begins to seem almost cosy in your own little world, and
restoring her has rigged her as a very attractive yawl with with Endeavour making along very sweetly in a light
a short platform bowsprit, such that she has an American sou’wester we could have gone on for ever. When the fog
air to her. Ashore, we met up with all the Baltimore thins a little, the sudden inrush of visibility is almost
characters, and were seduced into Chez Youen, the Breton ageraphobic, but happily it showed everything more or
restaurant, where lunch was magnificent, wholesome fish less where it should have been, and we tacked into Crook
soup followed by wings of ray and black butter which and as the tide suited we went into the tiny little harbour
even had Willie waxing romantic, and all eaten off a with its clean sandy bottom, and lifted keel and rudder to
spotless white tablecloth with equally spotless napkins let her dry out.
which were themselves as big as tablecloths, none of your It was all very adjacent to O’Sullivan’s and everywhere
paper nonsense.
else, there was various entertainment that night with
After such a lunch, we felt ready for anything, and various crews in various public houses, and in the morning
sailed straight out despite the fog thickening considerably. she floated off as nice as you like. Unfortunately the sand
Baltimore harbour was bizarre, Dermot Kennedy’s ketch of Crookhaven is a singularly sticky type, the children
The Richard tramping up and down, coming and going who holiday there like nothing better than to chuck it at
through the mist, and out of it there then emerged Russell funny-looking little cruisers which have invaded ’their’
Winn’s steam yacht Beneral Xenkins. It was easy to harbour. Some time was spent in the morning cleaning
believe we’d strayed into a film set. Outside, it cleared tem- ship, and then we’d baths in the Crookhaven Inn. All of
porarily as we tacked down the southeast side of Sherkin, which meant that by the time we put to sea there was no
and had great fun getting over the tide in the Gascanane, chance of catching the tide round the Mizzen, but as
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Willie Richardson at the helm of Endeavour after the little ketch had tacked through the inner channel at Kedge Island, followed b
flotilla under power - Photo W. M. Nixon.
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Eerie meeting in the fog at Baltimore, Dermot Kennedy’s gaff ketch The Richard and Russell Winn’s steam yacht General Jenkins
Photo W. M. Nixon.
there’d been a fiat calm all morning, in our engine-less afterwards in the pub some learned discussion was
state such a project had been academic. But with a breeze enlivened by the presence of French dollies from the local
filling in at midday it seemed an idea to have a look. The Glenans base, including one notable item with shorts so
breeze soon went flat, but then David Batten and his short her elegant legs seemed to go right up to her armpits.
seemingly all-female crew on Aceca finally gave up trying The next morning (Thursday July 25th) being the day
to sail near us, and gave us a pluck under engine as far as for the CCA party at Castletownbere, the shortness of the
Three Castle Head, foul tide notwithstanding. Round planned sail up Berehaven made for a leisurely morning at
there, with the coastline looking altogether more dramatic Lawrence Cove. If the authorities would just tidy up the
than the smaller scale coastline east of Fastnet, we found a mess left behind by the army on the eastern end of Bere
light southerly, and with her sails goosewinged Endeavour Island, it would be one of the most attractive little spots in
sailed gently past Sheep Head and set off across Bantry the world, but if they did that it might be overrun on a perBay for a perfect evening sail, warm and gentle as we manent basis. As it was, after the Castletownbere party
shaped a course for the east end of Bere Island, absolute with the bulk of the fleet heading up Bantry Bay,
bliss. Round the corner, we carried the last of the breeze Lawrence Cove apparently was chock-a-block.
until we were off Lawrence Cove, and then paddled in. Meanwhile, beforehand it was pleasantly uncrowded, and
Clearly, it was the Cove of the Cognoscenti. Harold Cud- the morning passed with a walk over to Lonehort Harmore Snr was there with Namhara, Clayton Love Snr was bout, which had been the only anchorage in Bantry Bay
there with Favaletta, and alongside the pier, where a notably fouled with oil after the Vetelgeuse disaster, but it
handy berth has been dredged but they’re telling nobody, looked as if the cleanup had been successful. There were
was Yandalay with Joe Fitzgerald and Dad’s Army other meanderings and meetings ashore, then a gathering
aboard. Truly we had stumbled on The Quality. Cooking with Dad’s Army for pinkers, following which lunch was a
dinner was a combined operation, the night was so mild moveable feast sailing up the splendid expanse of
that dining in the cockpit was a real pleasure, and Berehaven. After our rural interlude, Castletownbere was
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Endeavour getting as close as possible to O’Sullivan’s of Crookhaven -Photo W. M. Nixon.

something of a culture shock. It’s a lively spot, very much our own engine-less lackadaisical approach, called ahead
a workaday fishing port, and it was the one place where on his VHF radio to seek permission from the Comthe entire fleet could be easily seen in all its numbers and modore to join the sunflower raft which had been formed
variety, an astonishing sight. Across the harbour, the tents in Ardigole harbour.
had been set up at the hotel on the point, in due course we We’d first heard of this the night before when Pete
gravitated thereto, and I became mesmerised by the Comstock, CCA Commodore, had proposed it at his
number of people met. It concluded splendidly with party, saying that generally about fifty boats were best,
George Radley excelling himself on the piano at a and if more wanted to get in they might have to make it a
shamrock ... Despite his introductory speech, few of the
boisterous sing-song.
The morning brought the Cruise’s first rain which, when latecomers such as Endeavour can have been prepared for
you consider the weather of 1979 generally, shows how the sight which greeted us. This vast circle of craft with its
lucky we were for most of the time. We went a-visiting, own self-made ’marine lake’ in the middle, It was positivejaunting around the harbour under fronts’l only, and even- ly eerie and in the somewhat desolate though lovely setting
tually staying for lunch and much entertainment with of Adrigole, there was an other worldy atmospher to it.
Mike and Molly Tomlinson aboard that splendid cam- For us, this effect was heightened by our being slipped into
paigner Gellegrine, a party which turned into a hiring-fair a gap between David Godsal’s Velsia and George Lenas they signed on Willie to cruise round Ireland with them nox’s Sarita, for while we had perhaps the newest boat in
in 1980. When we finally got away to sail to Adrigole, the the whole cruise, these were two of the odlest, Sarita being
rain had cleared but with its departure there had gone 1910 vintage while Kelsia is believed to be the first yacht
much of the strength of the day’s light sou’wester. We got Colin Archer ever built, and dates from 1890.
to within a couple of miles of Adrigole, and then in flat Persons contemplating involvement in a sunflower are
calm were glad to take a pluck from Len Sheil in Bay advised to take precautions against rain if their stern hapBannet who, with an efficiency totally at variance with pens to be towards the wind. There was some rain at times
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that evening, our stern was right into it, and as our galley Glengariff and so the final few miles had the little boat
is right under the hatch, we had to keep the hatch shut in romping along with the sails goosewinged, loving every
order to cook a substantial dinner, particularly a vast minute of it and passing an almost embarassing number of
quantity of excellent potatoes bought in Castletown. Very larger craft. It made for a good sail to finish the cruise.
quickly the tiny cabin became like an oven, but by Glengariff was superb. I’d never sailed there before, and
heavens its was a splendid supper. The rain drummed am now firmly of the opinion that the only way to arrive
down, I was sitting down there like some great shiny bud- there is on a sailing cruiser. You become aware of the
dha eating away regardless, when clumping on deck beauty of the place more gradually, and you’re completely
would signal the arrival of yet another party making their screened from the limited but obnoxious nastiness ashore
determined way right round the 74-boat circle. The hatch which is inevitable when arriving by other means. Suddenwould be thrown back with a crash, cheery faces would ly we realised what Glengariff is all about, even though
peer blinkingly into our nest as water deluged down on me there was little enough time to savour it, for we plunged
and m’supper, and always somebody would shout with almost instantly into a round of receptions, parties, quick
delight; "My Gawd, it’s hollow and it’s inhabited ... !!"
bursts of sailing, and further parties which gradually
As Willie had been testing and to some extent developed towards the climax of the Garden Party on
demonstrating his creation, it had been a matter of regret Garnish.
that conditions hadn’t been ideal for showing Endeavour’s By this time we’d the feeling we knew everyone infull potential. Considering that most of it had been to volved. A successful Cruise-in-Company develops slowly.
windward, she’d performed splendidly, but a really brisk Gradually the shared comradeship of the sea and little
offwind sail had been hoped for to show her astounding ships introduces you painlessly to all sorts of people from
downwind capacity. Happily, although the wind for the all arts and parts, until by the time the thing concludes you
final short sail had only a certain amount of bite to it, feel you’ve known them for years. Any shyness
nevertheless it was blowing straight up Bantry Bay to evaporates by the last gathering, boats, crews and clubs

Lawrence Cove - Endeavour and Mandalay ~vith fishing boats at the pier, Cavaletta anchored off- Photo W. M. Nixon.
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are intermingling like long lost friends, and so we saw the slip just as we were finishing unstepping the masts. That
Irish Cruising Club going into its second half century with night the boat was back in Dublin on her way to the
what had been effectively a week-long party.
Menai Straits regattas, and Willie and I were back at work
Like all the best parties, it came crisply to a close. Quite on Monday morning. It hadn’t been altogether painless, it
early on the Sunday morning, yachts started putting to sea took as long to get from Glengarriff to Cork as it did to
and soon the blue water of Bantry Bay was covered with get from Cork to Dublin, and the dreadful road surfaces
sails turning to windward. Our own exit was even more damned near wrecked the trailer in that first stage. I’d
rapid. I’d discovered a little hidden slip in one of the inlets have liked to have the Cork County Engineer as a pason the mainland immediately west of Garnish. It was just senger ... But as a demonstration of the Poacher 6.4, it
big enough to haul Endeavour, and with a million had been even more so. And as a demonstration of the
deadlines to meet, I’d to be back in Dublin pronto. A very fact that Golden Jubilees are splendid affairs, but it’s a
helpful man with a towing service, one Bob MacNamara, good thing they only occur every fifty years, it had been
had set out from Dublin with our trailer even as the clearest of all. However, we’re going into training for July
revelry was still in full swing on Garnish. He arrived at the 2029 right away.
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Denis Doyle’s Moonduster, winner of the Gull salver in 1979 - Photo W. M. Nixon.
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And the Wind stood fair for France
Tony Morton

Sunday 22nd July dawned fine with a force 3 North sighted a barge and tug, which had obviously come up the
Westerly, and so, having spent a quiet night aboard off Chenal du Four on the flood, and shortly afterwards I
Portland Castle, Jay and I were under way early, passing glimpsed the Ile De Vierge Lighthouse, the Corn Carhai
close to the Bill before 1000 and then shaping course for Beacon and the Porsai Buoy.
Dartmouth. The wind remained North of West all day go- By 1030 I was off the Le Four Light carrying the ebb
ing very light in mid afternoon and then freshening up by down the channel but once more in light airs and on
evening.
engine. However, this time my early morning ministraIt all made a very good day’s sail until on passing the tions were more successful and the engine kept going and I
Mewstone and having started the engine to enter harbour managed to reach the narrows and the Grand Vinotiere as
it began to play up with some form of blockage in the fuel the tide changed and the flood to run against at 1245.
system. We staggered up harbour against the ebb, flooding It took an hour and three quarters to clear Pte St
the carburettor and starting the engine frequently and just Mathieu but then I picked up a fine light breeze and had a
managed to squeeze into a berth in the Marina at splendid hour’s "ghosting" in hot sunshine towards
Camaret, where I secured in a snug corner of the Marina
Kingswear before the engine finally died.
Jay’s family, who had come to fetch him ready for his shortly after 4 p.m.
surgery on Monday morning, kindly then helped me After a very pleasant quiet night, a leisurely awakening
"warp ship" into another berth, which was available for and a successful morning’s shopping I set off in the early
the night. The evolution was completed without hitch but afternoon in light airs; but by the time I reached the Little
took time so that it was late before they bade me a cheer- Toulinquet Passage it died right away. From then until I
ful goodnight.
anchored near the jetty at Audierne late in the evening, the
After a reasonable night I set about the fuel system wind remained very fickle and the visibility limited, so that
working my way to the carburettor. Despite much I spent the time drifting, sailing and motoring and the paspreparation with rags stuffed in between the engine and sage of the Raz de Sein with the stream was uneventful.
the bilges, the dreaded "---’s Law" exacted its toll and On the Friday I awoke to thick fog and very little wind;
there was a "plop" as a vital bit fell into the bilge - deep but the fog dispersed as the sun rose and I was able to
deep down! The resulting gloom was all pervasive, until make aft early start under engine. After two hours there
just after nine I was able to borrow a large magnet, and were signs of the forecast breeze and soon after this I was
"Eureka" the vital bit plus a spanner and several odd- able to set the spinnaker. There followed a five hour pasments all very messy were recovered. Ten minutes later sage round Pte Penmarch and along the coast with a gently freshening wind until off the Iles Glenan a force 5
the engine was alive.
Shortly after ten, watered and fuelled, I was away down Westerly was bowling me along at high speed, and I
harbour and with wind South of West Force 3 to 4 had a decided to shorten sail. I considered spending the night in
grand sail to Plymouth, where I berthed in the Ocean the Aven River but soon decided to push on to L’Orient.
Marina shortly after 6, and later that evening had a cheer- The next few hours provided an exhilarating run down
sea and wind until by 1930 I was well into the Channel
ful family supper at Mount Wise.
Tuesday started calm with a reasonable forecast so I between the Ile de Groix and L’Orient. Having contacted
decided to make the entrance to the Chenal du Four, and the Harbour Authorities on the R/T, and having had a
by 0830 was off Rame Head, where I was passed by quick snack I shaped up for the main Channel into
HMS Amazon working quickly up to high speed and look- L’Orient, and soon espied a French naval launch making
towards me. It came up close abeam whence an officer
ing very well.
The wind remained Westerly force 3 to 4 all day and I gave me the Admiral’s compliments, and then the launch
made a steady 5 knots until late evening when the wind led me up harbour to a buoy not far from the French
began to fall away and the visibility to deteriorate. Shortly Naval Yacht jetty.
after midnight with the shipping density growing I started As soon as I had secured for the night and thrown some
th engine. Then followed one of the less enjoyable middle clean gear into a bag, I was whisked ashore somewhat disand morning watches that I have kept. Much shipping, hevelled to be greeted by my old friend the Admiral in unlight airs, poor visibility, a sick engine and strong tidal iform - mercifully he had just been to an official recepstreams did not ease the navigation or the land fall. tion! - and escorted to his house, the Chambre du
However, at 0800 with a freshening Easterly breeze I Ministre, a bath and dinner.
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I had a very happy, interesting and comfortable stay 1600 when I spoke to the Semaphore Tower and thanked
with Cyril and his family and saw much of L’Orient and them and their friends at St. Julien for their help. I pressed
its facilities, not least the German U-Boat pens which were on towards the Iles de Glenan and anchored close inshore
still in use. Then having stored, fuelled and watered I set in the Bay on the East side of Penfret just after 2100.
off again in the early evening with a good Westerly breeze There was little swell except at High Water and I did not
for Quiberon Bay. I had a glorious run down the coast, have too bad a night, reassured by the presence of a GenEast through the Teignouse Channel and so in the failing damerie Launch anchored to seaward.
light to a berth in the Marina at Port Haliguen.
The next morning was most pleasant with a light
The next day Sunday, I made a leisurely start and had a Westerly, and I had a pleasant beat North of the Islands
gentle sail across to the approaches to the Morbihan, across to Karek Greis and then along the cost to Pte Penwhere the passage of a front brought rain and a very march which I rounded at 1800 shaping for the Raz de
sporting breeze. This carried me up channel against a Sein. By 1900 the wind began to fade and in an hour and a
roaring ebb, an exciting albeit slow porgress, until I half had faded right away so that I motored into Audierne.
anchored in the Anse de Pencastel for a mixtue of tea and I anchored close inshore well to the East of anchorage, it
lunch. Later I weighed hoping to make Passage for the being neaps, and had a most pleasant evening only spoilt
night but conditions were unfavourable and so I anchored by the animal behaviour of a hippy on a nearby boat.
off Brouhel South of Ile Piren for a most pleasant and Very early on Saturday morning I was awoken by
peaceful evening.
boats getting under way and so I decided to follow them,
The next morning, I re-explored the channels and clearing the harbour shortly after 0600. It was flat calm
creeks of the Morbihan as I worked my way to the Auray and despite all endeavours to sail I has to motor steadily
River and thence up the river at half tide to anchor in the on through the Raz de Sein with a favourable stream and
very crowded anchorage at the bottom of the town, and across the Bale de Douarnenez where I had an hour’s
close to Spar a Bhochd (RNSA). I had a very good and trouble with fuel and plugs. However, I made the entrance
cheerful afternoon and early evening in Auray, much en- to the Chenal du Four in good time and carried the tide up
joying Spar A Bhochd’s company, and then dropped to La Four, where with some trepidation I decided to
down river to secure to buoy close under the trees north of make the Porsal Passage. This was well marked and the
Port Espagnol for an idyllic evening - helped perhaps by Cruising Association handbook made the passage go smPernod.
oothly so that I was off Aberbenoit by 1500. Off the
After a peaceful night with some showers, I awoke to a entrance to L’Aberwrach I relaxed and followed a large
grey morning and a gloomy forecast. However, the sun very confident French yacht. No marks fitted my chart
soon came out and reckoning that I would have time to and my anxiety mounted so that I stopped. He turned and
sail to Haedic and then on to reach shelter for the night. I came back to me and said he was lost! Then the penny
set off down the river with a pleasant breeze, and my dropped and I discovered we were in the approaches to
pleasure at my surroundings was soon re-inforced off Ile Aberbenoit. Thank the Lord for High Water. By 1730 I
Renard to see Grandpapap and small granddaughter was berthed on a Twister in the Marina at L’Aberwrach.
lifting their pots. I cleared Pte de Port Navallo at 100 and There followed a rush to get petrol and food before
with some misgiving set off to Haedic.
nightfall and Sunday. The food was not difficult; but the
I made a fast passage to Haedic and anchored in the petrol was only achieved by a lift from a kind Frenchman,
new small harbour. As time was evidently running out I his wife two sons and two large fish in a very small "Deux
decided not to launch my dinghy but placing my clothes in Chevettes" to a garage at a village 54 km inland and
a plastic bag swam ashore. Once ashore I hurried up the another kind lift back. By 1900 all was done and harbour
path to the village and called on the Rector whom Cyril dues paid so that I could slip up harbour and pick up a
had told me that I must see - I fear I only interrupted his buoy in a peaceful reach.
The night was very peaceful and comfortable and with
lunch! Then on to a point of vantage whence I could
visualise Hawke sweeping in on a November gale amidst a reasonable forecast I set off down channel just before
heavy seas and without charts past the Cardinaux rocks 0800. At 0835 in the middle of the Malouine Channel I
to gain his great victory. And finally back on board and found a broken down French yacht Uove Uove and took
her in tow to the open sea. Virtue was not fully rewarded,
aweigh.
During the afternoon as I made my way North past there was no swift arrival of a breeze and I had to press on
Houat with a steadily freshening wind from the WNW, it under engine for most of the day and early evening with
was evident that only Port Haliguen would be a satisfac- attempts to make way under spinnaker.
By nightfall the wind had begn to freshen from the West
tory place in which to ride out the gale. I made it by 1800
and within 10 minutes had three yachts outboard of me. backing to South South West at midnight. There was
The night was wet and windy and the bad weather con- much shipping until about 0100; thereafter the night was
tinued throughout most of Wednesday. However, despite relatively quiet other than for fishing vessels and it was
the damp and wind it was possible to have a major session possible to cat nap.
of domestic and general maintenance and replenishment.
Just before 0300 with the wind South South West force
With a forecast of Westerly Force 4 I shipped early on 4 about 25 miles South of Start Point, I altered course for
Thursday and by 1100 was clear of the Teignouse Chan- Portland; but it did not make steering any easier. At 0800
nel on a North Westerly course so that by 1400 I was off I reckoned I was 18 miles South East of Start Point and
the Pe des Chats of Ile Groix. I then had a lumpy and slow cleared my arrival in British waters to the Brixham
passage along the South coast of the Island clearing it by Coastguard. The passage across Lyme Bay was not un100

pleasant but the visibility was poor, and as the forenoon family waving. I rowed ashore and enjoyed a good chat,
progressed I estimated that I was some 4 to 5 miles South delicious coffee and some biscuits. However, by 1150 I
of track and adjusted course accordingly. Portland Bill was away with a WSW force 4 clearing "A" Head shortly
Beacon was difficult to hear on the DF but the bearings after 1200. I made disappointingly slow progress in the
confirmed my assessment of my position and at 1415 I lumpy sea and by 1500 1 had set the spinnaker. Thereafter
sighted the loom of the Bill to the North East at about 8 both breeze and speed picked up and I rounded St. Albans
miles. There followed a race to the Bill before a line squall close inshore at 1550. An hour later, having passed Anvil
and heavy rain would destroy the visibility and the "Race" Point and with the wind at force 5 plus, the moment had
itself would come to life. The gods smiled and by 1600 I come to get the spinnaker down. Not a smooth evolution
was speeding up the East coast of the Bill.
and the self-steering increased the drama by not coping
I entered Weymouth and berthed at the end of the pier with a sheer. However no great harm ensued.
at 1740 and the, having cleared customs, sailed on to pick The visibility was not good so I made for the Needles,
up the buoy off Portland Castle an hour later. After a sup- which proved to be a rough passage; but once past Hurst
per I was almost too tired to eat I fell into my bunk and Castle I sped up the West Solent and entering the Beaulieu
slept for 9 hours, awaking to a wet and windy morning picked up my buoy off Gilberry at 2100. And so to bedwith a fairly gloomy forecast.
750 odd miles in 17 days.
At 1030, as I was preparing to slip, I espied the Isacke

MAIANDROS
(LOA 27 ft - 6 Tons Thames)

Date
1 22 July
2 23 July
3 24/25 July
4 26 July
5 27 July
6 28 July
7 29 July
8 30 July
9 31 July
10 2 Aug
11 3 Aug
12 4 Aug
13 5/6 Aug
14 Aug

Distance

From

To

Portland
Dartmouth
Plymouth
Camaret
Audierne
L’Orient
Port Haliguen
Brouhel
Pt Espagnol
Port Haliguen
Iles De Glenan
Audierne
L’Aberwrach
Portland

Dartmouth
Plymouth
Camaret
Audierne
L’Orient
Port Haliguen
Brouhel
Auray/Pt Espagnol
Haedik/Port Haliguen
Iles De Glenan
Audierne
L’Aberwrach
Portland
Beaulieu

101

50
36
141
30
60
26½

Engine
Hours
1
122

2½
1

16½
17
31
45
38
55
1670
45
751

3,34
4
4
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Log of Cuilaun of Kinsale’s Transatlantic Race
Ronnie Sharp

Ct~ilaun of Kinsale - M. P. O’Flaherty
Dermod Ryan.
Rig and Tonnage - Ketch, 35 Tons L.R.
Ronnie Sharp.
L.O.A. & L.W.L. - 55’0"; 35’0"
Cas. Smullen.
Designer - G. T. McGruer.
Builders - McGruer & Co., Ltd.- 1970 to Lloyds 100 AI Watch System
Four watches of 2 crew members each, 3 hours by day, 2
hours by night.
CREW
The watch next on duty on call available for sail trim and
Brian Smullen - Skipper
minor sail change.
Marc. Atkinson
Other sail changes - "EVERYBODY OUT".
John Bourke.
Dara McMahon.
The 1979 Transatlantic Race from America to Ireland
Robert Mollard.
was organised as a contribution towards the celebrations

~

Brian Smullen - happy as usual aboard Cuilaun, the day before the Transatlantic Race - Photo John Gore-Grimes.
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of the Golden Jubilee of the Irish Cruising Club.
the yacht fast.
The idea that Cdilaun might take part in the race was
Our Honeymoon with the weather was not to last for
conceived about the time of the Ireland v. Scotland Rugby long and only 8 hours after the start we began to enter
International in 1977 and later I was invited to become a patchy fog. The course took us over the banks off Nova
member of the crew. In the period from October 1978 to Scotia and Newfoundland, and the fog there really has to
June 1979, she was sailed by Brian Smullen, with several be seen to be believed; it is caused by the meeting of the
changes of ship’s company, from Ireland, South to Por- cold Labrador ocean current, flowing South from the Arctugal and the Canary Islands, across to the Carribbean, tic, with the combined effect of the warm Gulf stream, and
a predominantly S. Westerly warm air stream flowing
and then North via Bermuda to Marblehead.
At Marblehead she was hauled out at Hoods’ yard, North from the Tropics.
where she had a refit, and was antifouled and prepared for All that has been written in the old sailing books and
the race. A Loran C navigational aid was installed and the Admiralty Pilot about the fog over the banks off Newthis was later to prove most useful.
foundland is absolutely true. We could not realise on the
The Race was scheduled to start on Friday 29th June evening of that first day, but we were to sail for a week in
and our crew flew out to the U.S.A. about a week before fog, until the following Thursday 5th July. This was the
the start. This was my first visit to the United States and I aspect of the trip which I liked least - for a whole week
have many happy memories of the kindness shown by the visibility varied from between 4 miles at best down to
American Yacht Clubs at Marblehead.
about 30 yards at worst, until one could literally just see
At a "buffet" given for the competitiors by the Eastern the bows of the yacht. All this well within an area of dense
Yacht Club of America, on the evening before the start, commercial traffic and also the iceberg zone; though at
our fish course between the soup and meat was whole our crew briefing before the start, satellite and
lobster - each!
meteorological reports were of no recent ice sightings on
There were 19 entrants for the Transatlantic Race and our track.
of course great interest centred on the three Maxi-Raters The barometer was high at 1018 mb and the tendency
was
for it to rise though there was little gradient in the
Ondine, Kialoa, and Condor, all around L.O.A. 80’0";
great giants of yachts which made a 12 metre look small. change. The wind was 20 knots backing to the S.E.
The course was from Marblehead to Cork, leaving to We had a frozen turkey in our stores and this was taken
port an imaginary mark in the ocean at 44°N 50°W out and left at the back of the cockpit so that it would be
designated Point Able. The purpose of the race organisers thoroughly thawed out before cooking either the next day
in keeping the fleet south of this position was to ensure or on Sunday.
that we would miss the worst of the ice zone. The mean Saturday 30th July Fog continued to be thick
maximum iceberg limit to the S.S.E. of Newfoundland in throughout the day and we were glad to have Loran as a
July extends as far as 39°N, i.e., one can expect to en- back up to the R.D.F. beacons and our D.R. In mid morncounter icebergs off Newfoundland in July to a point in ing Norvantes one of our competitors, spoke on her radio
to the QE2 en route for New York as she passed only 2
the ocean having the same latitude N as Majorca!
We planned to sail a composite course from the start to miles to the South - yet not a single yacht in the fleet saw
Point Able and from thence on a Great Circle route to her.
The largest tidal rise and fall in the world, a range of up
Cork.
Friday 29th July After breakfast ashore, we em- to 60’0" is recorded in the Bay of Fundy, East of Nova
barked and set about stowing our personal gear and the Scotia; and so on our course across the mouth of the Bay
fresh food which had been bought that morning. No self on this first day out we experienced considerable tidal set.
respecting American yachtsman would dream of going to During the day the barometer had a slow rise to 1020 mb,
sea without ice in his food locker. We loaded four 10 lb the wind stayed in the S.E. and for a spell increased to 25
blocks before stowing the fresh meat and frozen food on knots. It was strange and unnerving to have thick, thick
top; this worked extremely well, our meat kept good for fog yet 25 knots of wind.
over a week and some of the block ice was still left when The watch on deck in mid morning got the fright of
their lives when during a periodparticularly bad visibility
we crossed the finishing line at Cork.
On the way out to the starting line we found that our B. there was a double explosion immediately overhead. The
& G. log and speedo had broken down. All instruments panic diagnosis was that another ship had set off a
had been checked and found to be O.K. only the day maroon to warn that we were standing into danger until a
before during the re-fit. Both impellors were withdrawn crew member, more used to luxury travel came on deck,
from the hull and one was found to be damaged. We checked, and advised- Concorde!
Sunday 1st July To our relief the wind veered to S.E.
renewed various components by stages, from the plastic
impellor head, to a complete unit with head and cable right by S and we were freed slightly; this saved us from having
back to the chart table instrument; but these repairs were to tack and at 01.40 we raised the loom of Cape Sable
unsuccessful and as soon as we had cleared the starting light to port. There was torrential rain during the night and
it became very cold as we sailed further into the Labrador
area we streamed a Stowe log.
Our start was shortly after noon and a massive spec- current. The sea temperature dropped to 50°F from the
tator fleet came out to see us off. One could not have 60°F recorded on Friday. Although we encountered no
wished for better weather, a beautiful summer’s day, with ice, the sea water was very light blue and effervescent,
a steady 15-20 knot breeze and a few scattered Cumulus almost as though it were chlorinated.
At 09.00 we picked up a gale warning from a Canadian
in the sky. We were just free on starboard tack and driving
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coastguard ship. They forecast S’ly winds 20 knots, in- the day recorded 194 miles, would we ever achieve the
creasing gale through Monday. It is important to magical 200?
remember that all weather forecasts are given with wind Dinner that evening was a Spaghetti Bolognaise creadirection related to True N and since the magnetic varia- tion to a standard which many an hotel would be proud
tion at our position in that area was 20° W, one must con- of, the quality of catering continued to be four star.
dition oneself to experiencing a wind direction magnetic,
Wednesday 4th July The slight improvement in
of some two points different. Many of us who are used to visibility yesterday afternoon did not prove permanent
pottering up and down the West Coast of Scotland and and the fog closed in again. Although we were on our final
the Irish Sea where the Variation is around 10°W have approaches to Point Able, the position which we had to
been known to ignore this correction of Forecast direc- leave to port before freeing off to the Northwards on to a
tion.
Great Circle route, we had maintained a course somewhat
Between 09.00 and 19.00 our barometer dropped from to the south of the other yachts. This was a longer track,
1020 to 1011 mb, and as the wind steadily increased to 25 but by it we hoped to escape earlier from the adverse set of
knots, we reduced sail to a No. 2 Genoa, no staysail, dou- the Labrador current, and to gain the benefit of the North
ble reefed main and reefed mizzen. The seas were getting Atlantic Drift. The theoretical gain of 24 miles per day,
bigger and during one sail change a locker door sprang being the difference between ½ knot favourable and ½ knot
open to liberate some glasses and the ketchup bottle. foul, for up to 3 days we was offset by sailing perhaps 50
Broken glass mixed with ketchup are not to be recom- miles farther.
mended on galley floors.
Our efforts in locating the North Atlantic Drift proved
It was a bit bumpy so dinner that evening was mince successful and between 05.00 and 15.00 the sea
and potatoes and the turkey stayed in its plastic wrapping temperature rose from 5 I°F to 64°F, a huge rise of 13°F
in the cockpit sole.
in 10 hours.
Adagio, one of the American yachts reported that she
Our spirits were further elated when, at our noon
had trouble with one of her shrouds though she was in no reading, the day’s run was found to be 201 miles, this was
danger.
the first time that any of us had sailed more than 200 miles
Monday, 2nd July The barometer dropped steadily by in a single day.
another 7mb to 1004. During the night there was very On the radio we suggested that the crews of all the
heavy rain yet even in this the fog remained, and visibility American yachts should celebrate the 4th of July by having the day off, their response was uncomplimentary.
varied between ¼ mile and 1 mile.
We stayed on starboard tack and although the strong There are certain advantages in being the navigators’
breeze continued we were freed and managed to increase apprentice. On an eastward passage, if the ship’s clock is
sail to No. 1 Genoa, jib staysail, full main, heavy mizzen changed from one time zone to the next during the correct
staysail and full mizzen. This was fortunate because we watch it reduces one’s spell on deck by an hour. We
had been concerned about weathering Sable Island on our changed from Z + 4 to Z + 3 at noon during the correct
course of 082°T. On clearing a particularly dense fog watch!
bank in the early morning we had a skirmish with a Eating times for breakfast and lunch tended to be flexitrawler - the result - a no scouring draw!
ble and catered for varying numbers dependant on who
Although the seas continued to be big, our 141b turkey was resting. Each evening however the entire crew with
was roasted in the overn for dinner that evening. It was the exception of the helmsman had dinner together, and
delicious; could it be that the best way to tenderise a even in the worst weather standards were maintained.
turkey is to kick it around the cockpit for a couple of days, Detail and care in the catering are most important; a well
to throw wet sails and warps on top of it, and to tramp on fed happy ship sails faster. Dinner this evening was pot
it with majister soles ?
roast, cabbage and potato, and as had become the custom
We continued to make good progress and our day’s run for our evening meal a linen tablecloth was laid. At the
logged 165 miles.
end of the voyage our tablecloth was unimproved and
Tuesday, 3rd July The gradient of barometric pres- somewhat less than starched, white, and virginal.
sure drop slowed down but the fall continued to 1000 mb. In the late evening we freed off and hoisted a heavy
For most of the day visibility continued to be generally spinnaker, our Great Circle Course from Point Able to the
poor though it improved for a period in the afternoon and Fastnet Rock was 058°T and the distance was 1,922
the first sextant sight possible since the start confirmed our miles.
Thursday 5th July Fog remained with us but was
position plotted by Loran and D.R.
A feature which added to the enjoyment of the race was much less of a nuisance because the periods of clear
a twice daily chat show on the radio with a number of the weather became longer.
other competitors. The interchange of information on The morning weather report from the Canadian
positions, weather forecasts, water temperatures, and even meterological office was of constant 45 knots (Force 9)
S.W’Iy strong gale winds, gusting to storm in the squalls.
friendly advice became a highlight of each day.
As
The Canadian coastguards forecast a deep depression it transpired we did not get the full force of this blow,
over the Maritime Provinces with continuing poor weather but both the seas and the wind continued to get up. In the
for the next day or two, however, although the fresh tomidst of the day’s excitement Marc celebrated his 20th
strong breeze continued we were on a broad starboard birthday, and this increase in the aggregate raised the
reach and continued to make good mileage. Our log for average crew age to 40!
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Because we were so far away
We couldn’t send a cable
So just to brighten up his day
We showed him round Point Able.

An American yacht Adele reported on the R.T. that her
steering had broken but that she was in no danger and
would rig her emergency steering when the storm abated.
Progress remained good, our day’s run was 190 miles
and despite the violent motion the evening’s dinner was leg
The weather cleared enough for a sextant observation of lamb. Just before darkness the binnicle light failed and
and this confirmed our suspicion from the Loran plot that until a replacement could be rigged it was very difficult
the Stowe log was becoming innaccurate in the huge seas. steering downwind in huge seas when the sky and horizon
Because it had a relatively short cable the impellor was were featureless. We found that after about a half hour
coming out of the water in the breaking crests. We rigged spell at the helm one was quite happy to be relieved.
a Walker Log and continued to stream both until the Sunday 8th July The barometer rose to 1025 mb durfinish.
ing the day and although the wind decreased to less than
The wind continued to increase and before midnight we 10 knots there was still a big sea running. As we had a
lowered the spinnaker.
number of devout cowards, Marc went up the mast, rove
Friday 6th July The wind veered and eased slightly replacement halliards, and we were back in business again
during the night to 20 knots apparent though the seas and able to hoist a spinnaker. Inevitably with light winds
remained huge. Our barometer had risen sharply to 1016 and big seas we had the odd spinniker wrap up but no torn
and we finally cleared the last of the fog. At dawn we sails, and in this we were luckier than some of the other
decided that it would be O.K. to set a 1.5 heavy weather yachts.
spinnaker, however, after only an hour the self destruct Winds became variable, and we gybed on to port for the
mechanism of the wire halliard decided otherwise, and first time in 10 days. This did not last long and a
after retrieving the sail from the ocean we reverted to our barometric pressure drop of 3 mb in an hour at 17.00
No. 1 and jib staysail.
heralded the approach of a short sharp blow from the S.E.
By stages the wind increased and we reduced sail to No. After the exceptionally good daily passages earlier, our
2 headsail, reefed main and no mizzen. I was thankful that days run of 171 miles was disappointing. We were becomwe were not beating into the gale but the seas were like ing hard to please with a mileage which would normally
tenements and steering was very tiring. Despite the rough have thrilled us.
weather our spirits were high, it was such a relief to be Our dinner of grilled steak, onion, mushroom and
completely clear of the fog and for the second time we bet- potato was eaten and the galley cleaned up and tidied
tered 200 miles in a day’s run of 201 miles.
away in anticipation of another blow.
Stew and fresh vegetabls for dinner were excellent. Monday 9th July The anticipated gale did not
Whilst waiting for the B.B.C. weather forecast in the even- materialise and a 25 knot S. Easterly veered very qucikly
ing we heard an announcement that Bjorn Borg had won to the S.W., dropped to 20 knots and then to 15. The
his 4th Wimbledon title and in our radio chat show a mo- barometer climbed again to 1020 mb and stayed steady,
ment or two later we were able to relay this news to his once again the chute was hoisted. We sighted the concountrymen aboard Rubber Duck, a Swedish entry.
tainer ship American Accord and on R.T. she confirmed
Saturday 7th July Since we were now in an area our position. Adele reported that her emergency steering
where the magnetic variation was a massive 25°W. the had also broken but that she hoped to carry out a repair
principles of converting all calculations to True North, in- and finish the race.
stilled during nights of RYA/DoT Yachtmaster study, Daily sun sights were now possible and for the first time
became worthwhile. The barometer remained high around star sights were taken at dusk. This evening provided the
1020 and although the wind took off a bit the seas most enjoyable sail of our passage, a clear sky with full
remained mountainous. We tried the spinnaker again on moon and steady 15 knot following breeze.
our spare halliard and for a while we developed a huge Tuesday lOth July Our barometer was steady at 1020
downwind roll of about 25° in each direction. Rolling mb all day and the winds were S. Westerly 15 knot. It was
through 50° makes sleep below somewhat difficult so that incredible that even in these moderate conditions wear and
when the second wire halliard parted and the chute fell chafe of new equipment was severe. The spinniker sheets
into the ocean there were mixed sympathies from the off and guys were very heavy yet we repeatedly chafed them
watch crew. We retrieved the sail undamaged and they almost completely through in 24 hours. We found out the
turned in again.
hard way, that the answer was to cut off the worn section
There was a lot of movement yet the standards of cater- at the end each evening before dusk, shorten the guy and
ing hygiene remained high, when the oven flew open and re-fasten.
Our supplies of fresh meats had been exhausted but dinspilled the lunch-time hamburgers on the galley floor, our
cook used the tongs to pick them up and serve them. ner of tinned steak pie, savoury rice with chopped ham
Cooking was extremely difficult in these conditions and it and peas followed by fruit salad kept body and soul
was wise to wear oilskin trousers to safeguard against together.
At midnight our position was plotted and our Great
scalding.
Through the day conditions were poor and when the jib Circle course and distance to the Fastnet calculated as
staysail blew out in the evening we lost the end of the hal- 078°T and 680 miles.
Wednesday llth July Pressure remained high around
liard up the mast. We were getting a bit short of halliards
1018
mb, the weather was kind and our day’s run was 191
but there was far too much movement to consider hositing
miles. During the passage we had daily visits from schools
anyone to the masthead to reeve replacements.
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of dolphin, they played for ages around the yacht and had our landfall before midnight. We were not disappointed
a little private competiton of last across the bows is a sis- and at 21.00 the Fastnet light appeared dead ahead, our
sy. Even in mid-Atlantic there were plenty of sea birds navigator had made our landfall right on the nose.
about, many of them quite small and with dark plumage.
Suddenly as we reached in towards the rock at 23.00
Dinner was a tinned special. Tinned stew with fresh car- the wind faded completely, one moment we had a good
rot, onions, herbs and potato.
and steady 18 knot breeze and the next zero.
Thursday 12th July The Barometer rose during the Sunday 15th July We were completely becalmed for
day to 1028, and the tendency was for winds to moderate. 10 hours and at 0530 were still abeam of the Fastnet rock.
By mid-day we were 379 miles from Fastnet on a course After breakfast a light breeze came up and we managed to
of 078°T. The dolphins disappeared in an instant as if by carry a lightweight spinnaker. The 60 miles from Fastnet
magic and a large school of killer whales arrived to give us to the finishing line at Cork were very trying and we had
the once over. They swam on a parallel course to us and to work extremely hard to keep Cuilaun moving in the
came to within about 30’0" from the yacht.
light winds.
At noon we changed the ships clock to zone Z + 1 and We crossed the finishing line at 2030 after 16{ days at
although it was for only a 23 hour day, our mileage logged sea, an extremely fast passage which was perhaps as much
of 136 miles was the slowest to date.
as 3 days better than the fastest time I had imagined possiFriday 13th July In the early morning the wind ble.
backed to a brisk S. Easterly and got up to 25 knots. We It was a wonderful experience to take part in the 1979
were forced to lower the spinniker, it had been up for four Transatlantic Race on Cdilaun, I could not have sailed
days without a break; almost I00 hours. We hoisted No. I with a finer crew or on a better yacht..
genoa, jib staysail, and mizzen staysail and our speed did When the results were calculated it was found that we
not drop.
had won our Class on I.O.R. by only 1 minute on corWe raised Valencia radio on the R.T. and asked them rected time after 2½ weeks at sea. The top places in our
to report our position to the organisers at the Royal Cork Class were:
Yacht Club.
Saturday 14th July At 10.00 we calculated the 1. Cdilaun OfKinsale- M. P. O’Flaherty- Ireland
Fastnet to be 103 miles distant bearing 080°T, and since 2. Alita - W. Payne - U.S.A.
the wind was steady Northerly 18 knots and the 3. Norvantes - P. Jay/J. Hook - U.K.
barometer continued to rise gradually, we hoped to make 4. Rubber Duck- Lysekils - Sweden.
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Alara- Isle of Man for Racing IVlenai
Straits for Cruising
Brian Hegarty
1978 had been our first season with Alara - a 1966 the responsibility of organising the event. Steve is an ex
Vintage Shepherd of Windermere built Folkboat. We had Folkboat owner. His boat Tricia was a regular contestant
become enmeshed in racing and had won the Irish Sea in previous Folkboat Weeks. Alas, after competing at
Folkboat Championship at Howth.
Howth in 1978, Tricia was to break her moorings in a
As 1979 was Manx Millenium year the Isle of Man September blow and became a complete write-off.
Yacht Club at Port St. Mary were keen that the Irish Sea
After all the racing, the parties, the late nights and the
Folkboat Fleet would help them celebrate their 1,000 prize giving, Alara left Port St. Mary at 12.10 on Saturyears of self government by holding the Annual Racing day, 21st July bound for Holyhead with a crew who were
Week at Port St. Mary. So it was that Alara was leaving in less than the peak of physical condition. It was a grand
Howth Harbour at 21.35 on a fine windless Friday even- day for sailing with a WNW f 4 breeze which was kicking
ing, the 13th July, bound for Port St. Mary, when she up a very lumpy sea on the beam. The crew were quickly
should otherwise have been heading for the ICC Rally. subdued and were to remain so for some hours! The
We felt bound to turn up at the event to defend our posi- stretch of water between the Isle of Man and Holyhead is
tion.
very tidal. We did not get the best out of the tides as we
During the winter we had decided - Betty, John did not get away soon enough. Consequently it was 2235
Malcolm and myself- that we would make a fortnights by the time we picked a mooring off the Holyhead Sailing
holiday out of Folkboat Week and visit the Menai Straits Club. A hasty inflation of the dinghy and we were soon
after the Race Week. We carried the large scale Admiralty ashore having a drink with Sheila and Ted Crayford who
charts for the Isle of Man, Anglesey and Menai Straits as used to own Alara.
well as for Strangford Lough. We were keeping this as an
Sunday, 22rid was a leisurely day. The flood stream
alternative possibility in case the weather was against our would not be starting until 1530 and we planned to use it
first plan. Jim Higginbotham loaned us his photo copy of to sail eastwards round the north coast of Anglesey to
pages from the out of print Anglesey and North Wales Beaumaris in the Menai Straits, so it was ashore to stretch
Coast Pilot.
the legs and get the papers, followed by showers, drinks
The passage to Port St. Mary was easy. It was "harry and lunch at the HSC before putting to sea. With a NW f
flatters" most of the time. Occasionally a slight air of 4 and the flood stream, little Alara bowled along. We took
wind, but nothing to warrant stopping the little Petter the inshore passage round Carmel Head, and with a spindiesel. I cannot recall ever making this passage in such naker set were soon discussing nuclear power stations as
good visibility. Long before the Rockabill Light was lost we passed the Wylfa nuclear station. It’s certainly big and
astern we had the loom of Creignish Light on the bow. By a terrible eyesore on this coastline. Passing the little islet
11.30 Saturday, 14th we were moored at Port St. Mary named East Mouse we were soon off the little harbour of
having arrived with a number of the other Howth Amlwch. This little harbour, which mostly dries, enjoyed
Folkboats.
considerable prosperity in the eighteenth and nineteenth
Noel Speidel, a fellow member of the ICC, now lives at centuries due to the Copper Mines of Parys Mountain
Port St. Mary. I had sailed with him for a number of years some two miles away. Since then it has seen lean times as
in his Nich. 32Marionette, and in his S & S 34 Malaise. It copper was more easily produced elsewhere. At the prewas great to see him, and he helped us get our cruising sent time the harbour is once more being improved
gear ashore to a flat we had taken for the week, because because of the Oil Terminal which has been established
we were determined that Alara would race in her normal two miles north of the harbour. Fortunately it does not inracing trim.
terfere with the inshore passage as far as Yachts are conIn the six days, Sunday to Friday inclusive, we had 8 cerned. The afternoon passed quickly. It was overcast and
races - a practice race on Sunday, 6 Championship races cool, but both wind and tidal stream were with us, so the
from Monday to Thursday, and a Crew Race on Friday. scenery changed quickly. Off Trwyn-Du Light House in
We successfully defended our position as Irish Sea the NW entrance to Menai we turned SE and later SW as
Folkboat Champion, but we did not get it all our own we motored up the Straits on the flood to find a moorings
way, and up to the last day’s racing it was in the balance. off Gallows Point about a ½ mile above Beaumaris. The
It was a wonderful week of racing. The Isle of Man Yacht anchorage here is very tidal, the mooring area is crowded,
Club really made us welcome and deserve all the thanks so it is advisable to take a moorings if possible. Beaumaris
we can give them, in particular, Steve Cubbon who had is an attractive town in a pleasant setting. The Royal
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Anglesey Yacht Club has its Clubhouse here across the River close under the dominant features of Conway Casroad from the Castle - the last of a chain of Castles built tle. We later moved to a moorings off Bodlondeb Point (~
by Edward 1 around 1295 in an attempt to subdue the mile away) at the behest of the Harbour Master. Tidal
streams are strong and this needs to be considered when
Welsh.
0635 on Monday, 23rd found us underway to a SW f 3 handling a dinghy, particularly propelled by oars. We enbound for Conway 13 miles away. Whilst the distance joyed Conway. Its an attractive historic town watched
was small you don’t buck the tidal streams around this over by another of Edward I’s famous castles. We did the
coast and hence the early start. It turned out a lovely little tourist bit, and visited the North Wales Cruising Club
sail. We left the Straits by the NE Channel close to Puffin where we met a local boatman, Robin Hughes, who still
Island and altered to 120°C for Conway Fairway buoy 3½ remembered Dr. Rory O’Hanlon being there to purchase
miles away under Penmaen-Bach. The sun was up and the Ancora - and how long ago was that?
hills and mountains of Snowdonia were looking a treat. The next day, another sunny one, we covered all of 14
Conway has a shallow and very tidal entrance. We miles! We motored out of Conway after lunch; close
worked into it at half flood without difficulty and by 0940 hauled to a WSW f 3 to 4 we were soon back at Puffin
were moored close to the road bridge spanning Conway Island and anchored in Lighthouse Cove close to the west

~iiii ....

A lara at Lighthouse Cove close to the west of Trwyn-Du Lighthouse- Photo B. Hegarty.
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of Trwyn-du Light House. Later when the tide served we later we passed under Britannia Bridge and felt we had
motored up the Straits past Beaumaris to take a moorings failed to give ourselves a thrill! Next time we must not do
it at complete slack water! It is really beautiful wooded
off the Gazelle Hotel at Garth-Y-Don.
Whilst at Conway we had found a fairly recent publica- shoreline with stately buildings here and there. Under
tion - "A Cruising Guide to Anglesey and the Menai engine and with the ebb stream gathering strength we
Strait including Conway" by Dr. Robert Kemp, and pushed on past Port Dinorwic. Port Dinorwic on the
published by the James Laver Printing Co. Ltd., Liver- mainland shore was a Port for slate carrying ships. Nowapool, in 1977. We found it most useful for pilotage in the days the old Vaynol dock is used as the basis for a
Marina. Passing through a fleet of dinghies racing out of
Menai Straits.
On Wednesday, 25th July we planned to make an 8 Port Dinorwic we were soon approaching the swing bridge
mile passage through the narrowest part of the Straits, the below the impressive Caernarvan Castle. It duly swung
Swellies, and on to Caernarvon. Using our new Cruising for us and we passed into the Afon Seiont to moor
Guide and Admiralty Chart 1464 we planned our journey alongside.
carefully. The Swellies - the mile between the Menai Caernarvan is famous for it’s Castle - yet another of
Suspension Bridge and the Britannia Bridge, has an Edward I’s - built between 1283 and 1322. The town
awesome reputation for the stranger. The Guide advises swarms with holiday makers during the day, but is quiet
making the passage at high or low water when the tidal and pleasant in the evening and night after all the tourist
stream is slack. We planned to pass under the Menai buses have departed. We explored the Castle, the best
Suspension Bridge at 1100 which we did. Twenty minutes preserved example of Edward’s Castles. In the evening we

Alara alongside at Caernarvon Photo B. Hegarty.
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called on the Royal Welsh Yacht Club where we were right conditions - with winds from NW, through N to E it
most hospitably received. The Club premises is part of the would be uncomfortable - and we had them. After a
wall around the old town. In fact the Club Bar is over a leisurely supper we visited the only hostelery in the place gateway in the old town wall, giving access to the sea right above the high water mark in the little harbour.
front.
We were due home for racing on Saturday, so 0700 FriThursday, 26th was beautifully sunny as we left Caer- day, 27th found us underway in absolutely calm condinarvan at 1100 bound for the Belon Narrows, and thence tions. It is 60 miles to Howth from Port Dinllaen. We
to Llanddwyn Island - all of 5½ miles. A W t2 gradually engined until 1230 before finding a southerly breeze. The
petered out to nothing as the day wore on. We lunched at next morning in Howth it was pouring out of the heavens,
Mermaid Cove at Llanddwyn, and later motored the 12 but we had had two weeks of the best weather that the
miles to Porth Dinllaen which is south of Caernarvon Bar 1979 summer produced in the Irish Sea. We had enjoyed a
on the mainland shore. It was a really pet evening, sunny, fine week of racing, had visited 9 anchorages over 252
warm, calm, smooth sea. By 1830 we had found a good miles of leisurely cruising, and were content.
moorings off Porth Dinllaen. It is a beautiful spot in the
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Korsar- this might have been a
Summer Cruise
Bob Mollard
While I do not believe that accounts of racing activities we glad, next year we may be made some cash alshould be included in the Club Annual, I take shelter lowances, or at least free travel concessions.
behind the chosen title. The reasoning being that the As the evening progressed we had gradual sail reducFastnet Race was coincidental with the fact that as many tions until midnight (missed forecast -just as well) when
as fifty cruising yachts could be expected to be on passage we reduced to the No. 1 jib alone. It was blowing a good
between Brittany or the S.W. English coast and the S.W. F8 by then. We continued still sailing very fast until 0340
Irish coast at this particular season. When viewed in this on Tuesday morning when the helmsman reported diffilight the experience is probably worth recording in cruis- culty in holding her and the sea had by now become quite
ing terms.
big with breaking crests and it would only be a matter of
At the moment of writing I have not had the oppor- time before we ran into one and were swept. Through extunity of great hindsight, the R.O.R.C. inquiry results perience or cowardice I decided enough was enough and
have not been published. No doubt this will be the defi- we took down the jib and lay a hull to await developments.
nitive analysis of the facts and their recommendations will
Our wind speed indicator was on its stop at 42 knots
be of great benefit to all who race or cruise. That such loss and there it was to remain for the next ten hours. Our
of life occurred is tragic, but some consolation may be position at this stage was some 60 miles SSE of the
that certainly sailing will become an even safer sport from Fastnet, again a piece of good luck in that one could not
the experiences gained.
have chosen a better position if one had been asked to
One area where there would have been differences for select a point at which to start to ride out a gale on that
us from a normal cruising situation would be that our passage.
crew number was six instead of, probably, four. In the The ship lay quite happily broadside to wind and waves
cruising sense, and in the circumstances, I do not think at 320°T and I estimated we were forereaching along this
this fact would have altered our approach to, or the even- course at possibly 2 knots and that we were making
tual outcome, as far as we were concerned. If on the night leeway of some l½ miles in the hour. Hindsight shows this
of Sunday 12th August we had been in Newlyn with the to be badly wrong in that the 1½ should have been forward
object of setting out for Schull there is no reason from a 2½ was sideways.
weather point of view why we would not have planned to
We had the helm lashed to leeward and one person in
leave very early on Monday morning. The early morning the cockpit to keep a look out and to pump at regular inforecast would have confirmed this. We would have tervals. In cruising circumstances it would probably not
motored down to the Longships and by lunch time would have been necessary to have anybody on deck but we
have been a few miles further on our course for Schull. were afraid of running into other yachts, two had passed
This would be a position somewhat ahead of the one that quite close to us about 0400. It was possible to have
we actually were on that day.
steerage way down wind and up to the point of the lying a
During the day the wind strength gradually increased hull. In other words 180° but some time would be needed
and gradually veered. First we carried our spinnaker on a to manoeuvre.
broad reach on the port tack, the wind gradually coming We lay like this for some ten hours, occasionally being
abeam about 1530. We had to dispense with the spinnaker swept by a breaking sea, possibly eight had any great
as we were feeling a little pressed and the helmsman weight in them and we would be pushed over to some 70°.
reported some difficulty in the gusts. At the same time we The waves that sounded as if gravel was being thrown at
were not impressed by the antics of various other boats the hull were good ones as they had broken before they arwith their spinnakers and we were the last one carrying rived. The ones that you did not hear were the baddies.
one, and it would only be a matter of time before we too Generally the helmsman was able to give some warning of
started broaching.
them.
The 1750 forecast gave a gale warning for the area, this We had two alarms during this period, about 0800. A
was not particularly worrying and we rather welcomed it large one thumped us and immediately afterwards I
as we felt it would give us a better chance against the hot noticed water streaming from aft and was concerned that
half ton cuppers who leave us standing in light to medium we had sprung a leak somewhere in the rudder area.
conditions. Korsar has now been relegated to near the bot- Buckets were called for but during this the helmsman
tom of Class V through various geriatric allowances and reported a small aft locker lid had either been thrown open
hull configuration and displacement allowances. Boy are or floated open and we had taken in water there. This was
III

not a great deal of water, maybe 20 gallons. We then to stay in communication with the lifeboat and what folwired up the locker catches and had no other water in- lowed was an interesting exercise in practical R.T. relay
gress problems.
work. We could hear yachts that they could not, and also
Around 1030 another large one washed Dermot they requested us to call yachts they knew were in the area
Bremner, who was on watch, over the side. His harness but that they could not contact.
held him and he climbed up over the pushpit and back on The hospitality displayed by Dunmore East was inboard. It was useful that we had some view of what hap- credible. This we were able to avail of to the full as we had
pened in the cockpit through our porthole compasses. no damage and the boat was very tidy and everyone, apart
There may be some merit in putting a porthole in the com- from the two bearded crew members, had shaved prior to
panion way wash boards
arrival there.
We decided to retire at 1400 when we were 40 miles Morale had stayed high as it was Peter Gray’s birthday.
S.E. of the Old Head of Kinsale. There was some abate- Celebrations included ceremonial cutting and eating of
ment in the weather at this time but the forecast spoke of birthday cake to the usual sung greeting. One acrimonious
the same wind strengths to return from the NW. We were incident occurred when a certain crew member insisted on
also aware of the massive rescue operation that was going spraying the insides of our boots with a well known brand
on so we decided to make for Dunmore East.
of aerosol deoderant. We suspect that in certain cases,
We hoisted the storm jib and bore away, reaching quite while practising his profession, he places his foot on the
happily. We gradually worked our way up through the sail patients chest. I was forced to give up smoking down
wardrobe until we entered Dunmore East, just after mid- below for at least an hour until the complainant was
night under No. 3 Genoa and close reefed main. Under caught smoking in the heads.
these conditions I have a personal belief that headsails In retrospect we should have borne away for Dunmore
without the main are the best way of going down wind in East instead of lying a hull, it would have been safer and
heavy conditions.
we would have reached shelter much earlier. However, we
About 1800 hours the Dunmore East Lifeboat saw us did no damage to boat or crew so perhaps it was a
and came up to us. We spoke with them on V.H.F. con- justifiable risk.
firming we were all well and they kindly reported this to Thus ended our cruise, while not having accomplished
Lands End. The lifeboat then went to search for other our objective, we did at least arrive back in Dun Laoire
yachts some of which were reporting troubles. We agreed earlier than we had expected to.
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Mike and Molly Tomlinson’s Pellegrina in Berehaven during the Cruise-in-company - Photo IV. M. Nixon.
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To Hobart or Burst
P. D. Mullins

Like most members of the Club my cruising plans for believe was the last "gentleman’s" Admirals Cup. I hope
1979 were centred on the South Coast and the Cruise in our last Commodore, Denis Doyle will not mind if I quote
Company on board Rory O’Hanlon’s ketch Meermin him by saying there was a time when he choose his own
which I had helped to re-fit during the winter. I had hoped crew and steered his own boat, then his crew were chosen
that a circumnavigation of Ireland or possibly a cruise to for him and he was sometime allowed to steer, now he is
Brittany might have been the order of the day after the not allowed to do either but is told to sit on the rail with
cruise but all this came to an abrupt end because of my everybody else. In spite of this I became involved in the
commitment to Ken Rohan’s Regardless.
entire of Regardless’ campaign prior to the Admirals Cup
The last serious off-shore racing I had done was in 1973 series. She is owned by Ken Rohan, a relative newcomer
when I crewed on Mungo Park’s Tam O’Shanter in what I to the sport but a man of boundless energy and
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Regardless- Photo Beken of Co wes.
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enthusiasm and outstanding ability to organise and select hours the wind was now South Westerly strong gale force
a crew and generally keep the show on the sea. Regardless 9, storm 10 in the gusts I would estimate the sea to be then
as most readers will be aware, earned her place on the about 20 to 25ft. None of this however caused us any conIrish Admirals Cup Team and before joining her at Cowes cern at the time and we were more than confident that the
for the series I flew direct to Cork and crewed the Dragon rudder was able to withstand the strains being put upon it.
for Jenny Guinness in the Irish Dragon Championships at At about 01.35 hours however, with only three miles to
Kinsale. I was then occupied with the preparation for the the Fastnet Rock, the rudder broke. It was a sickening
Cruise in Company and indeed in the Cruise itself when I feeling that the boat took charge and there was absolutely
sailed on board Meermin with Rory and Barbara nothing we could do. We immediately lowered the sails
O’Hanlon, Douglas and Ruth Heard and Andrew and put out a call for assistance. In order to keep our head
O’Hanlon.
unto the seas we streamed warps from the bow and this
No sooner was the Cruise over when I flew directly certainly helped as, I would estimate, we were making
from Cork and made my way to Cowes to find Regardless about 2.5 knots of leeway. We were extremely fortunate
out of the water without her rudder. It transpired that dur- that L.E. Deidre was in the vicinity and having located us
ing the Houshold Regatta her carbon fibre rudder had she stood by thus enabling the Baltimore Lifeboat to idenbroken but Gary Carlin arrived in time from Florida with tiy us with greater ease and no risk of confusion with other
a solid aluminium sleeve, new bearings and pins which yachts then rounding the Rock. On the arrival of the
were fitted after much hard work and anxiety. When the Lifeboat we cast off our warps for fear of fouling her
job was completed we were confident it would never go propellers. The Coxswain, Christie Collins showed outagain - little did we know! We had two very sweet vic- standing seamanship in manoeuvering the Baltimore
tories during the Admirals Cup Series prior to the Fastnet Lifeboatand in putting a line aboard us in conditions
Race and Regardless had put Ireland firmly in the lead for which were now more than adverse. The two commenced
the first time ever since the Admiral Cup Series began. without steerage and Regardless was broaching severely
Before the final in-shore race was sailed and although we despite the fact that we were streaming our number 3 and
did not excel ourselves in that race we managed to main- number 4 from the stern to act as a drogue. On five occatain our overall and individual points lead.
sions the tow was lost but on each time the Coxswain
Pre Fastnet fever had really set in and the days before returned and succeeded in re-establishing the tow and
were spent with the boat out of the water being scrubbed, eventually bringing Regardless and ourselves to the safety
all running gear was replaced and the boat was generally of Baltimore Harbour arriving at 0730 on Tuesday the
sorted out for the "big one". The 1979 Fastnet will be long 14th August.
remembered and indeed, in yachting circles, never forgot- The service provided by the R.N.L.I. was, under the cirten. It was, to say the least, a tragic event and one which cumstances, beyond that which one would or could have
will be talked about and discussed for a very long time. expected and no praise could be high enough for CoxEveryone who took part had their own story to tell and swain Christe Collins and his crew for their outstanding
there are many opinions being offered as to why, how and perseverance and unfailing stamina - the crew hadbeen on
where. The R.O.R.C. and R.Y.A. are currently con- duty since 2130 on the previous evening and no sooner
ducting an enquiry and their findings are awaited with in- had we been put safely on a moorings when they departed
terest.
once more to the aid of Marionette who had also lost her
The Fastnet Race was starterd on the afternoon of rudder. As to the conditions, there is no doubt that they
Saturday the 1 lth August. Once again we had a poor start were very bad, large breaking seas and 65 mile an hour
but worked our way quickly up through the fleet by taking winds. Having been caught out in similar conditions, twice
advantage of the wind shifts and light conditions and we with Rory O’Hanlon in the Artic and once in a hurricane
were soon back up amongst the leaders. We were the se- in the Pacific, I had an idea of what to expect but I can
cond boat to get around Portland Bill on our second at- well understand the fear that some first-timers to these
tempt and it was comforting to know that every minute in conditions might have had.
the Company of the big boats was costing them dearly. It At the time of writing this account Regardless is being
was not until we had passed the Scillies that we started to shipped to Australia where she is to take part in the
point our course for the Rock. Ther wind gradually in- Southern Cross Series. Ken Rohan has managed to
creased and during the evening of Monday the 13th charter two boats in Australia and with Regardless will
August we found ourselves doing 15 knots at times under make a first ever Irish Southern Cross team. The series
spinnaker. At 21.00 hours we noticed the barometer was commences on the 18th December. There are two in-shore
dropping fast and a long swirl was beginning to build up. races of about 30 miles each, one overnight race of about
We realised that we were in for a bit of a pasting and 160 miles and finishing up with the Sydney-Hobart Race
began to reduce sail to storm canvas. At about 22.00 of 630 miles which starts on Boxing Day.
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The other side of the Ocean
Bob Berridge

The evening of September 20th saw us looking out of Our host, Stan Livingstone, had been a member of the
the window of an Aer Lingus jet across Massachusettes crew in the defence one year and was a mine of informaBay to Cape Cod as we came in to land at Logan Airport tion on the whole subject. It all looked pretty efficient.
near Boston. We were on a month’s visit which would Also saw some of the. fantastic, summer houses built early
cover the eastern seaboard of the United States from in the century by the very rich of that era, and paid a visit
Maine to Maryland on the Eastern Shore of the to Mystic Seaport, a wonderful maritime museum. There
Chesapeake Bay.
was a big whaler, the Charles IV. Morgan, the Joseph
Some days later we were at the Manchester Y.C. north Conrad, a Grand Banks schooner and many other smaller
of Boston waiting to board a Sports Fisherman belonging vessels afloat while ashore the houses, shops, chandleries,
to a friend of Forbes Perkins who did so much to help in sail loft, rope walk etc. of a community in the early
the organisation of our race and cruise this year. We were nineteenth century. A place where one could spend hours
then bound out to search for whales on their annual or days.
migration. A short diversion showed us Marblehead where
We flew up from Boston to Maine in a small plane
the race started and its fantastic collection of yachts of all holding some dozen or so passengers - we had it to
sizes and sorts. From there we cruised on east towards ourselves, millionaires for a couple of hours in our private
Cape Anne and the Jeffries Ledge which lies off it. The plane! Flying low over the wooded and deeply indented
whole way up there were lobster pots. We may think we coastline with rocks and creeks, islands and narrow chanare hard done by with the salmon drift nets, but to keep nels, breakers and small settlements, one could see the
clear of these pots means continual vigilance.
hold it has on so many yachtsmen. Unfortunately our stay
Each year a careful count is kept of the number of up thee was marred by fog though we had one lovely day
whales in this area during their seasonal migration. We afloat in the 35 ft. yawl Premise. C.C.A. who had 5 Tranworked to and from across the bank, but to no avail. satlantic passages to her credit under the command of Bob
There were a number of party fishing boats about but Ayer.
none of them had seen anything so eventually we turned
Oyster Bay on Long Island was another stop. A very
for home. All of a sudden there was a flash of breaking different sea-scape with innumerable yachts and the semiwater some quarter mile or so on the bow and a moment sheltered waters of Long Island Sound. It was a breezy,
or so later three whales lept clear out of the water, a very sunny Sunday and reefed boats were racing and crusing
formdiable sight. We closed them till we were 50 yards or everywhere. The average size is much the same as over
so behind them and slowly followed them along. They had here, possibly with more boats proportionally in the 35 ft.
stopped leaping by then and were swimming together at class than we have.
about 5 to 6 knots and blowing frequently; they were I have always been fascinated by the maps and charts
humped backed whales and 40 to 50 feet long. Each time of Chesapeake Bay. Not only is it a unique bit of water,
they sounded they would lift their tail flukes fights clear of intriguing to any cruising man, but it encompasses the
the water and go straight down. Beneath the tail are white whole story of America from the early colonies through
markings which differ for each whale and a careful record the slave trade and the civil war. Some 150 or more miles
is kept of these so that each family group can be identified. long and up to 30 wide it is more like a sea than a bay.
It was a wonderful sight, they paid no attention to us, just With a tidal rise of 18 inches to 2 feet its rivers and creeks,
went steadily onwards sometimes ahead of us and although shallow, do not dry out and the tidal streams are
sometimes abreast. They were quite superb, how anyone not as fierce as one would expect. The total length of the
could kill them is beyond belief. After about an hour we shore-line of the tide waters is measured in thousands of
found a second family of three, apparently they keep very miles.
much in family groups, and then sadly turned for home. Clayton Ewing and Porter Schutt, both of the C.C.A.
We went in to a little bay for lunch then round through the who were over here for both the 1969 and 1979 cruises
canal at the back of Cape Anne to Gloucester Harbour had identical motor yachts built on a 47 ft. fishing boat
hull. They were fine, tough and powerful boats, beautifully
and so back to Manchester. An unforgettable day.
A couple of nights were spent at Bristol in Rhode finished and well thought out. We joined Porter and PhylIsland, the house looking right across Narragansett Bay to lis on their Egret and Dyna, both yachts being in a small
Newport. Four or five twelve metres were out of Newport Marina at Bachelor Point near Oxford on the Tred Aven
all and every day working up for the cup next September. River on Chesapeake’s Eastern Shore, an area of rivers
ll5

and creeks, woods and little villages which would take Egret had Loran C, a most impressive instrument givweeks to explore.
ing a continuous read out from two stations so that one
We put to sea in company, including a smaller 32 ft. had only to glance down at the chart to get a fix, or intermotor yacht, and cross the the mouth of the Choptank polate more accurately to be within yards.
River and around a point way offshore to avoid the shoals We visited the Chesapeake Maritime Museum where we
and so into the little Choptank river where we found a discovered something of the history of the bay and the
delightful creek to anchor and raft up for the night. It was types of oyster and crabbing skiffs and bugeyes which had
windy and cold but we were well sheltered and there was gradually evolved. To this day no engines are allowed in
plenty of heat on board. Merely to list the names of the the oyster boats, though they may have an engine in a
rivers and creeks we visited would be tedious. It was dinghy which can act as a pusher and which must be
breezy weather with the spray flying and occasional hoisted out on davitts when dredging.
gleams of sun. There were many crab pots, in fact so There was a huge nature reserve in an area of marsh
many and with such small buoys that it was nearly impos- and woodland where geese and duck could be seen in
sible to avoid them, especially in the rougher areas. In fact thousands and approached amazingly close.
we found them to be as prolific as the lobster pots of This was an all too brief glimpse of the American east
Maine and Cape Anne. They are one of the reasons why coats yachting scene and one must be impressed by the
twin screws are not so popular and to some extent the wonderful variety of the shore line, the miles of semimodern sailing profile with its vulnerable propellor and sheltered water and the many yachts of all sorts. The
rudder also cause problems in the waters. Some way of- image of thousands of yachts never leaving enormous
fshore there was a light house and on the chart a dotted marinas is seen as a complete myth. The schooner is comarea around it. An island of some 100 or more acres had monplace, though not nearly as frequent as the sloop or
been completely eroded away by gales and ice.
ketch. There is a higher proportion of motor yachts but
We anchored in a delightful bay for lunch, woods a not as many as one would expect and many of them very
farmhouse and sandy beach, and I got the glasses out to able craft. There is also the clipper bow with beautifully
read the name on our neighbour, a 35 foot sloop. It was carved trailboards and counter stern to match with carved
lrish Mist H no relation to a well known series of the same name and hailing port, the individual craft in this massproduced age. Long may they last.
name, but the owner was a Dr. Callahan!
|
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Cruise-in-Company Pennyroyal (John Power RCC) beating in to Giandore -Photo I4I. M. Nixon.
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L’Exocet
George Kennefick

L’Exocet started her season by partaking in the April which we all know was a great success. She left GlengarLeague in Kinsale and had some very pleasant sailing in- rift on Sunday 29th July for the Scillys and then on to
deed.
Falmouth, Dartmouth and Weymouth to where she was
First week-end of June saw us taking part in a race skippered by Dan Hegarty. Pat Walsh and I flew to Exeter
from Crosshaven to Jersey via the Bishop, in company on Thursday August 2nd and joined her in Weymouth.
with fourteen other boats. We were becalmed for about Next day we had a beautiful run, under spinnaker, to
twelve hours and rightly retired from the race and made the Needles and then up to Cowes with a terrific tide.
Jersey under engine arriving there on Monday 4th June Cowes Week as you know was blessed with fine weather
when we were met by members of our family who flew out this year and we took a great interest in the Irish Team
to meet us. We left Jersey again on Thursday morning at during the Admiral’s Cup Series.
0700 to beat against a westerly force 5 170 miles to the With Cowes Week over, we put L’Exocet into
Scillys. Arrived Scillys the following day, Friday, and Lymington Marina and three weeks later some friends
back in Crosshaven on the Sunday.
sailed her to Concarneau having stayed overnight in
L’Exocet took part in the I.C.C. Cruise in Company, Aldernay, Ushant, and Camaret. John McWilham flew

The Rear Commodore’s Ohlson 38 L’Exocet sailing into Kinsale - Photo W. M. Nixon.
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Steve Malone, two Brownlow brothers and myself to a five knot tide, up to Bordeaux and estimated that we
Quimper on Friday 14th September and we picked up travelled at 11 knots and fetched Bordeaux, 60 miles - in
L’Exocet from Concarneau under very bright and warm six hours. We unstepped the mast and lay it on the deck.
sunshine. We set sail for Belle Ille on Saturday 15th Sept. Next day, headed south-east for the Garonne canal, taking
in light S.E. winds, very warm, turned on engine, but alas, advantage of the flood tide. Through the City of Bordeaux
we discovered all was not well with same and we stayed in and reached Castettes where we entered the first lock. It
Ille de Groix.
was a wonderful experience to go through the beautiful
Next day, which was Sunday, we set sail for Port French countryside where the scenery was constantly
Haliguen. We continued under sail and sailed overnight changing.
passing Ille de Yeu and arrived in La Rochelle the follow- At this stage we decided to head for Toulouse as were
ing day, Tuesday 18th Sept.
given to understand that there was Winter Berthage
It took three days approx, to establish the extent of the available there - but alas - having negotiated 53 locks and
damage which was due to lack of oil pressure and the crossing several beautiful valleys via aquaducts, we
engine was so badly damaged that we made a wise deci- motored through the city of Toulouse and arrived at Port
sion to purchase a new one, which happened to be Sud Marina where we discovered the facilities were not
sufficiently good to leave L’Exocet unattended for the
available.
Whilst the engines were being changed, we were without Winter.
electric light one night and one of our crew members However, it was now time for us to return home and so
solved the matter by going to the local church and making we took an overnight train to Paris and flew home to
an offering and bringing two candles back to L ’Exocet.
Cork, next day, Sunday October 7th. In the meantime, arThirty hours later, we motor sailed (with the new rangements have been made to have L’Exocet returned to
engine) south from La Rochelle under brilliant sunshine Quiberon in the Bay of Biscay for the winter and she
for Rayon, which is on the northern side of the entrance to should be safely berthed there on the first of November.
the river Garonne. Early next morning, we motored under L ’Exocet’s log read 3,000 miles approx, for the season.

!

Bunny Burnes’ Hood 50 Adele which after her successful trans-Atlantic sadly came to grief in Bantry Bay - Photo B. O’Halloran.
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Island Hopping in Bali Hai
Tony Doherty

Bali Hal is a 26-foot sloop built in 1962 in Cowes. She convivial atmosphere to cruising men than mainland ports
was a one-off design which borrowed heavily from the and indeed Bali Hai seems to sense this as well as she
Folkboat concept and incorporates all the virtues of the seems to find her way far more accurately to an island
lat~er with the added advantage of standing headroom and destination than to some of those well concealed continena masthead rig. When I bought her from Steve Malone in tal havens. That being the case, a glance at the chart
1976 I quickly relaized that here I had a boat which would showed that the only possible options were Madiera and
enable me to expand my cruising horizons and this proved the Canaries, with the added attraction of a return visit to
to be the case. Since then we have cruised to ports as far the Azores on the way home.
apart as Kilronan and Tangier.
As crew this year I had Peter Mulcahy, a past student
After two summers of cruising to points south, I started of mine, still looking for a role in life and "meanwhile a
to make tentative plans to poke northwards in the summer ten-week cruise would postpone the evil hour of decision,
of ’79, but after the appalling winter the lure of the sun thanks very much!" The third man was picked from one
proved too much and so on the 9th June Bali Hal headed of my present lot, one Gerard Lande and most unlubberly
he turned out to be, especially in matters mechanical and
south once more.
I have found over the years that islands offer a far more electrical - the twin crosses of my cruising life.

Tony Doherty’s Bali Hai - Photo I4/. M. Nixon.
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The weather and, later on, the fuel crisi played havoc
The wind began to pipe up that afternoon and we
with my fitting-out time-table and in desperation I brought changed to the working jib for the first time and enjoyed a
Bali Hai up to the city quays in Cork to speed up the superb sail as we surged along on the sparkling sea. I
process. Apart from the saving in travelling time this had came on watch at 1100 that night (we had adopted a
the added advantage in that members of the school sailing system of five-hour day watches with three-hour night
club could pop down and lend a hand which they did with stints) to discover that the wind had increased to Force 7
great enthusiasm. The sojourn on the quay was an ex- and with Get gamely hanging on to the tiller we were surperience in itself; especially the process of trying to paint fing wildly down the waves. Bali Hal is unaccustomed to
the hull wuth the more solid evidence of the city’s lack of a proceeding in such an unladylike fashion so we quickly
sewerage treatment plant alongside. As the man said, one dropped the jib and reefed the mainsail under which rig we
couldn’t so much paint as go through the motions.
still romped along in a welter of phosphorescence but with
The morning of Saturday, 9th June, brought the first a much easier motion. By morning the wind had eased off
bright weather for many days and we gratefully slipped to its customary Force 3 and we were soon back to our
away to sea at 1000 in a light south-easterly wind. With lazy routine.
the weather chart showing the prospect of evern lighter For the next two days the winds fell light and our daily
winds to the south I abandoned my usual policy of a runs dropped to 84 and 72 respectively but they picked up
working-up passage to west Cork and set a course direct again after that and we were once more clocking over a
for Madeira, 1250 miles to the south. I reasoned that there hundred miles a day until by mid-day on Wednesday 20th
would be plenty of time to recover from the hassle of the June, we were in E.P. 35°50’N 15°20’W and with 10000
preparations over the first few days and this proved to be miles on the log. That night we picked up the aero beacon
the case. We averaged only fifty miles for the first two on Madeira. The null was on the same bearing as the
days and then ran into a fiat calm which lasted for twenty boat’s course thus proving that the navigation department
four hours. I welcomed the opportunity to catch up on was sound and so it should have been what with the excelsome sleep and the interlude was rounded off nicely when lent conditions we had for taking sun sights. Shortly after
Ger caught some mackerel for dinner.
mid-night on Friday, 22nd June, we experienced that most
A fresh breeze came up from the west on Tuesday 12th sublime moment of all in passage making - a perfect landat mid-day and we were on our way again, much fall - when we picked up the lighthouse on the island of
refreshed, only to run into another calm the following Porto Santo and shortly afterwards the lighthouse on the
morning. This one wasn’t so welcome and perversly I eastern tip of Madiera.
began to fret that our slow progress coupled with our late Once we got under the lee of the island that morning we
start might not leave us enough time to get to the lost the wind and it was 1400 before we arrived off the
Canaries. However the wind came up again in the after- breakwater in Funchal. Anchoring in Funchal presents a
noon and we were on our way in earnest this time and it problem in that while the swell sets into the harbour from
did not fail for the rest of the passage.
the south east, the prevailing wind is north west. It is
Not only did it not fail but it gradually hauled around to necessary, therefore, to lay out a stern anchor in order to
the north, thus enabling Bali Hai to adopt her standard keep the boat’s head to the swell. An easy enough task,
down-wind rig of boomed out Genoa, while the main sail you might say, but I am indecisive about anchoring at the
was encouraged to behave itself with the aid of a best of time and with this added complication I was worse
preventer. This rig which was held firmly in check by the than usual. We motored slowly around the crowded
Quartermaster Self-steering Gear enabled the crew to in- anchorage three times while I tried to make up my mind as
dulge in the finer points of long-distance passage making, to where would be the best spot. Just as I had finally made
my decision, the engine cut out and we had to hoist the
namely, eating, sleeping, sun-bathing and reading.
Good eating is not normally synonomous with passage mainsail again. As we were on a run I decided to throw
making in small boats, but this year proved to be an ex- out the stern anchor first but before we could veer out sufception for me. I had discovered during the winter that the ficient line the wind died completely and we began to lose
foil-wrapped prepared meals which are beginning to way. We had no option then but to throw out the bow
receive favourable mention in yachting journals abroad anchor before we fell away too much. By the time we had
were being made for export by a firm called Swissco in veered sufficient cable on this we had virtually hauled in
Cork. Down I trotted to them and came away laden with the stern anchor and we began to swing broadside on to
such exotic sounding meals as Chicken Tyrolean and Beef the swell. My blood pressure must have risen sharply as
Jardinere and they did indeed turn out to be absolutely we began to inflate the dinghy so that we could relay the
delicious. They had only to be popped in boiling water for stern anchor. However I was saved from an imminent corfifteen minutes and when served with rice provided a really onary when one of the crew of an Australian yacht rowed
satisfying meal. Never will a tin of stew darken the lockers over and offered to do the job for us.
of Bali Hai again!
We were soon sorted out and by now desperately in
Thus Bali Hai and her indolent and well-fed crew rolled need of alcoholic sustenance to sooth my shattered nerves.
ever southwards with the aid of a northerly breeze which I turned to complete the task of pumping the dinghy, only
varied in strength between Force three and four, and in to discover that two of its many patches had lifted. I will
contrast with our slow start we began to clock up some draw a veil over the ensueing scene; suffice to it to say that
satisfying daily runs of 123, 114 and 133 miles until by when we finally got ashore I had scarcely enough energy
mid-day on Saturday 16th June our E.P. was 42° 20’N to reach the first tavern. However, after a sizeable volume
13° 20’W, with 600 miles on the log.
of the local brew had been absorbed, the whole matter fell
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into perspective and I was at last able to take an interest in
our new surroundings.
Funchal turned out to be a delightful town and despite
the fact that it is a major tourist centre, the old part of the
town is unspoiled, the food and drink is remarkably cheap
and, as ever, the Portugese people are friendly and
courteous. In spite of further problems with the dinghy
which resulted in each trip becoming a race for safety
before the thing deflated, we spent a very happy week
there exploring the town and enjoying the spectacular
mountain scenery of the interior. The bus journey to the
mountains turned out to be every bit as hair-raising as the
trips in the dinghy as we had a macho bus-driver who, in
order to impress two ladies who were in the front seat,
went swooping around hair-pin bends which had 3000foot drops on one side, with only one hand on the wheel.
Bali Hai’s future cruising inventory will include an aqualung and a parachute, not to mention a good supply of
tranquilisers!
The next leg of the cruise was the relatively short 330
mile passage to the south coast of Gran Canaria and we
left on Thursday, 28th June, at 1730. The winds remained
light northerly for the duration of the trip and we only
averaged eighty miles a day. One could hardly complain
though as the conditions otherwise were idyllic. The days
were hot and sunny and the nights were warm and balmy
and the major activity was the ritual application of sun-tan
lotion each morning while the major decision to be made
each day was which book to read next. The only moments
of excitement were when the occasional school of
Dolphins came to entertain us.
We sighted Tenerife on Sunday, 1 st July, at 1600 and
later that evening we were shaken out of our torpor when
the wind freshened considerably and we also had to contend with the many ships in the area. In all we sighted
eight that night which was more than we had seen on the
entire trip until then. Morning saw us off the north east tip
of Gran Canaria and with the wind still fresh we made fast Letting it all hang out - Porto Blanco Marina - Photo Tony
progress along the coast. The barren desert scenery with Doherty.
its oases of towering hotels and apartments blocks was
less pleasing to the eye than the lush vegetation and neat and another - mainly the other - we stayed for a week.
villages of Madeira. However, the occasional gleaming (Young Mulcahy had at last found his roll in life). The
white beach held the promise of a different kind of scenery marina was in fact on a bus route and so we were able to
commute daily to the flesh pots of Maspalomas and
and we were not unduly displeased.
We had decided to forgo the dubious pleasures of what Puerto Rico. We also found time to treat Bali Hai to a
Eric Hiscock describes as "The oily horrors of Las fresh coat of varnish and deck paint before leaving on
Palmas" and to investigate one of the new marinas on the Monday, July 9th, for Los Cristianos on Tenerife, a passouth coast of the island. As we progressed southwards, sage of 55 miles.
the prevailing northerly winds began to die away to be We left at 1600 and drifted slowly along the coast in a
replaced by a sea breeze from the south and we found light southerly breeze. I had read in the Pilot Book of the
ourselves close-hauled for the first time. By 1700 we had strong northerly wind which funnels down between Gran
rounded Maspalomas Lighthouse on the south east tip of Canaria and Tenerife but I was unprepared for the sudthe island and headed for the marina of Posito Blanco, deness of its arrival. One moment we were drifting clear of
which is one mile to the north west. The marina was the lee of the island in a Force I southerly and the next
almost full but we managed to find a vacant berth and moment we got a blast of wind from the north which instepped ashore to discover that the marina was itself a vir- creased to Force 7 within ten minutes. We had a hectic
tual oasis, surrounded as it was by bare rock and sand and time getting sorted out but we were soon snugged down
not another building in sight! We would have left im- under Storm Jib and reefed Mainsail and set off on a wild
mediately for the marina at Puerto Rico, I0 miles to the and wet reach into the gathering darkness. The wind blew
west, except for the lateness of the hour. In the event we strongly all night but as we neared the coast of Tenerife it
were glad that we didn’t as things did not turn out to be as began to die away and onc££ we were under the lee was
bad as they looked at first glance and what with one thing again replaced by the southerly sea breeze. We arrived off
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Los Cristianos at 1000 on Tuesday, 10th, July. The cause down to the drinking water which we had taken on
anchorage is open to the south, so once again, a stern board there. This proved to be the case because when we
anchor was necessary; this time I was determined not to stopped drinking it we felt much better. Luckily we had
make a mess of it and for once everything went well ex- enough Madeiran water left to see us to the Azores and we
cept for one small faux pas when the stern line whipped a also bought a few dozen bottles of mineral water to supbucket over the side as it ran out.
plement it. I couldn’t leave Tenerife without climbing
Once at anchor we were again faced with our race Mount Teide, which at 12,500 feet is the highest mountain
against drowning to get ashore in the dinghy, altho’ that in Spain. Unfortunately it would have’ taken two days to
problem was solved for us on the second day when it was climb from base level and as I was reluctant to leave the
stolen. My annoyance was tempered with the grim boat for that length of time, we were reduced to getting a
satisfaction of knowing that there was a good chance that cable car up to 10,500 feet and then climbing the last bit.
it would drown the thieves when they attempted to use it. While the view from the top was spectacular, there was no
The only dinghys on sale in Los Criastianos were light sense of achievement so I shall have to go back and do it

Leaving Los Cristianos - Photo Tony Doherty.

beach dinghys, so I invested in one and the only thing to properly sometime. (Well, its as good an excuse as any to
head south again!)
be said in its favour is that at least it didn’t deflate.
Los Cristianos was much more to our taste than the We spent the last days in Tenerife preparing for the 950
tourist traps of Gran Canaria in that it has still preserved mile haul to the Azores. I paid particular attention to the
its identity as a fishing village and thus we were able to eat rigging as we could expect head winds for the start of the
and drink at reasonable rates once more and at the same passage at least and this proved to be the case. We left at
time enjoy the benefits of the nearby tourist resorts of 1400 on Monday, July 16th, and once we cleared the lee
Playa de Americanas. Ever since leaving Posito Blanco of Tenerife we were once more hit by the strong northerly
and for our first two days in Los Cristianos we had all and for the next five days we were close-reaching or closecomplained of feeling unwell and I eventually put the hauled in a wind which varied in strength between Force 4
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and 7. Conditions were not very pleasant as it was wet on trumbling crests while away to the north the majestic cone
deck, there were many sail changes needed and as we of Pico formed a magnificent back-drop the scene. We
could not have the fore-hatch open, it was very hot in the made very little progress until the afternoon, when the
cabin with temperatures reaching 30°C during the day. wind backed westerly and increased to Force 4 and we
The one consolation was that we were making good were able to lay a course for Horta. It was midnight before
we reached the narrow channel between the islands of
progress, having logged 560 miles in five days.
On Saturday, 21st July our E.P. was 34° 00’N 24° Pico and Faial. I had no qualms about entering after dark
00’W. During the morning the wind began to veer to the as there are no outlying dangers and I remembered the
east and dropped to Force 2. We were gald of the break as place well from the previous year. It was 0300 on Thursit gave us a chance to dry out our clothes and to keep the day, 26th July, when we ghosted slowly into the harbour
forehatch open. More importantly it gave me a chance to and tied up at the quay wall.
catch up on my sleep as I hadn’t slept well since we had The week in Horta was memorable, at least the bits of it
left Tenerife and was consequently becoming rather ir- that I remember were. We were welcomed back by old
ritable. One of the advantages of having a young crew in a friends at the Cafe Sport and the Club Naval and made
situation like this is that they seemed to be able to sleep many new friends from among the large international
through anything and were not therefore strung out gathering of cruising yachts in the harbour. It is a measure
themselves; as well as that, they are so used to having of the sociable atmosphere that none of us succeeded in
adults bitching at them that they regard it as quite a nor- getting much further than the town centre during our stay.
mal state of affairs and took not the slightest notice - Only by the exercise of the greatest self-discipline did we
manage to tear ourselves away and head homewards on
which is a good thing in a small boat.
For the next three days the winds remained light and Thursday, 2nd August. The high pressure system in the
veered slowly around to the west and we were back once vicinity of the Azores can result in one encountering long
more into our sun-bathing and reading routine. A change periods of calm in the early stages of the passage back to
was heralded, however, on the morning of Tuesday, 24th Ireland. We were lucky this year, however, in that the high
July, as we neared the island of Faial. The barometer, pressure centre was to the east of the islands thus giving us
which had remained steady at 1029mb, began to drop and light southerly winds and we averaged 75 miles a day for
there was a build-up of cloud from the west. By 2000 the the first three days. From then on we encountered a series
barometer had dropped to 1020mb and as it continued its of fronts moving in from the west which provided ideal
downward movement it was obvious that we were in for a conditions for us in that we had winds of Force 3 to 5,
blow. We secured everything on deck and below, took in varying in direction between south west and north west
the foresail and reefed the mainsail in anticipation. It was and our average jumped to well over a hundred miles a
then blowing Force 5 from the west. Shortly after mid- day. On one memorable day when the wind remained a
night the wind increased rapidly and by 0200 the steady Force 5, from the north west, we clocked up 143
barometer had dropped to 1013 mb and we were in the miles which was our best ever day’s run.
thick of a howling gale. With the wind blowing a good And so, without one sail change in 1150 miles we made
Force 9 we hove to with the main reefed down below the our landfall on the Fastnet at mid-day on Monday, 13th
cross-trees. Bali Hai took the whole thing in her stride and August, eleven days out from Horta and were tied up safewe were warm, dry and comfortable in the cabin, for while ly at the pier in Schull before the first rumblings of the
plenty of water came on board, none found its way down Fastnet Storm. When the fuss had died down we made our
way back to Crosshaven, visiting old haunts on the way
below.
By 0800 the next morning the disturbance had passed, and arrived back at our moorings in Drake’s Pool on
the sky cleared and the wind veered north west and died Saturday, 19th August with 3,750 miles on the log in ten
away. The seas were spectacular with their long foaming weeks.
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Reaching to Brittany in Sai See
Brian J. Law

Thursday evening at 7.30 p.m. we were beating hard, day in light westerly winds. Dr. Spock the A.P. steering
the rail well down in the westerly that was gusting force with the crew either lounging in the cockpit, playing chess
6-7 reefed mainsail flat and feathering in an S curve to or polishing the brasses according to fancy. These idylic
spill wind while the No. 3 jib still pulled. "She’s very conditions persisted through the night, the biggest problem
tender Brian" said Ronnie, the helmsman, as a wave lap- was starting the engine for an hour as the wind came
ped over the combing and around his feet. Not a bit of astern and fell light. Next morning we anchored in 10 ft.
wonder as this is the last of D.C.C.s early points racing just off the pier of New Grimsby and took the rest of the
and we are carrying 100 gallons of water, 70 gallons diesel day off to do the touristy bit on Tresco, finishing predicand all the tinned food and provisions for three weeks tably by being among the last to leave the New Inn. An
cruising. We were 4th out of 6 boats in our class that early breakfast next day and across the Tresco Flats to
night.
Hughtown in an absolute scorcher. We spent the morning
Friday, 29th June, we took on board the bonded stores shopping and sightseeing and had lunch ashore. Departed
and fresh food and discovered that the bilge water from the Scillies at 1400 hrs. under engine. When clear of land
last nights escapade had reached at least as far as the sock we fell in with a light N.E. breeze and had a absolute field
drawer. For two hours the cabin was a shambles of sleep- day setting sail. Spinnaker, No. 2 genoa partly hoisted as
ing bags and wet socks, cardboard boxes and beer cans. a staysail, main, mizzen staysail, mizzen and a thing called
Eventually order was restored, not without trouble, a main top mast back staysail. This was an old red cotton
however, for when David, the youngest member of the jib from a previous boat hanked to the backstay, hoisted
crew, went off to sail his model yacht from the shore in- on the topping lift and sheeted to the mizzen mast head.
stead of tidying the forecabin he misjudged the draft of his All this while Dr. Spock had the helm and what with our
wellingtons and another pair of wet socks was rather antique oak handled deck scrubber (once, by the way, the
pushing things at that point. We spent the night on our mop shaft of the Governor of Northern Ireland’s personal
home mooring which gave everyone a chance to relax and kitchen maid) as a jockey pole I haven’t enjoyed myself so
departed Ballydorn after breakfast. North west 3-4 and a much for years.
This euphoria died during the night as fog rolled over us
great sail down Strangford Lough and across Dundrum
Bay, the wind falling light at times so the engine gave us with the coming of darkness and visibility was down to
an odd half hours push when the speed fell below three less than 20 yards at times. On one occasion we heard the
knots. Beautiful sailing past Skerries, Howth and Dublin sound of large engines to windward. At this time when
Bay now reaching along at 6-7 knots under all plain sail every nerve was stretched and every faculty and sense was
and the mizzen staysail. I don’t know of anything more extended, staring out into the damp blackness with not so
pleasant than heading south along this coast in a westerly much as a single star to oriantate upon, it almost seems
breeze as darkness falls. The towns, streets and houses are that the vessel is going downhill in to some dark, deep hole
gradually lit up along the coast, the hills silhouetted in the ocean. The red and green glow of the navigation
against the sunset are lost in the loom of Dublin’s lights. lights reflecting eerily back from the fog seeming to lead us
The Hill of Howth stands clear astern and Bailey down, down, down below the horizon and even as the
Lighthouse is still a bright spot above the stern when bows lift to a swell they still don’t seem to come up
enough. Just as this feeling was at its height an explosion
Wicklow appears ahead.
At 0300 hours we are about 8 miles past Wicklow and of phospherescence burst around the bows and seemingly
can just make out a yacht a mile astern in the loom of hundreds of bright commets of light fanned out and ahead
Wicklow light. Back up goes the mizzen staysail because to fade 30 ft. away and then reappear in another wave and
that must be Dickie Gomes in Hisperia. 0530 hrs. again dash forward. We must have disturbed a shoal of
Hisperia passes us when we leave it a bit late to cut inside mackrel at rest close to the surface, they easily outstrip us
the Blackwater Bank, find the tide setting us down onto it for speed and seem to make 9 to 10 knots in these short
and have to gybe back out again. It must have looked very bursts. Watching this display for a while reestablished
odd but, honestly, Dick we were never in less than 15 feet reality and put the horizon back where it belonged. The
chill of the fog became an awakening and a walk back
of water.
Tuskar Rock by 9 o’clock and we have seen the last of along the side deck and down into the galley to put the
Hisperia for 5 weeks as they haul out to the south west for kettle on dispelled any any lingering unease. Before coffee
Spain and we go south for the Scillies. Beautiful sailing all is finished the sky has lightened to the North east and
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visibility has lifted, stars have again appeared and, thank ourselves and at least fifteen other boats sail off into the
goodness, the relief watch is due soon. With the coming morning. Hands in the pockets of his blue boiler suit he
day a smile remembering the quaint fears of the darkness was wearing very big boots, a hump on his back and a 3"
and even a last quiet chuckle into the pillow before drifting lower lip. We anchor for the remaidner of the morning just
away in a warm sleeping bag.
north of Camar6t and explore the ruined German gun
On through the day, 15 miles clear of Ushant, past the emplacements and fortifications that guarded the apChausse du Sein and the Pointe de Penmarch, a running proached to Brest during the second World War.
fix at about midnight on the Iles de Glenan confirms our Catching the tide after lunch we motor in very light
position and an early morning beat in smooth water winds through the Chanel du Four and are anchored in
around the north of Belle Ilse, we drop sail and motor into L’Aberwrac’h by tea time. As this is to be our last French
the crowded harbour of Port Sauzon for breakfast.
port we topped up on the Pastis that evening and stocked
Five hundred miles from home in five days at an up with wine in the morning.
average of just over 5 knots, we have had over a day in the Well, up to now the north and north easterly winds
Scillies and now we are really on our way home. Day sail- have suited us very well so I suppose we must not coming as much as possible, calling on as many of the islands plain but we motored 16 out of the 25 or so hours from
as we can, we spend the night at La Palais. Next day here to Newlyn and were really glad to get in even though
anchor off the beach at Ile de Houat and rig mast and lee it never blew more than force 4-5. We tied up alongside
board on the dinghy. Saturday is spent sailing around the Sibyl of Cumae, an old Clyde 50 (still sailed without an
Morbihan which everyone enjoyed but an attempt at spin- engine) and had a very pleasant evening dining out in Pennaker flying had to be abandoned as the anchor kept drag- zance. Rosey had heard me speak of the Seafarer
ging through the muddy bottom.
Restaurant before and neither she nor the children were
Sunday we departed Port Halgu6n, sailed around the disappointed. Next morning the wind was still northerly,
Presqu’ile de Quiberon and anchored 20 yards off a with the forecast giving Sole, Lundy and Fastnet west
beautiful beach to the south of Ile de Groix. Here the log veering N-NW 4 locally 5 time was getting short and I
records in Rosey’s writing. "Skipper tries windsurfing with could not see anything other than northerlies for the next
lots of swimming thrown in, gets blown off shore and few days. So be it, we reckoned it did not pay to dwell too
reluctantly accepts tow from inshore lifeboat." My writing much beforehand on these things when time was running
- "Not a bit reluctantly. I was glad to become a statistic at out and off we went, by 0740 hrs., to catch the tide around
that point." We entered Port Tudy outer harbour for the the Longships. I still don’t wish to dwell on the next 30
night and found it absolutely saturated with yachts tied in hours until we were 10 miles south of the Tuskar Rock exa sunflower raft, extracted ourselves around the stern of a cept to say they were rough and uncomfortable and best
ferry and tied across the inner harbour blessing our 4’-0 forgotten about. From here, with the water smooth, the
wind North west 4-6, one reef down and Sai See sailing
draft as it all but dries out.
Next day was our first windward leg of any length, 25 at her best, close reaching up the Irish coast was our best
miles to Concarneau, the second half of which we covered sail this year. We spent Thursday night and part of Friday
under engine when the seas built up and the novelty of in Arklow then off again like a train covering the 84 miles
beating wore off. Here we stayed two days meeting David to Annalong in exactly 12 hours. And really that’s it, exand Tina Maxwell in Oberon, I.C.C. Icecream and crepe cept to say that we sailed a canoe in Annalong harbour
suzettes, a tour of the ramparts in the Ville Close, more with a golf umbrella as spinnaker, called into Ardglass for
dodgem rides than you could shake a stick at and a visit to lunch and picked up our mooring in time to have a jar
the Mus6e de la P~che, this was the bit the children en- aboard the lightship and be home early because as Rosey
joyed most.
said "Cheer up chaps, its work in the morning."
Benod& next where we became very friendly with
Michel Canovert one of the student/Boatmen working for
the Port du Pleasance. Bobby Gilmore of D.C.C. and
S.L.Y.C. had been here last year in Rascal for 5 weeks.
His Irish wine is still talked about with baited breath and
even though the headaches have faded the memory, apparently, is evergreen. Michel sailed with us the next day
to Camar~t and later hitch hiked home. Later this year we
were most surprised to hear his voice on the telephone
saying he was in Downpatrick having crewed for Peter
Jackson when Linda and family ran out of time in BritanSal See 39’-7 11’5 4’0-8’-0
ny.
Not a very pleasant run to Camar& with most of the
passage made in fog, we went through the Raz du Sein Finisterre Class Yawl.
with visibility down to 30 yards at times. Camar& we
liked but the marina charges we decidedly did not. Forty Crew.
francs for our first night, tied three abreast at the end of a Brian & Rosey Law,
pontoon. We left early Sunday morning to avoid the atten- Kemlow Grey,
tions of the Harbour Master and had the very great Paddy Law (13 years)
pleasure of seeing him, from 40 yards off shore, watching David Law (10 years)
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Sai See July Cruise 1979
Summary

Ballydorn - New Grimsby
New Grimsby - Hughtown
Hughtown - Port Sauzon
Port Sauzon - La Palais
La Palais - lie de Houat
Ile de Houat - Port Navalo
Port Navalo - Morbihan
Morbihan - Port Halguen
Port Halguen - Port Tudy
Port Tudy - Concarneau
Concarneau - Benodet
Benodet - Camaret
C amaret - L’Aberwrac’h
Newlyn - Arklow
Arklow / Annalong
Annalong - Ardglass
Ardglass - Ballydorn

Distance
made good
270.0
2.0
195.0
4.5
11.0
8.0
9.3
14.2
25.8
26.5
10.0
48.0
28.5
177.0
84.0
13.00
16.00
1044.8
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Total
hours
50.45
0.35
40.40
0.45
2.05
2.07
1.30
2.30
5.00
6.15
1.55
10.05
5.45
38.50
12.00
2.25
4.45
215.40

Engine
hours
5.00
0.35
4.30
0.45
2.05
2.07
0.05
1.00
5.00
3.45
1.55
7.50
5.45
27.00
00.10
00.05
4.45
89.05

Average
speed
5.3
3.8
4.8
6.0
5.3
3.8
6.0
5.7
5.2
4.3
5.2
4.8
5.0
4.6
7.0
5.4
3.4
4.96

Kilderkin’s Summer Cruise 1979
Colin Mullen

Kilderkin has not appeared in the journal since 1976, Eventually we anchored N. of Pier at 1855. I had warned
and after she was trailed to Mayo and launched at the crew before leaving that if the weather was unsuitable,
Rosmoney (near Westport) where the Mayo Yacht Club we could well find ourselves unable to get further than Co.
has erected a 4 ton crane on the new Co. Council Pier. Galway. So we were well pleased with our passage, and
This is one of the best anchorages on the Mayo Coast, with the hardest part behind us, we could now be virtually
with good shelter, accessible in all weather and sufficient certain of reaching Castletownshend in time for the
depth to float a full draft yacht at any state of the tide. R.C.C.--C.C.C. party on the following Monday.
Streams are reasonably slack except at springs.
After a few shakedown sails to Clare Island, Inishturk
and Inishbofin, preparations were made for the passage to
Co. Cork for the I.C.C. Cruise. With limited time, I FRIDAY, JULY 20th
decided that the sail to Crosshaven was too far, especially Decided to rest on our laurels, took the day off to do
with the possibility of a long beat back. Thus we planned odd jobs on the boat and explore ashore. Phoned home to
to join the cruise at Castletownshend, which also had the organise delivery of spare primus burners.
merit of avoiding the relatively uninteresting section of the
coast between Cork and Castlehaven. Thus with my niece SATURDAY, JULY 21 st.
Melanie Smyth, Adrian Murphy and Brenda Jones We weighed anchor at 0843, beat out to the entrance
under main and working jib in NW2. We met the same
aboard, we set off on: squalls at the entrance. Outside found NW3, and we bore
away for the Bull and set Genoa boomed out. We decided
WEDNESDAY, JULY 18th.
Left the pier at Rosmoney at HW 1500 hours, in a against Dursey sound as the course to it was a dead run.
moderate westerly, under main and working jib, beating After a hairy gybe in steep seas off the Bull, we set a
out of the entrance past Inishgort Light with the ebb under course for the Mizen. The sky cleared and we had a
us. At 1700, we were freed in a veering wind and reached beautiful sail in NW4, abeam Mizen Hd. at 1745 we
out of Clew bay S. of Clare Island. We bore away in NW4 anchored in Crookhaven off the village at 1915, a glorious
leaving Inishturk and Inishbofin to starboard. Making use sunny evening which showed the surroundings at their
of the shelter they provide from the swell. 2125 High best. We went ashore for a pint, and to look for Adrian’s
Island abeam to Port, set course for Blasket sound 192T. family who were due to arrive from Mayo by car. After
We had a fast passage with NW4, occasionally 5 or 6 in four days of relative isolation, we were amazed by the
squalls, quite uncomfortable as the ship corkscrewed in buzz of the village, alive with holidaymakers and other
these confused swells, but making very good time we saw cruising folk.
no other boats at all until we reached Valencia; the sea
seemed very empty.
SUNDAY, JULY 22nd
We spent the day in leisurely fashion, doing odd jobs on
the boat, provisioning and enjoying the village atTHURSDAY, JULY 19th
The wind held throughout the night and at 0830 we mosphere. We met up with Adrian’s family, who had hapsighted Brandon to Port. It was a beautiful sunny day. pily brought the primus parts. We had much needed
Our landfall was somewhat to the west of the Blasket showers in Murphy’s Caravan and dined ashore.
sound. As the tide was foul and the large NW’LY swell
likely to make conditions rough in the sound, we decided MONDAY, JULY 23rd
to carry on outside. We passed two miles West of Up early to be sure of getting to Castletownshend in
Inishtearaght at 1330. We had a magnificent view of the time for the party, but thick fog delayed our departure. At
islands. All hands were feeling the worse for wear in the times the vis. was down to 100 yds. or less, but cleared in
confused sea, aided and abetted by a hydrocarbon smell the nick of time and we weighed at 1212 in W4, under
(later identified as paraffin from a leaky primus), so we main and Genoa. We had another fast run, and with a fair
decided to make for Port Magee for a breather. We ran tide through Gascanane sound, in making good time to ardown to the entrance in haze, which made it hard to iden- rive at Castletownshend at the sight of many yachts. We
tify. Once inside Bray Head progress was slow with light hurriedly transformed ourselves to some semblance of
baffling winds interspersed with fierce squalls off the hill. respectability for the R.C.C.--C.C.C. party.
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TUESDAY, JULY 24th
beat up to Berehaven we went alongside in
While most of the fleet left early, seemingly eager to get Castletownbere at 1700 in an unsuccessful search for SunWestward, this was the furthest point of the trip for us, day papers. We moved to the more congenial surand we were in no special hurry to set off again. We roundings of Dunboy Bay. Melanie and Brenda went
decided to stay in Castlehaven for another night. After at- ashore to explore the ruins while the skipper stripped the
tending to various chores, all hands piled into the rubber water pump in search of the engine trouble but found
dinghy and we set off upstream with the last of the flood. nothing wrong in this department. We were eventually
Returning after thorough exploration of the head of the joined by a dozen yachts, mostly from the cruise.
creek, we had to alter course for an overly protective swan
who was swimming upstream en famille.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 25th
MONDAY, JULY 30th
Departing at 0815, we beat slowly towards the entrance We set sail under single reefed main and working jib at
in S 1. at 0900 we reluctantly started engine for first time 0830. We beat out into a murky SW4-5. Poor vis. and
on the cruise and motored carefully past Toe Head in threat of W or NW blow was not encouraging for a pasthick fog. We eventually picked up Kedge Island in clear- sage to Valencia, and with no improvement in sight after
ing vis. and passed through Gascanane Snd. with fair tide. an hour decided to return. We passed Sharavogue motorThere was a light sw’ly so we set main and Genoa. There sailing and anchored in Castletownbere at 1050. We
was still fog out to sea, and we saw the top of the Fastnet visited Tramore and lazed about all day.
light sticking out above it, and also the masts of many
yachts on the cruise. The wind fell away off Goat Island, TUESDAY, JULY 31st
and we motored to Crookhaven, anchoring at the village More bad forecasts so we decided to stay put. Another
at 1320. Ashore for showers, pints and dinner.
lazy day ! We were bored by the inactivity but we joined a
party on Tramore. We phoned Mulrany to say we would
be delayed.
THURSDAY, JULY 26th
Under way at 1020 in a light easterly after collecting
Adrian, beaming after a conjugal visit ashore. With WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1st
sporadic bouts of a sick engine we made our way slowly We left the raft of boats at 0715 under main and workto Castletownbere, anchoring there at 1700. Later we tied ing jib. A few squalls in Piper sound had us scurrying to
up to Tramore (Joe Mahoney, C.C.A.) and we bought reef the main, only to be becalmed in the mouth. We found
crabs from a Fisherman doing the rounds. There was a a SW3 outside, and shook out the reefs and set Genoa.
late night session after the C.C.A. party, and we con- We beat to Dursey sound, and carried a fair tide. At 1230,
templated setting sail at once. We ate breakfast and we met with baffling squalls on the far side. The wind was
promptly fell asleep.
now WSW5, and we changed the Genoa to a working jib
and wind veered to NW. Reaching Bray Head at 1755 we
decided to go at least as far as Dingle or Ventry. The wind
FRIDAY, JULY 27th
After some refuelling, we set sail at 1330 under main backed to WSW4 for a time, and with steady glass and no
and Genoa and beat slowly out of entrance in a light S’ly. forecast above F0, we decided to press on. There were
Setting the spinnaker and we tooled along Berehaven in vicious squalls in Blasket sound, and we handed main but
the patchy wind, devouring the crabs and refusing all of- had to reset it to keep moving in lumpy seas off Clogher
fers of a tow. A SW breeze picked up off Lawrence Cove Hd. At dusk the wind veered to NW and with more
and it held to Adrigole where we joined the "Sunflower" squalls about we handed main for the night. The wind
under sail, being admonished in a transatlantic drawl to veered to NW and we beat slowly in lumpy sea with fremoor at precisely 7 degrees to the next boat. So much for quent squalls of F6 through a cold and wet night.
cruising as an escape from our regimented society.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 2nd.
A cold sunny dawn, with NNW 4, saw us in sight of the
SATURDAY JULY 29th
We left the Sunflower at 0950 and had a grand spin- Clare Coast. We set the main and plugged along in the
naker run to Glencarriff. In SW3-4, anchored near the swell; eventually fetching Inishmore. We tacked up to the
pier at 1320. Toured the fleet in the cat ketch Poacher Skird rocks and round Slyne Hd. at 2030. The lumpy sea
which was remarkably quick and manoeuvrable. Adrian made it difficult to keep the boat moving consistently, but
plus gear were sadly ferried ashore as he had to get back undaunted by the cold, wet and being hungry the girls
to work for Monday. We sailed to Garnish for I.C.C. stuck to the task well. By evening we were all very tired
and hoped to make Inishbofin before dark. However we
Party.
took longer to round Slyne Head than expected, and a
veering wind left us unable to fetch even High island on a
SUNDAY, JULY 29th
Feeling somewhat the worse for wear we weighed at port tack. Clifden was briefly considered, but in the
0950 and beat down Bantry Bay in SW3-4 under main gathering gloom this was really out of the question. We
and working jib. We contemplated whether to carry on or had no choice but to stand out to sea for the night, and sail
stop for the night. As all were tired from so much partying around Inishbofin and Inishturk, leaving a large margin
we decided to put into Castletownbere, somewhat reluc- for error as there are no lights at all. We handed main for
tantly, as we had no wish to return there. After a brisk the night.
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 3rd
We tacked to NNE at 0300 and sighted Inishturk at
dawn, well to starboard. We set the main and bore away
for home. We ran motor for a time as wind faltered in
Clew Bay, but N’ly breeze picked up to give us a fast
reach in. At 1115 we picked up our moorings at
Rosmoney, 52 hours out of Castletownbere with all but a
few hours on the wind. It was undoubtedly one of the
toughest passages I have made for a long time.
This cruise was a first for us in a number of ways. It
was the first time any of us had done a cruise in company,
and all found it most enjoyable, meeting so many friends
and making new ones. It was the first time Kilderkin has
sailed on the West Coast. Although no problems were encountered, we could have been in a bad way if the NW
wind had freshened unexpectedly after clearing the Blasket
sound on the Northward passage. With no lights in the
area there would have been no possibility of turning back
before dawn, and no sea room to heave to on either hand.
Therefore the I.C.C. Handbook’s words of wisdom on p.
119 about "not-too-small yachts capable of getting to
windward in any conditions" should be taken to heart.
Kilderkin is a tough boat for 24’ LOA, but a long beat in
severe weather would stretch the crew to the limit.
For the first time I cruised in Kilderkin with four
aboard. It was not as cramped as I expected, and the extra
hands are always helpful. The Foc’sle had to be completely cleared of sails in port, but we saw much larger boats
doing the same. It was the first real sea-going cruise with
night passages for the crew, and they all adapted splendidly. Finally, the engine was almost certainly used less than
on any cruise I have done, with all exits and all but one
entrance being made under sail.

i

Summary

Passage
Rosmoney to Port Magee
Port Magee to Crookhaven
Crookhaven to Castlehaven
C astlehaven to Crookhaven
Crookhaven to Castletownbere
Castletownbere to Adrigole
Adrigole to Glengarriff
Glengarriff to Castletownbere
C astletownbere to Castletownbere
Castletownbere to Rosmoney
Totals

Under Way
27M 55M
10H 32M
4H 23M
5H 02M
6H 40M
3H 0M
2H 3)M
5H 40M
2H 20M
52H 0M
120H 05M

Sailed 549 Miles through the water, av. speed 4.6 knots.
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Engine Hrs

3H DM
1H 30M

0 30M
5H 0M

Distance
Made Gd
131
47
23
23
21
9
10
18
10
176
468

Average
Speed
4.7
4.5
5.2
4.5
3.1
3
4
3.2
4.3
3.4
3.9

The sunflower raft at Adrigole looked like this from the outside ....

Photo: W. M. Nixon.

Lonehort Harbour - visited this year by several yachts on the cruise in company. Photo: W. M. Nixon.
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Dunn’s Ditties

An anonymous correspondent from Cobh writes:
McKay. Our cruise took us down to the beautiful island of
An Irish boat during the "Cruise in Company" ven- Cabreara, up the East coast of Majorca dropping into
tured under sail against a Southerly wind into Laurence Porto Cristo, Ciudidlla and Cala Santendria. We conCobh, Beare Island - her engine had influenza. Anchoring tinued up around Menorca and eventually back to Palma.
in the inner pool near a large American yacht her skipper While at anchor in Fornells we heard the first news of the
asked the Irish Boat why she did not use her engine "we Fastnet Race over French radio. We then moved on to
ain’t got one", said one of her crew. With a somewhat Mahon, the major town of Menorca which is a most
amazed expression the Yank queried further - "how do impressive Port to enter from the sea. Mahon used to be
you make your ice?".
Nelson’s base in the Mediterranean and is fortified with
battlements and castles on all sides on entering. Our next
stops were Cala Retjada and Cala D’Or where we met
Ronan Belrne Writes: I commenced the season on the
week-end 18/19 May on Eddie Kelliher’s Elizabethan 29 Maid of Killeen who informed us that all our Fastnet
Taal which was on a delivery trip to Cork for a new friends were safe. Two weeks seemed a very short time
and we entered Palma having completed our cruie and my
owner. We put into Wicklow on Friday night and Dunfirst in the Mediterranean, thank you Spokestar for makmore East on Saturday night where the wind increased to
ing the trip possible.
a force 5/6. I left Taal in Dunmore and hitched back to
Dublin.
In the first week-end of June I joined Owen Owens on James Cahlll reports:
his Shipman 28 Supernut on a trip to Port St. Mary. We
The only "outrageous" events in my nautical life this
had light airs both ways and plenty of sunshine. On our year were as follows:
The whole summer was taken up- with four day steel
return to Dun Laoghaire we put into Skerries for
breakfast. I again returned to Port St. Mary in July, this boat building weeks (three days in office) in a small village
time on Brendan Briscoe’s Club Shamrock Avanti for the outside Westport, Mayo. I used up all the local’s
return I.S.O.R.A. race to Dun Laoghaire.
electricity and was forced to distribute candles to the 8
At the first week-end of August I took Ken Ryan’s houses for use while I was welding and grinding. There
Ruffian 23 Rila on which I regularly crew in Dublin Bay, was supposed to be a new transformer installed but the
to Beaumaris. The rest of the crew was made up of Mary Pope had put an end to all that as every E.S.B. man in
Briscoe, Barry (I.C.C.) and Brenda Keane. We sailed or County Mayo spent the Summer in Knock. By middrifted over and eventually dropped anchor in Redwharf August there was an uprising and I was forced to finish
Bay, on the north side of the Island on Saturday night. my days work at 7 p.m. The hull is now completed.
The wind increased overnight to a good force six giving us
an exciting sail and beat up to Beaumaris, making good
use of the depth sounder. Kindly the Boatman of the Paul Campbell reports: With Peter Simpson and John
Royal Anglesey Yacht Club gave us a spare moorings and and Sarah White he took over Verve when she arrived at
in the Club we made good use of the washing, dining and Dunmore East on July 1 afternoon. They had five pleasant
drinking facilities offered to us. The return passage was a day-sails in light mostly SW breeze and sunny weather,
wet and windy fetch weating our spitfire and fully reefed stopping at Crosshaven, Glandore Schull, Dunboy and
main. Rila made good way across the Irish Sea and we Derrynane, where Verve was left moored for a week.
were called on by a visitor, who came on board via one of On July 15 he returned with Fred Espey, Leslie Latham
the many breaking waves and was quickly introduced to and Peter White. They berthed alongside at Skellig
the frying pan. When we entered Dublin Bay we were Michael and spent that night in Port Magee. Landed on
somewhat confused by the new white light on the Muglins Great Blasket next day which was foggy, but got into
and green flasher on the West Pier, it was at this stage the Smerwick. A fast sail in NW wind to Kilronan. Next afterwind dropped to nothing leaving us to motor up to the noon across to Maameen in Greatman’s Bay. Beat W to
Kilkieran Bay but did not go in as it got foggy, so ran
moorings at 0300 hours on Tuesday.
In August I headed to the Balerics to join Malcolm Kel- back to Rossaveal, Cashla Bay, where on Saturday 21st
liher on Spokestar. Other crew members included Paul Leslie and Peter left and Michael d’Alton and Willy Dick
(Dragon) and Angela Maguire and Ian (Navigator) joined.
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Verve now manned by four ICC members headed for Harold Cudmore Junior Writes: November 1978 I
the Jubilee Party at Glengariff and spent nights at raced my Quarter Tonner Quarter Apple in the World
Kilronan, Scraggane Bay, Smerwick, Dingle, Derrynane Championship in Japan. Afterwards I was invited to sail
and Garnish Bay. Landed at Great Blasket, Skellig and on Hideo Matsuda’s Big Apple which was nearby. He then
Dennish, also at Castletownbere (almost entered Puleen loaned it to me for a few days cruising.
instead in thick fog). On Sunday 29th morning, after the Before setting off the well-known Ken Hashimoto took
splendid party, sailed to Bantry harbour and back to Guy Gurney (UK) Peter Campbell (Aus) and myself on a
Glengariff pier where James Osborne and his family crew tour around Mount Fugi on which we saw among other
things a replica of a Portugese Man-O-War of the
took over.
Fifteenth Century, somewhat under-rigged, taking trippers
HaroM Cudmore reports: This year Namhara joined across a lake.
the cruise in company. On board were Nancy Nicholson, We cruised and raced in Sagami Bay. It is approximatePaddy Maher, Mary, Finbar and Harry Cudmore. ly a 25 mile semi-circular bay facing South situated the
Everything went according to plan and all the crew en- next bay South-West of Tokyo. There are a group of
joyed the outing. Item to remember was motor sailing islands lying off Izu-O-Sima being the largest. Weather is
dominated at this time of the year by a series of fronts,
close under the Mizen bathed in sunshine while half-a-mile
to seaward an American yacht was hidden in fog up to her mostly associated with highs, moving rapidly from West
to East as does the current at about two knots.
burgee, which remained visible.
The ladies left us in Glengariff and were replaced by my Japanese yachting is developing fairly slowly due to
grandson Mike Murphy. We enjoyded some robust sailing high cost. Fishing villages seem to control the cost and
for the next week in contrast to the calm seas and fog of charge yachtsmen exorbitantly to gain access to the water
the "cruise." We visited many of our old and well loved plus the necessity for anchorages to be typhoon proof.
anchorages and returned in time to go to Cowes on the However the Nippon Ocean Racing Club is an effective
organisation with incidentally its president of that time beConnaught on August Monday.
ing of part Irish ancestry. To keep a 25 footer costs about
2,000 Sterling annually.
With Guy and three of Big Apple’s’ regular crew we left
Seabornia towards evening and sailed out the islands to
the South. About mid-day the following day we stopped
on the return at Kodado Ko on the north end of Izu-OSima. This is a small village but quite orientated towards
visitors.
Next port was Atami on the west of Sagami Bay. Very
built up as a tourist resort it reminded me, with its artificial
harbour, of Palma de Mallorca. Here we used one of the
larger public baths and ruined the effect at a nearby Saki
Bar!
The following day we recrossed Sagami Bay to visit
Aburatubo a very attractive natural harbour with many
yachts moored. Then a short sail to Seabornia which is a
large apartment development and a small harbour with a
large apron for dry-sailing yachts.
While in Hong Kong I sailed with Frank Pong on his
40ft. Jelik from the very fine Royal Hong Kong Yacht
Club. One day we followed a group of Red Chinese
Trading Junks as they sailed through Hong Kong waters
and out to the East. They are unchanged for a millenium
with a lower sheer than the motorised H.K. junk and a
recessed transom. I noticed that day and confirmed later
that they are raced and a lot of money is wagered to see
which junk clears H.K. first. While I was watching the
starboard tack appeared to give away to port.
Alan Black from Howth Yacht Club and myself spent a
pleasant week on Windswept an O.O.D. 34 bringing her
back to Lymington to her owner George Tinlay whom I
had raced against in the Royal Lymington Cup. He had
rolled her 360 degrees in the Fastnet Race and retired to
Cork.
We had an unpleasant beat to the Scillies. Thereafter we
cruised gently to Newlyn, Mevegisey, Goran, Fowey exploring the upper reaches Dartmouth, Weymouth, and on
Namhara 8 metre cruiser racer built 1955 - Photo Harold Cudmore.to Lymington.
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Anne and Ronald Cudmore write: We confined our cruis- acquired along jetty by the shore road, taking the pressure
ing this year to three short trips across Lake Michigan, off the crowded anchorage area in the inner and outer harcovering in total a few hundred miles. Sailing here is quite bours.
different to sailing off the Irish coast. Generally, the winds At Menorca’s S.W. corner we holed up in our favourite
are light and we have to do a lot of motoring. To compen- spot, Cala Santadria, 2 miles east of the hot and crowded
sate for the lack of wind, we usually have pelnty of sun. little port of Ciudadella. The Cala is shallow, with a clean
Since it is predominently calm, we have concluded that sandy bottom, Y shaped and ending in two small beaches
this explains why there appears to be more concern here with drink and snack facilities. It is a pleasant walk of 30
about the condition of one’s yacht than getting out sailing. minutes by a country lane in the comparative cool of
When the weather does change here, however, it can be sunset to Ciudadella, where dozens of restaurant tables
very rough on Lake Michigan. We have also been caught share a narrow quay with the stern gangways of massed
out in some severe electrical storms which come up very yachts.
quickly, and which, initially, were quite frightening. For- This year we showed Menorca to our two guests by
tunately, they tend to be of short duration.
hired car, then headed for N.E. Mallorca and its east
One reads in newspapers and magazines that the U.S. is coast, where the low cliffs have been penetrated by the
becoming an overregulated economy. This, unfortunately, seas to form dozerns of narrow but deep inlets, each with
applies to the boating world as well. One evening, we went its perfect beach of fine sand. We based ourselves in Porto
out to Morgana to find that she was impounded. On en- Petro for a week, going out to a different Cala each day
quiring why with the relevant authorities, we were in- except when the weather broke briefly about the equinox.
formed that the boat did not have an Illinois registration First came two nights of fierce lightning with occasional
number on her side. Once we could prove that we were a downpours of rain, and then 24 hours of typical Mistral
foreign registered vessel, we were again allowed to go out from the north, blowing stink out of a clear sky, with unsailing.
usual clarity in the atmosphere revealing details of the normally hazy east coast hills.
Mayne Elllott writes: The I.C.C. received a very nice A 1908 Fife 15 metre dragged in Porto Petro although
compliment on the day of the Strangford/Portaferry Swim using her fisherman. Unfortunately, too, the weather drove
when I was accosted on the quay... "By your tie, you the topless surf-sailers to wearing track suits for three
will know all about tides... What time will it be slack?" days, during which time we remained inside the little
marina which can just take Spokestar’s 6’ draft.
At the end of the month we returned to Palma, with a
few days to spare for hosing away salt, waxing the topAnthony Gore-Grimes writes: The heroics of the Shardana are reported on annually at length by the Hon. sides, and generally closing up for the winter.
Editor. I will therefore content myself with reporting a
most enjoyable family 16 day cruise on the same trusty George Lennox writes: On Wednesday July 25th 1979,
vessel from Newport Rhode Island west to Mystic Con- Sarita was on passage from Castletownshend towards
necticut then east to Nantucket Island, north to Cape Cod
Castletown Berehaven. On passing through Gascanane
and back to Newport. A total of 250 miles of gloriously
relaxed cruising. I am sure that Shardana has never Sound, Clear Island, the Commodore announced on the
before travelled so few miles in such a period but if she didR.T. that the head keeper of the Fastnet Lt., had extended
feel it was a bit beneath her dignity, she never showed it - an invitation to the crew of any yacht with the I.C.C.
Golden Jubilee cruise in company, to land on the rock, as
a thoroughbred cruising boat.
conditions were as near perfect as they possibly could be.
Aboard a meeting was held on Sarita, and was of the
opinion,
being over eight miles from the rock we would be
Doreen and Eddie Kelliher writes: Palma to the Clyde
in ’77 plus the return passage last year left us feeling lazy too long getting there, a number of yachts were in close
in ’79. Spokestar remained in the Balearic archipelago, proximity to it at that time, and we were some 95 motorbut wasn’t idle. Desmond (no. 1 son) had several ing minutes away on a fiat calm sea with fog patches. We
weekends in February/March while the 135 Charisma, on motored on for about 5 minutes or so, when on the port
which he is first officer, completed her annual overhaul in beam the top of the Lt. appeared above the fog bank, and
Palma. Malcolm (number 2 son) took a long between-jobs winked at us, this was too much for the Skipper, who said.
holiday from June to August and, with several crew ’To hell with it, we will never have another chance like this
changes of Dalkey friends, including sister Judith in a lifetime.’ The helm went over and Sarita headed for
Houlihan and ICC member Ronan Beirne, did two trips to the Fastnet Rock.
Ibiza and one to Menorca where, at Fornells, a mid- On arrival, all other yachts had departed in the direcAugust gale had 30 yachts dragging anchors all night, in- tion of Mizen Hd., The Duckling was launched, and leavcluding Spokestar until her Fisherman was unstowed and ing one ship-keeper aboard, the Skipper and third crew
dug through the eel grass which is a feature of many member set off for the landing steps. Landing from a
timber punt was just not on, the scend was surging 3/5 ft.
Balearic anchorages.
We took her over in September and our holiday was The Hd. keeper appeared and asked: ’Are you not coming
real lazy, man[ We went to Menorca in easy stages by ashore gentlemen?’. We assured him it was impossible
Mallorca’s west coast wall of cliffs and sheer peaks (Puig without damage to the dinghy, he then said: ’If I rig the
Mayor towering 4000’). Andraitx, at the S.W. corner, has boom, will you come ashore on the bosuns chair?’. There
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was only one reply to that. The Skipper and son Mike
were swung ashore from the dinghy and one of the junior
keepers very kindly looked after the dinghy while the Skipper and Mike were being very warmly received by the
keepers ashore.
After a very interesting conducted tour of the rock and
Light, with a run down of the history of when and how
built and a chat all round, we were dropped back into the
dinghy, we rowed over to Sarita, the Duckling was lifted
aboard, and we departed from Mizen Head and
Castletown Berehaven.
The Commodore told us later that more than forty people were able to land on the Fastnet Rock that day by inflatable dinghy, a unique opportunity for all concerned.
Can one imagine the totally different conditions that
prevailed less than three weeks later at the time of the illfated 1979 Fastnet race!
Apart from the cruise in company, Sarita made three
passages to the Isle of Man, one in May and two in July.
The landing on Fastnet Rock - Photo Rex Roberts.

Winkle Ntxon writes:
The publication of our Club History "To Sail the perfectly captures the atmosphere of cruising in the early
Crested Sea" has resulted in a wave of nostalgia, and one 1930’s. It was taken aboard Gull while cruising home
of the letters arrived from Commander Ernest Le Flufy from one of her renowened forays to race in the I.C.C.’s
(R. N. Retd.) of Tavistock in Devon, whose father was Whitsun Race from Dublin Bay, and shows Young Harry
one of the early Club members, and sailed regularly with Donegan (Left) and Old Harry himself, having just arrived
Harry Donegan aboard the famous Gull. Commander Le in deck in his pyjamas. Help is needed from our members
Flufy kindly sent this photo taken by his father which in Cork to identify the other two Gull crew members.

t
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Jamers Osborne reports:
ture carried an unfair proportion of the plain awful. There
The first time I sailed in Verve we visited the Scilly Isles was very little sunshine, and either far too much or far too
and as Paul and I both wanted to cruise on the West little wind. But we did have good sailing from time to time,
Coast, I decided to extend the trip to Crosshaven to in- and while M’Lady’s speciality is reaching - periods at
clude the Scillies.
eight knots on this point of sailing are not unknown My crew consisted of my wife Heather, first mate she’ll turn to windward with the best of them, the tops’l
daughter Lucy (8 months), Marcus Beresford and Rick with its yard the full length of the luff being an especially
Bah’on. We left Dun Laoghaire with the tail end of a effective sail.
North Westerly gale and made excellent progress to the Our wanderings took us to Lame, again, then on to
Tuskar where the wind backed to the South Southwest. Gigha, Crinan, Ardfem, Ardinamir (where of course we
From there on it was tight on the wind finally anchoring in signed Irene MacLachlan’s famous book), Tobermory,
St. Ires 46 hours later. As luck would have it, the long Rhum, Port na Long in Loch Braccadale, Dunvegan,
awaited North Westerly finally arrived and we ended up North Harbour in Scalpay, Stornoway, Loch Mariveg,
beating to the Scillies! However, we were rewarded with 5 Badachro in Loch Gair, Portree, Mallaig (briefly for
lovely warm days pottering about amongst pints and Muriel to have some dental attention), Tobermory, Puildarts. When it came to leave, the wind came up in the ladobhrain, Gigha and then back to Ballyholme.
Northwest and after 2 more days beating we arrived (as We’d a marvellous day ashore at Rhum, and so the
arranged) at Dunmore East.
crew all agreed that it was the best of the places visited,
The second half of the Summer’s sailing was to have though it has to be admitted that other attractive locations
been a repeat of last year’s trip around Ireland but con- suffered from being viewed through rain. M’Lady acquittinuous headwinds soon put paid to that idea. However, ted herself well throughout, the fact of her roominess
we were compensated by some excellent sailing in West below and comfort through heavy displacement making
Cork and Kerry. Verve revisisted Ardigoyle, her very pleasant to be aboard notwithstanding the
Castletownbere, Derrynane, Port Magee, the Skelligs, weather, and when the going was good her acres of deck
West Cove, Sneem, Crookhaven, Castletownsend and space made her an ideal family boat. It says much for her
that in a fortnight we managed to get to Stornoway
Crosshaven before returning to Dun Laoghaire.
although only carrying a light family crew, and it was nice
from time to time to overtake craft of more modern type
Peter Ronaldson writes: Erlin Mor with the I.C.C. who seemed to think they should be sailing faster than us.
members Peter Ronaldson and George McCann on board
as well as an assortment of non-members spent two wet
weeks in early July on the West Coast of Scotland:
anchorages visited include Ballyholme, Red Bay, Giha,
Eilean Mot (Mac Cormaig Isles), Loch Spelve, Loch
Aline, Tobermorey, Loch Sunart, Loch Drumbuy, Mallaig, Isle Omsay, Plockton, Totaig, Rhum, Tobermorey,
Easdale, Crinan, Giha and home.

Frank Smyth Writ.s: M’Lady of Down is a 35-ft Colin
Archer gaff cutter, designed by John Perryman, which we
built in timber at Bangor Shipyard. With a beam of 1 lft 6
ins and draft of 5ft 6ins, she is a hefty and roomy ship, setting 800 sq. ft. of working cloth, with a 30 hp Saab diesel
as auxiliary.
Getting her completed was something of a problem, as
our principal occupation of building fishing boats was
continuously busy, and in the circumstances work at ’The
Boss’s Boat’ - for all that she is envisaged as the
prototype of the Rathlin 35 class - took second place.
Nevertheless it was a job which fascinated everyone in the
yard, and eventually after a superhuman surge of work
she was launched in June 1979.
A very brief shakedown ’cruise’ was undertaken with
the Ballyholme cruisers group at the midsummer weekend
to Lame, where we were made very welcome, and then in
July with the family - Muriel my wife, Wendy (13), Lucy
(11) and Amy (8) - as crew, I sailed out for the traditional
jaunt to the Western Isles of Scotland.
As anyone who was in the Hebrides in July will agree,
the weather in Scotland was decidely mixed, and the mix135

M’Lady of Down - Photo I4I. M. Nixon.

Tony Walsh reports:
Ian Wylie writes:
It seemed to be a season dominated by roundings of Halloween has raced with the odd success on Belfast
Land’s End in other people’s boats. The first trip was with Lough. Thanks to the kindness of the Claphams Tresillian
Bob Fannin, ICC, as skipper, delivering John Gore- III was my home for three and a half weeks. The cruise
Grimes’ Shardana from Howth to Gosport for shipment was divided into four parts:
to America to do the Transatlantic Race. Departure was
1. Delivery trip to Crosshaven in 45 hours with John
late morning on Wednesday, March 28th, and crew of Clapham, Robert Shanks and Arthur Orr (all I.C.C.).
Bud Bryce, Reggie Reville and self (all ICC), together with 2. Arthur remained at Crosshaven and was joined by
John Kidney. The owner was on East Pier taking photos his wife and son and enjoyed a splendid social week with
of his beloved boat sailing out; he almost got photos of her the odd break hunting for petrol, diesel, gas and water.
being wrecked instead, as the gear-box was slipping 3. The cruise in company - on board were John and
(Camper Nicholsons were lined up to fix it before she went Rosie Clapham with their two children Davina and
to the States) and to add to our little local difficulties, we Charles, Rowena Corbett, Robert and Liz Shanks.
got a jib sheet fouled while tacking in the harbour mouth. The prize for ship handling and complete self conIt was a horrifyingly close shave and the thought that the fidence should go to the gentleman in Castletown
owner would have killed us as we struggled ashore from Berehaven who appeared on a sail-board in sea-boots and
the wreck didn’t bear contemplation.
a lounge suit and sailed amongst the fleet for over an hour
After that, we stormed along under deep-reefed main without falling in.
and storm jib and Shardana was passing the Tuskar at For the return trip to Cultra Tresillian was much less
midnight and as we headed into open water, Murphy crowded with only Rosie, Rowena, Noel Wylie and
began throwing everything at us. We got the main off, it Robert who left at Arklow. At the end of August a mini
still freshend and was unbelievably cold. At 4.30 (Thurs- cruise with Kenneth Boyd on board Treenlaw - a
day), Reggie and I took 45 minutes to take in the jib and Nicholson 30 - took us to the Clyde, Lough Ryan and
with the wind gusting to 54 knots across the deck, we finally Portpatrick to join Peter Bunting and Dermod
must have been getting over 60 knots at times as she sailed Davey on Sue’s laying-up trip. A very fast reaching sail
at 4/5 knots under bare poles with the wind now dead back to Cultra and en route found Peter in his true fashion
astern.
hove-to for lunch in mid-channel!
Generally, she was happy and gave every confidence
Tresillian retired from the Portpatrick race and sailed
but from time to time big ones broke over from astern, fill- to her autumn mooring in Ringhaddy. As usual the final
ing the cockpit. Bob got the worst of these and was swept sail to Cultra for laying-up was a beautiful day.
half overboard. In all, we ran under bare poles for 12
hours but it was easing by late Thursday afternoon, falling
away to force 6 or so and under shortsail we rounded outside the Scillies - at 2.30 Friday. I got through to Dublin
at 2000 hours on the Friday night via Start Point Radio
and learned from home that with all the cross-channel ferries cancelled, there had been fears for our safety. We got
into the Solent around mid-day Saturday. The tides were
against us but it was still just daylight when we berthed at
Gosport Marina at 1947.
In May, a cruise back from Moody’s Yard on the Hamble in Norbert Reilly’s new Moody 42 Southwind could
not have been more different. In calm conditions, we
motored the whole way to Land’s End but once around
the corner, picked up a nice sou’wester which gave us the
sail of a lifetime. The big ketch loved this sort of going but
unfortunately poor visibility meant that we didn’t see a
thing from the Longships to Wicklow Head. Happily, as
the boat was fitted with Radar, the mist was little cause for
concern and in all it was an excellent demonstration of the
cruising potential of the modern motor-sailer. Later in the
season, in August, I had a loan of Southwind for a week
of family cruising from Kinsale with my wife Aideen and
the four children. Unfortunately, it turned out to be
"Fastnet Week" and the poor weather meant that we did
little more than sail around to Crosshaven, where
Southwind became a hospital ship as damaged boats and
crews struggled in to Cork Harbour of out of the Fastnet
storm. At one stage I lost count of the number of friends
sleeping aboard, their own craft being water-logged. Eventually, we headed on to Dunmore East in company with
Bandersnatch cruising with John Harbison.
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List of Members

An asterisk indicates an Honorary Member. The year when honorary membership was conferred, is shown in brackets.
NAME & YEAR ELECTED

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.

Adams, Peter J. 1970
Allen, Harry, 1971
Anderson, Gordon F. 1974
Andrews, David O.B.E.,
M.Sc., J. P. 1959
Alpin, Roger 1972
Balmforth, M. B. 1966
Barnes, Dermot 1955
Barr, Robert 1969

The Lodge, Clifton Rd., Port St. Mary, I.O.M. Carnalea
Shangri-La, Port Oriel, Clogherhead, Co. Louth. Kami Kai
’Lyndhurst’, Marlboro Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (806531)

Barr, R. G. M. 1973
Barr, Mrs. Hazel 1971
*Barry, Gerald 1943 (1967)
*Barton, Humphrey 1934 (1954)
Bassett, Major C. S. 1969
Beck, Horace P. 1963
Beirne, Ronan M. 1975
Benson, Dr. R. 1975
Berridge, Lt. Col. R. L. 1946
Berridge, Mrs Cicely D. 1965
Beckett, John D. 1963
Beckett, Dr. W. K. 1973
Begley, William 1950
Blaikie, James A. 1969
Booth, E. M. 1967
Bourke, John P. 1965
Bourke, J. Roger 1942
Bourke, Michael Paget 1975
*Bourne, Edward 1978
Hon. Sec. R.C.C.
Bowring, Wing Cdr. J. H. 1973
Bradley, Desmond 1957
Braidwood, W. S. 1963
Braidwood, Mrs 1963
Bramwell, Dr B. R. 1963
Brindley, Aidan C. 1954
Broderick K. J. 1943
Brown, J. Finlay 1959
Brown, Mrs M. 1973
Brown, Richard P. 1970
Brown, W. P. 1963
Bryce, Robert G. 1969

Belfast Mills, Percy St., Belfast 13. (22451) (Home: Bangor 60631). Ocean Dove
Synge Street, Dublin 8. (765426)
7 Dargarvel Avenue, Glasgow GX41 5 LD (041/427-1176) Skerry Bhan
2 Albany Court, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. Cu-na-mara
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (893269)Estrellita
(P.O.)
60 Tullynagardy Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down (813369)
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (893269)
c/o Rob Roy, Cook Street, Cork
4 Quay Hill, Lymington, Hants. Rose Rambler
53 Rivermead Court, Hurlingham, London S.W.6 Gioconda
Ripton, Middlebury, Vermont USA 05753 China Bird
Stokeville, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (859741) Simba H
64 Bellevue Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (802352) Marlou
Owenmore, Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (021-831531) Corofin
do.
52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (889826) Dara (P.O.)
44 Green Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Dara (P.O.)
Sleepy Valley, 23 Convent Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin
Lyndhurst Crescent, Springhill Road, Bangor, Co. Down (Bangor 2209)
Different Drummer
Melmore, Shankill, Co. Dublin (863094) Venetia
Albert House, Victoria Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. Shemite
Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave., Limerick (061-45479. Office: 45444)Iduna
9 Barnacoille Park, Dalkey, Co. Dublin
33 Hestercombe Avenue, Fulham, London S.W.6 5LL (01-736-4545)
Mornington, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (853899)
Moorfield, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (855622)
State o’ Chassis (P.O.), Debonair (P.O.)
3 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down (2382)
do.
Killinchy, Co. Down. Blue Bandit
25 Seabank Court, Sandycove, Co. Dublin (809039) Glenisla
St. Judes, 118 Merrion Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (886784)
151 Seafield Rd., Clontarf, Dublin 3. (335789)
6 Monastery Crescent, Clondalkin, Co. Dublin
Bankmore, Portaferry, Co. Down (209)
212 Shore Road, Portaferry, Co. Down (318)
St. Benedicts, Thormanby Road, Baily, Co. Dublin (322829)
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Bunting, Peter J. 1962
Vice Commodore ICC
Bunting, Mrs E. A. M. 1969
Burke, J. F. 1971
Burns, Robert 1969
Butler, J. C. 1959
Butler, Sean, Mr Justice 1957
Byrne, H. E. O’C. 1974
Byrne, Dermot, 1977
Cagney, Mrs Romaine, 1978
Cahill, James 1978
*Campbell, R. P. 1934 (1969)
Cart, W. Derek 1972
Carr, Mrs J. E. 1972
Cassidy, Liam 1978
Chadwick, T. 1944
Clapham, John F. 1965
Clapham, Mrs D. 1974
Clark, H. W. S., M.B.E., D.L. 1951
Clark, Peter, 1971
Clarke, S. H. R. 1967
Cobbe, T. L. 1939
Coe, R. 1957
Collins, Michael D. 1975
Cooke, Victor A. 1977
Cooke, K. L. 1959
Cotter, William J. 1975
Courtney, Ross 1948
Cox, James F. 1970
Coyle, Michael F. 1971
Cresswell, R. S. 1949
Crosbie, E. 1957
Cudmore, Fred 1947
Cudmore, Fred (Jun.) 1966
Cudmore, John 1977
Cudmore, Justin R. 1966
Cudmore, Peter F. 1966
Cudmore, Harold, 1956
Cudmore, Mrs Mary 1970
Cudmore, H. (Jun.) 1959
Cudmore, Ronald 1964
Cudmore, Anne 1979
Cudmore, Richard B. 1966
Cuffe-Smith, Capt. W. R. 1970
Cullen, M. 1971
Cunningham, Brian 1967
Curtain, W. A. 1971
d’Alton, M. M. A. 1956
d’Alton, Robert 1978
Dalton, Brian 1967
Daly, Dominic, J. 1968
Davey, D. W. H. 1969
Dawes, Miss K. P. 1963
Dean, Douglas 1965
Dempsey, J. A. 1973
Denham, Dr P. C. 1975
Denvir, Miss Joan 1956
de Quincy, Roger 1969
de Quincy, Mrs Sheila 1974

Ballyreagh Farm, Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co. Down (812310,
Office: Lurgan 361 l) Sue.
do.
Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork (021-33730) Golden Shamrock
Box 409 Osterville, Mass. 02655, U.S.A.
Belgrove, Cobh, Cork (021-811343) Tam o’Shanter
2 Salamanca, Roebuck, Dublin 14. (980467)
Lismoyle, Shore Road, Malahide, Co. Dublin (450498)
Cornerways, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin Nixe
7 Roncalli Road, Kilbarrack, Co. Dublin (323239)
Rathbawn, Castlebar, Co. Mayo
Cuilin, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862634) Verve (P.O.)
Portland House, Downpatrick, Co. Down (2051) Melora III
do.
St. Kilda, Sandycove Ave. E., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (806380) Rhapsody
(P.O.)
Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Dublin (201220) (Office: 280381)
Mertoun Hall, Hollywood, Belfast (63177) Tresillian III
do.
Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands, Co Derry (Maghera 747) Wild Goose of Moyle
Cillenamara, Ringhaddy Road, Killinchy, Co. Down (541814) Rinamara
Aghmarta, Carrigaline, Co. Cork Quiver vii
Newbridge House, Donabate, Co. Dublin (350343)
Craigie, Monasterevan, Co. Kildare (045-25300)
"Inniskeel", King Edward Road, Bray, Co. Wicklow (867619) A drichele
Islandreagh House, Dunadry, Co. Antrim. Misaja
"Salia", Dublin Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (322348 Office: 771801).
11 Bushy Park Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6. (973270).
Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin. (323090. Office: 44686).
Bandersnatch of Howth
78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3 (339593)
St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co. Louth (041-51329)
Lynton, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (803163)
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork (021-52420)
Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork (021-31060) Setanta Too (P.O.)
do.
do.
29 Kensington, Rochestown, Douglas, Co. Cork
6 Camden Place, Cork (021-53726)
Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork (021-33016) (Office: 24019) Namhara
do.
Elden Ho., Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork (021-293024) Anna Petrea
Rm. 1019, 135 South La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois 60603 U.S.A. Morgana
Ran. 1019, 135 South La St., Chicago Illinois 60603, U.S.A.
Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork (021-293625)
Dunbo Lodge, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin (322428) Leemara
Grainblah, Palmerston Park, Dublin 6 (977002)
4355 Route 32 Saugerties NY 12477, U.S.A.
Highlands, Asborne Villas, Stoke, Plymouth (Plymouth 51900)
Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co. Dublin (Office: 76148 l) Glenshane (P.O.)
1 The Terrace, Scilly, Kinsale, Co. Cork (021-72471) Si Mara
234 Lothrop Road, Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan 48236. Boru
Rockmount Montenotte, Cork (021-55965)
Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down (Holywood 2287)
9 Courtnay Pl., Lymington, Hants.
Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork Darinda
Inwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin (291326)
2 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (973098) Charles Whittan (P.O.)
Mount Bernard, Cobh, Co. Cork (021-811504)
Baltimore Hill, Baltimore, Co. Cork Beacon of Baltimore
do.
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Devenney, E. K. 1973
Dick, J. R. William 1971
Dickinson, L. B. 1969
Dickinson William B. 1979
Dinneen, Patrick A. 1965
Dixon, Hon. Robin 1977
Donegan, Patrick T.D. 1968
Dorman, Dr J. K. A. 1971
Doyle, Denis N. 1956
Doyle, Frank 1966
Doyle, John G. 1967
Doyle, Thomas F. 1930
Doyle, D. Conor 1966
Duff, J. C. 1946
Duff, J. K. 1949
Dunn, Aidan 1963
Du Plessis, Hugo 1978
du Pont, Pierre 1969
Dwyer, Kevin F. 1966
Dyke, Stanley, W. 1965
Elliot, W. Mayne 1932
Ender, Theodore 1972
England, Mrs Elizabeth M. 1967
Espey, Fred J. K. 1978
Everett, T. 1975
Eves, F. Maitland 1967
M.B.E. 1967
Eves, Jeremy, R. F. 1975
Fannin, Robert N. 1959
Faulkner, Denis J. 1960
Faulkner, Mrs J. K. 1969
Felix, Bernard 1963
Fielding, Dr R. J. 1956
Fielding, Mrs C.
Finnegan, John J. 1966
Firth, Ivan J. 1978
Fisher, J. D. F. 1969
Fitzgerald, C. J. 1944
FitzGerald, David H. B. 1966
Fogarty, John J. 1967
Fowler, Robert J. 1969
French, Miss D. 1934
Fryer, Patrick J. H. 1969
Geldorf, Robert 1968
Gibson, James C. 1977
Glaser, Dr Otto 1972
Glover, Dr W. E. 1963
Gogarty, Desmond 1960
Gomes, H. R. 1967
Gore-Grimes, Anthony 1978
Gore-Grimes, John 1973
Gore-Grimes, Mrs J. 1975
Green, Mrs Margaret 1963
Green, Dr Chris H. 1964
Green, Dr Michael, 1964
Greenlagh, David 1978
Greer, P. H., LL.D. 1951

4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co. Down. Freda
Shango, Near Blessington, Co. Wicklow (045-65233)
34 Waverley Drive, Bangor, Co. Down (2164) Seaboard
15 College Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down. Seaboard
The Old Rectory, Croom, Co. Limerick. (061-32245) Sleagh
Drumadarragh Lodge, Doach, Belfast
St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda, Co. Louth (041-8944)
Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (370)MaM of Skye
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork (021-23706) Moonduster
do.
Patchwork, Killarney Road, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862779)
Ardmannagh, Glenbrook, Co. Cork (021-841199) Sonata
do.
Ard-leMar, Church Street, Skerries, Co. Dublin
Drumbaragh House, Kells, Co. Meath (190)
2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4 (691158) (Office: 770733)A nasu H
Ballylickey, Bantry, Co. Cork
Patterns, Rockland, Delaware 19732, U.S.A. Barlovento II.
The Wilderness, Glanmire, Co. Cork (021-821264)
Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (807918)
Burren Carragh, Burr Point, Ballyhalbert, Co. Down (Ballywalter 233)
Happy Return (P.O.)
Atlantic Yacht Co., Pearse St., Kinsale, Co. Cork.
Broomieknowe Cottage, Broomieknowe, Lasswade, Midlothian (031-663 7403)
4 Myrtle Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (805160)
56 Cabin Hill Gardens, Belfast &653917)
Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards, Co. Down BT22 2LJ (Millisle 213)
Takahe (P.O.)
do.
Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Dublin.
Olinda, Craigavad, Co. Down (Holywood 2783) (Office: Belfast 744261)
A rvor Ili
do.
19B Victor Hugo 92200 Neuilly, Paris, France, Skaco H
Skelling, Monkstown, Co. Cork (021-841428 & 51848)
do.
Seapoint House, Monkstown, Co. Dublin Jane
4 Sorrento Lawn, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (858087) Punctilio (P.O.)
Rathruttent, Warrenpoint, Co. Down (3667) Omavay
Kylemore, Richmond, Blackrock Road, Cork (021-32210) (Office: 20095)
Jovet (P.O.)
Larch Hill, Loughrea, Co. Galway. (Galway 41146) (Office: Tynagh 214)
Oberon H
8 The Crescent, Midleton, Co. Cork Nora Sheila
Mont Alto House, Sorrento Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (805822) Sogndal
4 Fairfield Park, Greystones, Co. Wicklow
Craighdu, Vico Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (859658)La Bretonne
18 Croshwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (802818)
Bryansford Road, Newcastle, Co. Down Chole
Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin (322797)Red Rock 1II
2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney, 2030, N.S.W. (337-2889)Melite
"Lamlash", Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth (041-8740) (08165)
12 Main St., Crawfordsburn, Co. Down Ain Mara (P.O.)
Lerrig, Baily, Co. Dublin (322449) Gibbon
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin (323670) Shardana
do.
Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road, Dundonald, Belfast (63175)
do. Helen
3 Sycamore Close, Woddingdean, Brighton, Sussex BN2 6SJ (33767)
Oilook Lane, Groomsport, Co. Down
22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin (323195) (Office: 771801)
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Greer, Howard 1966
Guinness, J. H. 1961
Commodore I.C.C.
Guinness, Mrs M. J. 1966
Hon. Publications Officer
Guinness Ian R. 1979
Guinness, Peter 1963
Hall, Mervyn J. 1970
Hall, R. C. A. 1952
Hall, Mrs Nancy W. 1965
Hanan, Thomas J. 1937
Harbison, Dr John F. 1977
Harris, J. A. 1971
Harrison, John M. 1975
Harte, Edward D. 1969
Hasset, Barry 1975
Healy, Capt. George F. 1968
*Heard, R. D. 1934 (1963)
Heard, Mrs Ruth 1967
Hearne, R. J. 1975
Heath, Lewis, F. G. 1978
Hegarty, Brian 1957
Hegarty, Dermot 1959
Hennessy, Dr Noel St. J. 1957
Henry, Dr George R. 1969
Henshall James A. 1979
Heron, Barney 1965
Hicks, Savell, O., O.B.E., 1961
Hilliard, C. E. 1961
Hogan, Thomas P. 1967
Horsman, Henry F. 1952
Hosford, W. K. 1974
Hughes, N. C., F.R.C.S. 1972
Hunt, C. K. 1963
Hutchinson, William R. 1969
Irving, J. F. 1960
Irwin, D. M. 1973
Jameson, J. Patrick 1968
Johnston Denis B. 1979
Johnson, Terence 1960
Jones, A. G. H. 1965
Kavanagh, Capt. Peter 1965
Keane, Barry 1975
Keily, D. J. 1973
Kelliher, Edward J. 1977
Kelly, C. D. 1975
Kelly, John C. 1979
Kenset, David J.
Kenefick, George 1975
Rear Commodore
Kennedy, Hugh P. Q.C. 1963
Kennedy, George O’Brien 1969
Kennedy, T., F.R.C.S. 1973
Kennedy, Mrs. B. 1973
Kerrigan, Seamus 1974
Kiley, Jock 1969
Kilkenny, Joseph 1971

’Cynara’, Windgate Rise, Howth Summit, Co. Dublin
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin (323123) Deerhound
do.

Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin
Chaple Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks
Gleenhook, Ullardmore, Ardeevin Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (800928)
Rhapsody (P.O.)
Lisaniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork (021-841083) Roane (P.O.)
do.
Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliza, Victoria 3930 Australia Rosbeg
61 Balglass Road, Howth, Co. Dublin (325212)
Oak Lawn, 128 Tonbridge Road, Hildenborough, Kent (2162)
Flat 2, 4 Leeds Road, Harrogate, Yorks
Clencar, Coolfadda, Bandon, Co. Cork (023-41286) Duckling
"Salcombe", Ballincurrig Park, Douglas, Cork (32793) Sacha
Shanganagh, Albert Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin (801528). Master of Yacht
Creidne
Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (852258)Harklow
do.
"Shearwater", Baily, Co. Dublin (322236)
South Winds, Ulverton Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (804372)Four Seasons
Cairn Gorm, Baily, Co. Dublin (323421) A lara
Kileen Tce., Malahide, Co. Dublin (450603)Aisling
The Hollow, Tibradden Rd., Rockbrook, Dublin 16. A isling
Farm Lodge, Shanganagh Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin Jacqueline
Lonsdale, 743 Shaw Rd., Newtownabbey Co. Down. Maimoune
Moytura House, Gross, Claremorris, Co. Mayo (Cong 10) Wild Bird
Cuan Hills Farm, Ballydorn, Killinchy, Co. Down (468) (Office: Belfast 57251)
94 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin (854923)
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin (803676)Angel (P.O.)
Templerainy House, Arklow (0402-2349)
North Brook, French Furze, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (882253)
Long Meadow, Ballylesson, Belfast (Drumbo 323) Taitsing
Guinness Group Sales, 86 Patrick Street, Cork
42 Ballyeasborough Rd., Portavogie, Co. Down BT22 1DB
Eaton House, Eaton-upon-Tern, Shropshire Saunterer of Leigh
The Cairn, 278 Seacliffe Road, Bangor, Co. Down (Bangor 65528) Seal Morning
Evora, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin (322931) Findabar of Howth
Benvve, The Point, Grooms port Co. Down
Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (851439) State o’ Chassis
(P.O.)
Yeowood, Wrington, Avon
Kerlogue, Railway Ave., Sutton, Co. Dublin (323396)
55 Wyvern, Killiney, Co. Dublin (805982)
Moorpark, Fountainstown, Co. Cork (021-831235) Shortwave
Old School House, Willistown, Dunleer, Co. Louth (041-51244) Spokestar
57 Orwell Park, Dublin 6 (975267)Jeepers
75 Dunluce Rd., Clontarf, Dublin 3.
17 Silverbirch Rd, Bangor, Co. Down, BT19 2EU (0247-62128) Ceres
Derryclare, Well Road, Douglas, Co. Cork (31799) (Office: 292813) L’Exocet

Edgebank, 16 Deramore Park Sth, Belfast (660500) (Office: 226941) Tosca IV of
Bangor
Drumsna, Co. Leitrim (9) Brainstorm
Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Road, Killinchy, Co. Down (470) Marula
do.
The Pastures, Sandyford, Co. Dublin
15 Bosworth St., Boston, 02108, U.S.A. Snow Star
Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin (323442)
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Kinmonth, Prof. J. B. 1966
Kirby, Tom 1971
Knight, R. D. 1971
Knott, H. B. 1964
Kyle, Stirk 1971
Landon, Capt. E. G. 1959
Large, Richard T. 1958

70 Ladbroke Road, London W 11 (727-6045) Phalarope
Park Road, Clogheen, Clonakilty, Co. Cork
The Chalet, Uplands, Dalkey, Co. Dublin
Marlay, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (78261 I) Pamela and Pointin
8 Talbot Park, Bangor, Co. Down
Crannog, Banagher, Co. Offaly. (24)
Rosehill House, Carysfort Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (880574) (Office:
761236)
Law, J. Brian 1975
Beech House, Duncana Road, Lisburn, Co. Antrim (70461) (Office 77317) Sai
See
Lawless, Peter D. 1964
Heydere, Westfields, N.C. Rd., Limerick (061-51567) (Office: 45290) Mokav H
Lawrence, David T. 1975
4 Rowanbyrne, Brookville Park, Deansgrange Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin
(894097)
Lee, Reginald 1961
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave., Booterstown, Co. Dublin (889486)
Lennox, George A. 1969
8 Norwood Gardens, Belfast BT4 2DX (656989) Sarita
Leonard, Alan G. 1964
Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (0849-541579) Wishbone
Love Clayton 1950
El Caribe, Currabinny, Co. Cork (021-831139) Cavelleta
Love Mrs T. 1963
do.
Love Clayton (Jun.) 1971
Clanricarde, Blackrock Road, Cork (021-33977)
Love D. 1963
E1 Medano, 75 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (809460)
Love John P. 1972
White Oaks, Blackrock Road, Cork
Luke Derek 1959
Windward, Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin (322507) (Office: 753351)
Gunfleet H
Luke, Dermot 1955
15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co. Dublin (324181) (Office: 771801)
Lyden, Brendan P. 1968
Carrigaline, Co. Cork (021-882303) Vivi (P.O.)
Lymas, Mrs Maria 1972
29 Bridge Rd., Helens Bay, Co. Down (Helens Bay 2630)
McAuley Daniel J. 1979
33 Stewardstown Rd., Belfast BT1 19SZ. Capella of Kent
McAnaney, E. 1975
99 Sandford Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6 (971421)
McAuley, F. D. M.Ch., D.O.M.S. 1961 45 Upper Leeson Street, Dublin 4
Macauley, W.P. 1963
Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride, Blessington, Co. Wicklow. Heather Bell
McBride, Denis 1972
34 Belgard Heights, Belgard Road, Tallaght, Co. Dublin
Iona, Baily, Co. Dublin (323335)
McBride, Edward D. 1970
McCann, George 1968
21 Riverside Road, Bangor, Co. Down
McCarthy, Vincent J. 1977
Mount Prague, Stillorgan Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin Snow Goose
McConnell, J. C. 1958
McConnell House, Charlemont Place, Dublin 2. Snow Goose
McConnell, John H. 1965
120 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin
24 Beechcourt, Killiney, Co. Dublin (858451) Kal
McConnell, Mrs M. T. 1959
McConnell, Stafford C. 1971
16 Parkview Mansions, Harolds Cross Road, Dublin 6
Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford, Co. Donegal (Greencastle 5) (Office: Derry
McCormick, W. H. D., 1956
65014)
Manaan Maclir. Vinga H
1
a Meadow Way, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down (Helen’s Bay 3665)Rosbeen Bawn
McDowell, J. R. 1963
Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin (893153)
McFerran, K. 1931
Dept. of Biochemistry, Queen’s University, 9 Blisburn Road, Belfast
McFerran, N. 1965
Hilltop House, Windgate Road, Baily, Co. Dublin. Donavara of Howth
McGonagle Liam 1959
Newtown Park House, Newtown Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin (887403)
McGuire, John F. 1975
Barra, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down. Sheenan
Mcllwaine, A. D. 1960
do.
Mcllwaine, Mrs Y. 1963
Delgany, Newhaven Drive, Douglas, Cork. Dolphin.
Macllwraith, George H. 1970
104 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co. Down (2692) (Office: Belfast 22734)
McKee, Michael 1962
Rosemount, Windmill Lane, Renfield, Sussex BN5 9UW (Henfield 2444)
McKenna, David C. 1964
Rapparee
Beechfield, Sydney Avenue, Blackrock, Co. Dublin (888376)
McKinley, Fergus 1953
3 Balally Drive, Dundrum, Dublin 14 (982514)
McKinney, John H.
McLaverty, C. 1961
30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9
12 Newpark Rd., Holly Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin
McLaverty, K. 1961
"Rathlin", 32 Orwell Park, Dublin 6 (972391)Echo of Porchester
McMahon, James 1973
"Treborth", Corr Bridge, Howth, Co. Dublin (324042) Goosander
McMillan, Alistair 1968
Colin Road, Dunmurry, Belfast (622172) Anolis
McMordie, H. M. 1972
11 Almoners’ Avenue, Cambridge, CB 1 4NZ (47020)
McMullen, L. 1940
Pro Diet Teo, Bunnacurry, Achill, Co. Mayo (Bunnacurry 1340 Kilderkin
McMullen, Colin P. 1975
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McSweeney, Patrick, 1968
Macken, J. J. 1949
Madden, Arthur G. 1961
Madden, Dr. J. 1971
Magennis, C. 1975
Maguire, B. C. 1950
Maguire, Edward D. 1971
Maguire, M. J. 1958
Maher, Patrick J. 1959
Malone Steven 1979
Marshall, A. H. 1963
Martin, Brian M. 1966
Martin, Clive C. 1978
Martin, F. D. 1954
Masser K. 1966
Meagher, Niall, 1975
Mellon, D. E., M.D. 1947
Miller, C. G. 1955
Minchin, John 1960
Mollard, Robert E. 1969
Montgomery, E. J. 1955
Morck, Dr P. B. 1958
Morck, Mrs P. C. 1962
Morehead, R. 1950
Morris, Arthur 1961
Morrison, R. Ian 1957
Morton, Vice-Admiral A.S.
Mosse, W. P. 1964
Mullen, T. J. 1975
Mullins, John 1972
Mullins, Peter J. D. 1971
Hon. Secretary LC.C.
Murphy, W. J. 1963
Myles, Norman 1972
Nixon, James 1971
Nixon, W. M. 1963
O’Brien, Daniel D. 1978
O’Boyle, Donal 1974
O’Brien, John J. 1971
O’Ceallaigh, C. 1959
O’Ceallaigh, Mrs M. 1963
O’Connor, Daniel 1971
O’Connor, Dr. M. 1957
Odium, Peter D. 1942
O’Donoghue, Dr. R. F. 1971
O’Farrell, Michael 1975
O’Flaherty, Michael 1968
O’Gallagher, Malachi 1968
O’Gorman, Thomas 1975
O’Hanlon, R. H., M.D., 1940
O’Hanlon, Mrs B., M.D., 1962
O’Hanlon, Andrew 1969
O’Hanlon, Roderic P. 1975
O’Keefe, Dr. Maurice 1972
*O’Keeffe, P. 1932 (1967)
O’Rahilly Dr. Michael 1979
Olver, John R. 1971

"Dunmuire", Woodview, Douglas, Cork Vivi (P.O.)
White House, Dalkey Ave., Co. Dublin (806897)A ileen
Hazeldene, Marina, Blackrock, Co. Cork (021-31348)
Derrylea, Menlove Gardens, Blackrock, Co. Cork (021-33439) Pidun
Landfall, 43 Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down (2237) Snowgoose of
Moygannon
Northfields, Blackboys, Uckfield, Sussex (Framfield 593)
Mullaghbeg, Killyleagh, Co. Down Triad
Willow Brae, Castlepark Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin (804140) Silver Shadow
(P.O.)
Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork (021-033966) (Office: 25252)
The Moorings, Malahide, Co. Dublin
Rockmount, 20 Warren Road, Donaghdee, Co. Down (3553)La Petite Mamselle
11 Jordanstown Road, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim, Banba
Erinagh, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Dublin (893565)Estrellita (P.O.)
2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill, Co. Dublin (863410) do.
114 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks. Pintail of Kew
Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co. Kildare. (045-7728)
5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (973075)Janet
Shortalstown, Killinick, Co. Wexford (053-39138) Calloo
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (831392) Windrose
27 Sion Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin Korsar
78 Northumberland Rd., Dublin (681903) (Office: 761201)
Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow (0404-5164) Samantha
23 Albany Rd., Ranelagh, Dublin 6
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork (021-33297) Blue Jay
Clonmore Glebe, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny (Fiddown 8) Evarne
Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd., Baily, Co. Dublin (323106) Querida of Howth
110 Ashley Gardens, Westminster, London SW 1P 1HS (823-1588) Maiandros
Denedin, Bennetsbridge, Co. Kilkenny (056-27125) Acari
17 Woodley Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (855026)
Arlonstown, Dunsaney, Co. Meath (046-25175) Maid of Killeen
4 Coliemore Villas, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (807184) (Office:
764471)
Ragnar (P.O.)
15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Road, Cork.
"finnahesk Service Station, Olygate, Co. Wexford.
3 Seafront Road, Cultra, Holywood, Co. Down (Holywood 2196) Josephine
29 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin (323929)
Small Acre, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (852754) Live Wire
9 Boulevard Nth, Bayside, Sutton. (320062)
Flat 3, Bear Haven, Pilot View, Bulloch Harbour.
46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (852619) Julia
do.

Duncairn, 8 Kilteragh Drive, Foxrock, Co. Dublin Leprechaun
58 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin (767136) lnisfallen
Priory Lodge, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin Verna
Rock Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork (841051) Cabaret
Moorcroft, Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down (2620) Cuchulain
Glenlion, Brennanstown Rd., Cabinteely, Co. Dublin (896465) Cuilaun of
Kinsale
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Co. Dublin
Balrath, Co. Meath.
8 St. James’s Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (762080) Meermin
do.

16 Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 6 (762080)
do.

54 Main Street, Kinsale, Co. Cork
Ardnagreine, Bantry, Co. Cork (33) (Office: 1)
12 Dornden Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Punctilio (P.O.)
Delgany Croft Road, Holywood, Co. Down (Holywood 2147)
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O’Mara, Stephen 1960
O’Neill, J. Russell 1964
Orr, Arthur S. P. Vrd 1970
Orr, S. 1973
Osborne, J. A. D.S.C.
Capt. R.N. Ret’d 1969
Osborne, James R. 1974
Osterberg, Paul 1949
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah 1964
Park, Dr David S. 1969
Park, Mungo 1955
Patton, Henry A. 1969

"Monaleen", Torquay Rd., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (896009)
24 Killeen Drive, Bangor, Co. Down
Evergreen, Old Holywood Rd., Belfast (0203-63601) (Office: 57261) Mainmoune
P.O.
Summerlea, Burray, Ordney, Scotland Chin Chin
Knocknagreanna, Milford, Co. Donegal (73) Segala

7 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (979039) Verve (P.O.)
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co. Down (226)
9 Rock St., Tralee, Co. Kerry (066-2101 I) Ceili
The Croft, Cunningburn, Newtownards, Co. Down Cruiskeen
Corrig Breach, B aily, Howth, Co. Dublin (322210) Joliba
Kilnburn, 33 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co. Down. BT21 0PD (2517) Fair
Alton
*Paul, Alan H. (1958)
20 St. James Street, London SWl (HYD 5252)
Payne, J. Somers 1969
4 Camden Tee., Crosshaven, Co. Cork (021-831128) Melody
Pearson, J. D. 1950
Craig View, Howth, Co. Dublin (322276)
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down Norella (P.O.)
Pritchard, P. Marshall 1966
Pritchard, Mrs Maura 1966
do.
Radley, George 1971
The Brake, Cobh, Co. Cork (021-811394) Cecille
33 Woodlands Ave., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (291635)
Rea, William T. 1977
Revill Reginald G. 1979
42 Burrowfield Rd., Sutton, Co. Dublin.
Stratford, Silchester Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin
Roberts, Rex 1974
Roberts, T. 1973
The Residence, Kiboroney, Rostrevor, Co. Down (470) Petrel
Hillmount, Annalong, Co. Down (213) Diane
Robinson, A. 1973
BaUingard, Delgany, Co. Wicklow (874572)
Roche, Charles A. 1972
Roche, John O’S 1978
20b. Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin (324671) Safina
Lough Rynn, Mohill, Co. Leitrim
Roche, Pierce 1975
Roche, T. H. 1935
Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (881093) Neon Tetra
Rogerson, Frederick 1969
Creevagh, Dundrum Road, Dublin 14. (Office: 984444) Happy Return
1 Fifth Ave., Baylands, Bangor, Co. Down (65681) Erlin Mor (P.O.)
Ronaldson, Charles E. 1967
Cuskinny,
Cobh, Co. Cork (021-0811370) Caygnet of Mourne
Ronan, J. G. 1956
34 Killinakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast. Macfin
Russell, John F. 1965
Ryan, David F. 1973
Dublin Road, Skerries, Co. Dublin (291438)
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin (803585)Red
Ryan, Dermod J. 1971
Velvet
Ryan, Senator Eoin 1957
81 Park Avenue, Dublin 4. (691770)
Ryan, Frank 1971
55 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (894026) Tryphena
Elstow, Knapton Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (807151)
Ryan, John 1956
Selig, Ivan 1965
20, Callender St., Belfast BT1 5BQ
Sewell, Richard G. 1969
7 Edith Tce., London SWl0 (352-7367) Thalassa
Shanks, T. R. J. 1972 Hon. Treasurer 14 Massey Ave., Belfast 14 (63809) Mainmourne (P.O.)
"Ardbeg", Craigmillar Ave., Miln Gavie, by Glasgow (0627/4659)
Sharp, Ronald 1974
"Portlet", Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin (801878) Gay Gannet
Sheil, Leonard 1968
Derrybawn, Military Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (853371) Greylag of Arklow
Sheppard, T. Lt. Comm. 1957
80 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down BT20 5HW (3563)
Sims, R. J. A. 1969
21 St. Mary’s Road, Dublin 4 (681603) Standfast (P.O.)
Sisk, H. B. 1973
3 9 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down (2372) Tandara
Slater, W. McC 1977
321 West Lyon Farm Drive, Greenwich, CT06830 U.S.A.
Smiles, Alan E. 1958
Smullen, Brian P.
33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6 (760771)
3 Breffni Terrace, Sandycove, Co. Dublin
Smullen, John D. 1961
2 Rosevale Gardens, Drumbeg, Dunmurry BT 17 9LH Moody Blue (P.O.)
Smyth, B. T. 1960
7 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down. Norsk 35
Smyth Francis G. 1979
646 Howth Road, Dublin 5
Smyth, F.B. 1964
11 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9 (665265) Moody Blue (P.O.)
Smyth, W. A. 1960
Ballintubber Lodge Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork (021-883193) R uinette
Snell, M. H. 1974
Vallombraossa, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862216)
Somerville-Large P. T. 1946
The Lodge Clifton, Port-St. Mary, I.O.M.
Speidel, Noel 1968
14 Sandford Ave., Dublin 4 (971107) Bonita
Starkey, R. V. 1939
123a Sydenham Ave., Belfast 4 (656145) Dolphin
Steadman, David 1967
6 Haile Park, Haile, Egremont, Cumbria CA22 2ND (Beckermrt 403)
Stewart, Alan C. 1959
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Stewart, Rynn 1968
Stevenson, John A. 1964
Sullivan, C. St. J. 1955
Sullivan, Michael R. 1967
Taggart, A. G. 1970
Taggart, John I. 1975
Taggart Thos. N. 1966
Tierney, John 1960
Tisdall, Patrick 1974
Tomlinson, Michael 1962
Tomlinson, Mrs Molloy 1965
Traynor, Colm 1975
Tughan, D. 1969
Tyrrell, Aidan 1971
Tyrrell, John 1940
Vickery, Ian 1972
Villers-Stuart, James 1977
Villiers-Stuart, M.F. 1957
Virden, Jonathan 1968
Waldron Dr. Oliver C. 1978
Walsh, Anthony 1979
Walsh, R. T. 1950
Walsh, William 1968
Watson, Neil 1962
Watson, Richard R. 1962
Watson, Mrs Patricia 1966
Watson, William R. 1979
Wheeler, Edwin M. 1975
Whelehan Harold 1979
White, John N. 1974
Whitehead, David 1972
Wilby, K. A. 1964
Williams, W. Peter 1968
Wilson, P. 1964
Wingfield, Robert T. 1969
Wolfe, J. M. 1959
Wolfe, John W. 1978
Wolfe, Peter C. 1974
Woode, Wolfe, C. F. W. 1958
Workman, J. R. 1954
Wylie, Ian E. 1971

St. Adrians, Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13.
c/o Assistance Technique Maritime, 29 Rue de Miromsnil, 75008, Paris
9 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (805877)
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd., Cork (021-32734) (Office: 26731)
Melisande
7 Manse Rd., Bearsden, Glasgow (Office: 2183)
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (232)
do. Kirmow
Aisling, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (804391) State o’ Chassis
(P.O.)
Fuschia Cottage, Castletownshend, Co. Cork Skua
Emleigh, Ncston, Wirral, Chcshire. Pellegrina
do.
563 Howth Road, Raheny, Dublin 5 (313122)
Ballykillair, Carnalea, Co. Down (60432)
Brandon House, Aghabullogue, Co. Cork (Coachford I 17)
Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow, Co. Wicklow (0402-2452) (Yard: 2403)
Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork
Ballynaparka, Aglish, nr. Cappoquin, Co. Waterford (024-6144) Vintner
Loughside, 53 Shore Road, Carrickfcrgus, Co. Antrim BT38 8WA (Whiteabbey
62245) Winifreda of Greenisland
Gable Roof, High St., Yalding, Kent ME19 6HZ Sharvoge
Innisfallen, Dungriffin Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin (323941)
7 Glencarrig, Sutton, Co. Dublin, Taleko
65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4 (691385)
Adelaide House, C rosshaven, Co. Cork (021-831261) (Office: 52358) Coral
Wentworth Ho., Church Street, Wicklow (0404-2152) (Yard: 2492)
29 BalkiU Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin (322472)
do.
Ostlers Cottage, Corebar Rd., Paisley, Scotland. Skulmartin
Orleans Cottage, Lenchwich, NR Evesham, Worcs.
Treetops, Claremont Rd., Howth
74 Broadford Rise, Ballinteer, Dublin 16 (951879) Glenmumbles (P.O.)
c/o BiUiton International Metals, 19 Louis Couperus Place, The Hague, Holland
Glan Aber House, Lon Isallt Trearddur Bay, Anglesey, N. Wales (Holyhead
860549) Shelmalier
The Whins, Magherascouse, Comber, Co. Down (Ballygowan 360)
Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden, Dunbartonshire Nan of Clynder
Mineral Resources Division, Private Mail Bag, G.P.O., Suva, Fiji
Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co. Dublin (450505)(Office: 766664)
The Mews, Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co. Dublin (450505)
Voernol Products Ltd., Box 13, Maidstone 4380, Rep. of S. Africa.
Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co. Cork
5 3 Malone Park, Belfast (665815) Ceara
22 Marmont Pk., Holywood Rd., Belfast BT4 2GR (760158) (Office: 20202)
Hallowe’ en
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Ust of Yachts

The letter G. before the rig indicates gaff rig. The letters following the rig description indicate that the yacht is built of wood
fibreglass or steel.
Owner
W. P. Moss
R. M. Burns
R. B. Cudmore
M. Collins
H. R. & D. F. Gomes
N. St. J. Hennessy
H. Du Plessis
B. Hegarty
A. Dunne
H. M. McMordie
J. A. Mackeown
J. F. Burke
J.D. Faulkner
R. de Quincey
A. Doherty
B. M. Martin
R. Courtney
R.V. Starkey
B. Dalton
B. Bramwell
R. Morehead
G. O’B. Kennedy
R.F. O’Donaghue
C.G. Miller
D.J. MacAuley
P.J. Adams
A.L.Wylde
C.&T. Love
J.R. Workman
G. Radley,
J. O’Sullivan
D. Kensett
H.P. Beck
H.E. Byrne
W. Walsh
R. L. Berridge
D.S. Park
M. O’Farrell
M. O’Flaherty
J.G. Ronan
J.A. Blaikie
J.D. Beckett
D. Bradley

Yacht
T.M.
Acari
11
Adele
28
Anna Petrea
6
Ardrichele
Ainmara
10
AiMing
8
Aisling na mara
1035
Alara
5
Anasu//
17
A nolis
15
Antoinette
5
A racatty III
11
Arvoir 111
73
Badger of Baltimore 9
Bali Hal
6
Banba
9
Bandersnatch ofHowth 13
Bonita
5
15
Boru
Blue Bandit
Blue Jay
7
Brainstorm
10.1
Cabaret
4
Calloo
16
Capella of Kent
Carnalea
4
8
Carrick Witch
17
Cavaletta
8
Ceara
12
Cecille
7
Ceili
4
Ceres
13
China Bird
7
Chouette
Coral
10
Corofin
15
Cruiskeen
11
Cuchulain
Cuilaun of Kinsale 28
10
Cygnet of Mourne
Different Drummer 5
4
Dara
5
Debonair
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Rig
Sloop, W
Ketch, F
Sloop F
Sloop F
Yawl, W.
Ketch, W.
Ketch F
Sloop W
Ketch, W.
Ketch, W.
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Motor, W.
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Yawl, W
Sloop F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W
Sloop, F.
Yawl, W
Sloop

Built
1939
1969
1976
1975
1912
1965
1978
1966
1968
1900
1936
1955
1962
1974
1962
1974
1970
1884
1979
1977
1977
1972
1979
1959

Designer & Class
Robert Clar
Hood 50
Peter Brunn 28’ Grinde
Group Finot, Fastnet 34
J. B. Kearney
M. Griffiths, Waterwitch

Sloop, W
T.S.M.Y.
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F

1966
1975
1948
1970

David Cheverton
R. Tucker, 350 hp T.C.
L. Giles
S. & S. Swan 36
OUe Enderlein, Shipman
Dragon
Laurent Giles
A. Buchanan, E. Anglian
Ohlson 38
Brohall, Singoalla
J. Tyrell
P. Brett, Rival 32
G.T.McGruer
Sparkman & Stephens
W.P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Y. Monthly
CLub Shamrock 1/2 ton.

1957
1972
1962
1968
1970
1968
1974
1946
1977

Tord Sunden F/B
W. Rayner, Atlantic
E. H. Hamilton
A.R. Luke, Teal O.D.
C.A. Nicholson, Int. 8m.
Herd & Mackenzie
D. Sadler, Contessa 32
P. Webster, Elizabethan 31
Sparkman & Stephens
Co. Saunderson
V. Aarnipalo
Camper & Nicholson 35
Sadler 35
G. O’B. Kennedy, 1/2 tonne.
Van de Stadt Jupiter ½ ton
A.C. Robb, Jenny Wren
Van de Stadt Offshore 8

J.H. Guinness
A. Robinson
G. Macilwraith
J. McMahon
C.E. Ronaldson
F.D. Martin & Ors.
A. Morris
H.A. Patton
J.P. Jameson
R. Charles
E.K. Devenny
S.T.A. (E.F. Healy)
L. Shell
R.F. O’Donoghue
C.S. Bassett
M.M.A. D’Alton
J.F. Burke
A. McMillan
T. Sheppard
D. Luke
I. Wylie
W.M. Elliott
F. Rogerson
R.D. Heard
W.P. Macauley
A. Robinson
M & C. Green
J.R. Bourke
J. Finnegan
C.D. Kelly
Mungo Park
J. Nixon
C.J. Fitzgerald
T.P. Hogan
C. O’Ceallaigh
M.T. McConnell
C.P. McMullen
T.N. Taggart
R. Mollard
A. W. Anderson
W.R. Cuffe-Smith
G. Kenefick
D.D. O’Brien
H. Du Plessis
S. Kerrigan
A.S. Morton
J.A. Mullins
J.K.A. Dorman
A.S.P. Orr & J.A. Henshall
D.J. Ryan
T. Kennedy
W. Walsh
R.H. O’Hanlon
M.R. Sullivan
C.J. Fitzgerald
W.D. Carr
P.D. Lawless
W.A. Smyth
D.N. Doyle

Deerhound
Diane of Down
Dolphin
Echo of Porchester
Erlin Mor
Estrellita
Evarne
Fair Alton
Finndabar of Howth
Franzi
Freda
Creidne
Gay Gannet
Gigha
Gioconda
Glenshane
Golden Shamrock
Goosander
Greylag of A rklow
Gunfleet of Howth
Halloween
Happy Return
Happy Return
Harklow
Heatherbell
Heather of Mourne
Helen
Iduna
Jane
Jeepers
Joliba
Josphine
Jouet
Jubille B
Julia
Kal
Kilderkin
Kirmew
Korsar
Lapwing
Leemara
L ’Exocet
Live Wire
Loe Vean
Mac Lir H
Maiandros
Maid of Killeen
Maid of Skye
Maimoune
Red Velvet
Marula
Mary Lunn
Meermin
Melisande
Melisande
Melora 111
Mokav H
Moody Blue
Moonduster

28
10
21/2
10
9
16
11
19
16
6
6
32
7
7
9
4
9
5
12
10
3
2.2
5
12
52
10
10
4
4
12
4

5
4
4
5
10
31/2
13
5.15
8
6
20
9
21/2
10
9
9
35
5
11
27
5
14
20
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Ketch, F
Sloop F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
M.Y., W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Cutter, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Motor, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Motor, F
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F

1970
1979
1969
1963

Hood 50
Holman & Pye
C.D. Mower, Petrel
Robert Clark

1979
1937
1972
1970
1962
1911
1967
1963
1961
1958

J. Visiers Noray 38
C. Kingsley
McGruer
Sparkman & Stephens
G.W. Marvin

1976
1961
1969
1970
1970
1965
1963
1932
1973
1936
1939
1959
1978
1979
1977
1947
1973
1969
1947
1969
1972

Sloop, F
CB Yawl, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Yawl, W
G. Ketch, S
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Ketch, W

1978
1966

Sloop, F
Sloop, W

1976
1973

1976
1955
1902
1967
1940
1951
1971
1959

A.C. Robb
C.R. Holman, Sterling
C.R. Holman
C.A. Nicholson
A. Mylne, Glen O.D.
Ron Holland
Tordsunden Folkboat
Laurent Giles
S. & S. Swan 36
Squib
Jack Holt Rambler
Holman - Stella
J. Tyrrell
J.N. Miller & Sons
Holman & Pye, Centurio
T. Glen Coats, Int. 8m.
L. Giles, Lymington L.
Dragon
J.24
Holland NIC 345
Dragon
Peterson ½ Ton
M. Giles, W. Channell O.D.
Downcraft Ltd.
Guy Thompson, T. 24
Robert Clark
Sparkman & Stephens
Dufour, Arpege
Ohlson 38

T. Mallagh
Invicta van de Start
Camper & Nicholson 44
D. Hilliard
L. Hope, Fairy
Holman & Pye
Holman & Pye
Uffa Fox
M. Selleslagh
C & C. Trapper 28
Y. Mareschal, Fandango
A. Mylne & Co.
Ron Holland, Eygthene 24
Moody 33
Sparkman & Stephens

R. Cudmore
F.D. Tughan
H. Cudmore, Sen
T.H. Roche
Dermot Byrne
J.J. Fogarty
Mr.&Mrs. Pritchard
D.H.B. FitzGerald
D. Andrews
P.F. Foley
J.D.F. Fisher
H.B. Knott
J.M. Tomlinson
J.B. Kinmonth
R. Morehead
H.B. Knott
W. Rea
I. Firth & M. O’Rahilly
R.I. Morrison
S.H.R. Clarke
P.J.D. Mullins
D. McKenna
W.B. Cunningham
O. Glaser
D.J. Ryan
M.J. Hall & L. Cassidy
P.A. Clark
R.C.A. & Mrs. Hall
T.J. Hanan
H.D.E. Barton
J.R. McDowell
M. Snell
B. Hassett
J.B. Law
P. Morck
G.A. Lennon
J.F. Irving
L.B. Dickinson
D.M. Irwin
J.A. Osborne
F. Cudmore
J. Virden
J. Gore-Grimes
K. Wilby
J.P. Bourke
A.D. Maclllwaine
D.J. Keiley
R. D’Alton
M. Balmforth
P.A. Tisdall
W.R. Watson
P. Dinneen
J.C. McConnell
C. Magennis
J.C. Kiley, Jnr
R.J. Fowler
T.F. & T.C. Doyle
E. Kelliher

Morgana
Myth of Mourne
Nambara
Neon Tetra
Nixe 1II
Nora Sheila
Norella
Oberon H
Ocean Dove
Odette
Onaway
Pamela
Pellegrina
Phalarope
Pipit
Pointin
Procyon
Punctillio
Querida of Howth
Quiver Iill
Ragnar
Rapparee
Rascal
Red Rock 111
Red Velvet
Rhapsody
R inamara
R oane
Rosbeg
Rose Rambler
Rosbeen Bawn
Ruinette
Sacha
Sai See
Samantha
S arita
Saunterer of Leigh
Seaboard
Seal Morning
Segala
Setanta Too
Sharavoge
Shardana
Shelmalier
Shemite
S heenan
Shortwave
Si Mara
Skerrybhan
Skua
Skulmartin
Sleagh
Snow Goose
Snow Goose of
Moygannon
Snow Star
Sogndal
Sonata
Spokestar

10
15
11
20
27
5
8
10
9
21/2
6
6
12
15
41/2
7
4
5
21
24
4

Ketch, F
Sloop F
Sloop, W
Cutter, W
T.S.D.Y.,S.
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Cutter, W
Sloop, W
Yawl, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Ketch, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, G
Yawl, W
Ketch, W
Lug. W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop W
Yawl, W
Gaff Cutter
Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F

1971
1970
1955
1954
1942
1955
1967
1969
1959
1966
1961

1924

9
11

Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Sloop,
Motor, W

6
17
7
21
16

Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop F
Ketch, F

1978
1968
1967

5
30
12
4
20
14
2
11
10
10
5
14
5
12
10
10
6
5
5
10
11
5
15
9
4
7
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1961
1959
1971

1978
1965
1972
1972
1974
1975
1971
1977
1968
1969
1973
1963
1968
1971
1960
1978
1910
1970
1938
1962
1978
1963
1977
1980
1937
1964
1970

Holman & Pye Bowman 36
A. Gurney, Rancher 41
J. McGruer, 8m. C/R
D. Hilliard
Baglitto R.S.N.M.T.B.
L. Giles, Vertue
Murray, Int. 7 m. C/R
S. & S. 34
M. Griffiths
Tucker Brown
R. Warrington-Smyth,
Gleoteoig
P. Brett
W. Tripp Jun., Block Island 40
A. Primrose, Seal
Olle Enderlein, Shipman
Westerly Jouster Laurent Giles
R. Holland Golden Shamrock
Robert Clark
Camper & Nicholson
Borsesen Dragon
Ecume de Mer
W.P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Freas
Hustler 35
Holland Club, Shamrock
J. McGruer
D. Hilliard
G. Gletcher, Ultimate
Laurent Giles
Holman & Pye
Nicholson 32
Tord Sunden, Folkboat
S. & S. Finisterre
Roger Dongray
H.W. White
A. Buchanan, Neptune
Robert Clark
Nicholson, 31
Rmgnvm Slater, S. Class
Holland Club Shamrock
Tord Sunden, Folkboat
Camper & Nicholson 31
Primrose Challenger 35
SHE 30
A.M. Dickie & Sons
D. Hilliard
Westerly Cirrus
Ruffian 8.5
Alex. Robertson
Hustler 30
Broom Norfolk

1974

Maxi 84
K.A. Neilsen, Custom
MacWester 26
SHE 30
O.R. Andersen Nelson 37

H.B. Sisk
D. J. Kelly
D. Bradley, T. Johnston
& J. Tierney
P. Bunting
N.C. Hughes
A. Walsh
J.C. Butler
R. McSlater
R. Sewell
H.P. Kennedy
Mr. & Mrs. Clapham
F. Ryan
E.M. Booth
P.D. Odium
Campbell & Osbourne
J. Villiers-Stuart
B.P. Lyden
B. Heron
H.W.S. Clark
J. Minchin
M.F. Villiers-Stuart
A. Leonard
F. M. Eves

Standfast
Stargazer

22
7

Sloop, F
Sloop F.

1971
1979

F. Mass
A. Primrose Moody 30

State o" Chassis
Sue
Taitsing
Talcko
Tam o ’Shanter
Tandara
Thalassa
Tosca IV of Bangor
Tresillian 1II
Tryphena
Venetia
Verna
Verve
Vintner
ViVi
Wild Bird
Wild Goose of Moyle
Wild Rose
Winifreda of
Greenisland
Wishbone
Takayhe

10
21
10

Sloop, F
G. Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Ketch, G
Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Ketch
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Ketch, S
Yawl, W

1979
1919
1961

Sloop, W
Yawl, G
Yawl, W
Sloop, F
Cutter, W

1925
1975
1936
1969

Holland NIC 345
Woodhouse
A. Buchanan
Van de Statt Offshore
B. Chance, Chance 37
Camper & Nicholson 39
C. Sibbick
C. Nicholson, Jolina
Nicholson 38
L. Giles
C.A. Nicholson, SCOD
Van der Meer, Trewes 59
A.C. Robb, Princess
Westerly Berku
K. Reimers, 30 Sq.m.
Drascombe Longboat 22’
M. Griffiths
Camper & Nicholson
The Admiralty

Sloop, W
Sloop, F

1965

12
16
16
9
15
10
6
40
10
6
10
6
13
9
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1972
1977
1906
1960
1971
1939
1961
1973
1963

Holman, North Sea 24
Westerly Conway.
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